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PREFACE. 

F The farmer is the object of a great deal of solicitude in this day and age. A 

great many men have a message for him. He is made the subject of a great deal 
of gratuitous advice. If he fails to benefit by this advice or grow quickly to the 

| full measure of his stature as a producer of food, and a citizen, it certainly will 

: not be for a lack of self-sacrifice on the part of society in his behalf. 

i The foregoing is not written in a spirit of sarcasm, although much that is 2 

: said and done for the farmer needs to be satirized, for the farmer himself is being 

j farmed by interested parties. The fact remains, however, that there never was 

aday of greater activity among the forces of society for the enlightenment of 

the farmer than the present day. 
The very first difficulty that is confronted is the greatest of all. It is the ques- ~ ‘ 

tion, ‘“‘ How shall the farmer be reached?” We do not mean the intelligent, 

progressive farmer. He reaches himself and does not depend on others 

to think for him, He constantly seeks food for better thought and judg- . 

t ment by virtue of his own force. He is constantly in the knowledge market 

i ready to buy what he wants. ; 
It is the average farmer that society is after just now. Of necessity he stays 

at home most of the time. Of necessity he works hard early and late. He 

thinks he has no time to look about and see if there is not a better and more 

profitable way of doing his daily work. The work is there right on top of him Fp 

every day, and so he does the best he can and toils along in the same old way, 

: working hard and getting little pay for his labor. It is the general conviction of 
these facts that has caused such a quickening in society in his behalf. 

Now this average farmer must be reached in some way. How shall it be done? 

He is the mountain. He cannot go to Mahomet. How shall Mahomet get to 7 

him? 

The great object is to reach him and create in him a hunger for more and bet- _ 
ter knowledge. Two great facts confront this average farmer and silently, like 

' the forces of light and heat, they have been making his kind of farming more 

f and more difficult. 
First, under the natural law of competition, his products have been gradually ‘ 

growing cheaper while he has taken but little pains to keep pace with this de- 

crease in price by studying how to reduce the cost of production. With him it 
is less and less money each succeeding year, and still the same expense for pro- 

duction. 
Right here step in a lot of advisers who tell him that the cuuse of all this lies 

\ in railroad extortions, or the tariff, or trusts, or monopolies. Scarcely one will 7 

tell him that the reason of the fact lies in himself. It is so easy for the unsuc- 

cessful man to cast the blame upon everything except himself. He has not kept 

| place with the world; he has been jogging along in old ways and methods until 

”
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re old ways and methods will no longer produce a pound of grain, or butter, or 
i. cheese or meat or wool, cheap enough to meet the price and leave any profit. This 4 j average farmer is a manufacturer of food, and he must wake up and use a man- 

i ufacturer’s brains, and close economies in production, or he will be worse ' pinched in the future. There is no hope for old methods. The world is bound 
to have cheap food, and the world is right. The success of the brainy, progres- - | sive farmer in producing it and that, too, at a profit, shows it can be done. ‘3 | The second great fact that is troubling this average farmer is the loss of fertil- i | ity in the land he tills. Here is the upper and nether mill-stone between which 

i he is being ground: Less price and less productive power in his land. 
| No wonder he squirms. No wonder he looks eagerly from Doctor Anti- 

monopoly to Doctor Anti-trust or Doctor Free Trade, and asks: “Have you no 
i remedy for my deep distress?” Plain old Doctor Common-sense tells him he 
| must stop this ruinous way of doing things; that he alone is to blame for the 

situation and not outsiders. He tells him that the land is poor because he has 
| made it so, and not the railroads or the tariff, He tells him that it takes more 

brains to make a profit at any kind of farming than it did in times of high prices 
and more productive soil, and that he must adapt himself to the changed order 
of things. All this he tells him, or would tell him if he could only get his ear 
and attention. Therefore, how shall this farmer be reached? is the important 
question of the hour. 
We believe that the most practical and successful method of reaching him is 1 

through Farmers’ Institutes, and meetings of like character. The two hundred 2 
and forty two days’ meetings held by the Wisconsin Farmers’ Institutes, have 

f done more to reach the great mass of unreached farmers in this State, in the past 
| four years, than all other agencies of society combined. These meetings have im- 

eo planted a hunger for better intelligence in thousands, where it but feebly existed 
| jf before. A wonderful amount of daylight has been let into dark places. The 
et conceit of ignorance has been driven out and the dry rot of stupid indifference ' 
| banished to an extent that is wonderfully encouraging. The agricultural jour- 
} |} nal, the agricultural book, the agricultural college and the experiment station : 
i | are for the men who read, study and think. Let the Farmers’ Institutes have their 

\ perfect work first and these will follow. In this way shall the average farmer 
| be reached. 
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. 

; Hon. Gro. H. Pau, 

President of Board of Regents, University of Wisconsin: 

Thave the honor of presenting to you Bulletin No. 8, Wisconsin Farmers’ In- 

stitutes. An edition of 31,000 copies has been issued and will be distributed to 

i the farmers of the State free. 
j Early in September I addressed a circular letter to many of the leading men of 

; Wisconsin, and to a few of the most prominent agricultural thinkers who have 

i assisted at some of our institutes, the following questions: 

. Have the Farmers’ Institutes been of any benefit to the farmers of your county? 

Have they aroused a spirit of inquiry for better work, and for more systematic 

effort? Has your observation led you to note that the most intelligent and suc- 

cessful farmers attend and take part in these Institutes, and invariably have faith : 

in their business? Do you think they have a tendency to advertise and popular: 

ize our State University? Have they given our State a prominence abroad? 

I append the following letters. 
W. H. MORRISON, 

i Superintendent. 

} Madison, Wis., Nov. 1, 1889. ci 

Mr. W. H. Morrison— “Judging from the list of your institutes for 1889-90, 

there seems to be no abatement of effort on the part of those who have made the 

Wisconsin Farmers’ Institutes not only the pride of the State, but factors of ac- 

tive power for the betterment of the condition of the farmers throughout the 

whole continent. I came back from the Wisconsin Institutes to Canada witha ; 

new inspiration for endeavor on behalf of our farmers here, and also with an in- 

creased store of information for their benefit. 

‘The published annual report of your Institute work is the best compendium 

of crisp, living thought on practical agriculture that has come into my hands, and 

through the medium of the agricultural press, its contents are touching the reading 

farmers in all English speaking countries. Largely through the agency and aid 

of Farmers’ Institutes, agriculture is beginning more fully to offer scope for the 

exercise of the powers of the most ambitious and talented young men in all 

highly civilized lands. You are engaged in a truly good and ennobling work. I 

. wish you God speed.” 
4 Jas. W. ROBERTSON. 

Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph, Ont., September 23. a 

Mr. W. H. Morrison —“‘To all the above questions I unhestatingly and most 

emphatically answer, yes. 

“The design of the Institutes was to awaken an interest in farming, andto | : 
i impart practical knowledge in its various branches. And in both of these di- 

rections the success has been greater than their most sanguine supporters dared to j 

ee
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} \ hope. It was supposed that after they had ceased to be a novelty the interest in . 
} | them would decline, but from personal observation I think the attendance dur- 
| { ing the last winter was uniformly larger, and the interest better sustained 

| through the entire session than when first started. 
“‘As to the State University, only a few years ago a feeling of antagonism was 

| almost universal among the farmers; but the attendance of Professors Henry 
} ¥ | and Babcock, and their teachings, together with the work of the Experiment 
ij Station, has produced a marked change; and to-day the State University of Wis- 
ij consin may reckon among its staunchest friends the better class of farmers 
{} through the entire State. 
tt “The almost universal sentiment is, I believe, that in no other way could so 

| small an amount of money have been used with such good results as that ex- 
pended in Farmers’ Institute work; and all are looking forward to the meetings 

}| of the coming winter with increased interest.” 
CHARLES R. BEACH. i Whitewater, Wis., Oct. 4. 

' es 
Mr. W. H. Morrison —‘‘ While it is true that I did not have the opportunity i 

of visiting your State the past year of Institute work on account of other en- 
gagements, I have remembered with pleasure my brief experience during the 
course of the work for 1887-88. I have thought it over and over again with in- g 

| creasing favor. The work is so practical and, withal, covers so much ground, 
1 that I do not wonder at all that halls were crowded, in many places almost to ‘ 
H suffocation. If the farmers of your State fully understood the character of the 

} work being done in the holding of your Institutes, they would have to be mul- 
i tiplied a hundred-fold to accommodate the attendance. No farmer, fruit grower 

or the breeder of any kind of live stock, can afford to neglect attending your In- 
stitutes. They have an uplifting influence that will be developed more and more 
as the work progresses. They are in fact so many schools in which the experi- 

| ence of the life time, almost, of practical men is handed out without money and _ 
| without price, to aid those in attendance in achieving better success in life. 

“T sincerely wish that your work for the season, just beginning, may be 
: { marked for the increasing interest attending it, and I shall expect to hear from 

| time to time a good report from the leading State in the Farmers’ Institute work.” 
J. J. W. BI.inestey. 

Indianapolis, Ind., Sept. 19. 

{ Mr. W. H. Morrison —“I have often had occasion to tell the story of that 
farmer, out in Buffalo County I think it was, in your State, who came to the In- 

i stitute on horse-back and became so much interested that he walked home, two 
4 miles, and never once thought of his horse until he missed him from his stable, 
q when doing his chores. If the Institute did not help that man, I am no judge. 
j If there were not thousands of others stirred up and helped, I am greatly mis- * 

ti taken. 
i : “T consider your Institutes models, as conducted, and would that every State 

could be roused up to do as well.” 
: T. B. Terry. 

| Hudson, O., Sept. 16. 

Mz. W. H. Morrison—‘“‘I have, as you know, followed the Farmers’ Insti- 
tute work with special interest and attention, not only in Wisconsin, but in sev- 

\ 
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eral other States. To say that I regard the work of this particular feature of our 

intellectual progress as the most important now going on in our midst, and that 

nowhere is it more energetically and more practically carried on than in Wiscon- 

sin, is simply to re-iterate what I have often said before in the agricultural jour- 

nals with which I have been connected. Lest the first statement, so briefly and 

strongly put, should seem to some who have not given the subject the attention 

it deserves, to be exaggerated, I would add an expression of my conviction that 

without the Institute work, the Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations 

would never reach the people they are designed to serve; the intellectual devel- 

opment of the farmer and the practical application of science to agriculture 

would thus be arrested. Now, in considering this fact, let it be borne in mind, 

that the farmer class represent nearly one-half the active workers in our great 

American hive, and, probably, in view of their larger families, more than one- 

half the population, and that the prosperity of all other industries is contingent 

on theirs, and I think my estimate of the importance of Institute work will no 

longer appear exaggerated. . 

“It gives me great pleasure to congratulate you upon the gratifying progress 

going on steadily from year to year in the work under your charge — work which 

must greatly inure to the greatness and prosperity of your beautiful State.” 
Geo. Wa. HILL. 

U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C., Sept. 16. 

Mr. W. H. Morrison — ‘‘ We are pleased to receive notice that the farmers of 

Juneau County are to be favored with one of your valued Institutes, the coming 

winter. 
“* Tt is indeed astonishing to note the change in methods and system among our 

farmers, during the past three years. Since these Institutes have come among 

us, people who worked in the pinery winters, and regarded their farms as a 
place to while away their time summers, until the snows again fell, have sud- 

denly realized that the farm can be made a comfort and a home, and that, by 

proper attention and management, it could be made to pay handsome returns, 

They have suddenly acquired an interest and liking for the business, and are push- 

ing into improved stock, dairying, small fruits, bees, etc. The resultis that their 
farms are working right up in fertility, and are yielding crops of all kinds, whit 

a few short years ago were not dreamed of. The farmers themselves are setting | 
out of debt, and are on the road to independence and affluence. We credit the 
Institutes with sowing the seed and pointing out the way to this result. As youf 

must remember the universal attendance of our people at the Institutes each 

year, and the interest with which they grasp each idea and suggestion advanced, you 
will not be surprised when I tell you that they did not stop there content with 

the Institute work alone, but organized farmers’ clubs and held regular meetings, 

and kept right on reaching after knowledge and comparing notes and ideas, with_ 

the result as stated. 
“It is indeed the best work the State University ever did, and the best paying 

investment the State ever made, so far as this community is concerned, and we 

notice with pride the exalted position the State is taking as an agricultural people 

abroad, since this work has been in progress. Long live the Farmers’ Institutes.” 
W. H. H. Casu. 

New Lisbon, Wis., September 20. 
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Mr. W. H. Morrison — “ As far as I can judge, the Farmers’ Institutes have been of great benefit to the farmers in this vicinity. We had a good attendance rn at the one held here two years ago, and all the best farmers in the immediate neighborhood were there. I also noticed thereafter, in our Grange, a continu- ance of discussion of ideas advanced there. 
“ This State has an undoubted lead in Institute work, and Mr. Charles Dudley Warner's article in Harper's Magazine, has given the subject notoriety through- out the whole country. 
“T have received letters from my old homein New Hampshire, asking about them, and I reply that it is the best thing we have; that it increases our knowl- ’ edge, our crops, and the the general intelligence and welfare of our people, and elevates the whole tone of thought of the farmers who attend.” i 

Mrs. J. A. CLarK. Waterloo, Wis., Sept. 23, 
. 

Mr. W. H. Morrison —“ TI have no hesitation in saying that, inmy judgment, ' Farmers’ Institutes as conducted by you in Wisconsin, are of more moment and 1 fraught with more beuefit to the farmers than any other educational system that ( could possibly be adopted. These Institutes have already been the means of ad- vancing Wisconsin to the front of all her sister States in Progressive agriculture. It is fortunate that you have such men as ex-Governor Rusk and Governor Hoard to lend helping hands in the noble work,” 
; : ; i Joun H. STEvEns. | } Minneapolis, Minn., Sept. 16. 

{ Mr. W. H. Morrison — “I desire to bear testimony to the remarkable success | \ ‘¢ that has attended the Farmers’ Institutes held in this vicinity. j “The plan of calling forth the experience and wisdom of the farmers in each j locality has added greatly to the profit and interest of these meetings, and so great has been the enthusiasm that the size of the gatherings has been limited , only by the capacity of the audience rooms, 
\ “The best feature of the Institutes is their power to produce practical results, H and I believe that the first series of Institutes led to more improvements in dairy methods, to the purchase of more blooded stock, to the building of more silos, and, in short, accomplished more good than could have been achieved by any other agency. 

q “The farmers have responded with an enthusiasm and ability for which I had 4 not given them credit. It reminds me of the days of the civil war when the cf } common people rose so grandly to meet the needs of the nation. If we continue | to build on this broad and solid foundation of facts and experience, and make the j Farmers’ Institute a part of our national life, we shall elevate American farming ; to its rightful place, as the highest and noblest of all the sciences,” ; | : 4 F. B. Norton. \ Burlington, Wis., Oct. 2. 

f 
| Mr. W. H. Morrison —“I deem ita privilege to beable to add my testimony to | the expressed opinions of others, regarding the value of the Farmers’ Institutes as a bettering influence throughout this State. My experience in Institute work in this county has been inconsiderable, but in the counties of Trempealeau, and 

4 
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La Crosse, for the past four years, I have taken an active interest in the work, 

and it has been demonstrated to me beyond the posstbility of a doubt that the 

Farmers’ Institutes conducted by yourself in this State, have exerted a wonder- 

ful power for good. The knowledge they have diffused has been a revelation tol 

even the best and wisest farmers of the State. They have given to farmers a 

new interest and life in their work, and have done much to encourage and exalt 

the business of agriculture, conserve fertility, improve our live stock, produce and 

increase better farm products, infuse system and business principles into farm- 

ing, and at the same time develop a citizenship of thought and intelligence, of 

‘ ownership of land and home, than all the other forces and influences combined, 

which have had in any way to do with our agricultural prosperity. In short the j 

Farmers’ Institutes have caused two blades of grass to grow where but one grew 

before; they have vastly increased the productive qualities of every cow and 

every acre of land in the State; they have enlightened and made contented the 

farmers in my opinion, and brought dignity and profit to the profession. 

. “Five years ago there was not a successful creamery or cheese factory in 

: Trempealeau County. To-day there are seven successful factories of this kind, 

and the dairy production of the county has been more than doubled. I believe 

the channels of usefulness for the Farmer’s Institutes in this State are numerous 

and important, and that they should be encouraged and fostered, to the end that 

their usefulness and value may be increased.” 

F. F. Morean, 

Cumberland, Wis., Sept. 26. 

Mr. W. H. Morrison — “‘ For two years we have watched the work of the Insti- 

tutes as carried on in your State; first by a study of the papers presented at them 

and the discussions that followed, as they appeared in agricultural journals, , 

then by mingling with your farmers at agricultural, horticultural and stock 
. meetings, and lastly by attendance at an Institute. By the first we were im- 

pressed with the vast amount of valuable information brought out. By the sec- 
ond we noticed the broad views and high aspirations of your agriculturists, ob- 

tained through the Institutes. By the third we were more than ever thoroughly 
convinced that/there is nothing that tells upon men so much as personal exper] } 

: ience. The man who can say, “‘I have doneit,” isthe man whose words tell. 
What the farmer of to-day wants is experience, not theory, and that is what the 

Wisconsin Institutes, more than those of any other State, give its farmers. It is 

my earnest wish that the coming winter may add new success to that already 

f attained by the Institutes of Wisconsin — the pioneer in this grand work.” _l 
W. B. Lioyp, 

: Associate Editor Farm, Field and Stockman, 
- Chicago, Ill., Sept. 17. 

‘ 
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LAW PROVIDING FOR AGRICULTURAL 
INSTITUTES. 

qj 

! 
i . The people of the State of Wisconsin, represented in senate and assembly, do 

enact as follows : 

SECTION 1, Section 1, chapter 9, laws of 1885, is hereby amended, by omitting 
1 from said section the words, “in the months of November, December, January, 
{! February, March and April in each year,” where they occur in the fifth, sixth 

and seventh lines thereof, so that said section, when so amended, shall read as 
i follows: Section 1. The Board of Regents, of the State University, is hereby 
" authorized to hold institutes for the instruction of citizens of this State in the 
i various branches of agriculture. Such institutes shall be held at such times, and ‘ 
| at such places as said board may direct. The said board shall make such rules 
; and regulations as it may deem proper for organizing and conducting such insti- 

tutes, and may employ an agent or agents to perform such work in connection 
i therewith, as they deem best. The course of instruction at such institutes, shall 

be so arranged as to present to those in attendance, the results of the most recent 
investigations in theoretical and practical agriculture. 

| SECTION 2. Section 2, chapter 9, laws of 1885, is hereby amended, by striking 
out the words, “five thousand dollars,’ where they occur in the fourth line of 

} said section, and inserting in lieu thereof the words, “ twelve thousand dollars,” 
; so that said section, when so amended, shall read as follows: Section 2. For 

the purposes mentioned in the preceding section, the said board may use such » 
sum as it may deem proper, not exceeding the sum of twelve thousand dollars in 
any one year, from the general fund, and such amount is hereby annually appro- 
priated for that purpose. bs 

Section 8. This act shall take effect and be in force, from and after its pas- 
sage and publication. 

i Approved March 16, 1887. 
' 
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SHORT COURSE IN AGRICULTURE. 

The University of Wisconsin has provided a special course in Agriculture, to 

accommodate those young men who desire to gain a better knowledge of the science 

underlying successful agriculture but who can give only a limited time to such 

3 preparation. For the accommodation of such students the term opens January 6, 

1890, and lasts twelve weeks. 

The facilities now provided to make this an intensely practical and profitable 

course for young farmers are greatly superior to those offered in previous years. 

‘A reading room and library have been provided in which students will find the 

dard works on agriculture and files of seventy of the leading agricultural 

sisal, nine of which are from Europe. The lecture room is provided 

with an electric light so that lantern slides illustrating the lectures may be used. 

The famous Auzous life size model of the horse, which can be dissected to show 

4 the separate muscles, nerves, blood vessels and bones, will be used to illustrate 

the lectures on anatomy. 

‘A new feature, added this year, and one of great practicai importance is 

A COURSE IN PRACTICAL DAIRYING, 

- under the supervision of Dr. Babcock and Mr. E. M. O'Connell. This will con- 

sist of practical work in the new dairy house, combined with lectures and labora- 

tory work. 

Mr. O’Connell has studied with Prof. Robertson, of Canada, and during the past , 

season has been giving instruction in dairying to the cheese makers of Sheboygan 

County, under the auspices of the State Dairymen’s Association; Hiram Smith 

| regards him one of the best practical cheese makers in the State. 

Through an increase in the corps of instructors and more ample accommoda- 

tions than heretofore, it has been found possible to so expand the course as to 

offer the student work ample for two terms, from which he may elect such sub- 

jects as, in his judgment, may seem best for the time, and still have fresh work to 

which he may return another year should he so desire. 

; The course embraces the following: 

Sixty lectures, mainly devoted to the feeding and breeding of live stock, by 

Prof. W. A. Henry. 

Sixty lectures on the elements of agriculural chemistry, by Dr. S. M. Babcock. 

Sixty lectures on horticulture and economic entomology, with laboratory work 

by Prof. E. 8. Goff, embracing propagation, planting, cultivation, pruning, 

marketing, harvesting and preserving fruits; the growing of vegetables; the 

formation and care of hot beds; the culture of flowers; the principles of land- 
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scape gardening; how to grow, cure and preserve seeds; the principles of selec- x 

tion and the art of cross-fertilization; also the classification of insects, the 

principal injurious and beneficial insects, with means of preventing insect rav- a 

. ages. : 
Forty lectures on the leading principles underlying the cultivation of soil 

drainage, farm machinery, fences, etc., accompanied by laboratory exercises; « 

. together with twenty lectures on the physical features of the climate, and 

meteorology.of Wisconsin and the United States, by Prof. F. H. King. 

A course in shop-practice involving the use of wood-working tools and the 

forging of iron, by Supt. C. I. King. 

Thirty-six lectures on the anatomy of domestic animals, by Dr. V. T. Atkinson, 
State Veterinarian. 

The expenses of the term need not exceed $70.00 for fees, books, board, 

room and washing. 

This course opens January 6, 1890, and lasts twelve weeks. 

No examinations will be required, but applicants must be not jess than sixteen 
years of age and have a common school education. 

For further particulars, address PROF. F. H. KING, s 
H Madison, Wis. © 
. 
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SMALL FRUITS ON THE FARM. 

By C. H. HAMILTON, Ripon, Wis. 

Starta Fruit Garden.—Set apart a{ many varieties. What may do well and 

good, liberal piece of ground from your thrive on one kind of soil may be entire- 

farm for a fruit garden, and give it good | ly worthless in another section where a 

protection, by putting a fence around it|there is different soil. The Wilson, 

so that there will be no danger of pigs | Cresent, Captain Jack, Manchester, and , 

getting in and despoiling your labor. | many of the old and tried sorts will give 

Fruit on the farm isa subject of great | you an ample supply of delicious fruits, 

importance—one which the average if well taken care of. 

farmer does not pay the attention to he Plant your strawberries, as well as 

ought, and he will never know how mean | other fruits, in rows so that they may 

a man he has been to his wife and fam-| be cultivated with the help of horse and 

ily until he comes to have the supply of | cultivator. Plant in rows, 314 to 4 feet 

fruits which he may have bya very | between the rows, and the plants 14g to 

small outlay of expense and labor. 2 feet in the rows. 

From the middle of June to the first of} Frequent and thorough cultivation 

October he may have for his table fresh will pay you, and when cold weather 

fruits picked from the vines, and plenty | comes on, cover them with some coarse 

to put up in cans to use until the fruit | marsh hay, or cornstalks. Remove the 

season comes again. same early in the spring. 

Preparing the Ground — Planting. I think the surest way to have a good 

—Prepare the ground well, by applying | crop of fruit every year is to set a new ’ 

aliberal supply of barn-yard manure. bed each spring. Be careful in the 

Plow and harrow it thoroughly, until all selection of your varieties to get stamin- a 

the lumps are pulverized, for labor ate kinds to set along with your pistillate 

bestowed onthe land before plowing varieties. For example, in setting the 

can be done with greater ease than after. Cresent, which is a pistillate, set the 

What shall we plant to secure a grand Wilson. Some are of the opinion that 

succession of fruits, from early summer the expression, “Give them Jessie” was . 

until fall? Strawberries, raspberries, well carried out in the poor success : 

red and black, blackberries, currants, | they had with this variety. I have yet 

gooseberries and grapes. to hear of satisfactory results on sandy 

Strawberries. —For strawberries | soil, while with me, on my prairie soil, 

don’t undertake to set all you may read | it has proved quite satisfactory, yielding 

about in the different catalogues. Let’ large, fine, luscious berries. s 

the prosperous fruit-growers experiment Raspberries.—Plant raspberries in 

with the newer and expensive varieties, | rows, not nearer than 6 feet between 

and you may learn from them which | rows and 2 feet in the row. Give them 

" are best for you. Quality of soil hasa good cultivation, and attend to cutting 

great deal to do with the success of| back the new growth so as to makea 

Bee, 
J un
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low stocky bush, with fine, strong] as fast as we can procure a young shoot 
branches. The red raspberries are, as a| from the crown or base of the plant. 
class, great to sprout, and you need to| I think the old idea of digging a large 
keep them in rows, generally in acon-| hole and filling up with old bones and 

tinuous row; but be sure to keep a right- | even dead animals is a thing of the past. 
of-way between the rows, so you can} My theory is that land good enough 

cultivate. to raise a crop of corn is good enough to 
Blackberries.—Blackberries should! plant your vineson. Plant them 8 feet 

also be planted in hills3 feet apartin | apart;train them to a stake or wire 

the row, and the rows 7 feet apart. | trellis; lay them down on the ground 

Give them good care, the same as all | and give them some covering—I think 
your other fruit; endeavor to keep them | to cover with earth is the safest. Straw 
in hills. Pinch them back, and don’t let | will answer, but I fear the mice will 

: the main stalks grow over 214 to 3 feet | sooner or later rob me of one season’s 
in height; support them by wire on | fruit by gnawing my plants. The varie- 

each side and stakes every 20 feet; lay ties of grapes are many, but those 

them down in the fall, and cover them | for general cultivation are few. 
| with earth. | There are many iocations in our State 

| Currants.—Currants can be as easily | well calculated for grape growing yet 
| grown as potatoes. Set them in rows| undeveloped. Plant some grapes. The 

} 6feet apart and 314 feet in rows; this | Concord, a general favorite, Worden, 
i will apply to the gooseberry also. Both | Moore’s Early, Lady, Delaware, Bright- 

are subject to the attack of the currant on, are hard to duplicate. 

worm, which can beas easily extermin-| Fruit as Food.— The importance of 

ated as our potatoe bugs, by using Paris | fruit as an article of diet is at last be- 

green in a weak solution, applied at| ginning to be appreciated. The taste 
their first appearance, which is general- | for fresh fruit is growing fast, and while 

ly about as the fruit first begins to|many of our farmers know that they 

form. After that white hellebore can| ought to supply it to their families, 

‘ be used with less danger. By watching | they still fight shy of planting and say 

for their appearance on the bushes and | they can buy what berries they want 

applying either of the above, you will| cheaper than they can grow them. Yet 

exterminate them with very little labor. | they do not. Farmers do not deceive 

pe - Grapes —Grapes are as easily culti-| Yourselves. Why deny yourselves and 
y vated, and about as sure a crop as most | families these delicious articles of food? 

of the other fruits. They need good | Let us decide to plant them. 
care in cultivating, and pruning or pinch- a 

ing back during their fruiting season. Discussion. 

Check strong growth of wood, and| Mr. Fremrc.—How deep would you 
see to it that the vines are not over-/ plant currants and gooseberry bushes? 

| loaded with fruit—more than the vine| Mr. Hamruron.—I should prefer to 
ean probably carry through and ripen. | plant them not over six or eight inches 
In the fall a vigorous use of the knife is| deep. I would not advise the raspberry 
necessary for the good of the vine, in | over an inch anda half underthe soil. In 
cutting away the most of tke new/| planting any plant that has been remoy- 
growth, to within afew buds of the old ts especially of the vine or tree sort, I 
cane, and in removing the old cane | generally calculate to plant about two 

 aeannle
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inches deeper than they wére before; so two-year-old. I might have to lose my 

as to allow for the settling of the earth | crop of currants, and could affordto. I 

around them. would poison them every two weeks, 

Mr. Perrer—What varieties of | the first season. Of course the more 

gooseberries do you recommend? you cultivate, the better crop you will 

Mr. Hamiuron.—The Downing with | have. The best two reds I know are 

me has proved the best success, been | the Fay and the Victoria, which are far 

free from mildew, and yielded a fine | better that the cherry. 2 

Fi crop of berries. The Industry hasal-| Mr. Hamriroy.—I think the borer 

ways done amazingly well fora variety | will come to solid ground more than if ‘ 

that has not originated in this country, | the bushes are well cultivated. 

but I find the summer’s sun too hot| Mr. Favrrne.—Can you tell us what e 

for it, and I also find, by correspondence, | kinds of fruit will thrive, with the at- 

that in the old country they are raised | tention that the ordinary farmer can 

most successfully in the shade. I puta/ give them? 3 

cover over my Industry gooseberries,| Mr. Hamiton.—There is no use try- 

and then I get the strong effects of the | ing to get a good liberal supply of fruit 

gun away from them. I put mosquito} without giving it care. The nearest 

netting over them, just enough to break | that will come to it is my friend Kellogg’s 

the raysof the sun. Crescent strawberry; that will fight for 

Question.—_Have you had any ex- itself better than any strawberry that I 

perience with tree gooseberries that are | know. 

talked about by agents? Mr. Favitix.—Isn’t it a fact that the 

Mr. Hamiton.—I never happened to | average farmer can buy his fruit cheap- 

strike one that was very much of a tree. | er than he can raise it? I know you 

I can manufacture a gooseberry bush will all say he won’t buy it, and very 

that will answer the purpose for a year likely he will not, but isn’t it a fact that 

or two, but I would not guarantee it to | he can devote his attention to his farm 

remain in the tree shape very long. crops, and buy his fruit of a professional 

Mr. Dyer.—I am very much troubled | grower to better advantage, and 

with the borer, and have not been able | cheaper ? x 

to raise any currants for several years. Mr. Kettoce.—I have my doubts, 

Mr. Hamiron.—I have never had /| that is if you take into consideration 

any serious trouble with them. I have the enjoyment of going out and picking 

never done anything more to guard | his own fruit. They say they haven’t 

against them thantogive my plants | any time, but I notice that where a 

good cultivation, and where I have had farmer goes into his own garden and 

them attacked they have out-grown the | finds lucious fruit hanging there in 

effects of them. bunches, he will pick and eat a good 

Mr. Kettocc.—It the currant borer | deal. I believe that where the average 

once enters the bush, it is very hard to | farmer will buy one case of fruit for his 

get at. I think the knife and fire and family, if he has the same fruit in his 

poison are our only remedies. garden, they will eat’ six or eight times 

Sup’r. Morrison.—How much bush | as much. 

would you have left after all that? Mr. Lovrs.—I think that Mr. Faville 

Mr. Ketxoce.—I would cut out the} has rather overdrawn the picture. I 

older wood and burn it, and leave the | think if you will give your boy a good ; 
: 

.
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cultivator, and have your fruit in rows,|doing better than in other ‘localities 
and fix it so that he can spare half an | where they get the same care. 
hour when he comes out of the corn-| Mr. Prerrer._We have had great 
field to work in the garden, we could | troublein our section, the last twosea- t 
have lots of fruit. My experience is|sons. Ourfruit has burned up before 7 
this: If we have to buy fruit we will|it was ripe. 

never have it. With us we can always| Svup’r. Morrisoy.—Mr. Gale, do you 
get it. raise any blackberries? 

Sur’r, Morrison.—I would like to} Mr. Gate—We raise some. We lay 
have some questions drawn out about | down and protect them the same as Mr. 
blackberries. Mr. Hamilton has ship-| Hamilton. We find no variety that will 
ped them across the State and into|stand without protection. The two last 
Minnesota and made money out of|years we found the same trouble the 
them. gentleman last spoke of—they have been 

Mr. McCiure.—What kind of black- | scalded in the vine, with the best culti- 

berries would you recommend for the | vation. 
average farmer so that he can have| Mx. Hammron.—A year ago last sum- 
hardy varieties? mer the drouth with us was very severe. 

Mr. Hamiron.—I have yet tofind the | It was extremely hot, and the crop in 
plant that I consider perfectly hardy | general was a good dealof a failure. I 
in all parts of the State. Stone’s Hardy | used the “poor man’s irrigator” (what 
will stand some of our winters, but not} they call the horse and cultivator in 

more than one-half of them; neither | California), and used it thorough- 
will Snyder nor Briton. Ido not con-!ly and steadily every day. 
sider it safe to try to go through the}My neighbors came toconsult me 
winter with apy of them, without lay-| about the crops drying up, and asked me 
ing down. This last winter we have| why my crops looked better than theirs. * 
been all right, but you can never tell. It | I kept the cultivator going and carried 
costs very little to lay down the few] my crops through, while some of my 
plants which a farmer has. I am sure| neighbors stood around on the corners 
$10 would cover the expense, and then | of the street, in town, and told how dry 

you are sure that you are safe and have! it was, and how we were not going to 
secured your crop. I consider the! have any corn or berries. Some of them 

Ancient Briton, either for the farm or | stayed at home and stirred their ground 
shipping purposes, the king of them all. | and cultivated it, and they came out the 

The Snyder may be a little bit hardier.| best. While my neighbors had hundreds 
It has a little harder wood, something | of bushels dry upon their vines, with my 

like the Duchess of Oldenburgh, and is} steady use of the poor man’s irrigator, I 
a little harder to lay down and protect | carried the crop of hundreds of bushels 
than the Briton. through. I use mulching as much as I : 

Sur’r. Morrison.—How many acres | can; still I cannot say that if I mulched : 

have you in blackberries? my vines I need not cultivate. I culti- 
Mr. Hamiuron.—I have but eight | vate them just the same. 

acres at present. I think in the vicinity} Mz. Taom.—How can you cultivate 
of Ripon there are not far from one hun- | when you mulch ? 

dred and twenty-five acres in cultivation,| Mr. Hammron.—The rows are seven 
and I know no reason why they are | feet apart, and we calculate four or four 

~ a 
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and a half feet in there to keep stirring. {The blackberry is inclined to growa 

There shall be a mulch of about one foot | long spindling cane. I cut it back and 

i on each side, and then we have it fine| it forms itself into a tree. In laying 

and make a mulch out of the earth itself.|them down, ifthe rows are running 

You will find after cultivating, that |north and south, we will commence at 

there is a vast amount of moisture col-|the north end. We will remove the 

lected under this mulch that we have! earth say four inches from the hill, and 

made out of the land, by breaking up|three inches under. That gives you 

the little capillary air cells. I culti-| room for this crown to set over in, and 

vate shallow, a little deeper in the|for the plant toset down in this hill, 

spring, and not over two anda half or|youturn it over and place your foot 

three inches. firmly at the base. Remember we are 

Question.—Have you ever tried dew-| bending the root and not the cane. We 

berries ? put earth enough upon them to press 

Mr. Hamimron.—I have tried a few|the tops together as close as we can; 

hundred plants. The Lucretia did ex-| then cover them, so that one lays along- 

tremely well, and bore a very good crop | side of the other. I put on just enough 

of fine berries. earth so that they are out of sight. I 

Mr. Dyrr.—Tell us you method of| uncover them in the spring as soon as 

operating; whether you leave many|the earth gets in good workable order, : 

stalks ina hill, and how much you cut) It is better to uncover them early than 
off the tops of your blackberries. late, because they will start under the 

Mr. Hamiuron.—I plant my black-|earth sooner than they will if they are 

berries seven feet apart between rows, in| taken up. I shall not uncover mine un- 

rows three feet, and I try tokeep them in | til the middle of April, unless the season 

hills. They are supported by wire on|turns out much different than we an- 

either side. When the growth has got| ticipate. The thornless blackberry is 

to the length of about two and a half|something I have never seen, though 

feet, I cut the top of the cane off; that | some have less thorns than others. 

stops the upward growth of the plant. 

THE FARMER’S FRUIT GARDEN. 

By GEO. J. KELLOGG, Janesville, Wis. 

Why have our apple trees died so|six to eight inches apart. -You don’t 

badly all through the State in the last| want any crotch in the top. Just as 

five years? The poor shape of the top| soon as the tree forms a crotch, it is 

is one cause. There is not one tree ina|in bad shape to stand the effects of 

thousand that is put in the ground in| frost and ice and wind. It becomes 

; good shape. The tree should have a| cracked in the crotches and liable to 

central trunk, with side branches from! break down. Do not have limbs nearer 

a
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than three or four feet from the ground | low black soil you may, by ridging and , 
for certain kinds, and other kinds five| planting on the back furrow, grow the 

feet. If your trees are not in good/Tetofski, a few of the Russians, a few 

shape, prune them into shape. of our native seedlings and Duchess and 

The Best Site—The best site for the | Make a comparative success of it. 
orchard is on the clay ridges. There; Plums—OCultivating.—If you don’t 

is some stony soil out west of here that| raise your apples and your plums, you 

is better for apples than anything else, | won’t have them, as Mr. Hamilton says. 

and you won't have to move the stones | The old Eastern varieties are not worth 

either to plant a few apple trees; you | planting unless you jar your trees once 

want to put them on the north side of|or twice a month for two months. If 
the hill on the highest ground you have. | you do that, you will fetch down the lit- 

If you have low biack soil, plant but few | tle bug that is on them, the Curculio, 

kinds. There are plenty of varieties| and if you will have your chickens un- 

that will flourish in this State, if prop-|der the tree you needn’t bother to pick 

erly pruned at planting and cared for| them up yourself. I would like to cul- 

in the trunk. The trunk must be | tivate the orchard for two or three years, 

shaded. Mr. Philips, of West Salem, | then seed it to clover so as not to get 
has gotten up a device which is a good | too great a growth; and do not cultivate 

thing for that—lath and wire woven | your orchard later than the first of July. 

together, and it surrounds the tree, pro-| If you do, you will get up fall growth 

tecting the south side from the sun in| and the sap may be caught up and the 

the winter and summer, and prevents | frost burst the bark of your trees. 

the bark from bursting and the borer; Seeding Down—Manuring.—After 

from getting in. the orchard gets to bearing, or even be- 
Just as soon as the sun scalds the| fore, if it gets to growing too rapidly, 

southwest side of the tree, the borer| you had better seed it down. You do 

gets in, and that is usually the first sea-| not want more than six inches of growth 

son. You should shade that side of|on the end of the limb, and then it goes 

the tree, and then the borer won’t work | into winter quarters in good shape. The 
and you will get none of this sun-| only way for a tree that is growing too 

scald. It is the heat of February and} late is to pinch off the terminal shoots 

March that kills the trees on the south-| as far as you can reach them. Seed 

west side, and also the heat in June! down the orchard about the time it gets 
July and August. If you have nothing | to bearing, and after that your orchard 
better at hand enciose the tree with| is paying you, give it manure and keep 

brown building paper or newspaper, | up a good growth. The apple tree that 

never using black; anything to keep the| bears heavily will make hardly an 

sun off. A wisp of hay, tied up and | inch of wood. It should make at least 

down will do, but Mr. Philip’s device of | two inches every year; so if your orchard 

lath will also protect trees from mice | is paying you in bushels, give it manure. 

and rabbits, as well as sun-scalds and|There are more orchards starved to 

the borer. death in Wisconsin to-day than the 

The first few years I would raise in| winters have killed. The apple tree 

my orchard a low crop; potatoes are| that bears for twenty years and never a 

best. There are some places on which} wagon load of manure gets around it, 

you can not grow apples, but in this] ought to die. Manure it in winter, or z 

age 
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spring, any time you have the manure. down t> the ground, leaving two buds | 

Winter is the best time. Give it all the | only. 

wood ashes you have unless you want! Fruit-Buds—Foliage— [Samples of 

: them for the strawberry bed. cane and grape wood shown to the con- 

‘An Acre for Garden—Grapes.—| yention.]—There are three fruit-buds, 

I would like to throw out afew sugges-| each one capable of producing three 

tions about the farmer’s garden. I) bunches of fruit, nine bunches, which i 

would like to have the farmer devote toit | is more than you ought to expect of 

one acre of the best ground, that is|a two-year-old vine. After you have 

fenced off, so the chickens can-| grown your vine until you get an 

not get into his garden. I want you to|old cane with side branches, prune 

have this acre along acre. Don’t make | and leave on but three buds of new 3 

it square; make it not less than twenty | wood; that is what bears fruit. You 

rods long. I would begin on the west | want to remember one thing—it is the 

side and go out eight feet from the | foliage that ripens the fruit. I have 

fence, and put in a row of grapes. I|seen persons cut off the foliage to 

would put the grapes on one side, be-| let the sun get at the fruit. If you do 

cause they will stand for a long time | that your grapes will stand right there 

and pay you; and I want them eight feet | until new leaves are made; they cannot 

from the fence, because I want you to breathe without those lungs. It is shade 

get through there with the cultivator, | that makes nice fruit. Of course, if the 

and if it is twenty rods long you can foliage is mildewed, it will do no good; 

afford to use the sulky cultivator. There | the ruit won’t ripen anyway, but it will 

are many kinds of black grapes—the | do very little harm to leave it. 

Concord, Moore’s Early, the Victor, Pruning.—The full bearing vine is 

- ‘Worden, Brighton and Delaware for | at four years. You aim to have on that 

red; the Lady, and the Niagara for|vine one hundred buds, thirty three 

white. The first year you want to|spurs. If you remove the third bunch» 

throw all the growth into the cane, | you will get almost as much on the two 

growing it up as high as you can; tie | remaining as on the three. Do not let 

to any kind of support. You don’t | your vines over-bear; that is one reason 

want an expensive trellis; you don’t the Concords did not ripen last year. 

need a trellis at all until you get your We had a good many cold nights, too, 

vine bearing at three or four years. In| in the fall. If your vines get so big and 

the fall I would cut the cane clear down | clumsy that you cannot lay the old canes 

to two buds; the object isto give strength | down, no matter about them. If you 

and growth. Then, I would let two/can lay the top down and cover this 

canes grow and throw all the growth into | new wood, you are safe. Always keep 

these two canes the second year. Do| new cane at the ground so that if the 

not fail to prune your grapevine just as mice or anything should injure your old 

soon as the leaves fall in the autumn, any | bearing cane, you can renew from these 

time in October or November or the | new ones. 

first of December; then cover it with If your vines have grown out of your 

earth. You always want to lay down the reach, fifteen or twenty feet, just saw 

same way. ‘The second season grow off the old cane and raise a new one near 

two canes as big as you can; the sec- the ground, if you can afford to do with- 

ond fall cut one of them off clear out the fruit; or I would coax them along
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through the summer, and in the fall I] Tyler Souhegan and Gregg. There are 
would renew them; but if they are out | two or three other varieties, the Nemaha 
of shape, have not been pruned, you can | and the Ohio. 

do it this spring, after the leaves have| The Gregg is the largest and latest; . 

been fully formed, you can cut the vines | the two first are the earliest. I would : 

all to pieces and it won’t hurt them. cut the new growth at three feet so that 
Currants — Gooseberries. —- The | they throw out latterals; they are easier 

next row to grapes, I would put in cur- | handled and stand up against the wind 

rants and gooseberries, and if you don’t | better and are easier to cultivate. Now 
want a whole row, finish out with pie- | we have the tive permanent rows, that 
plant, but do not make the row less than | will stand there for ten to twenty years, . 
twenty rods, and I would leave eight | if you take care of them. 

feet between rows; then you can take in| Strawberries—Setting Out.—Now 
a wagon-load of manure, or your cultiva- | we come down tothe strawberry ground. 
tor, very easily. You should renew your strawberries 

Blackberries — Covering. — Next | every two or three years; plant on 

after the currants, I would plant the} potato ground. If you have to plant on 
blackberry, because that is a high|sod ground, watch for the grub. He 

bush and you can’t drive over it. Sny-| does not follow the potato or corn crop 
der is the earliest, then Stone’s Hardy | very much. In this first row of straw- 

and Briton; you can plant all kinds. | berries, eight feet from the black rasp- 
The Bartel Mammoth dewberry on rich | berries, I would advise you to set one 
lay soil is doing fairly weil, and the | whole row the length of the garden. If 

Lucretia also. In digging to lay down | you put the plants three feet apart, one 
your bush, I would dig on both sides. hundred plants will go the whole row. 

You can cover blackberries very easi- | I would put in that row about four kinds 
ly. In the spring get them out pretty | of pistillate varieties, all in one row. I 
early; they will stand the cold nights | would not plant nearer than four feet. 

better, and they won’t leaf out quite| and one, two or three feet in the row. 
so quickly. I have left them in so long | For the pistillates I would mention the 
that the buds have become white, and I | Crescent, the Manchester, the Bubach,a 
have lost the fruit. new variety, and the Ontario for the 
Red Raspberries.— Next after the | fourth. In the second row, right oppo- 

currants and blackberries, plant a row of | Site, because the blossoms of one have 
red raspberries; the kind with suckers | to pollenize the other, I would have the 
that come up all over the lot, and treat | Wilson and the Jessie; the Captain Jack 
these suckers just like weeds and they | and the Miner. These are all good 

~ won't bother you. Put in your rows | Kinds. 
eight feet apart. There’s nothing bet-| Large Crops of Strawberries.— 
ter than the Turner and Cuthbert, and | The Jessie has not done quite as well as 
if you want to finish out your row with | was expected; on the lighter soil it may 
a kind like the black raspberries, I| not do as well. A prize of twenty-five 
would plant Shaffer’s Collossal. It is | dollars was offered for the best show of 

not as sweet as the other two, but it is a | fruit and the most pounds from 12 plants . 
great bearer, a mongrel red. in the United States, and a man in 

Black Raspberries.—In the next | Massachusetts drew the prize; he had 

row I would plant black raspberries, | one berry nine inches in circumference. 

Pes:
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From twelve plants he raised 41%{| Mr. Ketioce.—Put the fork on top 

pounds. This is sworn to, and there is no | and then put your foot at the base. Ican J 

question about it. This is at the rate|do it alone; it is better to have three. 

of 1185 bushels to the acre. I am When the plant becomes larger, the 2 

not prepared to tell you the minutia as to ; cane heavier, dig around a little more 4 

how he did it. He. not only fertilized and bend it in the root. You don’t want ! 

that ground to the highest possible to break the cane, 3 

point, but he knew just how to do it.| Mr. Lovrs.—I find that a six-tined i 

Then he put on water enough to make! manure fork, stuckright over the top 

up the rest. With plenty of water |of the bushes and fastened in the ground 4 

and manure you can almost defy the| gives mea good chance to cover them, 3 

seasons in growing strawberries. and I can do it alone pretty easily. ‘ 

Mr. Smith, at Green Bay, piles up the Mr. Kexzoca.—Yes, and you can use a ‘ 

manure six feet deep and spreads it) } 974 that way. 3 

around and goes to work. You want . ; 

rich ground if you are to geta roduct. Question —What Kind) of ae 

lansing, s Bee ken te Wil- would you recommend for the garden? q 

son to bear, on a square rod of ground, Mr. Ketioce.—The best rotted stable oy 

five bushels; that is 800 bushels to the | manure for the garden. Cover yourstraw- 

acre. The first plantation I put out of the berries with marsh hay or corn-stalks, 4 

Cresent, the first season’s picking, I put | °F anything that has not clover or : 

a boy on one row and he took off 100° timothy seed in it. 

quarts in nine hours from one hundred} Caprary Enos.—How was the land 

plants, but Crescent is worthless alone. manured that raised 1185 bushels of 

Hoeing—Cultivating—In growing strawberries to the acre? 

any kinds of strawberries, hoe Mr. Ketxoce.—Not only was the best 

them the first season every Monday |stable manure used, but commercial 

morning just as sure as your wife | fertilizers were added to an enormous : 

washes; it will pay you. Keep them|extent. Any of you can grow two hun- 

cultivated narrow; if you can’t hoe | dred plants of well selected varieties and 

them, keep the cultivator going the best | get three to five hundred quarts the 

you can. In the fall just cover the following season, with fair treatment. 

foliage out of sight. Next season, set By-the-way, don’t have a tree of any 

two more rows and four different kinds; | kind around a vegetable or fruit garden. 

then you will be sure of having berries | There is room enough for all youronions 

right along. right alongside of the strawberries. 

areas Give your grapes the sunny side. If 

Discussion. your rows run north and south, put 

Mr. Trrrany—How do you bring] your grapes on the west side so as to 

down the blackberries? get the morning or east sun. 

ie, 
ah) Sot
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SIGNS OF PROGRESS IN HORTICULTURE. 

By B. 8. HOXIE, Evansville, Wis. 

Knowledge Required.—Horticul-) experiment station, has shown to the 

ture is nothing more than intensive ag-| farmers of Wisconsin how many tons 

riculture. If aman says that heisa!per acre the people of Wisconsin can 
horticulturist, you must expect that he| raise, and just what it costs them. I 
knows something about the soil, its think he states that we can raise grapes 
value and capacity; he must know some-| at about two cents a pound; but there 
thing about trees, and plants and birds | is a larger value attached to fruit-grow- 

and insects; he ought to be prepared to| ing than mere dollars andcents,andso_ . 
answer a great many questions that the| there is in cultivating plants and shrubs 
agriculturist would not know very much | about our houses, on the roadsides, and 
about. The diseases of trees and plants| about our depot stations, and every- 

seem to be assigned to the horticultur-| where where you have something to 
ists to be studied out, because they come | beautify nature. 

more into contact with all these things.| Horticulture in the Schools—We 

They are learning more about birds, | should find the work of the horticultur- 
those that are our foes and those that! ist more evident on our school grounds; 
are our friends; they are learning more/ our boys and girls should know some- 

about all the species of trees thatcan|thing about horticulture. I think if 
: be cultivated in our climate, or in any| you should go into your school and ask 

of the States of the United States, that | the boys and girls how many varieties 
are found in foreign lands; they are | of trees you have in your beautiful vil- 
experimenting in different directions;|jage, and where they originated, there 
they are lovers of nature and workers] would not be one in fifty who could tell 
with nature. you; they would not know what the 
Progress in Thirty Years.—We | trees were good for, except to be a shade 

find, in looking over the history of hor-|on the roadside, or, perhaps, for fire- 

ticulture, and the work that has been! wood. Now, in Austria and in Den- 

carried on by individuals and experi-|mark and France they teach those 
ment stations, that we are now just be-|thingsin their schools. They havea 

ginning to find out something of the | dozen schools in agriculture and horti- 

capacities, something of the blessings,|culture in Austria where we have one 

the advantages of fruit and fruit cul-|in the United States. The boys and 

ture. Thirty years ago, where there|girls are learning all about birds and 

was one grape-vine growing in the| insects. Some have taken the ground 

United States, I presume to-day there | that we should have an agricultural col- 

are athousand. You older people can |legé inevery State and a branch school 

remember when the Concord grape/|in every county, and that the teachers 

came out, and now it is the grape of the | in the schools should have a general idea 

million. I think Prof. Henry, at the) of agriculture and horticulture.
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Last year an application was made to | perfection, or that we can have every 

me by some ladies who were running a| variety of fruit that is grown in New 

school. They had a farm that was will- | England; but let me tell you that a man j 

ed to them, and they wished to raise on | who understands the business of exper- 

it for their school all kinds of garden | imenting on a right line of work and 

products, and wanted to find a man who | directing these experiments, if he is the 

knew how to take care of a garden and | right man, can accomplish far more 

fruits, cultivate them, etc., and they | than we can groping our way blindly. 

supposed I could find one, and I thought Fruits for Wisconsin.—While Wis- 

I could. I wrote to J. M. Smith, of|consin is not so well favored as the 

Green Bay, and he replied that he had | middle States or Michigan in the raising 
had frequent applications for such men | of certain kinds of fruit, yet there are 

to take charge of gardens, and he did | fruits that we can raise in Wisconsin with 

not know one, and the result was I was | a greater degree of perfection than they 

obliged to write to these ladies that I/can in any other State. J. M. Smith 

could not find them a gardener. says there is no State in the Union that 

Horticulture at the Exp’t Station. | can raise strawberries equal in flavor 

—This State has felt the need of a pro-| and quality to the State of Wisconsin. | 

fessor of horticulture for a number of | We have to use judgment in all these , 

years. Those who have been long en-| things. Because Hiram Smith at She- 

gaged in the work of horticulture, ex- | boygan succeeds at dairying, or J. M. 

perimenting in raising fruits, etc., have | Smith at Green Bay in raising straw- ; 

met with a great many disadvantages, | berries, it does not follow that every 

more than they ought to, in some cases, | farmer can be successful as a dairyman 

and we have felt the necessity of a pro-|or in raising such fruit. Every man 

fessor of horticulture, one who would| must do that which he is best adapted 

put us on the right track, so that a man | for, or his land is best adapted for. 

might know whether, if he planted, he| Our fruit growers have done a good 

could expect to reach any results. Prof. | deal of experimenting, and so far gener- 

Goff, of the New York Experiment Sta- | ally to their cost, and we have made 

tion, has been engaged to come to this | progress. We have found out that we 

State to occupy the chair of horticul- | can raise better strawberries and better 

ture in the University of Wisconsin. | raspberries and better balckberries and 

Prof. Goff is well known, though he is a | just as good grapes as can be raised any 

young man, and we are hoping for good | where in the world, and I feel sure that 

-results, but do not expect too| the farmersof Wisconsin can raise all the 

much. Do not expect that every farmer | apples they need for their own use. 

can set out apple trees and raise fruit to 

; fi 
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DECORATIVE HORTICULTURE. 
t 

f By JAS. CURRIE, Milwaukee, Wis. 

Objects of the Art.—Decorative | rapidly developing everywhere through- 

horticulture, as we understand it, means | out this country. The changed and ever 

the art of gardening in all these branch- | improving appearance of our city and 

es, namely: The making and care of | village homes assures us of this. Nearly 

the lawn, the planting of trees and}|every occupied lot now has its well- 

shrubs for ornament, and the cultiva-|made, well-kept lawn, its handsome 

tion of all kinds of flowering and orna-} trees and shrubs and pretty flowering 

mental plants, whether native or exotic, | plants, and sundry other embellish- 

hardy or tender, in the open garden, | ments, rendering it attractive and beau- 

or in the conservatory. The objects of|tiful. The country home of the city 

this art are varied. You all know what} merchant is now less frequently seen 

a transformation it has, within recent |situated in a thick forest or in a bare, 

years, effected in our cemeteries. The! uncultivated field. He has been obliged, 

best of these, only a few years ago, were | perhaps, to take up his residence in the 

either bare and bleak, or if wooded, no| country for the benefit of his health; or 
better than the ordinary forest or clear-| his love of rural scenery has been the 

ing; in either case rough and uncared | incentive. He delights to breathe the 
for, very desolate and uninviting. Now| pure, bracing air of the country, and 

we find them places we even delight to| never tires of feasting his eyes onthe ~ 

visit. And then witness the many|extensive and varied landscape which 

beautiful public parks, those grand re-|surrounds his pleasant home. He is a . 

sorts for the people of crowded cities,|true lover of nature, in all her native 

where they may go to enjoy, to their | and rugged grandeur; but that does not 

heart’s content, the clear fresh air, ren-| prevent him from employing the land- 

dered none the less pure by the sweet | scape gardener’s art to improve the im- 

fragrance of lovely flowers, and the|mediate surroundings of his home. 

balmy foliage of trees and shrubs. In|Some people condemn that art, because. 

every instance these parks are indebted | they consider it but an imitation of na- 

to the art of decorative horticulture for | ture, and they cannot endure imitations 

much of their beauty. All the beauti-|of any sort, and this one in particular. 

ful private places, now so numerous in| But the true artist has really no inten- 

this country also bear evidence to this|tion of imitating nature’s works. He 

art. employs her materials to create scenes 

Taste for the Art.— We cannot ex-| which are polished and refined, pleasing 

pect to find, in a country so new as this|to the eye and adapted to the circum- 

is, many places of large extent so beau-|stances. Under his masterly direction 

tifully laid out as we do in the older|he produces effects, which, it is fair to 

countries; but we have abundant evi-|say, are scarcely less natural, and cer- 

dence that the taste for this art is very | tainly are more consistent in the vicin- 

ane 
atl Case
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DEcoRATIVE HORTICULTURE. 16 

ity of the home, than any of nature’s | in the city, but of what benefit is gar- é 

handiwork. Our country resident, |dening of that kind to us? We have 

therefore, who thoroughly appreciates all the out-door exercise and labor in 

the beautiful, as well as the picturesque | our fields that any man can want; and 

in nature, and who has a keen sense of | where have we time to bother with flow- 

refinement, embellishes his home|ers and fine lawns?” This is nothing 

grounds, but is careful not to over-do his|new to me. I have listened to many 

work. Good taste is strictly adhered to. | similar arguments many a time; but I 

Pleasures and Benefits.—I am |®™ still prepared to defend the art, and 

grieved to find so many people, possess- most emphatically assert that it is as 

ed, too, of more than ordinary intelli-|™uch at home on the farm as on the 
gence, who are stone-blind to the pleas- | “ity lot, or in the public park, and its ; 
ures and many real benefits to be derived | Pleasures and benefits may be partici- 

from decorative horticulture. They look | P@ted in and enjoyed as much by the 
upon it as a most unwarrantable luxury, farmer = by the townsman. I take my 
still a very good way for fools and rich stand with the greater confidence, 
men to put some of their surplus money because I am assured < the 
into circulation. The cultivation of |SYPPOrt of every farmer's wife 
flowers, they say, may be fit for women and daughter, and of all those 
and children, but full-grown business | £@t™ers whose handsome homes we find 
men have no business with it, and any here and there throughout the country, 

one who devotes avy of his time and a delight to their owners and even: the 

talents to it is a crank, with a strong pride of their neighbors. 

tendency toward softening of the brain. ; Make Your Homes Attractive.— 

What a delusion! All of you who have | Farmers, I admonish you to make your 
lawns and flower gardens, I know, will | homes attractive, to satisfy your wives 

be prepared to corroborate my assertion, | and your children! We hear a great 

that the pleasures and benefits to be de- | deal about providing children with 
rived from the cultivation of plants, a| amusements at home, that they may 
well-stocked flower garden and nice | have less desire to go elsewhere to seek 

lawn, with trees, shrubs and flowers|them. Then, why not give them a nice 
pleasingly arranged, are almost innum-| garden, andencourage them to spend 

erable and inestimable. Let me direct | Some of their leisure hours in it, and 

attention to one important benefit to be | buy them a few plants and seeds, and 

derived from the cultivation of flowers. | let them cultivate their own flowers? 

The necessary labor is light and very | Very few children are averse to this 

interesting. It demands attention, but | kind of work; it is amusement to them, 

does not impose a burden on the men-| and, as you are aware, most healthy 

tal faculties; it may be made really | recreation. Many a very delicate boy 

nothing but amusement; and, moreover, | and girl, even on the farm, have, by the 

is conducted out-of-doors in the clear, |light work in the garden, which kept ; 

fresh air and sunshine. Is it any won-| them employed in the open air, been 

der, then, that it proves so often such a nursed up into strong and healthy men J 

splendid tonic for invalids and weary, | and women. The city has great allure- 

eare-worn business men? I fancy I hear | ments for the farm boy. I am by no 

some of you farmers saying: “That | means opposed to his coming to town, 

sounds very well, and may be all right a we need our Lincolns, Garfields and 

Sea
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Rusks to man the ship of state, and we | ative horticulture has attracted the at- 
look to the farm for them; but we can-| tention of several of the great railroad 

not afford to deplete the farm, so we| companies of this country, particularly 

must offer every inducement to keep | those operating roads in the East. They 

the boys at home. Try to make your}employ it extensively about all the 

homes the pride of your children soj|larger depots along the lines. Thor- 

that though they go on a visit to town, | oughly capable landscape gardeners are 

they may see, at least, few homes more | permanently employed to direct all the 

attractive than their own. You can| operations. All the available ground in 

easily do it; you have generally the best’ the vicinity of the depots is judiciously 
opportunities. The soil on the ordin-|and carefully laid out, and tastefully 

ary farm isof good quality. An acre/ planted with trees, shrubs and flowers; 

devoted to the lawn is never missed | and the grass is always kept short and 

from the farm. Labor is not an expen-| green. The effect, as may easily be im- 

sive item, because the work of making | agined, is very pleasing to the travelers. 

the improvements can be done at odd| This work is certainly very commend- 

times when farm work is not pressing | able and does great credit to these com- 

‘Trees, shrubs and hardy flowers, which | panies. 

are no further expense than the first| Beautifying School Grounds.—The 

cost, are now very cheap. The future | beautifying of our school grounds to 

care of the lawn involves very little labor,| some extent with trees and flowers isa 

as light running lawn mowers, which the | question now being widely discussed. I 

boys even consider as play-things, do| deem this a subject of vital importance 

the work of cutting the grass rapidly,|for many reasons, too numerous to 

and leave the lawn looking smooth and| mention here; I can only trust that, ere 
trim. Try it, there is nothing to lose,|long, we may see every school ground 

but much to gain. There is besides] throughout the country so ornamented. 
money init. Who does not acknowledge Materials.— There is no lack of ma- 

the superior value of the farm which | terials to use in decorative horticulture. 
has a neat dwelling, situated on a broad | Pyeeg, shrubs and fiowering plants of 

lawn, nicely laid out and well cared for,| suitable kinds are in abundance, and suf- 
and planted with a variety of handsome | ficient for the purpose, even though our 

deciduous and evergreen trees, artisti- | rather severe climate precludes the cul- 

cally located, and a few beds of pretty|ture of many beautiful sorts. But the 
flowers as finishing touches to heighten | jinds we have are already so numerous, 

the general effect—the ordinary farm| ang the desire to use them all is so 

buildings being situated some distance strong and tempting, that much wisdom 
in the rear, and all the objectionable} ang self-denial are required to choose 

parts screened from view by trees and | only a sufficiect number of the most ap- 
clumps of shrubbery; and along the side | propriate sorts for the location and space 
of the public road, a line of hard maples they are to occupy. The general ten- 

or other equally desirable trees. All dency is to over-crowd. It is so hard to 

other things being equal, do you not satisfy ourselves with one tree when one 
look on such a place as the ideal farm?| ig sufficient for the purpose, and our 
Iknow ou do. I do, and often wish I judgment even tells usso. The love of ; 

was the owner of such a farm. flowers has that tendency even more 
Within recent years the value of decor-| strongly. While their culture is always 2 

8
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commendable, great care must be exer- | taste for decorative horticulture already 

cised in selecting them, and giving them | making rapid progress, may quickly be- 

their appropriate place. The flower | come universal, so that in the future 

garden or border is the proper place for every town and village lot, and every 

a-large and general assortment—a bed | country place and farm home may be 

or two perhaps being sufficient to taste- tastefully adorned with fine lawns, 

fully embellish the lawn. | handsome trees and beautiful flowering 
Let me conclude by hoping that the | shrubs and plants. 

SOILING VS PERMANENT PASTURE. 

By HON. HIRAM SMITH, Sheboygan Falls, Wis. 

. Innovations in Methods—I amyoften hear the objection that they 

‘well aware of the prejudice existing, and | ought to have some exercise. It has 

the suspicion felt, towards any innova- | been satisfactorily proved, by repeated 

| tion in the old established methods of | experiments, that an animal that chews 

Macaing. We have all been brought up | a cud requires but little, if any exercise, 

to regard the pasturing of animals as| and a cow that is producing milk does 

the true way to keep them through the | not require any exercise atall. I have 

summer, cutting hay mainly on which | tried it, and many others, and I think 7 

to winter them, and many who do not| we are fully convinced that a cow that 

figure very closely, or reason very logi-| is giving milk does not need any exer- 

cally, conclude that there is no better| cise any more than a horse that works 
way of keeping animals than the way|on a tread-power. The elaboration of 

they were taught; but the competition | milk is as great an exercise as the ela- 
existing in all branches of business and|boration of power from the feed the 

trade has forced many either toaban-| horse consumes to apply to the tread- 
don the work they were engaged in, or! power. Therefore, the next question isa 

devise some means by which they could | question of money. How much more 

increase the productions of their farms, | stock can we keep? How much morefood 

and add to the animals from which; can we get from an acre thatis left to 
they received their remuneration for} nearly mature in a proper soiling condi- | 

their work. tion, than we can to let the cows roam 

Milch Cows Require no Exercise. |over the land? He who has watched 

—It occurred to me some years ago| the habits and characteristics of cows 

that soiling cattle from the green crops | knows very well that the cow will visit 

that grow upon the land, could be done | every rod of the field she is in, and if, 

with less acres than to pasture the cat-| say, one animal occupies two acres, every 

tle. Of course, many will think that| foot square of that soil is tread upon 
this is a poor way to keep cows, and we|every day that they are in the pasture. 

. 2
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. It is well known by those who have ob- | should look at. In the fore part of the 
‘served closely that a cow, or any other | season the ground is soft, mellow, physi- 
animal, for that matter, that travels cally all right to produce a crop. The 
over the soil to get its own living from | frost has done its perfect work and left 
cropping the grass, fouls and treads | the soil in a loose condition, so that the 
down two-thirds of all the grass upon | crop may grow and flourish and have a 

F that acre, so that itis but a matter of | chance to mature as nature intended; 
economy to maintain our position. If| butif we put on every twoacres a heavy 
we can keep three cows where we kept | animal, weighing from ten to sixteen 
one, here comes in an opportunity to| hundred pounds, trampling over that 
‘make our business more remunerative. | ground, treading it in its soft condition, 
Ifwe have been working hard, living | packing it down closely, it gets it intoa 
‘without many of the comforts and none | condition where thessoil can furnish 
of the luxuries of life, and found it dif-| hardly more nourishment than a stone. 
ficult to meet our taxes, and if, by put-| It has been packed so that it will not 

| ting on three cows where we had one, | give forth fertility or moisture. A plant 
certainly we can thus better our condi- | to live must have moisture, must have 
tion, andat the same time better our | room for the roots to grow. They will 
land, for the more stock we keep, the | grow, as you know, very little after the 
more fertilizers we shall have to raise | first of July, and consequently we almost 
larger crops. universally have dry, short pastures for 

} Soiling and the Silo—The history | the cattle, and they soon run down in 
| of soiling in this country is somewhat | their production and become of very 

analogous to the history of the silo. It | little value after July or August; not so 
has been found that by raising a crop of | much because there is hot weather, but 

\ fodder corn and putting it into the silo | because the land is packed so closely 
every acre will winter three cows, and | that the plants cannot grow. There is 
there is hardly one acre of meadow in | not the slightest doubt that the crops 
Wisconsin that wil] winter one cow. If we | will be in better shape, if the cattle are 
take into consideration how much we | kept in the barn. 
have gained by the silo, we shall be! Expense of this System.— Many 
easily convinced by a little experiment- urge sincerely and honestly the great 

{ ing and observation how much we shall | expense of this system; but if you will 
goin by soiling our cows instead of pas-| take your pencil and figure the expense, 

| turing them. After I have been at this | it looks so small that you are almost 
{ business some six or eight years, it seems | ashamed of it. One boy, seventeen or 

be] as though it ought to have been thor- | eighteen years old, will take a team and 
| oughly understood long before this. I go into the field of clover, or corn, or 

get somewhat impatient sometimes at | millet, and get sufficient in for the 
the slow progress that has been made. | night’s feed and the next morning’s 
After experiments have repeatedly de- | feed, and clean out the stables, and get 
monstrated, and the results of such ex-|it all done in half a day. After his 
periments have been published, it seems milking is done, there is actually only a 
almost superfluous to talk in favor of quarter of a day spent with one man, 
soiling cows. and his wages amount to sixty cents a 
Keeping Cattle in the Barn— day, if hired by the month, so that it 
There is another consideration that we | costs fifteen cents to soil one hundred
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head of cattle every day in the year. I] reports of the grass crop, you will find 

doubt if it takes any longer than it used | it will pay; it will figure in your bank 

to do when we drove the cows out to} account. I have sometimes, in an early 

pasture, and had to gooutand hunt them | day, wintered in the lumber woods, tak- 

up and gave them nothing in the barn; | ing a cow along and keeping her ten or 

they had no inclination to come to the | twelve weeks, never out of the stall 
barn, they had to be driven into the|and never producing better. Prof. 

yard, and it took a good deal of time—| Daniels, at the University, has for 

quite as much, I think, as it now takes | years, put a new milch cow in the stable 

to soil the entire herd. If some wealthy | from November till May, and the exper- 
man wanted his farm well taken care of, | iments have proved that the cow does 

and should say to me, “if you will take | not need exercise; she will produce more 

this one hundred acres and twenty cows | Without it than with it. There is a con- 
and take care of things properly, you | Stant loss when cattle are traveling over 

may have all that grows on it,” and an-| the pasture looking for something to 
other man with two hundred acres and | eat. 

eighty or one hundred cows, told me he} About my Silo, — Somebody has 
would let me have the farm at halves, I | 88ked about the silo. My first siloT fil- 
would jump at the chance to tuke the | led with corn, and fed to ten cows in the 

dairy farm well equipped with a silo barn. I filled the silo from less than 

and everything, rather than to take the | three acres, and kept ten cows over the 
small farm and have it all. I couldn’t| winter, and three cows until the last of 

afford to do it. It would give me no| August so as to see what the effect "2 
. wages. An acre of land will produce would be in the production of milkin the 

more feed for summer feed than the| winter. They were confined in a small 

best two acres of meadow in Wisconsin: | dry yard; there is a shed in the yard, 

To Double the Farm’s Receipts.|and water from a spring, running 

—Here is an opportunity, with the sys-| through a pipe. They had plenty of 

tem of the silo, to double the receipts | water and all the ensilage they could 

of the farm. As many again cows can | eat, and eight pounds of bran. We fed 

be kept at very little more expense, a| a little hay, but they did’t care for it; 

few hired men more, but ro increase of | therefore I fed the cows all winter until 

teams or farm machines—scarcely any | the last of August without any other 
additional expense except a little more | feed, practically, but ensliage and wheat 
hired help, and the vast increase in the | middlings or bran. 
production will warrant four times the ————~ 
expense it will cost. Corn put in the Discussion. 
silo makes a great deal better feed than Mr. SHerman.—lIs it practical to feed 
hay, and makes as good butter as ever | ensilage the year around? 
was made in June, and the change from| Mr. Smrru.—I am satisfied that it is 
summer to winter dairying costs almost | practical, although I would give a 
nothing. It may be done gradually; the | change—different kinds of ensilage, a | 
cost is nothing, and there is all the time | little clover, and a little corn, and always 
an increase of production. a little dry hay, if they care for it. The 
Now, if you can, by adopting these | milk from those cows was weighed and 

methods, throw aside your old prejudices | computed against the milk of three oth- 

and quit reading accounts of the census|er cows running in the pasture, and
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, they did equally well and only ate what | grasses could be found in the field. I 
grew on one acre, whereas the three in | visited that farm last year, and asked 2 

| the pasture ate what grew on six acres. | the farmer how the permanent pasture 
} That is the practical result of the experi- | turned out, and he said: “It is no good; 

i ment. you can goand seeit.” Ithad proved 
Hl Mr. Spzar.—Have you had any exper-| a failure, comparatively, and while I 

t ience with clover ensilage? was there, in October, I am satisfied 
! : Mr. Sarru.—I have put in a second | that one cow would eat all that grew on 

crop of clover with good results. It is | Six acres, and it could not be depended 
the cheapest way to handle a second|0nto keep up the flowof milk. We 
crop of clover, and the first crop also. have still to find out that there ever was 

Mr. Curvrox.—What crop would you such a thing as a permanent pasture 
raise for continual soiling? except from native grass or the June and 

Mz. Sarrx.—I know of nothing cheap- white clover. Of son _ ee ee 
er than corn ensilage. Let that run be improved by fertilizing, ‘and made to 

1 until about the 20th of June when the | P’ eodnoe good deal more than they 
| clover begins to blossom, and that is in otherwise would, but they cannot be | good condition for soiling food. We|™#de to produce more than one-balf, if i could use the clover for soiling only the cows are allowed to travel over 

i about ten days, beginning about the them. 
i 25th. of May. Then, the clover is good Pror. Norra—You are oP that 
} enough, and upon good productive land | there are permanent pastures in Eng- 
ih you can get three crops of clover, that land and Scotland? r 
| will carry you until the fodder corn is|_ Mz Surrn.—Yes, but I doubt if there 

in the roasting stage. Fodder corn, if|i8 one of them which can produce any- 
cut before there is any appearance of | Where near as much asa soiling crop, 4 ears, has but very little value; it is a for the reasons I have stated. In France 

| great waste to cut it until it is near the | hey seem to be aware of that fact, and 
i roasting stage. When it reaches that stage although they allow their cows to oo | it will do to cut, and you can feed that | the grass from the field, yet they have corn until you open your silo in the win- | 2 ong frame on wheels, the cows are put 

ter. There is no difficulty in this cli-| it stanchions and the wheels are rolled 
mate in having a succession of crops that | UP Until they eat just within their reach 
will do better, witha greater variety, |@2d then they are wheeled along farth- 

i than almost any other method of feeding |®™ They can’t tramp and waste the i See pasture, nor can they waste their sub- 
| There has been a good deal read and stance in extra exercise. This, however, 

i published about permanent pasture.|!80t what I understand by pasture i| Some of you may remember that Prof. | Where cattle range at large. 
i Brown, of the Agricultural College] Mx. Gorpoy.—Don’t you think that | of Canada, two years ago, was very en- | cows need a good deal of sunshine? 
i thusiastic over what he called a perma-| Mr. Smrru.—Yes, I think they do. If 

nent pasture. He sowed some twenty- you have a good, dry yard, perfectly 
five or thirty different kinds of grass | adapted to the business, they can get 

\ seed, and reported very large results the just as much sunshine as there is. Of ! first year; but after two or three years| course, we don’t keep the cows in the | it ran out; only four or five kinds of | stable every minute. 

i 
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Mr. Ketioce.—Why do you give your{ Mr. Kreirocc.—Is the idea of South- 

cows warm water in the winter? ern corn being the best going out, by ex- 

Mr. Smira.— Because we think we | periment? 

save a little feed, and I don’t knowas| wr gyrrn—TI have seen no results 

we are certain about that. The experi-| bearing upon that. I do not think there 
ments don’t quite back it up. Chemists| jaye been satisfactory experiments on 
told us that it required the expenditure the subject. I have always been satis- 

of food to ‘heat water that was down to| seq with it. The stalk is tender and 
forty degrees up to ninety-eight OF one | juicy, and we can raise more corn on the 
hundred, as the cow must have it. I) aor6 of that kind than any other kind. 
think the main reason we have adopted T have made ensilage of four or five dif- 
the warm water is that we think we save | ferent kinds. As I say, I raise mainly B. 
some food, and the cows certainly appear | ¢ W. corn, but in order to begin filling 
to enjoy it. They drink more of it,| the silo early, I raise some of the Wis- 
and if they give a little more|consin White Dent, which has a very 
milk, even if it don’t make any more heavy crop; there will be fourteen or 
butter, we get a few more pounds of | stteen tons on the acre, generally, and 
milk, at any rate. it makes very good ensilage. It ears 

Mr. Brooxs— Do you cut up your pretty well, and we can get to work at 
corn that you feed in the summer? ., ._ | least about two weeks or ten days earlier 

Mr. Saara.—No, I do not, unless it 2 ire we canon tha ih k 
past the roasting stage, but I take it 
green from the field when I feed it} Mz. Lovrs—During this winter I have 
whole. listened to the dairymen at the various 

Mr. McKrrrow.— Do you think you | institutes, and there seems to be an idea 
ought to deprive the cows of exercise? | in our State that the corn must be al- 

Mr. Surrn.—They seem to enjoy them- | ™0St in a matured state to go into the 
selves. You see, a cow will chew her | Silo = food for the cows. From a 
cud six hours every day, if she is prop- breeder's standpoint, I think that in 

erly fed, and it is about as hard work as | Bene 6 will "become, dates Wee | chewing gum. breeding qualities of the animals. What 
Quesrron.—Do you think the vitality I call mature is what I call ripe. 3 

will continue in their progeny from| Mr. Smrrn.—I have seen some very 
generation to generation, if deprived of | bad effects from corn getting ripe and 
exercise? being fed. One man at Oshkosh had 

Mr. Surrn.—I never was a man to| read that the corn should wilt three 
look into futurity, butI don’t know| days after being matured. Then he 
of any reason why it should not improve | read that it was better to let it stand in 
them. the shock, and he did that and the con- 

Mr. Hoxre.—Do you allow your corn| sequence was that his corn was hard 
to wilt before you draw it in? and dry; it did not have moisture enough 

Mr. Smrra.—We cut it in the morn-| to heat up to the proper degree and he 
ing and let it wilt. nearly lost his crop. My impression is 
Quesrion.—Do you feed your cows| that when it is in the roasting stage, 

ensilage before or after milking? just big enough as we pick it to eat our- 
Mr. Smiru.—Either way, both ways. | selves, it is just in the right condition 

I feed two feeds a day of ensilage, for the cow. I don’t think we ought te
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| use our cows much worse than we use|came out ahead. We kept it up until 
E ourselves. we were obliged to cut up the corn. 
) Mr. Cuarree.—Can you get the B. &| Mr. Fuemme.—At any time when you 
| W. corn in your locality to the roasting | were feeding the big corn had it got to 
| stage before it freezes? | its best? 

Mr. Smrra.—I have never had any| A Genrieman.— Yes, the last experi- 
trouble. ment, particularly. I watched it very 

Car’z. Exos.—Are you farenough from | carefully. Do not understand me that 
| the lakes not to feel the effect of the|we got the same amount of pounds 

lake breezes? from the sweet corn per rod that we did 
Mr. Surru.—The lake breezes effect | from the large corn. I estimated the 

poor land very badly; they don’t seem | difference in the weight of the two 
te affect rich land very much. We have | pieces was from twenty to twenty-five 
frost earlier than they do within a mile | per cent. This was for soilage, you un- 

. of the lake. . derstand, not for ensilage. 
A Genriemay.—Upon my farm Ihave} Mr. Keutoce.—Mr. Smith, how much 

| experimented for the last three or four | seed did you use? 
| years. I have been soiling my herd of| Mr. Smrra.—I used about eight to ten 
{ cows for the last ten or twelve years, as | quarts of seed to the acre, and planted 

| the pastures began tofail. Last year I| with a horse drill, dropping one kernel 
i made a couple of experiments. I mea-| every ten inches, and the rows are 
" sured off the same quantity of land in| three anda half feet apart. It is thor- 

} the same field and got this large corn | oughly cultivated with a disc harrow 
that grew up twelve or thirteen feet | before planting; then it is planted about 
high, and side by side with it the Ever-| one ard a half inches deep, in rows as 
green sweet corn, and the result of two| straight as a man will drive a horse, 

| or three experiments was this: On the | which is generally straight enough. As 
{ same amount of land, ten square rods,/soon as that is done, and sometimes 

measured off, that sweet Evergreen corn | before, the team follows with a smooth- 
i beat the big corn. The percentage was | ing harrow that is kept going every day 

not very large, but when you take into | or two, until the corn is up four or five 
account the avordupois of the products| inches. Then the cultivator is started, 
of the two pieces of land, the percent-|one or two inches deep if we can ar- 

i age was quite considerably in favor of | range it, and that is kept going until 
| the sweet corn. the corn shades the ground; then the 

| Mr. Fremmc.—In what stage of| weeds don’t bother any more. I plant 
maturity were these two kinds of corn | one kernel, because, especially in our 
fed? latitude, four do not do as well. If four 

i A GenrLeman.— They were planted at |are planted in one place, four sets of 
/ the same time, and the experiments | roots start out in competition with each 

were made, first with the sweet corn,|other to get what moisture they can 
then with the large corn, then | reach, while it is in that delicate condi- 

! back again to the sweet corn and | tion striving for life. I have sometimes 
i back again to the large corn. Perhaps | made the remark that it is no more sen- 
! the sweet corn wasa little more matur- | sible or philosophical to plant four ker- 
i ed, but we alternated between the two, |nels in a hole than to plant four apple 
| and in every instance the sweet corn | trees in the same hole. 
i 
i 
| | 

i 

i il
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Mr. Waener.—When you are soiling, | second, B. & W., in an immature stage; 

do you feed in the open yards in racks|third, the Pride of the North in the 

or in the manger in the stable? roasting or glazed stage; then one flint 

Mr. Smrru.—I never feed the cows: comes in as an accident, then comes in 

anywhere except in the manger, and the rest of the dents, including almost all 
only twice a day. ofthe Southern and Western dents. 

Capt. Exos.—I would like to ask as | Then comes the group of flints, and last 

to the relative merits of the large B. & of all comes the Evergreen, and Stowell’s 

W. corn and the Evergreen corn, point | Evergreen is almost at the lowest point 

for point, ton for ton, in the same stage | amere the sugars, and Prof. Porter re- Z 
of maturity. | cognized very clearly that that range 

Mr. Sarra.— There are investigations | applied particularly to the Northern 

in progress at the Experiment Station | States. 
on that point. It requires a great deal| Capt. Enos.—That is for ensilage pur- 
of patient work, which has to be dupli- poses, not soiling? 
cated several times to be reiiable, but | Mr. Smira.—I think they are practi- 
the work is being prosecuted there. cally the same. 

Carr. Enos.—I will state that my old; Mr. Roox.—I have raised B. & W. 
Scotch farmer and myself have arrived | corn for summer feeding and for ensi- 
at the conclusion that we plant no more | lage for several years and found it very 
of the big corn, that is after three years’ profitable, when my neighbors had 
trial. We have concluded to fall back | 20thing to feed their cows, and it was 
on the sweet corn alone for soiling pur- | &@8y to induce a great many to plant a 

poses. little forsummer use. After the first 

Mrz. Smrra.—I think Capt. Enos will| season they would nearly all say: “I 
fool away twoor three years’ time, but | will never raise that corn again; I don’t 

‘he will have to give it up. Eight years | want to handle that great stuff.” But I 

ago I thought and talked just as he does | don’t find it so hard to handle. 
now; I went around and harvested | Mr. Smrway.—How do you cut the 
about eight tons of Evergreen sweet | corn reddy for the machine, Mr. Smith? 

corn, and got from sixteen to twenty| Mr. Smrra.—I cut it witha Champion 
tons of the other, and forty-five pounds | self-raking reaper. 

ofthe bigcorn makes apretty good| Capr. Enos.—Do you keep all the 
daily ration for acow, and especially a| sweeps on? 

Jersey cow, through the winter. The| Mr. Smrra.—Yes, they act as reels. 

difference in the amount greatly over-| The ordinary rake isn’t heavy enough 

shadows the supposed better quality. and at first we put a man behind with 

Mr. Gorpon,—The last experiment, | a garden rake tohelp the rake, but it 

published by the Experiment Station of | occurred to me that if we weighted that 
the State of Minnesota give us experi-| rake it would be all right, so we weight- 
ments with three crops of corn, as to the | ed if with a bar of iron, and had no 
nutritive value from the silo. Prof.| further trouble. It will not do to have 

Porter groups the corn as to nutritive|mew knives on the sickle bar, they 

value in this way: First of all in nutri- | should be worn off short; it will break a 

tive value, the dents; second the flints, | new knife; old blades are just the thing. 

and third the sugars. Among the dents, | A good deal of my corn was thirteen and 

first, the B. & W., in the roasting stage; | fourteen feet high, and we had no trou-
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' ble in raking it off. It does not come] team on an old Champion reaper, take 
i off quite in the nice gavels like grain, | one row at a time and drive a good fast 
Ay but it is easily picked up; let it lie in| walk, and the trouble all passes away. 

F any shape. Single stalks will weigh from] Mr. Saerman.—I visited Mr. Fargo, 
y three tonine pounds. We have two poles | at Lake Mills, and he tells me he raised 

| on a truck, put on a bolster in front,|B. & W. corn seventeen feet high. I 
| leaving it behind, under the bolster, so it | don’t see how you could cut that with a 

is just high enough to clear the ground. reaper. 
H t We simply end it over on the pole, and! Mr. Smrra.—It doesn’t make any dif- 

Hi |. it is very easily loaded. I have heard a | ference about the height of it. The end 
il great many say that it is impossible to | strikes the ground and drags it off; but 

cut with areaper, but you put a good | there is practically no difficulty. 

H =—_—_—_—— 
H | 

i 
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F | PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE WITH ENSILAGE. 
HY} 
i | By WELDON VAN KIRK, Winnebago County, Wis. | 
HY 

The Silo Appreciated. — It goes | as the silo should be recovered from 
i without saying that the silo is coming) among the projects of the millionaire 

' ! to be appreciated. So far as we have|farmer, and brought within the easy 
iB had a chance to observe, there is a|reach of any man who has a grain of 

| healthy, growing sentiment in its favor. | energy that he cares to exert in that di- “ 
Pt It is a fact that the prejudices so long, | rection. 

} so persistently and so sensibly enter-|, The Silo Simplified—Plans for 
| tained against it, by the mass of our| building and methods of filling and 

i | farmers who have gotten the greater}emptying, once thought to be im- 
j part of their education in the hard|peratively necessary, that practically 

Ly school of experience, are becoming ex- placed it beyond the reach of the aver- 
ed tinct just in proportion as the red tape,/age farmer, are now known to be use- 

M and I may almost add the superstition, | ess, and worse than useless. Year by 
| I that have so largely made up our knowl-| year the whole matter has been simpli- 

i edge of it in the past, dies out. Is it| fied, the cost reduced and the produc- 
ik | any wonder that the matter-of-fact man | tion improved. For example, we were 

of small means should look with dis-| told, only two years ago, that the lining 
i trust on a system so long and so poorly | must be of planed, matched floor boards, 

i manipulated by men with more money | at a cost of from $18.00 to $22.00 per M., 
than good judgment, and whose chief | and most of us believed it. In our own 
satisfaction—for there was no profit—|experience we were unable to get that 
was derived from the fact that they had | grade when we built, so put in common 
something that a poor man couldn’t af-| lumber at $11.00, and saved our money 
ford to have? It is to the credit of|by it. For all practical purposes we find 

| Yankee ingenuity that so good a thing! it just as good. 

j ln ae i a ns. fi ee oe
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The Round Silo.—We have no hesi-{ ears made their appearance, and before 

.tancy in predicting that the orthodox | the last of it was in, they had nearly 

silo of the future will be round. It is reached the glazing stage. y 

easy to compute that this plan will still} In feeding itout, wefound that on 

further reduce the cost, and will effec-| the top sweet, and very much better 

tuaily do away with the corners, where | than that put in first. 

nine-tenths of all our elosses occur. This year, thinking to improve by 

Those having buildings or parts of | last year’s «x erience, we waited until 

buildings which they wish to utilize may the last week in September before 

devise some way of rounding the corners commencing. Within a week from the 

and thus secure the same results; but I| time we began, the frost came, and the 

am of the opinion that a radical change general appearance of the corn field re- , 

from the old plan of building square | minded one of the cedar swamps of Pesh- 

corners is necessary to obviate the diffi- | tigo, killed, but not consumed, by the 

culty. great fire of 1871. Had we possessed 

It may be excusable on the plan of | the good common sense that it would 

thoughtlessness in the man who hires! seem any granger ought to have, we 

all his chores done, to locate his silo} would have rushed it into the pits at 

across the barn-yard from the stables, | once; but that erroneous idea that each 

but he will pay dear enough for it in the successive day’s filling must remain un- 

end. : covered until it reached a certain heat 

The Crop to be Depended On.—| had possession of us, and unable to 

The question that seems to us most im-| bring ourselves to a point where we dare 

peratively to demand the attention of|go against the doctor’s orders, we 

ensiloists at present is that of the crop | took it slow and let the leaves dry up, 

to be depended on. Prof. Henry says| except as we were able to prevent their 

that red clover and corn are the crops} doing so by cutting the corn and throw- 

that the farmers had best fall down and | ing it into large gavels, five or six of 

worship and not be running off after which would make a load. Dry 

strange Gods. Oursilo has been filled | weather followed, or heavy losses might 

two seasons, both with the large south- have resulted from that method of 

ern ensilage corn. <A year ago last sum- handling. 

mer, on account of the drouth, it proved Slow Filling not Necessary.—I 

to be the best thing we could have| have come to be most emphatically of 

planted. We were so well pleased with the opinion that slow filling is not nec- 

the large growth that it made when| essary to the making of sweet ensilage; 

other varieties were a comparative fail-| that much more depends upon the crop 

ure, that we made the mistake of de-| having come to maturity before being 

pending entirely upon it the past season, | Put in, than upon any particular method 

notwithstanding the cold, backward | of filling. 
spring made it impossible to begin| Planting Native Corn—Our plan 
planting before the middle of May. for this year is to plant a part of our 

Filling.—The first year, having given | acreage to some native varieties, some- 

up all hope of seeing any ears, we com- | thing that we can begin on early, and 

menced filling the last week in August, | thus get through if possible before frost 

and without waiting for the corn to wilt.| comes, We shall, of course, not get as # 

The result was sour ensilage. Later on|many tons per acre, but we hope that
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what we lose in quantity will be partly {ing ensilage to sheep and cows and 
made up in quality. The fellow who, | horses. 

day after day, will handle the B.& W.| Mr. McKerrow.—On the Sherman 

corn and not stop occasionally to wond-|farm, Springbrook, they have been 

er if the water he is lugging round is | using ensilage for several years; also the 

really charged with anything of very | Messrs. Brewer, who are large sheep 

great feeding value hes more muscle | feeders, and they all tell me ensilage is 

than brain. giving good results in feeding sheep. 
Covering not Necessary—Poer- | Prof. Cook, of Michigan, tells me he has 

haps in regard to no other matter con- | had fine results in the same line, and I 
cerning the silo has so many erroneous | have failed to meet any sheep feeder 

theories been entertained, and one after | Who has been dissatisfied with it. 
another been exploded, as in the matter| Mr. Ketxoce.—I put in a silo last 
of the cover. Since the time when it | year; I have been feeding two horsed a 
was thought necessary to put on one-| bushel apiece, once a day. I have been 

half a ton of weight to every of ton en- | feeding one brood mare, one driving horse 
sliage, we have learned that itis not abso- jand two colts, and we give them that 
lutely necessary to puton anything, | which is not the best, taken out of the 

and while economy may dictate that it | corners, and they like it and are doing - 
is better to put on afoot or so of cut| well on it. 
straw, green marsh grass, or something | Mr. THom.—I have a horse which [ 
of the sort, rather than to sacrifice that | cured of the heaves this winter with en- 

‘ amount of ensilage, yet no fears of any | silage. It has had the heaves for four 

extensive loss need be entertained if no | or five years, and has had ensilage and 

cover at all is provided. oat straw exclusively during the entire 

The past season we expended a good | Winter and to all appearances there are 
deal of energy tramping the cover for the | 20W 00 signs of its having the heaves. It 
purpose of making it follow closely after | 488 been in harness nearly every day 
the ensilage, as it settled, and thus ex- | this winter. 
clude the air. We were somewhat| Ms. Hoxre—TI think there is quite an 
surprised on opening it, to find as| important point in filling the silo— 
much mould as we did, but have since |Tushing it in. We have been taught 
figured out that the only result of our | heretofore to put it eer day and wait 
tramping was to shatter the otherwise | tW° or three days for inte heat up. It 
air-tight blanket of mould that kind | Seems to me that it is a very important 
nature was forming in that buckwheat | fact to know that if we get caught with 
straw, and ino doing let the air through | ® frosted field of corn we can put - 
and necessitated the forming of another |™en and get it in quickly, before it 
layer underneath. spoils. 

Mr. Faviiix.— More than half of my 

ensilage was put in after the corn froze. 

Discussion. It caught our common Dent corn pretty 
Mr. Suerman.—I built a silo, but fail- | badly, but did not affect the B. & W:, 

ed to fill it. It is long, and one end | standing side by side. The B. & W. was 

opens towards the cows and the other | perfectly green, and the leaves of the 

towards the sheep. I want to know if | other caught it. We commenced filling 

any one here has had experience in feed- | the silo and had a hard frost two weeks 

: al
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afterward, killing everything, even the|stances. The great majority of silos 

B.& W. We hurried it into the silo,| that are filled come out perfect, and I 

and the ensilage from the last is sweeter | find the corners will come ft as good 

and better than the first that we put in. | as the rest, if before filling the second 
If it had rained, however, during the | day they are pitched out, and the heated 

time, I have no doubt we should have |ensilage from the center pitched into 

had a poor mess of stuff. I don’t think | each corner, where it is colder. 

the frost did it any harm. There was} Mr. Sawyrer.—Had the silo spread ’ 
no frost in the first that we put in; it| any? ‘ 

was perfectly green. In the corners} Mr. Txom.—No sir. There is one 

there was quite a difference in the qual-| point that I should state. The man fill- 

ity from that in the middle. It was not] ed the silo from top to bottom without 
rotten, but it was vastly more acid. going near the inside. It was not spread ; 

Mr. Hrram Smiru.—I think if the|ortramped atall. It was filled in the 

corn is just in the roasting stage, that | center of the silo. 
there is no sort of trouble about filling] Mr. Fremre.—I can readily see from 

the silo as rapidly as we please. In fact, } that statement one of the reasons for 

it was thoroughly tested last year at the | the ensilage being in the condition you 

experiment farm. You will notice, in| say it was. Being simply pitched into 
the bulletin of Prof. Henry, that he fill-| the silo, and not evenly distributed in 

ed it in one day fourteen feet deep. The | regard to the heft of it, the lighter por- 

corn was cut and put in as soon as they | tion of the ensilage dropped near the 

could do it. I think if it is all filled in| wall from the carrier, while the heavier ‘ 
one day, it will heat up, There is air} portion, of course, was thrown over and on 

enough carried in with the feed as it | settled much more than the other. The 

passes from the carrier into the pitto| fine portions did not have sufficient 

heat it up. Very green corn, of course, | weight to pack, and, of course, left 

would not do so well. spaces through which the air passed and 

Mr. Txom.—I know a silo holding | penetrated the whole mass. 
three hundred tons of cornsay inthe| Mr. TaHom—We visited Mr. Byron 
roasting stage, filled four feet at each | Snyder’s silo, and saw where the ensi- 
filling, heating to one hundred and | lage had drawn away from the walls. 

twenty. That silo does notcontaina| Mr. Perrer.—If the gentleman’s 

- pound of ensilage that any stock will|silohad been built like mine, I don’t 

eat; it is as black as your hat, all the|think that would have happened. I 

way though, and I would like toknow! made mine about two inches smaller on 

what is the matter with it? the bottom than on top, and as it settled 

Mr. Smrra.—Do you know whether | it always got harder instead of loose. 

the pit was made properly—was it air-| Mr. Gorpon.—I saw on the farm of 4 
tight? Mr. Morgan Manuel, perfect clover en- 

Mx. Taom.—It is as well made asilo| silage. I asked him how he did it. He 
as I know. It is inside the barn; it is | said that he cut the clover when the top 
made of two thicknesses of matched | blossoms were brown and the lower part 
lumber, with tarred paper between.| of the stalk was alittle woody; cut it 

The corn wascut from the stalk. after the dew wasoff, and put it in 
Mz. Surra.—I don’t know of any rea-| straight, without cutting or any further . 

son. It is one among a thousand in-| work; kept it thoroughly distributed, 4
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and then weighted it a little with plank] own silos. I see twenty-two. That’s 
and other weight, just sufficient to over- | pretty fair for a beginning. 

: come the natural tendency of hay notto| Mr. Gorpon—I would like to have 
settle. It was the most perfect article | the money back from mine, so that I 
of food I ever saw in my life, rather | could build a larger one. I believe that | brown and green; had not any of the | the secret of all this matter rests large- . Limburger smell that clover ensilage gen- ly in furnishing one’s mind first with a 

' erally has. He says thesecret of clover theory—the correct theory of ensilage. 
ensilage isin putting it in in exactly that | We have been talking broad. It is very 
stage. I saw one silo where the clover | useful to get the practical side of the 
had been put in alternately with corn question presented, with all the mis- 
and not cut, but the clover smelt like | takes and all the successes of the silo, 
Liniburger cheese; the corn was. all | but I believe we must get firmly into 

right. our minds the complete theory of ensi- 
Mr. Hopsoy.—We put some in this lage so as to be able on our own farms 

year, and cut it and it is a perfect suc-|to meet the accidents and incidents 
cess. Since we began to feed it, the herd | that we have to meet and eer have 

; . has gained about two pounds aday. I|seen before It was a new thing for me 
venture to prophesy that some day not | to get up in the morning and find all my 
far off all intelligent dairymen will put | corn frosted and not a bushel in the 
up half of their ensilage in clover. silo, but Edward Fries’ little book, that 

Mr. Suerman.—I have had bad luck. | costs fifty cents, gives you the theory 
T put in five jags of clover. It was not| based on the natural law of what ensi- very good clover; it was a little past the lage is, that you may meet those emer- 
green stage, rather getting ripe. | gencies very easily by exercising com- 
Tt did not heat up  satisfactori- | mon sense. For instance, I found that 
ly. I dampened it and tramped it,| the corn had dried up one-third of the 
and made a square billet of wood and way one year. I was puzzied to know 
pushed it down, but still I haven’t any-| what to do, but Fries’ book set me right 
thing very satisfactory. about it, without having to look through Mr. Favrixe.—I filled the silo with | one hundred speeches of practical men. 
clover two years ago, and it was very | I believe you had better, all of you, send 
satisfactory. I haven’t filled it since | for this book, which is the only book in 
for the very good reason that we haven’t | the English or French language that ~ 
had any clover. Our cows ate it very | gives completely the theory of practical 
greedily, and gave milk on it just about ensilage, It is Edward Fries’ book, 
as they would eating green grass. sold for fifty cents by the Western 

Mr. Suermay.—I filled my silo be-| Farmer Company, Madison, Wis. 
cause I wanted some of the protein} Mr. Kerzocc.—I put up a silo last 
these men are talking about at the ex-|season and filled it with B. & W. corn. F 
periment station. I do not believe|The lower leaves had yellowed for 
the hogs will touch it, but I am sure | three feet on the stem, but it is com- 
the cows will eat it when they. can. ing out very satisfactorily, except the 

Mr. Taom.—Is there a man present| corners. The boards on the inside 
who owns a silo who wishes he had the | were unplaned, and that is where I 
money back that it took to build it. I| think I missed it; I shall probably have 
would like to see the hands of those who | to puton a third thickness of boards, and
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planed boards up and down. I am| repeated experiments, changed cows 

satistied that it pays, even for twelve | back and forth, and we find they always 

head of stock. produce the most on uncut feed. I have 9 

Mr. Txom.—Don’t put the boards up noticed in killing cattle that if we feed a 

and down, for the reason that if two corn-meal, say, and mix it with uncut q 

boards are set up this way, you have a food, it is thoroughly mixed in the rum- 3 

chimney that runs clear to the bottom | inant, and you will find pieces two inches 

of your silo, to let the air through the| long in the manifold; if you kill that 

whole length of it. If you put it the| cow six hours after she is fed, you will 

other wey, the only chance for the air | find the food pretty well sifted out. The 

to come in is at the top. cow needs to have long, fibrous feed so , 

Mr. Keitoce.—Would you put in an-| as to sift it finer. I find also a great 

other thickness of paper before you put difference in the droppings of cattle. I 

in that third lining of boards? have found corn-stalks in the cow's 

Mr. Surru.—I think, to make a sure fourth stomach an inch long, and hay 

thing, I would put in a thickness of pa-| also. We have proved to our satisfac- 

per, and then put cheap shingles laid | tion that the large corn is not the corn 

six inches to the weather, the same as for our cows; we must have the small 

you do on theroof. Lastyear I built a| corn. We tried the cows last year back 

silo with cheap cull boards outside and and forth, and they would come back to 

in, and then the shingles. It cost only | the small corn every time. I am satis- 

half as much ascommon lumber. The fied I can get net profits of forty to fifty 

ensilage kept as perfectly as in any other cents a ton more in uncut corn than in 

silo J ever saw. cut. 

Car’r. Exos.—I would like to hear Mr. Toom.—Do you have to carry it 

what Mr. Hodson can tell us on the| in your arms to the cows? : 

subject of uncut ensilage. Car’r. Enos.—They carry it by rail- 

Mr. Hopson.—There is one point I roads. They do things by clock-work over 

make against cutting ensilage corn. We there. s 

P don’t cut ours,-and there is less waste in Mr. Hopson.—I told atthe institute 

the corners. In our silo you won’t find last year that we could take whole en- 

three inches of waste, and the outside | Silage out of the silo and feed to 27 

is perfect. When you fill with whole | COWS inside of seven minutes. 

corn, the heat drives to the outside and| Mr. Suerman.—I wish Cap’t. Enos 

comes up and keeps it sweet. Another | would tell us the cost of the contrivance 

thing: Itis natural for a cow to chew| by which Mr. Hodson feeds his cattle 

her food, and it mixes better with her | so nicely. 

feed when she eats it. All scientific] Carr. Enos —I thing it may cost 

men tell us that if itis mixed thorough-| about $25. Mr. Hodson built his all 

ly it helps digestion. The machinery of | himself. There is an alley between the 

the cow’s.stomach is called on, having | two rows of cows about three and a half 

this stringy stuff in it. Everything that | or four feet wide, andabout forty feet 

is swallowed passes into the first stom-|long. At one end of the alley is the 

ach, and there is somewhat of a sifting | silo. The door of the silo opens right 

process. If she takes her food cut, more | in front of the alley. He has built an 

particles pass through unchanged than | elevated railroad, or rather he has taken 

if it is fed to her uncut. We have tried | barn door wheels and built a platform
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that runs right along within three or four | hundred and thirty-five feet of overhead inches of the floor, and right up|railroad track. I found that it would 
against the door of his silo. He takes | have cost me about $225 to have that 
his ensilage and loads it upon that plat-| work put up, if I put it into the hands 
form, and when he has enough to feed | of the packer people, but by putting 
his stock, he starts off, and as he poent an iron wagon tire on the end, with 
along throws it to the cattle on either couplings made at the blacksmith’s shop, 
side till he gets to the other end, forty | having my bails made at the blacksmith’s 
feet away, and the cattle are fed. I shop, I got my one hundred and thirty- 
haven’t any doubt at all that Mr. Hodson | five feet of railroad track, to feed the : can feed his herd of twenty-seven head | entire herd and take care of all the traffic 
of cattle in seven minutes, and not|in the barn, for forty-five dollars. I 
hustle around very rapidly either. It is| believe now I shall put in two tracks 
one of the most ingenious and nicely ar-| behind, to cross so as to carry the man- 
ranged stables that I ever saw. He/ ure out of the barn and dump it, and I waters his stock on the same principle. ; believe the two tracks for the manure 
He runs the water right in front of each| With crossings, &c., can be put in at 
row of cattle, so that his stock is water-| forty dollars. On my track a child can ed and fed in about ten minutes. push a car that is full of ensilage to Mr. Gorpoy.—I would like to| feed fifty headof cattle. I believe it is 
advise anybody who thinks of putting a great saving of labor; I believe one 
in an overhead railroad to feed cattle |™man can feed one hundred cattle in less not to go to the regular dealers, makers} time than three men can otherwise. 
of packing house railroads. I have one 

eet ee ——— 

THE PROFITS OF DAIRY FARMING. 

By 8S. A. GERNON, Waukesha County, Wis. 

Dairymen Should be More Exact. dairymen is that they do not know - —In this time of depression in all] what the income from their cows is, 
branches of trade, when profits are very | neither do they have any idea of the year- 
small in all kinds of business, even when ly cost of keeping a cow, They seem to 
large amounts of capital are invested, | think that all they have to do is to labor 
when competition is so brisk that there| hard sixteen hours out of twenty-four, 
seems to be an overproduction of almost | and trust in Providence to make the 
everything, the question naturally arises | balance come out on the right side of 
as to whether there is any profitin dairy-| the sheet at the close of the year, a task 
ing, and if so, what are some of the| which she seems utterly unable or un- 
methods necessary for dairymen to pur-} willing to perform. 
sue in order to secure it? | To Whom Failures are Due.—It is 

The trouble with two-thirds of our |the fashion now-a-days to lay nearly all 

ne ines
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failures in dairying to the scrub cow, dairy counties in New York, and stands 

and doubtless she deserves nearly all the | third in the State in regard to the num- 

abuse she gets; but I think far more of | ber of cows kept. Following are some 

the failures can be traced to the scrub | of the figures of this census: 

man who feeds and cares for her. The | Sumber dae pee ci 5a 
best dairy herd in this county would | Average number cows per dairy. ....--. 15 

soon degenerate into scrubs if they were ee an IMs aria $18.10 ‘ 

fed scrub rations by a scrub dairyman. SS anes £0 . 

The Successful Dairyman— Must Average gross earnings per Cow.........- 31.74 

kmow how to select and breed good ee ous ee beciotom $96.36 | 

cows; he must also know how to feed, | AYtafes‘en Bsor cows..20000000077.geqdéito 
handle and intelligently care forthem.} Of the whole number of cows re- 

If he is manufacturing the product him-| ported, 70 per cent. failed to bring in . 

self, he must know how to produce 4} eriough to pay for the cost of their keep | 

first-class article and be salesman] while of the remaining 30 per cent., 20 i 

enough to find a first-class market for per cent. did not bring in enough over 

it. His materpal ancestor may have] the cost of keep to pay their owners for 

made the beg butter he ever ate, and | the time spent in caring for them. This 

the best keeping butter; but he must | would leave 10 per cent. of all the cows 

remember that times and tastes change, | kept in that township that were paying 

and he will do well to keep up with the | a net profit to their owners; or, while 10 
tinies and try to tickle the palate of the] men in every hundred were making a 

man he sells to. He must know how to| profit in dairying, 20 were just about 

produce the largest amount of good, | holding their own, and 70 were losing 

nutritious food on the smallest amount | money. 

of land, and how to preserve it in the} A curious fact shown by this census 

best and most economical manner. AS|was that very little grain or mill-stuff 

he cannot produce all the different kinds | yas fed to these cows, and the ones who 

of feed he will require, he must know | fed the smallest amounts of these feeds 

when, where and how to buy the bal-| were always the ones showing the small- 

ance. est incomes, and that where money was é 

Of one thing he need have no fear, | invested in this kind of feed, it was 

and that is the loss of fertility of his| given back by the cows with interest at 

farm if the manure from his cows is| the rate of 500 percent. This convine- 

properly saved and applied; and as time | es me in this case that there were more 

passes I think he will not find this to be | scrub dairymen than scrub cows. 

one of the least of the items of profit. Dairying in Waukesha County.— 

Profit and Loss in Dairying.—| Waukesha County, I think, can show 

While there is a profit for some dairy- | more good dairymen to the square mile 

men, many are making sad failures. In| than that down east town. Let me 

a series of papers written for Hoard’s| give you a few figuresas to what we are 

Dairyman, by C. W. Jennings, entitled | doing around here. First, let me give 

a “Cow Census,” giving the statistics of | you a few conclusions arrived at by look- 

the dairy business of the town of Ellis-|ing over the report of the Waukesha 

burg, Jefferson County, N. Y., some Butter and Cheese Factory for 1888. 

light is thrown on this dark subject, This factory paid out over $22,000 last 

Jefferson County is one of the oldest | year to its patrons, and now that it 

e 
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seems to be established on a paying| 5-----++++--15......-++++- 60.00] Sold cream im 

; So inaceee hee ee 
not receive a much larger patronage. Sac ey oe BB ae nr 

I find that the average price paid by | 10...202000.019) [IIIT 8460. 

them for milk by the year was 93.3c. per| Here are 10 dairies that average over 
cwt. The lowest average price paid was|20 cows each. The average earnings 

a fraction less than 80c per cwt.; the per cow are $64.47. Most of these 

highest average price paid $1.086 per| dairymen know very nearly the yearly 
ewt. As each of these men received the | cost of keeping a cow as they keep them. 

same price per cwt. for the same Taking an average of their figures, I 

. months, there is a difference of nearly | think $35 per cow would be about the 

29c. per cwt., by the year, in favor of | cost of feed fora year. Now, if we add 
the man who furnished the most milk} $10 for the cost of caring for her fora 

| when it was worth the most money, | year, then $45 is about the point where 

| that isin winter, and I think we are| we may begin to figure the net profit. If 

\ wintering our cows now about as cheap-| these figures are nearly correct, then 

} ly as we can carry them through our | these 10 men have a net profit of nearly 
| dry summers. This 29c. per cwt. can|$20 per cow, not a vergyed showing 

be set down in this case as one of the | when we remember that 1868 was a very 

profits of dairy farming, and the reason | dry season with us. 

why there was a profit was because} We undoubtedly have dairymen with 

there was something to sell when the|us who are realizing larger profits on 

market was not overstocked. their herds, where they are favorably 

Figures That do not Lie.—A few | located for retailing milk and cream, 

figures telling what some of our individ- and, doubtless, others are doing better 

ual dairymen are doing may be of inter- in butter and cheese production. Many, 

est. These figures give the gross earn-| f course, are not doing as well as this, 
ings per cow for 1888. In each case the | #0d some are working at a loss; but if 

} cow was credited with two dollars for | they were as anxious to learn new and 

| value of calf. Where butter was made | better ways as the successful ones are, 

} and cream sold, 20c. per cwt., was allowed they would soon have the balance on 

} as the feeding value of skim-milk. No| the right side of the ledger. 

| allowance was made for whey where} The Secret of Success.—What was 

milk was taken to a cheese factory, | the secret of the success of these dairy- 

because when a man sells a ton of milk|men? Having gone into the dairy busi- 

off his farm he sells $2.43 worth of| ness to make a success of it, as a busi- 

nitrogen, potash and phosphoric acid. | ness man would go into any other kind 

When he manufactures the ton of milk | of business, they first selected their cows 

into butter and sells that, he sells about | with a view to the kindof dairy work 

three cents worth of these valuable fer-| they wished to engage in. If butter mak- 
| tilizers, and $2.46 per ton I think would |ing or cream production was the object 

} be a big price for any whey I ever saw. | they had in veiw, they selected cows that 

Here are the figures: would produce large amounts of butter 

Gross receipts fat in their milk for the food consumed. 

ues a If they were patrons of a cheese factory, 
QUIT IIIa. i2222222222"49°66 | Delivered milk | they selected the cows that would give a 

| Ree ae 33) vofactory. | targe flow of milk regardless of quality: 

| 
| 

J i
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This, of course, was not as it should be, {the sieves or impairing their digestion, 

but until some way is devised of paying | the larger the profit would be, and asthey 

for milk according to quality, the induce-| did not select them in the first place 

ments held out to patrons are all for| with a view to profitable beef product- : 

quantity. Having selected these cows|ion, when they cease to yield a profit as 

for the obj-ct they had in view, they | milk producers they will not keep them 

realized that, like a threshing machine, | long expecting to make a profit on 2c. 

the more of the proper kind of feed they | beef. 

could run through them without clogging 

DAIRYING AND BEEF PRODUCTION. 

By C. RB. BEACH, Whitewater, Wis. | 

Beef Produced at a Loss.—It has|be better, with heifers from his best 

been so often demonstrated, both the-| cows. The usual course now pursued, is 

oretically and practically, that dairying | to sell those cows in the autumn or early 
can be made to pay a handsome profit | winter for what they will bring, usually 

on capital invested, and labor perform-|from 11g. to 2c. per pound. One day in 

ed, that I need not stop to show the way ; theearly part of the present winter I 

in which it can be done. But I think | saw three good sized cows, not very old, 

that it is claimed and generally admitted | sold for $25. Two sold for $8 each, and 

that but little if any beef is produced in | one for $9. I remarked that the price 

Wisconsin, except at a loss, or, in other|seemed small. The answer was “it is, 

words, the food used for that purpose | but they will eat their heads off before 

could have been sold or put to other | spring, and I had better seil them.” 

use, and would have brought more} Was there a better way by which one 

money. Now the object of this paper|could have kept those cows and fed | 

is to attempt to point out a way by|them until they were good beef, and 

which, in connection with profitable|made money on the feed they would 

dairying, beef can be produced at a|have eaten? I unhesitatingly answer, | 

profit. yes. It would have required a little fine 

Selling Cows from the Dairy.—As/thought and planning, but so does ) 

I am to work along the line and in har-| any successful work. We do not stum- 
mony with successful dairying, I will ble into to the best way of doing things; 

start with the self-evident truth that the | we have to do lots of hard thinking to 

successful dairyman keeps no cows but | “get there.” 

those of goodage. But hewillfind that! Feeding For Milk and Beef.—As 
all are not as good as the best, and he will | these instititues are designed to impart 

think it for his interest to dispose of a| knowledge that has come to us through 
certain number yearly and to rnc |peton, rather than that which has 

them " purchase, or, what will perhaps ' been deduced through theoretic specula-
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tion, perhaps I can not enforce what I {spring of 1875 my books ehowed that, 

wish to say better than torelate a little | during these three years, I had pur- 
of my experience: For several years | chased 79 cows at an average cost of 

previous to 1872 I was engaged almost | $31.59, which had been sold for $40.41. 

exclusively in feeding cattle for beef. |The experience of these three years con- 

. A part of the time I fed-heifers and dry | vinced me that I could milk cows and 

cows, and almost invariably found that | make beef at the same time. As times 

they would put on more flesh on a| changed, and it became more difficult 

given amount of feed than steers, and | to buy good cows, and beef sold at less 
generally yield a better profit. price, I of course have deviated some- 

In the winter of 1871, during the | what from the original plan, but have 

month of February, I purchased 20) never entirely abandoned it. 

: farrow cows that were then giving milk! ff] find in the spring of the year 

ata cost of $30 per head. I milked | that I have cows that had better not be 
them until I had sold $100 worth of but- | kept, or have more than I wish to keep, 

ter. They were then dried, and fed/they are kept farrow and milked until 
for beef, until grass grew, when they | the nextspring. Then they are sold for 

were turned to pasture without grain, | beef, sometimes drying and turning to 

) and about the 20th of June were sold as | grass, and sometimes selling from the 

beef to ship to Chicago for $55 per head, | yard, before drying. The prices received 

or $1,100, making $600 for the feed. I | have almost invariably been more satis- 

then thought I would buy my cows in/factory than to have sold them the 

| the summer, send my milk toa cheese- | previous fall. 

1 factory, and feed the cows for beef dur- Figures That Show a Profit.— Let 

| ing the winter, us look at this matter a little more in 
| In July I bought 20 cows, at a cost of | detail. The cow that comes in milk in 

oe and milked them, send. | the spring and is milked to the Ist of De- 
| an Acie cows were giving a coniber, weighing 0 ee ae 

| laree flaw of milk. Lthought 1 waddle eee | Bi c 9 8! ue \have brought over 2c. per pound for 
| make a little butter before drying shipping, and often less. If, now, a lot 

| them. I made, * couple of mm and of such cows be fed daily from that time 
sent to a hotel in Chicago, for which T/ ynti] the 10th day of May, 40 pounds of 

\ received 3le. per pound with an offer field-corn ensilage, worth 5c., with 10 

| that if I would furnish them a hundred pounds of wheat bran, worth 6c., and 10 

| pounds a week for a year they would pay pounds of good hay, worth 3c., making 

| me 32c. per pound. In the place of |, qaily ration worth 4c. (there are 
{ drying my cows, as intended, I arrang- | other rations equally as good, but I have 
1 ed my cellar for keeping milk, and milked mentioned this because 1 used ie iue 

those cows all winter and spring, then | yinter and this, and know that it is 
selling them for beef at an average of both cheap and good), they will give 

i about $40 per head. from 12 to 20 pounds of milk per day, 
I continued to furnish these parties | averaging 16 pounds, which will be 

with butter by the year, buying my cows | worth from $1 to $1.50 per hundred, av- 
| fresh in the spring, keeping them far- | eraging $1.25, making the 16 pounds of 

i row, milking, feeding, and selling for| milk worth 20c. daily, or 7c. above 

I beef the following spring. In the} the cost of the rations. The manure 
} 

i 
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will pay for the work, and you have for | better ones; but they do not tell us how.. 

the 160 days’ feeding $11.20 above cost. | It would be almost wicked to sell them. 

If, now, these cows be dried, turned to| for dairy cows to those who’ do net 

pasture, and fed five pounds of corn| know as much as we. 

meal until the 20th of June—40 days—} Experience in England.—In con- 
at a cost of $1.80 for pasture and $1.20] firmation of what I have said, some ~° 
for grain, the expense will be $3. De-| twenty-five years ago Mr. Hosford, of 
duct this from the $11.20 profit on milk, England (as reported by Stewart in hie 

and you will have $8.20 as the average | work on feeding) made a specialty of 

amount they will have payed, above purchasing cows under six years old, 

their keeping, out of their milk. At foeding them for beef and milking them . 
this particular time of the year the! at thesametime. In this way he could, 
winter-fed cattle will be out of the mar-| in ¢ or 8 months, increase their selling 
ket, grass beef not yet ready, and your| value for meat something like 50 per 2 
cows will therefore sell well and bring cent., and at the same time realize a 
at home 3c. to 4c. per pound, live weight, | handsome profit above cost of feed out 
averaging 3%gc.; they will have each / of their mill He fed six cows 191 days. 
added a hundred pounds or more to their| at a cost of 27c. a day each, amount- 
original weight (I have in several in-| ing to $311. They averaged 35} pounds 
stances had a whole car-load of cows add|of milk per day, which brought $144 * 
80 pounds each by running 40 days on | per hundred pounds, amounting to $592, 
pasture), without grain, and will there-| leaving a profit of $281, or $46.83 per 
fore bring $35 to $38 per head, or $17 to | cow on the milk alone, besides their in- 
$18 above what they would have sold | creased value for beef. They had added. 
for the 1st of December, which, add | to their live weight 84 pounds each. 
to the $8.20 profit on milk, and you have] gxim-Milk and Whey—I wish now 
a net gain of $25 to $26 per cow. to ask your attention for a short time 

You may think these figures fanciful | while I attempt to show how we can 
and extravagant, but they are not, and| utlize with profit the skim-milk, and 
it will not take your best cows to do it, | the whey from our dairies in producing 
either. We, in Wisconsin, dispose of not | beef. 

Jess than 100,000 cows annually, most of} ‘There are three reasons why we fail in 
them going for canners, at less than 2c. | oy, attempts at profitable beef produc- 
per pound. Had these cows been| tion We spoil our calves during the first 
handled as I have indicated, with the re- | three months of their lives. We attempt 
sults as I have figured, there would be to put too much weight on the same 
an annual gain of $2,600,000 to the animal, and we take too much time 
wealth of the State. The spring calf fed a few days on new 

Do not think I am trying to persuade | milk and then changed to cold skimmed 
you to slaughter your good cows, in order | milk, and after afew weeks turned to 
to get money. I am only trying to show grass and fed only sour milk until wean- 
how more money could be made out of ed, at three mouths old, will be worth 
those we do dispose of. Some of our| but little to grow, and to convert inte 
teachers are continually teaching that | beef at any age. You can raise a spring 
one-half the cows in Wisconsin do not| calf that will bea good one, but he 
Pay their keep, and they advise us to|should never have green grass and sour 
sell them and supply their place with | milk atthe same time, and I doubt the
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advisability of giving him any grass for) 4. I propose to sell him at fourteen 

r the first six months of hislife., or sixteen months, and this time in the 

4 One of my neighbors in New York | care of the spring calf will fall in the 

State, more than thirty years ago, raised | summer when prices are generally at 

twenty spring calves, that were kept in | the lowest. 

i thestable all summer and fed onhay,| 5. As profitable dairying is one of 

bran and oats, the sour milk, and the | the conditions to accompany profitable 

butter-milk, together with agruel made | beef production, and that generally 

by soaking oil cake in cold water. They | means winter dairying, I prefer that the 

were sold at about six months old and| calf should be dropped the last half of 

brought twenty dollars each, and were | September or the first half of October. 

supposed to weigh about 500 pounds. This calf will then have time to grow to 

Advantages of Early Maturity— | a size that will enable him better to 

Were we to plan to have our steers ripe | withstand the extreme cold of winter. 

for the marketat fourteen orsixteen| Having thus settled that our calf 

months old, and weigh one thousand to | should be a fall calf, and that we are to 

| twelve hundred pounds, instead of keep. | have him ready for the market in four- 

ing them until they are thirty or thirty-| teen or sixteen months, what and how 

| ‘six months old, and weigh from twelve | are we to feed and how handle him? 

. bendred to fifteen hundred pounds, our| The first sixty days of a calf’s life are 

i el.rnees of making a profit would be| most important. If neglected or mis- 

g:oater. We have learned that the pig | managed then, he will rarely recover. 

may be made to pay a profit, if mature | Governor Hoard, at the Janesville insti- 

i at eight months old, but will generally | tute, named four conditions that he con- 

| run hisownerin debt if fed eighteen | sidered absolutely essential to success. 

es months. Why will not this law of early |The food should be sweet; it should 

1 maturity hold good in making beef? be fed warm and often, and the calf 

| Feeding a Calf for Profitable Beef. should be kept dry. I most heartily 

| —1 I will not choose a spring calf, be- | indorse what he said. 

| cause for the first six months of his} For the the first ten days the calf 

j life I propose to feed him largely on|should have new milk. Skim-milk 

, skim-milk and whey, and from May to! may then be substituted, feeding from 

October it is very difficult to have these | two to three times a day, the milk to 

two articles sweet, and if they become | be sweet and warm. We often injure 

sour they lose much of their feeding | calves by feeding too much at a time. 

j value. After a few days ground flaxseed may 

i 2. Because at the age when he needs | be added to the milk. At five or six . 

the most care I am most busy with farm | weeks old the calf will bogin to eat a 

work, therefore shall be apt to neglect | little fine hay, which should be kept 

\ him. within reach, and soon will lick a little 

{ 3. As he is to be raised without grass | wheat bran, and at two months will eat 

while fed milk or whey, he will not| whole oats. If you have carried him 

get much exercise the first summer, | up to this time in good shape, the criti- 

| and the same will be true of the winter | cal period is past. After this, the milk 

{ following. This close confinement for a | can begradually lessened, but to pro- 

whole year will prevent a healthy devel- | duce the best results it should be kept 

i opment of bone and muscle. up until the calf goes to grass in the 

j 
{ 
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spring. After the calf begins to eat| grass alone. The cost of the foed for 

bay and grain, he should have water this steer for the last 120 days ought 

daily. not to exceed 10c. per day; he is om 
Cost of Keeping.— Let us now try | £88 for more than half the time, mak- : 

and determine what this calf should | ing the entire cost $30, and if he weighs 

cost for keeping from the middle of Oc- | 900 pounds and sells for but 4c., he will : 

tober to grass time, 200 days. His food | bring $36, and if he weighs 1000 Ibs. he will : 
will, of course, be varied in kind and | bring you $40 or more. Success in this 

amount, but we will allow the following | Plan depends upon starting at the right : 
for an average daily ration: | time of the year, utilizing your waste 
12s, of milk, 200 days, 2,400 ths., at 25¢....$6 00 | dairy products. Make your calf do his 

1D. of oats, 200 days, 200 tbs., at'Ie......:.. 2.00| best every day he lives, and sell him ~ : 

TB of ofl meal 200 days, 200 Bs --1/1.." 2:30 | before he eats his head off. 
1D. of hay, 200 days, 200 Ibs. ... ... ieee Utilizing Whey.—This utilizing | 

Total COSt .......-.+-s++000++++4++++++++-$13.50 | whey, feeding it at the time of year it | 

He will weigh from 400 to 500 pounds, | can best be kept sweet, is deserving of 

at a cost of not exceeding 3c. per pound. | more than a passing consideration. 

As the whey of our cheese factories can | Sweet whey contains over 61¢ pounds 

be kept comparatively sweet in winter, | of dry solubles in each hundred pounds, 
it can be used in place of milk by in-| more than half as much as new milk. 

creasing the oil meal, or, what is better, | If we could feed all the whey made in 

flax-seed gruel. Wisconsin while it is sweet, it would 

The calf that has cost us $13.50|®mount toa good many hundred thous- 

up to grass, can now be turned to; #4 dollars more than we now get out 

pasture and fed two pounds oats and of it. 
two pounds wheat bran daily for| Im proof of the value of whey for 
100 days, or up to the first of Sep-| calves, Mr. I. H. Wanzer, of Elgin, in 
tember. At 20c. per week for pasture 1876, fed 120 calves whey, oil-meal, oata 

and the grain at cost, your calf has cost |@nd bran. They were fed milk four 

you $18, and should weigh from 700 to weeks, and were sold at seven months 

800 pounds. From the first of Septem-| ld at an average of about $21 (E. W. 
ber to January, you may feed him any-| Stewart is my authority). 

5 thing that he will eat that will make| Skim-Milk and Whey for Hogs.— 

him take on flesh the fastest—grass,| While skim-milk and whey make excel- 

- fodder corn, shocked corn, run through | lent feed for hogs, they yield better in 

a cutter, ensilage corn, ground oats and | returns fed in summer than in winter. 

wheat bran. The flies are away, and| By planning to raise winter calves, we 

you can make him grow wonderfully; | could feed in the summer the pigs we 

you ought, in these 120 days, to make | ought to sell at eight months old; and 
him put on from 300 to 400 pounds. | then, in the place of raising fall pigs, to 

Prof. Henry reports that he made a lot|eat winter slops, we could feed the 

of steers, fed on corn ensilage alone, put | slops to calves with perhaps greater pro- 
on 3 7-10 pounds daily for twenty-six | fit. 

days in succession. A lot of 30 1,000-| Jersey Beef—How about Jersey 

pound steers that I wintered in the| beef? weknow that it won the first 

winter of 1884, the following summer | place as to quality at the late fat stock 

added 300 pounds in 100 days on pasture | show held at Chicago. It matures early, 

.
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and if it should be found that the neck | when the calf was about thirteen to eigh- 
of a Jersey steer made better beef than| teen weeks old, we went over several 
the sirloin of a Durham, perhaps he will | of the reports, and found that the calves 
pay for the feed he eats, if he don’t} were then taking twenty pounds of 

; weigh quite as many pounds. sweet skim-milk a day. They were eat- 
a” 50,000,000 Ibs. of Beef a Year.—| ing ten ounces of oats a day; the hay | The people of Wisconsin consume from | Was so small a quantity that we could | thirty to fifty million pounds of beef | hardly weigh it. Now, upon that twenty 

annually. We can not afford to import | pounds of sweet skim-milk and ten 
it, and one of the problems for Wiscon- | ounces of oats daily, the calves are gain- 
sin farmers to solve is, how to make it | ing from one and one-tenth to one and the cheapest. seven-tenths pounds. We are getting 

pene an average of one and four-tenths gain 
Discussion. a day for the lot, by feeding that way. 

Mr. Crarp.—You bought your cows| Those are grade Jersey calves. ; 
for $31.70. Mr. Beacu.—I hope no one will get 

Mr. Bracu.—I take the cow when the impression that I advised giving up 
the man wants to sell her in the fall. I dairying, and going into what cows one 
am not taking her at the price I buy her| can find; but, if you are dairying profita- 
fora dairy cow. I am talking about bly, you must sort out your cows, and I 
cows that you want to dispose of, and| am merely trying toshow you how you 
not the best cows which you are keep-| can make the best possible use of them. 
ing. Most people raise their cows, and they 

Mr. Faviniz.—Have you sold any; wish to dispose of those that are the 
cows this spring? furthest advanced and the most unsatis- F Mr. Beacu.—I have a carload that I factory. We don’t buy cows to sell 
shall sell. again, if we are dairymen. 

Mr. Faviiie.—When you get four} Caprarm Enos.—My experience in the cents a pound for them, let us know. dairy business isthis: When I had a 
Mr. Bracu.—Last year my cows| heifer or a young cow, and when I came 

brought me over three dollars, without to feed high with a view of testing that 
drying, before they went out of the yard;| animal tosee whether I should retain it if I had dried them, would have got a in the dairy or dispose of it, that ques- 
cent more. tion was settled by thisfact: Ifthe - 

Mr. Favinir.—I have tried that plan | animal put on fat instead of making 
, of feeding cows, and I didn’t make any | returns in response to what it was fed, ~ 

money by it. in butter and the pail, that animal was 
Mr. Surrmay.—Is it pratical to feed | to be disposed of at any price. I went 

old, full-blooded Jersey cows? upon the principle of the survival of the 
Mr. Bracu.—Dairymen don’t keep | fittest in building up a dairy herd, and 

"ows 60 long; they can’t use them. I long ago discovered that as soon as a 
Pror. Henry.—My students in agri-| young cow began to put on fat in res- 

culture are going over figures in regard | ponse to her high feeding that she was 
to some work in feeding at the Station.| not the cow for the dairy, at least not 
We are feeding several calves, keep an| for my dairy. When I found a cow 
account of what each one eats, and at| that kept her condition fair, and fre- 
the end of about twelve weeks feeding,| quently would grow thinner in flesh,
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that was the better cow for me. ‘When- | propose—to get them ready for the 

ever a heifer or a cow was ready to turn, butcher and sell them to him. We 

off, I did not ask the question, how | agree. 

much I could realize from that creat-| The following resolution, offered by 

ure. I figured up that if she had been | Mr. Gernon, was adopted. : 

in milk for six or seven years she had| Resolved—By the farmers assembled 

earned for me from twenty-five to thirty |in convention at Waukesha, that we 
most urgently request our legislators at 

per cent. net profit everyday, and I) \adison to take immediate steps to 
came to the conclusion that that animal | drive all Seen ene of but- 3 
must go for whatever the butcher offered oe sa Serene edi eRe eee 

me. ment of a food and dairy commission 
Mr. Beacu.—That is precisely what I) to aid in this work. 

ADVANTAGES OF THE CREAMERY SYSTEM. 

By A. R. HOARD, Ft. Atkinson, Wis. ) 

The Farmer a Producer.—The far- | does to make 100 bs., and the latter will 

mer proper is a producer, and in this age | sell for a higher price per pound, as the 

of specialities, the special producer of | dealer who buys it will see ten times the 

milk and cream will certainly have an| profit in the larger lot. 

advantage over him who spends| Increases the Value of Land. — 

half his time in manufactur-| There is another advantage which a good 

ing and finding a market for his| creamery brings to every farmer in the 3 

product that only the other half of his| neighborhood of its location. It in- 

time has produced. I have noticed that | creases the value of his land. This ad- 

when a dairyman who has been making | vantage is enjoyed by all, whether they 
butter for years starts in to send his| patronize the creamery or make up their 

milk to the creamery, he increases his| butter on their farms, so long as the 

herd of cows. He becomes especially a| creamery makes good dividends to its 

producer of milk. He wants to send all| patrons. A few individuals may have 

the milk the farm will produce to the} the conveniences, skill and time to make 

creamery; and, devoting his whole time fine butter, and get full Elgin prices for 

to that end, he is better able to do it. Ajit. They think it will make but little 

dairyman may be able to make just asj difference to them whether the cream- 

good butter as any creamery turns out,| ery runs or “busts up,” as the saying 

but he must have the necessary appli-| goes, for want of patronage. I think 

ances and skill to do it, and in order to| they are mistaken. The great majority 

make these requirements profitable, he | of farmers are not situated as they are. 

should make up the butter for the neigh-| They have not the conveniences, time, 

borhood. It takes just as much skill | skill or ability to make first-class butter. 

and time to make 10 bbs. of butter as it ' Should the creamery close, three-fourths
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of the milk that went to it would be | her table, in consequence of unexpected 

made up and sold to the grocery as store|company, oor the like; who 

butter, at a great sacrificein price. All| wouldn’t put off churning on 

around you dairying is unprofitable,cows| Monday, when the cream was 

E are being kept at aloss. Your neighbors | ready, in order to get her washing out, 
are hard up, and the mortgages on their and a hundred other household duties, 

farms are growing larger. Time goeson. | “just would not have any home at all”— 

You have milked cows and fought the | “might just as well live in a creamery.” 

witches in the cream so long that you i. = i venet an —— — 

think you will sell out, leave the|°f butter. Scarcely two churnings 

farm and move into town. Now comes | like, and a regular customer who pays 
: your disadvantages for the lack of the | the —_ — = iene 

creame stem. Land is cheap. A ions, and unless there 1s a quantity sul- 

ee es want to sell to sale ficient to make a business of it, it will 

wants to buy; but this has not been not pay for the time and trouble it costs. 

= = — be creamery S8Y8-| §9990,000 Ibs. of Butter.—Wis- 

fe tee Deen. stained saa ey much consin produced in 1888 over 50,000,000 

roe eed pes bere me Se Ibs. of butter. The average price received 

Seabees Dot Vertaal oe SUP- | for this butter was 16 cts. per Ib., if we 
ply. Every pound of poor butter fills|. 2 ; 
the place of two pounds of good, and you judge by the value given in the census 

find the market badly over-stocked, a of 1885. Fully 40,000,000 Ibs. of that 
condition that affects all grades in price. ‘butter was produced on the farm. The 

average price of the general run of 

a SS Rie Anoth- creamery butter was about 23 cts. Here 

a Se . Were’ the cremfisries oe isa difference of 7 cts. per fb., or, in the 
— _ ose to-day, oleomargarine, aggregate, $3,500,000 which the farmers 

ee worst enemy, would! 8810 | and the State lost by trying to make the 
- a great point, and the manufacture of it butler on tis far. 

would be doubled many times. What 

the dairyman needs is a greater con-| Creamerymen as Salesmen. — 

sumption to maintain and stimulate |; Many farmers are unfitted by education 

prices, and creamery butter has done|or contact with the world to make a 
a great deal to increase consump-|success as merchants. To get good 

tion, because it has decreased the pro-|remunerative prices one must make a 

duction of bad butter. It will bear the | study of the markets, and invent ways of 

trial of hot cakes favorably, and every-| reaching the highest priced customers. 

body knows how fast they go. To do this successfully, one must keep 

Dairy Butteris not Uniform.—As | points constantly in mind. Hence it is 

I have said before, I believe it possible | that creamerymen are more successful 

for a dairyman to make just as fine but-|as marketmen. The tendency of farm 

ter as any creamery; but where it is not | life istoshut a man up between his own 

. the special business of the farmer, it | line fences, and, as St. Paul says, “meas- 

| often becomestoo much of a secondary | ure himself by himself.” That kind of 

| effort. Ifthe ladies make the butter, | measuring keeps a man in ignorance of 

visitors take up most of the time; and a | the kind of man or butter-maker he is. 

woman who would not stop a churn to| He takes his butter to a country store 

receive callers, or make a cake for! and swaps it off,and never secures @ 

; 

. 

,
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particle of market education, because he | one has put this subject in a nut-shell, 

is not selling in a butter market. when he said: “Within a circuit con- 

Special Dairy Education.—Besides taining a hundred farms, 100 women 

all this, it takes a special dairy education | empty 100 cream jars into 100 churns at 

to make the kind of butter ;that will) 100 different temperatures, and 100 

command the best market prices. This | witches in the cream try the patience of 

kind of education the farmer is very loth | 100 over-worked women and make 100 

to give himself. Nine pounds out of ten | samples of 100 grades of butter, to be 

of the milk that produced the great mass | sold to 100 merchants at 100 prices, and 

of sixteen-cent butter would have made | what does it all amount to? One good - 

twenty-five-cent butter, providing it butter-maker, by taking the milk or 

could have been taken away from the| cream produced by the 100 farms, will 

farmer as soon as drawn from the cow, | turn out more and better butter of one 

and subjected to first-class creamery | even grade or quality at a much higher 

conditions. Hence the great advantage | price, with more profit and less labor on 

to the farmer of the creamery. The | the farms.” 

great mass of farmers who keep cows are a 

not dairymen. They do not consider Discussion. 

that they need to know any more about; Mr. Monrap.—How long a distance do 

the principles of dairying than they did | you consider it practical to haul the 

when they were doing nothing but grow- | milk here in Wisconsin? 

ing wheat. Left to themselves, they| Mr. Hoarp.—I think in a dairy sect- 

make but little improvement. Some-| ion the cows ought to be thick enough 

thing needs to be done to make them | to make the hauling a shorter distance 

rub against one another, and thus show | then they generally have to do it. I 

up their deficiencies. That something | have milk that comes six miles. It is 

isa creamery. The moment it comes to| hauled by way of routes. One far- 

a neighborhood every man who patron-| mer living at the other end of the route 

, izes it is put into comparison with his | hauls a load, picking up on the way, and 

neighbor. That stimulates him to in-| takes whey back. I suppose, practically, 

crease his product. Thus the creamery | it might be hauled a geod deal further 

becomes the center of dairy education | jn one case than another; according to 

for the little knot of men who are its|/the care it receives, the kind of 

patrons. The farmers need dairy edu-| wagon, etc.—under the best of condit- 

cation sadly. The lack of itis the great | jons, I should say not over six or seven 

reason why they do not make more! miles. 

money out of their cows. There are Mr. Van Duzen.—I want to endorse 

thousands of new and valuable ideas| the statement of Mr. Hoard that farm- 

that the well-posted dairyman has, that| ers and dairymen learn a great deal 

the average farmer knows nothing | from the creameries when they are first 

about. As long ashe stays an average | introduced amongthem. When I com- 

farmer, he will keep in thatstate. Make|menced running a creamery, about 

acreamery patron of him and the same | eighteen or twenty years ago, I found 

man changes. He isin acurrent. Ifhe| that the dairymen who patronized it did 

‘does not get more and better knowledge | not want to have their cows in milk un- 

out of it, he alone is to blame. tilabout the first of May, and wanted 

The Subject in a Nut-Shell.—Some | them to dry up in October. After they 

, i :
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had had the experience of a year or| your patrons according to the number of 
two, they were willing to change that—| pounds of milk? 
to have their cows in milk about the} Mr. Hoarp.—We have a test system, 
first of April and keep them running | but we don’t pay for the milk on that 
right up to the first of December. It is| basis. 
of great advantage to them tohave such} Mr. Farco.—Is the quality of the 

, an institution start among them. They | milk improved, that is, does it grow bet- 
have the figures right before them, they | ter as you continue in the use of the test 
know what they are getting, and they | or does it grow poorer and do you get 
find why their neighbors are doing bet-| more milk one year after the other? 
ter than they are, and in this way learn} Mr. Hoarv.—This winter the milk 
a great deal. has been very poor, but I find that is 

Mr. Hoarp.—While they are waiting} true with other people also; I don’t 
for the skim-milk, from fifteen minutes | know the cause unless it is the warmer 

| to an hour, as they have to do when| Winter and the cows drinking a good 
| they want the milk sweet for their calves, | deal of water, the milk being thinned in 

there isa regular farmers’ institute |that way. One generally notices when 
. held every morning; they exchange | We have a very cold day, thatit will ke 

ideas, compare notes, yields, etc. less milk than the next day to make a 
| Mr. Tuom.—Mr. Hoard, what is the | pound of butter, 
. relative value of milk from the separ-| Mr, Taom.—I think it is very clearly 
| ator and ordinary skim-milk for feeding | demonstrated that the more water the 

purposes? cow drinks, the better the quality of the 
Mr. Hoarp.—I don’t know that I can | milk. 
answer that question, not having fed both | Mx. Hoarp.—I don’t believe it. I 
kinds. Ihave fed skim-milk from the|have figured my yield every day for ; 
separator. I have made experiments in | the last three years. I know just how 
feeding sour skim-milk with butter-milk, | many pounds of milk it takes to make a 
about two-thirds of the former to one-| pound of butter, and after a week of ¢ 
third of the latter, and the lowest that I | very cold weather—twenty below zero— 
ever made it pay was twenty-two and a|we will make a pound of butter, say 
half cents a hundred. In that experi-|from nineteen and a half to twenty 
ment I bought fourteen hogs, weighing | pounds of milk, when in summer weath- 
about one hundred and forty-five pounds | er it will take a pound or so more. We 
apiece, and kept them twenty-six days, | run what is called the Jersey vat. All 
and they gained over two pounds a day | the milk in that vat is from cows com- 
apiece. They got a pail of sour skim- | ing inin the fall. When we begin to put 
milk and buttermilk, mixed, in the morn- | in the new milk in the spring, it reduces 
ing, and another pail in the afternoon. | the richness. 
All the cornI fed them was an ear} Mr. Beacu.—I wish Mr. Thom would 
apiece. Of course, I think it would | tell us how pure water will make richer 
be more profitable to feed some corn | milk? 
with it, but I was after the experiment| Mr. Taom.—I am not muchofa chem- 
of finding out what I could do on skim- | ist, but I have heard thatifa cow drinks 
milk alone. , pure water her food is better assimi-' 
Mr. Farco.—Do you receive your milk | lated. The falling away in the cold 

by a test system, or do you distribute to | weatherin the quantity is not due to the 

—
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fact that she drinks less water, but that | ter sell for any more than the other but- $ 

she eats more solid matter. I think) ter? 

water is greatly under-rated_in its tot Mr. Hoarp.—We do not admit that 

ing value. There is good feeding value | we cannot make first-class butter out of 

in turnips, for instance, and yet there is | common milk. In the fall of the year I 

* a great deal of water in them. know that the Jersey butter is much i 

Mr. Gorpoy.—What is your rule for}the best. In the spring, I think the 

admitting to the Jersey vat, Mr Hoard? | other is best, but that is owing to the 

. Mr. Hoarp.—We have in reality two difference in the time of the cows com- 

factories in one. The milk of any pat-|™2g 1n- . 

ron who has fifty per cent. Jersey | Quesrioy.—How much does your pool : 

Guernsey blood in his herd goes into | P8Y for the Jersey vat? i 

what we call the Jersey vat. It is run | Mr, Hoarp.—It averaged last year e 

through the separator by itself and | about ten per cent. 

churned by itself. By fifty per cent.| Quvzstron.—Do you realize any more 

Jersey blood in the herd, we mean half- | at the factory from that class of butter 

and-half; for instance, one full-blood | than from the other? 

would take in a native in the herd mak-| Mr.Hoarp—Ido not, but there is 

ing the two average fifty per cent. more butter in the 100 pounds of milk, 

Questioy.—Does the Jersey vat but-) about ten per cent. 

ADVANTAGES OF CHEESE PRODUCTION. 

By T. J. FLEMING, Watertown, Wis. 

Our Strongest Competition —In and sale of dairy products. [A law was 

my opinion, our strongest competition | passed by the legislature last winter es- 

arises rather from a lack of quality than | tablishinga Dairy and Food Commission, 

from surplus or quantity. I believe, and | and Mr. H. C. Thom, of Beloit, has been 

have maintained, that if the quality of | appointed Dairy and Food Commissioner. 

our cheese were to increase 50 per cent., | —Ep.] He should also advise, if not 

the consumption of the same would be | prohibit, the manufacture of skim cheese 

proportionally increased. If this is true, | and the marketing of green, uncured or 

is there not at our finger’s end a remedy | premature goods. I believe right here is 

for this supposed overproduction? But | one of the greatest inconsistencies of our 

what is the best and most opportune ex- | advanced business ideas. It is a lament- 

pedient to establish? Primary and prin-| able fact that, while we may succeed in 

cipal comes the creation of a Dairy | getting a small portion of our uncured 

Commissioner, whose duty shall be to en-| product upon the earliest and best mar- 

force all laws now existing, or which | ket, we are doing it at a decided loss to 

may hereafter be enacted, in this State, | the bulk of our product. Why? Simply 

relative to the production, manufacture | and wholly because the immature cheese
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is not marketable, edible or digestible,| Care of Milk.—Now that nature and 

fi and the fact of its being held in stock | proper surroundings have produced pure 
. by the commission-men, with their very | and untainted milk, let the owner be 

imperfect facilities, tends to deteriorate | true to his trust, and remove at once 
quality instead of improving it with age. | from all contaminating influences. This . 

. What is the result? Simply that this| milk should be strained at once, and 
inferior stock continues accumulating | thoroughly aerated before cooling sets 
until the commission-men become fear-|in, The object of this is two-fold—it re- 

ful of the results, and dispose of it at @| movesanimal and other odors, and retards 
sacrifice, thereby establishing a price, to creaming in the milk, both of which 

a certain extent, by which our better | are very essential to cheese-making. In 

goods are disposed of. This illy-advised | transporting milk to a factory, the morn- 
| practice begets a spirit of dissatisfaction ing’s milk should not be mixed with the 

| and distrust, and so disarranges the | evening's, but if unavoidable, never be of 
whole business. a higher temperature. If the patronage 

f Summer Dairying.—There is an-| is to a factory where milk is received but 

other detrimental practice to this indus-|0nce a day, the temperature of the 
t try, viz., exclusive summer manufac- | Bight’s milk should be lowered to about 

turing; for is itnot a fact that our maxi-| 65°, and then removed from the water in 
| mum product is made at a time of mini- | Which it was cooled, never permitting it 

mum value. I should like to know if|to remain in water over night. Mil 
there is any industry in this, or any handled in this way, and coming from 

other country, which can long with-| CWS having free access to salt, will go 
stand and flourish under such incon- | to the factory in a much better condition 

sistances. than if these points are considered non- 

To Obtain Best Results.— Thus far | ential, and overlooked. 
>. Ihave touched rather upon the disad-| The Manufacturer’s Duty.—If these 

vantages than the advantages of cheese-|few suggestions are rigidly followed, 

making. The advantages and best pos-|the manufacture of a first-class article 
sible results of cheese-making are ob- | rests wholly with the manufacturer's skill 

tainable only under the cleanliest care of |and knowledge in handling that milk. 
milk and most skillful manipulation of |He should aim (after having studied 

the same. There should be harmonious | the conditions of the milk) to incorpor- 

co-operation of the cow, the owner and | ate the whole of the cream with the 

the manufacturer. This will, doubtless, | caseine in the coagulated form. This 

seem overdrawn, but disarrange the |cannot be done by the prevalent mani- 
unison of these and you will be disap-|pulation. This cream which has risen 

pointed with the result. Milk intended | upon the milk held over night becomes, 

for the cheese factory should be taken | to a certain extent, a separate and float- 

from cows having free access to salt,|ing body, and not within the coagula- 

spring water and abundance of succulent | ing power of the rennet necessary for the 

. food; and far removed from stagnant |coagulation of normal milk. In this 

pools and decomposed vegetable or ani-| way, people are often disappointed with 

mal matter. These have the power of | the quality and quantity of their cheese 

imparting disagreeable and hurtful ef-| product, and very justly so, for they 

fects to the milk being elaborated in the | are virtually making a skim cheese, 

cow’s system. though, at the same time, evading the
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penalty. What then is the remedy ?| 125° to this already risen cream, and 

Cheese the milk twice a day, as I do—or | then mix the whole mass together, add 

reduce this cream to a more liquid or | the rennet and stir constantly but not vig- 

soluble condition by repeated strainings orously for fifteen minutes. Follow 

at the factory, or, better, by the applica- this plan and I will warrant that you 

tion of pure water, at a temperature of | will be most agreeably surprised. 

et See 

’ 

FARMING TO A PURPOSE OR AT CROSS- 

PURPOSES. 

By HON. HIRAM SMITH, Sheboygan Falls, Wis. 

Does Farming Pay?—There has enabled to pursue our vocation with 

been a great deal said about the differ- greater hope of success. 

ent branches of farming. Some have Understanding Terms Used.—In 

complained that dairying does not pay, taking up the question of farming at 

others that sheep husbandry does not | cross-purposes, it is important that we 

pay—the competition is so sharp on high- | understand the terms used, that we may 

priced land that they are unable to meet | understand the meaning of them alike. 

it. The same is true of beef and pork, | Most of the disputes that arise among 

and soon through the whole list, and | men arise from not understanding terms 

according to the reports, it looks as if} used in the same light. A certain gen- 

the only thing to dois for the farming|tleman was traveling in the State of 

community to get out of all as soon as Kentucky. He knew that to be the 

possible. But we should remember this | Bourbon State, and he expected to see 

can’t be done; we can't get out of farm-| a great deal of dissipation and drinking. 

ing. We are in it, and in it to stay. He said to an old lady sitting in the 

Unfitted for Other Business.— We | same car: “ People in your State, I sup- 

are unfitted for other business, and other | Pose, are very bibulous people?” The 

business is not open to us. If we at-| old women said: “ Indeed, stranger, you 

tempted to go in and compete with peo- | te mistaken, I don’t think you can find 

ple in other branches of business, we | dozen bibles in this county 

would find worse competition than we| Two Examples of Farming.— Is 

do now on the farm. We should find|therea good deal of farming at cross- 

the professions over-crowded. There-| purposes going on in this State? I was 

fore, we must make the best of | talking the other day with a farmer, the 

- the situation in which we find our-| owner of four hundred acres of land. 

selves placed, and if we turn our atten- | He had been engaged in making beef, 

tion directly to this matter, we shall find | and had just shipped his beef to Chicago, 

that we are not so badly off, after all; and sold three-year-old steers at $41 

that there isa chance that we shall be! apiece, or $3.25 per hundred. He told
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| me it did not cover the cost of their | that line with all the intelligence he can 
| feed—left him no wages, nothing for his bring to bear upon it. 

invested capital. He had kept them! Diversified Farming.—We frequent- 
} on pasture grass in summer and hay in | ly hear, and always will hear it when 
' winter. He had been raising beef at | politicians address an agricultural fair, 
} eross-purposes. of diversified farming, and of the gen- 
| Another man had “got onto” the new | eral-purpose farmer, and that if he fails 
| method. He had a large silo filled with | in one line he will hit upon another, en- 
| corn, marketed his beef in August when | dorsing the idea that there is no proper 

it brought a high price, and made | way to pursue but to take youg chances on 
I money. The trouble was not in the | as many odd ends as you would if you 
| farm or the surroundings; it was a were going to buy a lottery ticket. But I 
| question of the man’s capacity to see the | say if you will pursue a straight line, get 
I situation and take advantage of it, all the information you possibly can, you 

This same rule holds in all branches of | will be a great deal more apt to succeed. 
agriculture. It is not the occupation,| We often hear the argument made 

| but the means employed to carry it for-| that sucha man has some capital, he 
| ward, Therefore, such meetings as this | has had some advantages and he may 
} are to remedy the evils which have | run aspecial branch of business and suc- 
| sprung up through sloth and inadvert- | ceed with it while another can not. It 

} ence among those engaged in the busi-| seems to me, that that is as much as to 
| ness. By a careful watching of the best | say that a very smart man with some 

means, finding out who has succeeded money can run one kind of business, 
| here and there, getting his experience, | but that a poor man who don’t know 

we can remedy many of the evils of | much of anything can run fouror five ~ | which we have to complain, kinds of business, 
Hap-Hazard Methods.—Amanmay| Special Farming.—If we will take 

try to raise high-priced trotters, or he up special farming, it will be for our in- 
may buy high-priced Jersey cows. If | terest. We will take delight in learning 
he has no knowledge of making butter | all there is pertaining to that particular 
or of properly taking care of his horses, | branch of business, and the sooner the 
he is pretty sure to fail. We see very people of Wisconsin can abandon the 
many trying to raise Jersey cows, for in- | idea that it is at all necessary thata man 
stance. They come inso that the great- | should raise his own flour for bread, as 

, est flow of milk is in the summer, when they used to think they must do, raise 
milk is cheap. Along about August the|the wool and prepare it to make the 
pastures dry up; he has no silo, no ade- | clothing, or trade it for clothing, and all 
quate preparation for winter feeding, | that class of business, the better off they 
and has to sell out in the fall. He is| will be, 
farming at cross-purposes; has no well-| Let a man pursue one kind of business 
defined method; has laid no plans by | and pursue it to the best of his knowl- 
which he could carefully work out his | edge, and he is more likely to succeed 
salvation. He goes into things ina hap-| than men who are working at cross- 
hazard way, doing a little of this work purposes. é 
and a little of that, and the result is ————— 
usually that there isa loss. But if a per- Discussion, 
son is farming to a purpose, he will con-}_ Mr. Perxms.—I have a farm partly 
fine himself to a special line and pursue | adapted to sheep-raising and partly to
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dairying. Shall I get rid of my sheep | raise the cream in pans. In the course 

and keep the cows, or get rid of the|of a cold spell often the cream didn’t 

cows and keep the sheep, or shall I keep | rise, at least. we didn’t think it rose be- 

both? cause it was thick and leathery. Of 

course, we didn’t know that the cream 

es ——- - was below. We waited until it became j 

He must judge of his own circumstanc- thick, so as to take it off with the skim- 
es. Iam here only to tell what I have | ™¢™ As soon as we finished skimming 

done. we went to churning. A good deal of 

“3 the cream was unripe, and it became a 

Mr. Opetu.— Won't you give us some | sort of a mulch. We didn’t know it 
points regarding winter dairying? then, but we probably lost about thirty | 

Mr. Swara.— When I commenced | Per cent. of the butter. | 

dairying, in 1857, we held no method of We weat on in that way a good many 
farming but summer dairying. We had years. Sometimes there would be two 

all been brought gip to that. I had be- hundred pans to skim and wash up, and 7 

come disgusted with wheat-raising, con- that would be a protty big day’s work 
cluded to adopt dairying, and commenc- for my wife, on the day we churned. It 

ed with making cheese in the summer.|¥®S ® Very laborious business. It | 
The cows were so few that we run up required great strength and left us 

what, we called a double-curd cheese. pretty tired. We didn’t think of caring 

: After the dairy became larger, we made to read anything. If somebody had 
cheese every day in the summer, making come in and told us some particularly 

butter in the fall, and the cows went dry | 8004 story that was just out, some good 
most of the time in winter. We pursued | *#/¢ that William Black had written, we 
that method until we kept fifty cows on should not have known about it or cared; 

the farm, furnishing pasture grass in | ¥® would rather go to sleep than read. 

the summer, and hay, mainly, in the The consequence was that there was no 

winter, raising a very little corn, fooling | PPottunity to make any progress, and, 
away time husking, shelling and grind- | ™0T¢ than all, there was no desire, be- 

ing it, and giving it back to the cows in | C@U¥S® Our tiresome work left us too fa- 

poorer condition than when we com- tigued. 

meneed to husk it. This is the way we| Wepursued that way for several years, 
pursued our work, with as little hired and I will give you the results. The 

help as possible, for the receipts did not receipts onthatfarm with fifty cows, 
warrant a very extensive outlay for with a summer dairy (and they ate 

hired help. We worked along a good everything that grew on the farm, and 

many years in that way. When the cold all that the pork sold for to buy bran) 

weather came on, the cows gave but | Were about $18.00 or $19.00 and that was 

very little milk, and the question came | ™°F® than a good many dairymen re- 
up whether they gave enough milk to | ceived, but it took nearly the whole of 

pay to keep the hired men and board it to pay the hired help, and some little 

them. You know hired men are gener- | improvements constantly necessary. 

ally awful eaters. We would turn off} At last, we changed over to winter 

the hired men and get along as we could. | dairying, and commenced a new kind of 

We tried to keep our dairy at a temper- | business. We became satisfied that it * 

sture of about sixty-two degrees, to} was better to sell the large flow of milk
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| 2 : 
that cows give in the course of a year, | hired help and all the expenses of the 

! if that flow comes when butter is thirty,|farm. There was more net profit 

t thirty-three and thirty-five cents a|left from the winterdairy than the 

pound, than to be selling it when itis| entire receipts were eight years ago 

sixteon, eighteen, or twenty cents. | when we were running a summer dairy. 

{ Therefore, we resolved to engage in win- | That is my experience in the change I 

| ter dairying, and after we had been at} have made 

ita very short time, we saw that the} Mr. Livpsay.—What do you feed for 

| cows gave more milkin the course of the | soiling your cows in summer? 

year—giving even from 500 to 1,000} Mnr.Smrru.—The first green feed we 

pounds more—by being milked asa win-| cut is winter rye, sowed in August and 

| ter dairy, than when milked asasum-| July previous. This is headed out and 

mer dairy. The main reason was that | fit to cut about the 20th of May, in our 

they would naturally go dry after about} section of the country. We use this 
seven or eight months, and if they came | ten days or two weeks, until the clover 

into fresh milk in September and Oc-|islarge enough to qut. That begins to 

tober, the next summer when we had ! blossom about the ia or 20th of June, 
fresh grass either to cut for soiling or to | and then we begin to cut, and cut the clov- 

pasture, the fresh feed kept up the flow | er till it gets a little old, for fresh feed. 

of milk. There is where the gain came | We generally have a little millet at that 

in. time. Twoor three acres of millet will 

. Again, we found that we had more | feed eighty or ninety cows for a week or 

: fodder left by always feeding in| ten days. After the millet, then the 
the stable—soiling to take the|secondcropof clover is large enough, 

place of pasture grass. We found/and that runs till the fodder corn is in 

that about as much would grow/| the roasting stage. Then we begin and 

on one acre, tocut and haul into the | feed fodder corn and second crop clover, 

barn, as would, when the cattle ran over | whichever is most convenient and easy 

it and wasted and defiled and trod it|to manage until winter, then open 

down, on two acres of pasture grass. | the silo and feed about forty-five pounds 

There are very few farmers who pasture | of ensilage per day, in two feeds, giving 
cows, as arule, on much less than three| barley or oat straw, and a little 

acres, while it is perfectly within limits | ground feed upon it—what they will eat. 

to keep a cow on less than one acre. We | We milk at five o’clock the year around, 
find that the receipts for winter dairy-| and every morning we give the cows 

ing, after it was fairly under way, have|one or two pounds of hay each, not to 
increased the price of the product that | exceed two pounds, in any case. This 
we made, and increased the number of | we give mainly that the cows may all 

cows that we kept by soiling, end by the | get up ready to be milked, and that is 
use of the silo. all the hay they get during the winter. 
We found four yearsago, by the use| When we changed to winter dairying, 

the silo, and the practice of soiling, that | there was no sudden change in the kind 

we could keepeighty or ninety milch|of cows. They were the same, when I 

cows and some young stock, and the |commenced, that I had before, but I 

= receipts from the sales of the dairy pro-| always keep a full blood Jersey at the 

duct were about $4,200, leaving $1,800 to | head oftiie herd, and they naturally 
$2,000 net profit after paying for the |improved in quality. Therefore, they
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are constantly growing better for butter.|not require any contract to sell it. I 

The cows have improved alittle in but-| have shipped butter for the last four 

ter, and therefore, the yield is more | years, and made out the billfor two 

than it would be otherwise. cents a pound less than I could get to 

Mr. Faviniz.—Are these increased send ittoNew York. Winter butter 

receipts from your farm due entirely to will always sell well. For the last four 

changing from summer to winter dairy- | Y°#"S I have shipped butter in sixty 

ing? Hasn’t Hiram Smith’s reputation pound tubs to New York, through a 
something to do with it? commission house, and sold it in the 

Mr. Surrx.—I did not, in my remarks, butter market for thirty-three cents, 
3 : i a ate and it cost about two cents a pound to 

attribute it entirely to winter dairying. = 
a ‘ piere get it there. A man with a winter 

Isaid the winter dairying,in connec- = : “ 
tion with soiling cows ia summer, and dairy can take advantage of this, but if 

= cree : he has a summer dairy he has to do the .- 
silo feed in winter. I think my increas- a 

i 5 best he can. The commission-men : 
ed receipts are entirely due to those - i : a 

| won't talk with him. They can’t do 
three causes, added to whatI said in|,. 

‘ . | him any good. 
regard to gradually improving the stoci. 

My friend Faville thinks there is some Another reason why this method of 

necromancy about the man whe sells making butter isan improvement on 

butter—that one man can sell the but- the old, is that it removes all work from 

ter higher than another, but my opin- the house. It takes a young man to 

ion is that it is not. a question of repu- | make the butter, and we hire a young : 

tation. My reputation for miaiing but-|™an every year or two and teach him 

ter might not last ten days. If I should | how. It is not a difficult thing to teach 

send a poor quality of butier this week, | him to make butter. A bright young 

before next week it woulu be all shipped | man can learn it in a week, but I would 

back to me, and it ongnt to be. I can | not undertake to teach a Yankee who 

spoil my reputation in less than on2/ had been in the business twenty years. 

week. Ofcourse. there are some peo-|Itisa short job to teach it; it is gov- | 

ple who have vonfidence that I will erned by rules and directions which are 

make good butter, but unless I continue | 48 plain as those of any other business. | 

to make that good butter, my reputa- Ittakes itout of the house into the 

tion and my market are gone. You|dairy-house where it belongs, and it 

can’t hold your market if you don’t | leaves the farmer in a much better con- 

make good butter. If you do make dition, much more contented and happy, 

good butter, you can get any market | with a better opportunity to develop 

you go to. and find out what good there is in the 

Mr. Urrer.—Did you use a grain ra-| world, instead of being overworked and 

tion with your rye? bringing out the bad that is in him all 

Mr. Surru.—Yes, I always give a grain | the time. 

ration to each cow that gives milk, and| Mr. Van Duzen.—A gentleman wish- 

generally if she don’t give milk. Every |es me to ask you, Mr. Smith, which you 

day they have the value of no less than | consider the best feed, ensilage and 

six pounds of bran or middlings, and I | grain, such as you :urnish your cows in 

think it is the cheapest way te keep | the winter, or pasture? 

cows. Mr. Surru.—I think very much alike. 

I —, to add that winter butter does | I think good ensilage is just as good for
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} “i milk and butter as the best pasture. Of{ eighteen or twenty years’ old working 

course, it requires grain feed in either! for fifteen dollars a month will take a 

! case. A cow cannot make good milk] team and go into the field and cut suffi- 

i from one kind of feed; there is not the] cient for the night’s feed and the next 

| ; material in it that constitutes the prop-| morning’s feed. He can do this after 
; er qualities for milk; but ensilage| ten o’clock, and get it done by noon, and 

makes the best butter in winter feed I| have enough to feed one hundred cows. 

have ever tried—nice, sweet butter, full] The actual cost of that man’s labor is 

aroma, fresh, sweet flavor that men are|sixty cents aday. He milks, and that is 

willing to pay a high price for. enough to earn his wages, and if it took 

Mr. Van Duzen.—The great objection | him half a day, it would only cost the 

! to soiling is the amount of labor in get- j cash outlay of fifteen cents to feed one 

i ting the fresh cut grass to the cow. Now, | hundred cows. Do you suppose that if it 

- why isn’t it practicable to feed this|were a losing business those who have 
i ensilage through the summer season? _| been trying it eight or ten years would be 

i Mr. Sarrx.—It is entirely so, and that | Pig-headed enough to stick to it? By 
i is what we are all striving for now. that process they constantly increase 
| A Genttemax.—In my own State, a the tillable land, and in afew years, in 

i dairyman keeps about one hundred | Ur State, when land is advanced to $80 
cows, and feeds ensilage all the time, or $90 = acre, it will bo a disgrace to 

and he claims that his cows are making pasture tillable land. =f 

ih something like a pound of butter per | Mr. Monrav.—I would like toask Mr. 
H day, being fed on the fresh corn. Smith to modify his statement that any 

i Mr. Smrra.— There are frequently | al bright, intelligent man can learn 

i changes that you cannot account for. If buier-making ina week. Of course, I un- 
a person goes into business he is watch- derstand Mr. Smith, and I have no doubt 

| ing for them. We always notice an in- that right under his own eyes a good 
crease in the milk when we commence product would always be turned out, 

ii to feed ensilage in the fall; not so much but I thinkit is a great trouble in this 

| in the butter, but quite a little in the | Country that CO RERT.FUONE nen eee 
i milk. I have experimented in feeding | to our creameries and work a short time 

three cows until the last of August, and | and think they have mastered the whole 
the cows’ product was weighed every business instead of undergoing a proper 

| day with that of three other cows that | tem of instruction or apprenticeship = 
} ran in good pasture, and the receipts [ve have in Europe. I think it might 

are equally as good from one as the do harm if that remark went out un- 
i lebier: modified. 

Quesrion.—Wouldn’t it be cheaper to| Mx. Smrra.—I will modify it, and re- 
feed the ensilage, then? | duce it to tive days, and to show what a 

Mr. Surrx.—it costs only about two- | bright boy can do, I will tell you that 
j thirds as much to feed ensilage as pas-j Prof. Henry was oneof them. Now, do 

ture. The labor of cutting the soiling {not understand that I say I can teach 

feed and hauling it into the barn is very | a boy in five days to be a perfect hand 
light indeed. No one who has ever prac- | at it, and go out and have entire charge 

| ticed soiling speaks of it at all, or calls it | of making butter, but for all practical 
| extra work as those do who never have | purposes with me, I can teach him in 

done anything about it. A young man’ five days to make butter as good as milk,“
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wil] make. Itisasimple process. You] right condition. It willtake but little 

have a tank that will hold about eight| practice with these instructions, as I 

cans of milk. There is a ther-|havegiven them. I neverspent in teach- 

mometer in front of the tank.|inga new man more than a few minutes, 

You put in pounded ice and reduce it to} morning and night. About two weeks 

forty-five degrees. The milk is drawn] previous to the celebrated fair in Mil- 

from under the cream the next | waukee, I hired a new butter-maker. I 

morning; that cream is put away in the j was busy collecting samples for the fair, 

refrigerator in the summer, or in a room | but he made the butter in the greatest ‘ 

above the temperature of the living | perfection, and I drew over two hundred 

room in winter, and the next morning | dollars in premiums on that butter. ( 

the process is the same. The two| Mr. Monyxap.—I am _ willing to accept 

creamings are put together and one gal-| Mr. Smith’s modification, if he will 

lon of ripe cream ready to go into the| supply a Hiram Smith with every new 

churn is mixed in with these two cream-| young man. Ihaveseen some of the 

ings. They are set near a stove, where | best butter-makers who have learned to 

the temperature is about sixty-two de-| make fine butter across the water, and 

grees, warmed up to seventy degrees, | my advice to them all is to go and learn 

and remain there four hours, churning | to make butter with a good American 

the next morning. It will be just in the | creamery-man. 

HOW TO MAKE BRICK CHEESE. 

By T. J. FLEMING, Watertown, Wis. 

Cheesing the Milk.—Brick cheese;cheesing process. For operation in a 

can be made by cheesing milk once aj factory, of course nothing short of a vat 

day, but the best possible results are|and boiler would be practical. These 
obtained only when cheesed twice a| would cost about $125.00 (3,000 gal. vat). 

day,or from freshly drawn milk which} Adding the Renret—The milk 

has not yielded up any of its cream.| having been raised or lowered, as the 

Bring the milk to a temperature of 90|case may be, tothe temperature of 90 to 

or 94 degrees Fahrenheit by the ap-|94degrees, the rennet should be added. 

plication of heat or steam, as your con-'!I recommend “rennet extract,” as it has 

trivance permits. Onasmall scale, an|given me very good satisfaction. Take 

ordinary brass kettle of the required | at the rate of a gil] and a half of extract 

size, placed upon the stove, but better/ diluted in a gallon of water for 1,000 

/ hung by a flexible crane over the fire, | pounds of milk. Add it at the tempera- 

the manipulations of which ‘vill enable | ture of the milk, ascertained not by the 

you to accurately acquire the different | finger but by a standard thermometer. 

temperatures required during the dif-| Cutting the Curd.—Stir constantly, 

ferent stages of manufacturing, will | but not vigorously, for ten minutes, and 

prove sufficient for the heating and! with this treatment normal milk will be 

: 

- a
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i sufficiently coagulated to cutin twenty| Salting.—Rub the curd and the re- 

i minutes after adding the rennet. In-| maining whey vigorously between the 
i sert the forefinger into the coagulated| hands, until it is thoroughly disinte- 

i mass, raise it upward and forward, and | grated. Adda couple of double hand- 

1 when thecurd separates ¢lean-cut and |fuls of recognized dairy salt (salt as 

} clears the finger, it is fit for cutting,|free from lime ds possible) to 1,000 

which should be done with a horizontal| pounds of milk, and mix and rub it 

curd-knife. But, if you are using the | thoroughly, that it may penetrate the . 

small kettle previously referred to, a| whole mass. 
flat, smooth and sharp stick will serve| The Press.—It is now ready for the 

: the purpose. Pass the knife lengthwise | press, which, by the way, is of the sim- 

and crosswise through the yat—slightly plest construction. Take three-quarter 

inclined forward—and when through | inch pine, eight inches wide, and dress 

| permit the mass to remain undisturbed it on all surfaces; cut and nail in a rec- 

H fora couple of minutes, or until the |tangular shape,10 inches long and 5 
\ whey begins to show on the top. Then | inches wide, inside measurement, with 

i take the curd scoop, sink it to the bot- | height equal to width of board when 

tom of vat or kettle, and raise it to the | dressed. This form or mold, when con- 

top of curd, at the same time drawing | structed, will consist of two sides and 

! gently backward. Socontinue over the | two ends, being without bottom or top 

' whole mass. Immediately recut as be-| covering, the sides of which must each 
fore, moving the knife more quickly. have at least six small perforations 

| Stirring the Curd.—It is now ready through which the whey will ooze when 

| for an increase of temperature, which | the necessary pressure is applied, which 

1 should begin moderately, slowly and | Consists of a following cover of the same 

continually increasing until it has reach-| material, working loosely within the 

| ed 110°, which rise should consume | frame, and two ordinary building bricks 
‘ twenty-five minutes. During this pro-|set together and “edgewise upon it. 

| . cess, the curd should be constantly and These forms are set side by side upon a 

thoroughly stirred with the curd-stirrer | clean, smooth-surfaced table, and the 

; or breaker, being careful not to let it; Whole mass (as we left it when salted in 

adhere or gather on the bottom, when, | the vat or kettle) is dipped into them 

at the expiration of this time, or the at-| With the curd pail, at the rate of 1,000 

tainment of this temperature, the heat- pounds of milk to 20 or 25 forms, gov- 

| ing appliance should be fully removed | erned somewhat by the richness of the 

i and the thermometer brought into fre- | milk. 
quent use. Though ‘the heat is now| These cheese when cured will weigh 
through with, the constant stirring | about 5 pounds each, more or less, it 
should be continued at least twenty-| taking about 9 pounds of normal milk 
five minutes, or until the curd will grit | for one pound of cheese. 

, under the teeth, or appear elastic be-| Pressing.—Immediately after put- 

| tween the fingers. When this condi-| ting the curd, as evenly as possible, into 

tion of the curd has been attained, draw | the forms, they should be covered and 

j off the whey by means of the syphon,| pressed at once. Let it remain not 

or any other contrivance suitable to | longer than five or ten minutes, then 

) your surroundings, leaving enough to just | they should be removed as follows: Re- 

cover the curd in the bottom of the vat. | move the brick from the first form near-
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est that end of the table toward which jing gone into the curing cellar, the ac- ® j 

you are going to turn, then raise the | tual and none the less laborious part of 

form from you and give it a light andthe work begins. One of the first ob- 

quick jar against the table on that edge , jective points desirable is to carefully 

nearest the cover. This will cause the io all the pores on surface of cheese, 

cover, which fits loosely, to drop out; | which is usually done by rubbing them 

then place the form upon the table in an | with a wet cloth in the process of wash- : 

inverted form. Place the cover upon it, |ing. This should be done as quickly as 

as before, and place the two bricks (now | possible to prevent the mold from pen- ; 

weighting the next unturned form) upon ! etrating the cheese, which is certain to ’ 

it, and so continue until the whole is {be generated in the cellar, and attack ‘ 

gone through with. This process should | the cheese where it is most easy of ac- 

continue hourly for the first three turn- | cess.- Cheese made as I have described 3 

ings, and once every four or five hours | will be about three weeks in curing, 

thereafter until the cheese has been in|during which time they should be . 
press 20 or24 hours. In the summer|washed at least twice a week, 

months the cheese should be removed to|and about as frequently thereafter 

the cellar as soon as made, the tempera- | while kept in stock, unless the 

ture of which should not exceed 65 de- |cellar is very cool and exception- 7 

grees, if possible. The salt tables used |ally free from mold. The water 

generally are 35 inches wide in the clear, | used in washing should always be 

having arim 8 inches high all around, to lin the nature of brine, not so much on 

prevent the cheese from spreading and | account of the salting effect given the 

losing their proper and original | cheese, as to prevent the gathering of | 

shape. ‘saa Though I have described the 7 

Curing.— When the cheese are put | salting process, it is usually not suf- 

into the salt table from the form, they | ficient, but is supplied during the pro- . 

should have salt well rubbed into hen |e of curing by sprinkling a small , 

on all the surfaces, except the one upon | quantity on the top surface of the cheese 

which they rest, in a quantity not to ex- | after being washed. | 

ceed that which they will absorb in 2 Boxing.—Many have inquired about mo 

hours. They should have four applica-| the wrapping used for brick cheese. It 

tions in this way, after which they | will beseon by following the formula 

should be removed to the curing room— | which I have given that there is none 

a clean, dry, cool and well ventilated cel-| used. Simply, when ready for shipping, 

lar. After you have gotten the cheese | wrap them singly in cheese paper, and 

of four days’ make into the table (using | they are ready for boxing. Pack them 

a separate table for night and morning), | on edge, end against end, two rows in 

remove as many from the salt table to| the box. Place paper in the bottom of 
the curing room as you have fresh} box before putting in the cheese, and : 

cheese to put in, always keeping the | another on top to prevent the flies, wind 

cross row in table full. The cheese hav-| and heat from reaching the cheese. ’
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DAIRY FARMING. 

| By PROF. JAS. W. ROBERTSON, Guelph, Ontario, 
. 

The Farmer's Sphere — Of occupa- | making animals consume such plants or 
tion is to provide food and the raw ma- parts of them as are indigestible by the 
terial for clothing for the rest of man-| human species, there may be obtained 
kind. Himself and family have the| from the animals, appetizing and nour- 
right to a first toll upon all the fruits of ishing products suitable for his table. 

| their labors. In filling their place and| That is the true place of dairy animals 
doing their work, they must call to their} in farm economy. In order that ani- 
aid and make subservient to their ends| mals may be kept with advantage and 

} suitable domestic animals. In the past, consequent profit, the farmer's skil! and 
as farmers have provided a better class | judgment should provide plants suitable 
of food, advancement has been made in| for their maintenance. The sun is the 
all the attainments of civilization. Pro- | working power that elaborates soil-food, 

! gress in agriculture has been leading | commonly called manure, into service- 
men to better lives through all the ages. | able form in the shape of plants. The 
While people live solely upon roots and | sun is the source of all the energy which 
fruits, they are on the confines of bar- | does all the work in the world. It 
barism. Civilized peoples subsist upon jis the veritable working power on all 
more varied aad substantial diet. Bread | the farms, though too often its value 
without butter does not satisfy. Meat;and use are unknown and neglected. 
of some sort must accompany potatoes; | Plants are contrivances of nature, 
and so through the whole bill of fare whereby and wherein the sun stores up 

: vegetable foods are supplemented by an- | his own strength and warmth for man’s 
imal products. To provide these latter | service and comfort. He should be kept 
of the most acceptable and nutritious|at work all day long. When enough 
kinds in the most economic way is the | suitable material for the sustenance and 
purpose and place of dairy farming. As|increase of plants by their growth is 
farmers produce an increased quantity \ present in the soil, the sun never fails 
of superior food per acre, they make it; to exert his energy for the service of 
possible to support a larger population. | man. When the soil is devoid of, or de- 
Population is the only element which | ficient in, the supply of these substanc- 
gives value to property; hence, success- | es, simply from the want of the raw 
ful dairy farming means an increase of | material upon which alone it can work, 
value in all property in a country or sec-| the sun is kept “loafing” over the fields 
tion where it is followed. day after day. No farmer can afford to 
Man’s Servant, the Sun.— Many |have the hired man “loaf” around the 

: parts of plants cultivated by farmers in , kitchen stove while he himself toils out- 
! 8 rotation of crops are entirely unsuit- | side. Much less can he afford to keep 
| able for direct consumption by man. By the sun idling over his fields. The 

: 
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farmer’s duty is to see that the soil of | self should be reckoned and remembered 

his fields contains all that is needed for | by every farmer. In the sale of every 4 

the upbuilding of plants, and then, by | article of farm product he disposes ofa 

proper management of the soil and se- part of the substance and fertility of 

lection of the seed, he may in fact har- | the soil. To that he gives an increased 

ness the sun every morning and make it value by the application of his labor and 

do his will. His occupation demands a | skill. Tn fact, in every article he parts 

brain, a judgment, a will to rule, in or- with, he sells a three-fold commodity, 

der that he may justify his birthright namely, substances from the farm, la- 

in being given dominion over the earth bor and skill. Dairy farming will en- 

and its plant and animal life. able him to market much skill withoug ; 

The Air—Is the source of a large per the need for impoverishing his farm by 

cent. of the substances that Zo to form selling its enriching substances—the 

the structure of plants. From it the elements of fertility. Italso offers op- 

sun is able to appropriate to the plant portunity for selling skilled labor, which 

the very elements wherein he can best | brings a larger return to the salesman 

accumulate and store his strength for with less permanent exhaustion of hia 

man’suse. The corn plant is one of the powers. The fullowing table will repre- 

best aids and means whereby this can | 8°? the gist of this idea. 

sa That it may be done most ef- $200 worth of er ae iatoitenn ata 

ciently, corn should be planted thin | Wheat at $1 per bu.......$48.00 $152.00 

where sunlight can shine and air circu-) Milkat & cts. per 100 ths... .22.00 178.00 

late freely. Cheese at 10 ets. per B....18.00 182.00 
Beef at 54% cts. per .....17.00 183.00 

Dairy Farming Enriches Land.— | Pork at 514 cts. per 1... .13.00 187.00 

Water is nature’s universal vehicle | Horse................-...-- 7.00 193.00 

for the carrying of the particles that Butter at 25 cts. per Ib.......25 199.75 

compose the food of plants and animals Results of Skillful Farming.— 

to the proper places in their bodies for When only ten bushels per acre of wheat 

the sustenance of life and the increase | are grown, the farmer receives but $152 

of weight and size by the vital process of | for all the labor and expense involved in 

growth. The presence of too much | the cultivation of twenty acres of land 

water will hinder it from performing its| with the harvesting and marketing of 

peculiarly necessary tasks. Neglect of its crop. Such labor does not bring him 

drainage will frequently leave such an quite thirty cents per day. If by ap- 

excess of water around the plant roots, | plication of skill to his work he enrich- 

that they are literally drowned. The ab-| es his soil, drains and cultivates his lands 

sence of sufficient water in the soil may | and selects the kind of seed best adapted 

cause the plant to starve in the midst of | to his circumstances of locality and 

plenty. [The soil, besides its function | climate, he may obtain thirty bushels 

for the retention of food for plants, also|of wheat per acre. In that case he 

is the mechanical means for the holding | will receive an equal amount, namely, 

of plants in position during their growth. $152 for labor and skill involved in the 

Drainage and cultivation are treatments cropping of but seven acres of land. When 

of it for the rendering of that food niore | a dairyman keeps cows that bring him 

easily available by plants] In carrying | $15 worth of product a year, when he 

on his work, and in the disposal of his | sells lean steers at 30 dollars per head, 

product, three elements of cost to him- when he markets hogs that weigh 200
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| pounds at one year old, when he sells a{ should be made to pay for her board at 

t horse for $75, and when he takes or|such remunerative rates as will leave a 

} sends to market strong butter that is| profit for the boarding-house keeper. 
} dear at fifteen cents per pound, he gets | If she fails in that, sheshould be made 

| hardly thirty cents a day as remunera-| to render a service which she will not 
i tion for hislabor. If he will put skill} willingly contribute. Her carcass 

i into the selection, breeding and feeding | should be made into beef and her hide 
b of his cows, steers, hogs and horses, and | into leather. She should not be slyly 
: into the handling of their products, he| sent to board upon some other unfort- 

: may make one-fourth of the labor bring | unate man. A cow with the business 

him much higher money returns. For | habit of keeping her accounts with the 
; example, there will be left for labor and | world paid up through the man who 

skill in the feeding of three cows $178 |owns and feeds her isa good business 

. as compared with an equal sum repres-| cow. That is the kind of cow I recom- 

enting the labor for the keep of thirteen | mend. Her power of service will be 

| cows. So on through the list, skill| indicated by certain external points. 

| alone is the element that gives the value \ She should have a large long udder of 

} greater than thirty cents per day. The i elastic fine quality; a mellow movable 

more skill that is exercised the higher | skin, covered with soft silky hair; a long 

and more certain will be the satisfac-| large barrel, hooped with flat ribs, broad 
| tory remuneration. and wide apart;a broad loin, spreading 

Cows Should Pay for Their Board. out into broad long hind-quarters; an 
i —Reference has already been made to | 0P¢2 twist with rather thin hips, and a 

| the plant which enables the farmer to Jean neck of symmetrical length, curr: 

i use thesun’s willing power for his own | ‘8 4 clean-cut fine face with a. 

1 benefit. ‘To a Wisconsin audience I will | @2t eyes. A cow with these points has 
not venture to speak with any attempt | ability to serve a man well, if she gets 
ai instruction upon the best methods of |# fair chance. That her calves may 
corn culture. Canada has been learn-| have powers equal to or rather better 
ing from you in this department. But | them her own, care should be exercised 

1 in order that the plants grown may | in their breeding. The best blood, of 
yield the best return of which they are | the breed adapted to the farmer’s pur- 
capable to the husbandman, his skill | pose, should be used to enlarge and not 
should be exercised to provide animals | t© lessen the working capacity to be 
which can return to him the most in transmitted to her calves. 
products or service for the food which} Feed.—The milk of cows being a 
they consume. It is possible to keep direct elaboration from their blood, 

animals which yield so much less in | whatever interferes with a healthy con— 

food than they eat, that they are verit- | dition of that fluid will also affect the 

able burdens upon the man whose | quality and quantity of the milk secret- 
i property they are, Instead | ed.. Too much care cannot be exercised 

y of being his servants, liv-|in providing feed suitable, succulent, 

ing and laboring for him, he sometimes | easily digestible, wholesome and nu- 

becomes theirs and apparently lives to/|tritious. The grass of early summer is 

keep and feed cows, hogs, and horses. | too watery and weak in nutriment for its 

The cow in all civilized countries is al-| bulk, to be fed alone to the greatest ad- 

ways a boarder upon some person. She! vantage. A judicious allowance of 

; 

| 
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bran, peas and oats, oil-cake or cotton-| to their proper places in this wonderful 3 

seed meal will increase the milk supply omnibus. The identical water swallow- 

and fortify the cow’s system for the|ed by a cow to serve as @ carrying 

larger production of milk during mid-| medium in her blood for the equable j 

summer, fall and winter. Fodder-corn, distribution of the elements of nutrition 

sown broadcast, does not meet the needs | throughout her whole body is made to 

of milking cows. Such a fodder is/serve a like function in the milk which 

mainly a device of a thoughtless farm- she yields. If that water be impure in 

er to fool his cows into believing that | the first place, it is liable to continue so 

they have been fed when they have only | throughout its whole mission, from the 

been filled up. The same plant when drinking by the cow until after its con- 

grown under conditions favorable to its | sumption by the creature consuming the 

attainment of mature size.and quality— | cow’s product. Water which has been 

in rows or hills 3 feet apart with from 2} contaminated by decaying animal mat- 

to 6 seeds per foot in the row—yields a| ter isespecially likely to retain its im- 

fodder by means of which cows are en- | purities. The milk from cows drinking 

abled to produce the largest amount of | such water isa menace and danger to 

milk, butter or cheese per acre of the | the public health, and interferes greatly 

land required for their support. Fodder | with the commercial value of all dairy 

corn is not a complete ration for the | products. There should be an abundant 

most economical production of the best | supply of pure water, easily accessible by 

milk. When supplemented by feed rich | the cows during hot weather. Itshould 

in albuminoids, such as those already | be furnished at a comfortable tempera- 

mentioned, better returns for the feed | ture during the cold weather of winter. 

consumed are realized. Last i not found that cows which are 

one of our leading Canadian dairymen, | denied access to abundance of water 

feeding 18 cows upon fodder corn to | will give as much milk or milk of as 

supplement scant pasture, furnished good a quality as when plenty of water 

milk toa cheese factory. In course of is provided with wholesome satisfying 

time he provided a supply of bran, and feed. 

by the end of the first week thereafter Salt.—Dairy cattle should have ac- 

he found by an examination of the fac- | cess to salt every day, and salt should be 

tory books that he was credited with added to all their stable feed daily. A 

enough extra milk to pay for the bran | series of experiments has convinced me 

nsumed (21% Ibs. per cow per day), that when cows are denied salt for a 

d to leave a balance of $2.43 of extra period of even one week they will yield 

fit for that week. from 1414 to 1714 per cent. Jess milk, and 

‘Water— Water is nature’s vehicle | that of an inferior quality. Such milk 

for carrying about most of the matter will on the average turn sour in 24 hours 

which she requires to move from place less time than milk drawn from the same 2 

place. The great boulders were quietly | oT similar cows receiving salt, all other 

clasped in her arms and without appar- conditions of treatment being equal. 

ent effort brought from the northern| Shelter. —Comfortable quarters are 

ridges to the southern parts of your indispensable to the health and well- 

State, The tiniest specks of nourishing | being of cows. Stables during the win- 

matter needed to replace the worn-out | ter should have a temperature constantly 

tissues of the body are likewise carried | within the range of from 40° to 55° Fahr.
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: In summer-time a shade should be pro- | ling it over an exposed surface there is 
vided in the pasture fields, or edjacent | eliminated from the milk by evaporation 
thereto, to protect against the bristle-| any objectionable volatile element that 
making influence of July and August | may be in it. Secondly, because, as has 

| suns. In allthe management of cows| already been stated, the milk contains 
: such conditions should be provided and | germs of fermentation. Some of these 

such care given as will insure excellent | are called vibriones. A strange peculi- 
health and apparent contentment. arity about these microbes is that they 
Milking.—When practicable, milking | become active only in the absence of 

should be done by the same person, and | free oxygen. When warm new milk is 
with regularity as to time. He only | left undisturbed carbonic gas is gener- 

' that hath clean hands should be allowed | ated, and that furnishes the best condi- 
F tomilka cow. I say “he” because I| tion for the commencement of action by 

think the men of the farm should do| these almost invisible creatures. After 
all the milking, at least during the win-| they get started they can keep up their 
ter months. I have exercised the right | decomposing work even in the presence 

| of changing my mind on that subject of oxygen. It is impossible to coagulate 

| since I left the farm. It isno more dif- such milk so as to yield a fine quality of 
| ficult to milk with dry hands than with keeping cheese. Coagulation by rennet 
L them wet. It is certainly more cleanly, | © milk that is ripe can never be perfect 

and leaves the milk in a much more de-| UBless it has been thoroughly aerated 
sirable condition for table use or manu- | ‘™mediately after taken‘ from the cow. 

: facture. Pure stable atmosphere is in- Neglect of aeration will increase the 

t dispensable to prevent contamination | @’antity of milk required to make a 
from that source. Immediate straining | POUnd of fine cheese. Thirdly, because 

{ will remove impurities which otherwise | the airing seems to give vigor to the 
might be dissolved to the permanent in- | germs of fermentation that bring about 
jury of the whole product. an acid condition of the milk, without 

f Acration.— After the straining is | Producing the acid. So much is this so 
attended to, the milk should be aerated, | *hat #t has been found impracticable to 
Too often it is poured into one large can make strictly Sirst-class Cheddar cheese 
and left there just as the cows have Srom milk that has not been aerated. 

given it. That neglect implies three} Cooling.—The subsequent cooling of 
things that are very injurious to its | Milk retards the process by which it is 
quality for cheese-making: (1) The pe-|turnedsour. Certain germs of ferment 
culiar odor which the cow imparts to! ation exist in milk which in the act 
the milk will be left in it until it be-| multiplication split one molecule 
comes fixed in its flavor. (2) The germs | S8ugar-of-milk into four molecules o} 
of fermentation that come in the milk | lactic acid. By delaying the operation 

r. and from the air have the best condi- | of these germs the milk is kept sweet for 
tions for growth and action when the|@ long period. The cooling of milk 
milk is left undisturbed. (3) Then the | Should never precede the aeration. A 
milk will become almost untit for thor- | temperature of from 65° to 70° Fahr. 
ough coagulation by rennet. Hence it | will be found cold enough for the keep- 
is needful and advantageous to aerate it| ing of milk over night, when it has 
for three reasons: First, because by | been previously aired. 
pouring, stirring, dipping or by trick-| Protection.—Milk is aliquid of ab- 

| =
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sorbent proclivities. Itshould be pro-) is a requisite indespensable in the pro- 

tected against injury that would result | fitable keeping of cows. 

from exposure to impure air. A general- 6. Stagnant impure water should be 

purpose milk-stand is a device specially prohibjted. The responsibility for the . 

adapted for the spoiling of milk in that | efficacy of that beneficial prohibition 

way. Such a stand serves as /| rests wholly with the individual farmer. 7 

a milk-stand and also a ar-| 7. Wildleeks and other weeds com- 

riage stand, both of which aro| mon in bush pastures give an offensive 

legitimate uses. Sometimes it is aiso|odor and flavor to the milk of animals j 

occupied as a hog bivouac for the con- | consuming them. q 

venience of these animals, the end of| 8. All vessels used in the handiing of 

whose whey trough furnishes one step | milk should be thoroughly cleansed im- 

for the stand. Both of these latter | mediately after their use. Washing 

extensions of its uses and hospitalities | first in tepid or cold water, to which has 

are all wrong. been added a little soda, and subsequent : 

Honest Milk.—The employment of scalding with boiling water, will prepare 

inspectors promises to improve the qual- them for airing, that they may remain 

ity of the milk furnished by some pat- perfectly sweet. 4 

rons, whose highest moral aspiration is 9. Cows should be milked with dry 
limited by an effort to keep the self-ap- hands, and only after the udders have 

pointed commandment, “thou shalt been washed or thoroughly brushed. 

not be found out.” The adulteration of 10. Tin pails only should be used. 

milk by the addition ot water, the re-| 11 All milk should be properly 
moval of any portion of the cream or strained immediately after it is drawn. 

keeping back of any part of the strip- 12. Milking should be done and milk 

pings is forbidden by statutes. Any should be kept only in a place where the 

person who is found out so doing should surrounding air is pure. Otherwise the 

not escape lightly. presence of the tainting odors will not 5 

Matters Most Needful of Care.—In | b® neglected by the milk. 
the following short paragraphs I have 13. All milk should be thoroughly 

ventured to gather helpful advice on the aired immediately after it has been 
matters most needful of care: strained. The treatment is equally ben- a8 gar 

1. Milk from cows in excellent health —— 2 es erciar sand ee 

and apparent contentment only should) 4 tT) warm weather all milk should 

be used. be cooled to the temperature of the at- | 

2. Until after the eighth milking,| mosphere after it has been aired, but 3 
the milk should not be offered to aj not before. : 

cheese factory. 15. Milk is the better for being kept ! 

3. Anabundant supply of suitable,| over night in small quantities, rather 

succulent, easily digestible, wholesome | than in a large quantity in one vessel. | 

nutritious food should be provided. 16. Milk-stands should be construct- 

4. Pure cold water should be allowed | ed to shade the cans or vessels contain- * 

in quantities limited only by the cow’s ing ee fom the sun, as well as to shel- 
A ‘ ji r them from rains. 

capacity and desire to drink. 4 17. Only pure, clean, honest milk 
5. A box or trough containing salt to} should be offered. Any deviation from 

which the cows have access every day | that will not always go unpunished.
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THE ELABORATION OF MILK AND 

BUTTER-MAKING. 

By PROF. JAS. W. ROBERTSON, Guelph, Ontario. 

‘All milk, like some butter, is fearfully| parts of the udder. The ducts and 

and wonderfully made. With reference their branches become smaller as they 

to the elaboration of milk I mean all| spread, until each one ends in a vesicle, 

that the sentence expresses; and, as| or “ultimate follicle,” about one-thirti- 

a people earnestly progressive in the’ eth of an inch in diameter. Into these 

search after further information con- cavities, the serum of the milk—its 

cerning. dairy husbandry, I find the water, casein, sugar, albumen, ete.— 

people of Wisconsin earnestly anxious seems to pass from the arterial blood 

to learn. While I admire the progres- through capillary tissue. A change in 

sive earnestness of your people, I have the cell albumen of the blood is believed 
no words of commendation for that to take place during that transition. 

quality of butter which can be shortly|The inside of each vesicle is studded 

defined as “progressive.” It goes on] with innumerable cells. Through these 

from strength to strength continuously. | the fat is produced, supposedly by bud- 

Milk Elaboration,—Milk is secreted | ding. There are ordinarily over 1,000,- 

by and in two longitudinal glands, com-| 000,000 of these globules in a cubic iach 

monly called the udder. These two are|of milk. They have no organic pellicles 

separated by a fibrous partition, which | or so-called skins. The activity of se- 

is attached to connective tissue under|cretion depends largely upon the vigor 

the skin. That tissue also spreads|of the blood circulation. The produc- 

through the udder, apparently for its}tion of fat depends mainly upon the 

support in position. The udder is spok-} temperament of the cow, gentle hand- 

en of as having four quarters. That is|ling, and feed rich in protein. Violent 

popularly correct, although the division | disturbance of her nervous system has 

between the two quarters on each side|a disastrous effect upon the cell action 

: is not definite or distinct. The gland|and capillary activity in most cases. 

stripped of its covering, is a reddish| Arteries, veins and nerves together per- 

grey substance. In dry cows the de-|vade the whole of the udder structure. 

| posit of fat in the connective tissue|New ducts are formed by sprouting or 

| gives it a yellowish appearance. spreading out from the others. Rub- 
The internal canal of each teat opens | bing of the udder, rapid and clean milk- 

* into a milk cistern. The total quantity |ing will promote their growth and de- 

of milk held in the four cisterns or res-| velopment until the sixth year of the 

ervoirs at the top of the teats will sel-|cow’s age. A pressure of fat in the con- 

dom exceed one quart. Numerous ducts | nective tissue on the gland interferes 

arise from these and- branch into all | with and hinders the secretion of miik. 

| 

| To
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Separation.—It is practicable to| whole endeavor and aim of the op- 

separate cream from milk, only because eration of churning. To make that easi- 

the fat globules which should mainly | er, about 25 per cent. of pure water may 

compose the cream, are lighter than the | be stirred into the cream while it is still 

serum of the milk in which they float. sweet. Thereafter the cream should be 

The means for separation may bespoken | ripened by souring before the churning 

ofas natural and mechanical. In both | is commenced. Taking a quantity of 

cases the globules are made to travel in| cream containing-100 pounds of butter 

a direction opposite to that of the force | fat, it is possible by proper souring to 

which is exerted upon the serum or| recover 97 pounds; while, if an equal 

heavier portion of the milk, which is| quantity of cream of equal qual- : 

asolution. The fat globules are in the|ity were churned sweet, not more 

form of an emulsion in that solution. | than 77 pounds of the fat would be re- 

The setting requirements are a falling | covered in the butter. While the cream 

temperature “of from 90 to 40 degrees | is ripening under ordinary conditions, 

Fahr. When milk has become colder | frequent stirring will prevent the forma- 

than 90 degrees before it is set, the rate | tion of any thickened part on the top 

of separation is proportionately slow in| whieh is apt to result in leaving white 

all milk, except that wherein the fat|specks in the butter. If uniformity 

globules are extra large. To raise the | can be secured without stirring, it may 

temperature to the required point, be omitted, but not otherwise. 

water as high - 125 degrees may be| Ghurning.— The range of churning 

added to the milk. Such an addition of temperature for ordinary practice is 

water will also reduce the viscosity of the| trom 57 to 64 degrees. For some time 

serum, and thus permit the fat globules after the milking season of a cow be- 

to have an easier passage through it to| ing the fat globules are of a softer 

the top. Prof. Babcock has done the quality than they become some months 

dairy world admirable service by his re-| after parturition; bence, during that 

searches into the contitution and physi- period and in the early summer, the 

cal nature of milk. Wisconsin has ac-| ¢hyrning can best be performed at from 

quired world-wide fame, more through | 57 to 60 degrees. Later in the season, 

the work and triumphs of some of her|and in the other case as to length of 

citizens in dairy matters than by all| time after the calving of the cows, it 

other achievements of her people, which may vary between 60 and 64. No one 

erstwhile had alone been acounted | an afford to try to make butter without 

werthy of public mention. When the} ty. possession and proper use of are 

milk is set, all disturbance tends to re-|jiable thermometer. The churning, by 

tard the separation of the cream. which the globules of fat are impacted 

Cream.—Cream is merely that part into each other, should not be con- 

of the milk into which a large proport- | tinued after the particles of butter are 

ion of its fat globules should have | half as large as wheat grains. It is usu- 

been collected. They have not been | ally preferable to stop when they are 

collected into the average cream of hotel| smaller. A small quantity of water 

tables. Occasionally in butter-making should be added; and the churn revolved 

difficulty is experienced in effecting sep- | a few times before any attempt is made 

aration between the globules of fat and | to withdraw the buttermilk. Then, after 

the serum of the cream, which is the | the removal of the buttermilk, water
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; should be added at a temperature of | market, the rolls, prints or packages, 
; about 55 degrees. The washing will|should all have a neat, attractive ap- 
; thus be effected in the granular state; | pearance. The less crimping, or attempt 
; and all subsequent rubbing and working | at such ornamentation, the better will 

for the expression of the buttermilk] be the taste of the butter and the taste 
; may be avoided. The working of the|of the maker. 
{ butter should be effected by pressing] Conclusion.—In conclusion, the win- 
} and not by rubbing. The temperature/ter season is certainly the time of 
} should be from 55 to 60 degrees. The|the year for butter-making in the 
. movement of the butter is after all less|northern part of the American con- 
t likely to make it greasy or to destroy its|tinent. Our adaptation is for cheese- 
t grain than its working at an unsuitable | making during the summer and for but- 
| temperature. Salt should be added to | ter-making through the winter. By such 

suit the demands of the market to be| means stock-raising is encouraged in- 
; supplied. For immediate consumption, |stead of hindered; and the highest 

half an ounce per pound of butter, will {market price is realized when the pro- 
give a mild flavor very acceptable to} duction is greatest. By making butter 
most eaters. One ounce of salt “per|upon the co-operative plan, six times 
pound will preserve the butter for a|less capital will be required for ma- 

longer period; but not much more than|chinery equipment, and six times less 

half an ounce of salt is retained in the | labor for the manufacture and market- 

butter in a dissolved state. The re-|ing of the product. In butter-making, 

working of butter is of some service in| he who makes good butter does a good 
removing any speckiness and also in| thing, for fine butter is practically the 

increasing the waxy quality of the but-| materialization of sunbeams for the 

| ter’s texture. In preparation for fhe | cueafort and sustenance of man. 

FEEDING HOGS TOPRODUCE BEST RESULTS 

By THEO. LOUIS, Dunn County, Wis. * 

On the subject of food supply for swine! for bearing and suckling their young, 

there exists much difference of opinion. | the stomach must be kept healthy and 

Ican only give my own views from a| not overloaded; the food must be in va- 
practical standpoint, as a farmer. riety and in suitable quantities. The hog 

Feeding for Fat.—The prime object | cannot thrive on an exclusive corn diet 

in feeding swine is often to accumulate |and mature, and green clover as an ex- 

fat as rapidly as possible on those intend- | clusive diet is as far wrong as dry corn. 

ed for market. Too often this provesa}To feed sour slop, for instance, with 
failure, when in the bill of fare clover| clover would be another error. Clover 

and pasture are omitted. To keep stock | contains acid enough in itself. If we 
hogs in healthy growing condition, and|could have roots, at that time of the 

to have brood sows in the best condition! year, such as beets, rutabagas, or man-
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golds, which contain large quantities of | grain alone. The storing system is a 

soda salts, it would prevent an undue | largely practiced in our State, to keep 

acid condition of the stomach; therefore, | pigs and shotes during winter. Prof. 

we have found that a feed of corn with | E. W. Stuart says that if pigs were like 

clover gives a better balanced ration. | a wagon, a bin of grain, or a mow of 

Let all grain rations in whatever form | hay, they might be kept without { 
they are fed while swine are on clover | €Xpense over winter; but when we re- 
be sweet, for the best results. flect that two-thirds of a full ration is 

. Bs used merely as food of support without j 

a = - a a adding any weight or value to the pig, 

been advocated. I admit, that when in the practice is indotensibie: 
the fattening process a daily ration of| Clover Hay for Hogs.—Clover hay, 

cut clover is given, especially when corn | especially that from the second cut, if q 

meal is used, there is advantage gained | stacked in a sunny and sheltered place, 

in receiving greater returns from food | and care is taken that around the bottom 4 

consumed. Great profits may be de-| of the stack the ground is kept clear of q 

rived from soiling, and one may be able | snow and the coarser refuse, will be 

to feed at least 14 head of hogs to the | found a great aid to the man who ad- A 

acre, as I know from actual test in soil- | heres closely to the proverb, “‘root hog or 

ing several score each season; but with | die;’ but for the intelligent, thinking 

comparatively cheap lands, and high| farmer, there is a still wider field of 
prices for labor, the question as to profit | profit. By cutting, and moistening the 

remains doubtful as yet. Another con-| hay with either steam or hot water, all 

sideration: There would be a lack of | will be eaten with considerable relish, 
exercise for the development of the| giving growth and health to the pigs, 
young and growing animals, and if per- and fitting them for successful, rapid 
mitted to runin a large and roomy yard, | fattening animals, either for spring or 

the losses of manure would largely offset | Summer market. Ihave found it better 
| the profits. I do not as yet find any other | Not to cook or steam clover hay, as it be- 

| method superior to the division of fields | Comes tasteless, and pigs largely refuse 

| with moveable fences, so as tohave new, | it, and also that shorts mixed with 
. fresh fields alternately during the season. | “lover are not so readily eaten as corn- 

I have found, also, that a mixture of meal, the former containing nearer the 

grasses is preferred by the swine. They | 54me food relation to clover. The pig is 

love a change and variety. The feeding |@ good chemist, if you give him a | 
value of clover has been estimated all| chance. If clover hay is either cooked 

the way from 600 to 1,000 pounds of | °F steamed, unless the entire quantity is 

pork per acre; my experience leads me cut fine or short and mixed with suffi- 

to conclude that the former is nearest | cient grain to absorb the water, it will 
correct. be better to use only the so-called hay 

Pigs Good Grassers.— It is often tea, which is of a strong and pleasant 

disputed that pigs, when nursing the odor. I have found it an excellent sub- 

dam, and liberally fed night and morn- stitute for water to prepare swill for far- 

ing, eat much clover. I have found rowing sows. : 

- that they are not only good grassers, but} Clover Ensilage.— Last, but not 

that they make larger growth and are | least, comes the clover silo. It hasbeen 
more vigorous than when reared on | conclusively proved, during the last q
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| season, that the silo has been a greater ;ever increasing competition of cheaper 

success in preserving clover in a sweeter | meat products, and adulterated lard. 
condition than corn. It now only needs| Value of Experiments.—It is for- 
perseverence and intelligent application, | tunate for our State, and the agricultural 
to show to what extent we can use clover | interest, that our experiment station 

| ensilage as food for hogs. Undoubt-/has come so bravely to our aid. Prof. 
edly our dairymen will give it their at-| Henry, assisted by an able corps of as- 

i tention another year, for surely their | sistants, has advanced some ideas that 

discussions on corn ensilage this win-| are often contrary to the experience of 
ter lead me to think that it is not! mostof us, but he has figures to substan- 

. often a balanced and succulent ration. | tiate his assertions. Every intelligent 
I fear, from a breeder's standpoint, that | citizen recognizes the supreme impor- 
the result from an all corn ration peas Fe of our agricultural interest, and 

become disastrous to them in time. that its development imperatively de- 
. Feed Judiciously.—I am in favor mands that accurate experiment be 

of the clover field and a clover ration, ™made for the settling of mere opinions, 
| but safe and judicious feeding must go and for the development of new truths. 

hand-in-hand with them, and I feel that In conclusion let me say, with F. D, 

Iam far from the true problemofcheap Coburn: Pasture—let this word be 

and profitable food rations. The ever written in capitals by every man who 
increasing fertility of our soils produces raises swine; it is the secret of success, 

more, cheapens our rations to meet the Permit me to add clover. 

THE SCIENCE OF PIG FEEDING. 

By GEO. McKERROW, Sussex, Wis. 

Cost of Producing Pork.-—Sir J. B. | profitably feed this animal so as to meet 
Lawes, of Rothamsted, Eng., found by | the stringency of the times and the de- 
experiment that cattle utilized 8 per cent. | mands of the markets. 
of the dry substance of their food, the| To Secure Early Maturity.—Fel- 
sheep 12 per cent., and the hog 20 per low farmers, this is an age of early ma- 
cent.; but as the hog’s food is of a more|turity. It has been clearly demon- 

concentrated, valuable kind than that strated that it is the young animal that 
of cattle or sheep, we do not claim that|gives the best results in increased 
his meat is produced at less than half| weight for the food consumed. To 

the cost of beef, or at nearly half the | secure this early maturity requires care- 
cost of mutton. But we do claim that /|ful thought and good judgment, which 
the hog, when properly handled, is | every feeder should exercise to the best 
among the most economical machines | of his ability. He should study care- 
for changing coarse grains, grasses, and | fully the food, care and comfort, of the 

roots, into a valuable meat product. | animal, so that a high, muscular condi- 
Now, the question arises, how can we! tion may be developed, which will in-
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sure health and vigorous digestion, both | they will eat up clean, and at thé same J 

of which are necessary to profit. time appear to be satisfied, gives us the i 

Ration for Young Pigs.— Whole best results. In addition to this, a few i 

milk, nature’s most perfect food for the whole oats on a clean plank floor and a 

growth and healthy development of | few roots in their season make valuable | 

young animals, should be our food stand- adjuncts. As they grow older, we in- y 

ard for them while young, and the more | Tease thecorn meal until, at 5\to 9 f 

approximate to new milk we can make months old, 50 per cent. corn, 25 per i 

our ration for the young pigs the better cent. middlings, 15 per cent. bran and | 

will be the results. This ration must be 10 per cent. oil+meal form their rations. | 

so formed as to be rich in muscle-from-| Pasture for Hogs.—Believing that | 

ing or nitrogenous elements, and, as the hog’s stomach needs a fibrous food, 4 

Prof. Henry demonstrated, in his much | as a divisor we aim to give them pasture 4 

quoted experiment of 1885, that the | insummer, andsome hay and roots in | 

bone and muscle of the hogs fed ona| winter. You may question the pro- a 

muscle-forming or protein ration were | fit in using some of these foods, and ask, a 

on an average nearly 50 per cent. stronger why do you feed bran, clover and clover a 

and larger than those fedon fat and hay? I answer because, first, they act . 

heat producing foods, rich in carboby- | as a divisor for the more concentrated He 

drates, and that those very important | foods, and allow the gastric juices a bet- 

organs, the liver and kidneys, were much | ter chance of permeating the whole 7 

larger in the protein fed hogs, we must | mass, and, second, they are all nitrogen- , 

conclude that for the sake of health and | ous foods; and, again, you may ask, why : 

vigor we need such muscle-forming | buy costly oil-meal?—to which I will | 

rations. answer, first, it hasa highly stimulat- ! . 

Folly to Stick to Corn Alone.—To | ing effect on the digestive organs and 

stick to corn, and corn alone, in the face | the whole system, without any reaction; 

of these facts, is the height of folly. | second, itis one of the best nitrogenous | 

Our experience has taught us that an | foods that we can use. When hogs are 

entire corn ration soon damages the well grown, from seven to ten months of 

organs of digestion; and the main secret | age, they will stand heavy corn feed for i 

of good feeding is to get the animal, | one or two months, and lay on weight i 

when intended for the market, to eat | quite rapidly, but even then they will do 

and assimilate all the food possible. | better with a good supply of clover or : 

This can only be done by feeding a roots. 4 

proper amount of a balanced ration, for| Ashes—Charcoal—Salt—Sulphur. 

if we feed too much carbohydrates we not | —We have found wood ashes, charcoal, 

only lose a part of the food but overload | salt and sulphur, as well as coal slack, to 

the organs with useless work, and the be relished by our hogs, and therefore | 

same is true of too much albuminoids, | believe them to be good, when carefully 

A Good Ration for Young Pigs — fed, as appetizers and assistants of / 

As a food for young pigs, we have | digestion. ; 

found a mixed ration of 50 per cent. Skim-Milk.—Skim-milk, which is ; 

middlings, 25 per cent. corn meal, 15 per too rich in albuminoids, should be bal- j 

cent. bran and 10 per cent. oil-meal, wet | anced with corn-meal. Prof. Stewart i i 

up toa creamy consistency, and fed | recommends 1 fb. corn-meal to 2 Ibs. of } 

three times daily in such quantities as | milk, while Prof. Henry 1 Ib. corn-meal H 

. | 
i 
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; to from 1 to 114 Ibs. of milk. In one of | center of front. This pen costs less 
Prof. Henry’s experiments, of 1887, | than $5 when completed, can be moved 
where he fed 1 tb. of corn-meal to 1.1! anywhere on a stone-boat and will ac- 

i Ibs. of milk to 37 pigs, I have figured | commodate anything, from a brood sow 
| out that his pork cost him $2.82 per/| and litter to 6 or 8 shotes. We use com- 

| ewt., allowing milk to be worth 25 cts. | mon 16 feet boards, cut in two, for both 
| and corn-meal 75 cts. per cwt. floor and roof, and four two by four 
} Sweet Whey—Sweet whey, which scantlings, eight feet long, for sills. A 

Bt is rich in carbohydrates, or heat and fat-| Window above the door to let the sun’s 
| . formers, should be balanced with a mix- | TY8 in to warm up pigs and bedding is 

| i ture of 50 per cent. middlings, 40 per | #lso essential. 
; cent. bran and 10 per cent. oil-meal.| We also have a small moveable yard» 

| } Mixing this with whey at the rate of | 6 by 6 feet, 31¢ feet high, boarded up on 
| | 1 tb. of meal to 5 Ibs. of whey, will give | three sides, with floor, that can be placed 

| fairly good results, but if your whey is | in front of these houses when we wish to 

| sour you-had better mix the meal with | Confine the occupants. 
water. We once fed a lot of shotes ona| =xXercise.—Exercise is necessary to 

' mixed ration, buying all the feed con- | promote the health of the growing ani- 
sumed, when the price of feed was | mal; therefore we prefer togive the pigs 
higher than at present, and produced | the liberty of a yard or pasture, and in- 

| | pork at 314 cts. per Ib. duce them to work by scattering a few 
Comfort.—The comfort of the ani-| #ts or shelled corn on some hard spot 

mal has much to do with his develop- | Of round or plank floor. 
ment, and to be comfortable he must; Breeding Stock.—In the rearing of 

| have clean, dry, moderately warm, well breeding stock, I would not force them 
| ventilated quarters to rest and sleep in, | Wite as much as those intended fcr the 

To have this comfort, it is not necessary market, but would endeavor to keep 
| to have an expensive hog-house. In| them rapidly growing, not allowing 

fact, most of these expensive hog-houses | them to become stunted, for once al- 
are acknowledged by their owners to be | lowed to contract the unthrifty habit, 
asad disappointment. no matter how well fed and cared for 

A number of small, moveable houses | afterward, they never will get back to 
} suit our ideas best, for several reasons, | their original habits of assimilating 

among which are, first, cost; second, | 00d, and thereby turning it to the best 

they can be moved to the pasture in the | advantage. 3 
summer, and when the soil of one yard pcp health of the — re: 

i uires al ese precautions in ing. 
eRe besoin —— Why is it that’ the swine plague as 

i : . never appeared in Canada, where no 
. contagious diseases there are not s0| corn, comparatively speaking, is fed, but 

many under one roof. such foods as oats, peas, bran and mid- 

| Teste aoe many plane for theseomell | Ooo ioe es houses, all of which have their advan- can hog can produce Irish bacon good 

tages and disadvantages. The one we| enough for the epicures of Europe, and 
use is made eight feet square on the | he will be muscular and healthy enough 
bottom, with roof slanting from the out- | Again, enter the ports of Germany, al 
side of floor on each side to peak, rear | out of the way on his broad muscular 
and front boarded up, with door in the | back. 

} i 
i} > Sei alal
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CARE OF BROOD SOWS AND YOUNG PIGS. 

By GEO. WYLIE, Leeds, Wis. 

Points of the Brood Sow.—The | four months. She should be allowed to- “ft 

first consideration should be that the | run with the rest of the herd as long as. / 

animal is worthy of the best kind of | the feed is made up of bone and muscle- 

care. Inselecting my brood sow I want | forming constituents. When the finishing ‘ 

a good, frank, open, intelligent counte- | process begins on the rest of the herd, Fr 

nance. Did you ever see a hog with and the feed is carbonaceous in its char- ; 

that kind of aface? If not, the sooner | acter, your brood sow should be kept | 

you begin to look for it the better; that | apart from those intended for market. / 

is if you are in the hog business. I Feeding.— To crowd pigs intend- 

want constitution, substance, vitality,|ed for breeders on fattening foods t 

good, hard, flinty bone, and plenty of it.| as = you do those intended for 4 

Proper discrimination must be made pork is simply ruinous. When the as- 

between this quality of bone and bone similating powers of the growing pig are 4 

that is coarse or soft and spongy. The | taxed to the utmost on fat-forming food, / 

general outline of the animal must sug- the breeding qualities, the vitality and ; 

gest ranginess and plenty of room. [| future usefulness of the animal are 

want limbs of medium length, strong | sure to be impaired. A growing pig 

foot and pastern, length, breadth and | will seldom get too fat fer breeding i 

depth of body; a well sprung rib, a full | purposes if properly fed on bone and q 

deep flank. She must be naturally a muscle-forming food, even if fed all it 

good feeder, with strong powers of as- | can eat, provided it can run around and | 

similation. I don’t care how large she | take plenty of exercise. It is after it 4 

is, provided she 1s symmetrical in form, | has attained its growth that injury may ( 

and does not show coarseness. I will! be done by overfeeding or by keep- F 

not object to this kind of an animal, | ing itin too narrow limits while growing. 

though her ear may be a trifle “off” Skim-milk, shorts, oats, grass and exer- 

from the standard. She may even have | cise, with a very limited amount of corn, 

a well defined “swirl” in her back, or be | are among the principal requisities for 

lacking a little in the regulation mark- | the successful growth of a young brood I 

ings. In passing, let me say that this | sow. j 

class of swine can’t be produced on a| Age for Breeding.—No brood sow 1] 

diet of corn. Such animals are the re- | is at her best as a brood sow until she is j 

sult of long-continued selection from |two years old, or over. When fully i] 

animals that have been properly bred, | matured, they give more milk, have a | 

fed and cared for for many generations. | greater capacity for assimilating food / 

Selecting the Brood Sow.— The | and, as a consequence, their pigs are | 

prospective brood sow should be selected | stronger, healthier and grow faster. q 

generally before attaining the age of Good Milkers.—We must insist on i 

4] 

i
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breeding only from sows that have prov- | should have plenty of sunlight, good 

ed themselves good milkers, or that are | ventilation, and cleandry surroundings 

descended from good milking strains. | generally. Very little bedding should 

‘These milking strainsin swine are just | be given, and that preferably of cut 

as pronounced as milking strains in Jer- | straw or chaff. Damp bedding, 

seysand Holsteins. or dampness of any kind, is very 

One Litter a Year.—In summer, | injurious to young pigs, and should be 

after the pigs have ceased running with guarded against. Brood sows thrive 
their dam, let her have a run on grass better and are really more valuable if 

with very littlegrain. Don’t fatten her | You make pets of them. When you find 
up, but let the system get rested prepar- | One disposed to cultivate your acquaint- 

atory to raising another litter. One litter | 2nce, always notice her—the chances 

per year is all she should raise, if you | #7 that she is a good one. 

want to keep up the vitality of the stock.| Treatment at Farrowing Time.— 
In Winter Quarters.—We prefer to In regard to the treatment at farrowing 

have mature sows go into winter quart- time, opinions differ. We formerly 

ers in rather thin flesh, but still in good | Placed our brood sows eee by them- 
heart; and then, during gestation, keep selves a week or two previous to farrow- 
them gradually gaining up to farrowing | 18 but for a number of years past we 
time, which, in this latitude, should not | 40 not give them a pen apart from the 
be much before the middle of April. rest of the herd until from 6 to 24 hours 

During the winter they should not be before farrowing. In separating a sow 
crowded for room; not even four or five for a week or two, there is a tendency to 

mature sows should be allowed to sleep | Testlessness. She is anxious for the 
in oneapartment. Those of like size companionship of her mates, is usually 

and disposition should bo kept together. | deprived of her accustomed exercise by 
Some sows as they grow old acquire an being confined in smaller quarters, and 

over-bearing disposition, and make life the general result is feverishness of the 

hardly endurable to the rest of the herd. system, which is just the condition of 
If such animals are too valuable to dis- | things, above all others, that should be 
pose of, they should be kept by them- avoided. It she is quietly separated 

delves. when she instinctively desires to be 
Feed During Gestation.—During alone, all danger from feverishness will 

gestation the feed should be of a bone | b¢ Prevented. 
and muscle-forming character. Ihave| After Farrowing—Give her nothing 

found oats, shorts and corn, in equal | until she appears hungry, and then only 

parts, with roots enough to keep the} a light feed of thin, warm slop, made by 

system cool, free access to charcoal, | stirring a handful or two of shorts or 
wood ashes, and salt, with an occas-| bran into less than.half a pailful of 

sional lump of hard lime morter, and| water. Do not enourage her to eat. A 

plenty of exercise, to give as good satis- | few roots and free access to charcoal will 

faction as any combination I have ever | have a cooling effect on the system, the 

tried. condition of which should be carefully 

The Farrowing Pen—For a mature | watched for the.first few days. Be in 

sow should be not less than 8X10 feet in | no hurry to crowd her with feed, as for 

size. It should havea tight floor, with | the first week or two the pigs require 

a fender placed around the sides. Pens | very little for their nourishment. Exer-
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cise and sunshine at this age is of the;early at night. A little fresh earth is ; 

first importance. When they are four conducive to health in the young pig- 

or five days old, they should be out-of-|In this respect he differs materially 4 

doors with their dams every pleasant | from a certain other animal that noth- 

day. They should not be let out in the | ing short of “the whole earth” will sat- + 

morning until the dew is off the grass, isty. 4a 

and should be returned to the pens 

i 
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FEEDING SWINE FOR MAREET. q 

By THOS. CONVEY, Ridgeway, Wis. ‘ 

Give the Pig a Good Start.—Few | well-bred, well-fed hog, the cravings of ee 

feeders recognize the necessity of giving (ae appetite of the former causing 

the young pig a good start. If through him to take a needless amount of - 

want of judgment, or want of care in exercise, and all muscular exercise i 

changing it from the milk of the sow tolis at the expense of food. The ; 

other food, liquid or solid, it suffersfrom | poor hog also becomes the prey of 5 

impaired digestion or defective nutri-| internal parasites, when placed upon full t 

tion, it may get a set-back from which it | feed, as he must be, to prepare him for ‘ 

will never fully recover. market. He over-eats, there is over-dis- 

Food of Support and Production tention of the stomach, causing com- 

—The principal part of our hog crop is parative inaction of that organ, and he 

marketed when they are about eighteen | can only digest and assimilate a portion 

months old. The average weight at that | of the food he consumes. 

age could be easily attained by a pig} Points in Favor of Early Maturity. i 

nine months old, the amount of food|—The younger hog is converted into a i 

consumed by the former being nearly | more edible product, commands a bet- } 

twice as much as that eaten by the lat-| ter price, is generally ready for a better { 

ter, the younger pig receiving more dur-| market, gives quicker returns and re- 

ing the early, and the older requiring | quires less attendance. He can be fed 

more during the latter part of its exist-| when on pasture, the droppings are not 

ence. A certain amount of food is re-| wasted, and food is not expended in 

quired to keep an animal in its present | keeping up animal heat during the en- t 

condition. This is termed the food of | tire winter. % 

support. All food given in excess of the| About the only argument that can be j 

food of support is termed the food of| made in favor of keeping the older hog 4 

production, and in feeding should go to| is because our daddies did it. Profitable : 

increase the weight. The food of sup-| hog-feeding for market is not possible : 

port constitutes about seven-tenths of aj after the first year. You not only have i 

full ration, but the food of support for a to provide for additional growth, but : / 

restless, irritable hog may very nearly | also for organic waste in the growth al- y 

approach the food of production for a ready secured, as mutability is one of i 
j 
i] 

7 

| 
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the inexorable laws of nature. This pecially clover, is one of the 
waste is presumable greater in a large|best of hog foods, but is toc 
animal than in a small one. bulky for the stomach of a hog Feeding to Produce Gain. —Re-| to produce the best results, It should 
peated experiments have demonstrated, | always be supplemented with grain. beyond a doubt, that the most profit-| One bushel of corn fed to a hog when it 
able feeding is during the early period | has access to a good clover pasture, will 
ofan animal’s existence. This is es-| produce more growth than three bush- 
pecially true of the hog. The modern/els when corn is fed exclusively. All ads hog, with liberal feeding, will reach ma- | foods consist of certain elements. All 
turity in about two years, farm animals consist of about the same 

Prof. Sanborn, of Missouri, in more | combination of food elements. The 
than one hundred feeding tests, deter- tight combination of nutrients to pro- 
mined that to make a certain amount| mote the most successful growth of an 
of gain, pigs weighing 220 tbs. required | animal is not found in asingle article 
18 per cent. more food; pigs weighing | of food. The different articles of food 270 Ibs. required 50 per cent. more food, | are generally divided into two classes: 
and pigs weighing 325 tbs. required 78 | First. Protein foods, also termed flesh- 
per cent. more food than pigs weighing| formers. Second. Carbohydrates, also 70 pounds. termed fat-formers. Clover, oats, peas, 

Prof. Hunt, of Illinois, determined, | beans, bran, shorts, skim-milk and but- by actual experiment, “that the gain for | ter-milk belong to the first class, as they the amouni of food consumed decreased | are rich in bone and muscle-forming el- during fattening.” Also, ‘that an in-| ements. Corn, barley, whey, roots and sufficient food supply for two weeks | acorns belong to the second class, as caused a very considerable loss in feed-| they are rich in heat and fat-producing ing thereafter.” elements. 
Feed Young Animals.—Chemistry| What snd How to Feed.— Corn informs us that the younger ani-| should never be fed as an exclusive ra- mal utilizes more of the elements con- tion except at the close of the fattening 

tained in the food than the older ani- period, and then only for a limited time. mal does. Whey should always be fed sweet, as Prof. Henry says of feeding cattle:| the small amount of solids it contains “You cannot be too careful about put-| consists mainly of sugar of milk. In ting your feed and money into young souring, the milk sugar is converted in- cattle, and avoiding old ones.” This is to an acid, and has little or no value as 
more applicable to hogs than cattle, as afood. Whey should always be supple- the hog reaches maturity in about one- mented by a nitrogenous food. Butter- 
half the time cattle do. milk has twice the value of whey as a The Right Kind of Food.—An-|food. It should be fed as fresh as pos- 
other essential of successful hog-feed-| sible, and can be very profitably fed ing is to give the right kind of food.| with corn. Skim-milk should always be 
All the substances that enter into the | fed sweet. Sour feed of any kind is of make-up of an animal are derived from questionable value; a slight degree of its food. Nosingle article of food is acidity may not be injurious in some capable of supporting a healthy hog, | kinds of food, but this does not apply except for a limited period. Grass, es- | to feeding skim-milk and whey.
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Give a Protein Ration.—Pigs usu-| winter feeding, asthey are better keep- 

ally receive a ration too rich in earbohy4@- | ers. 
: 

rates and deficient jn protein. The} Peas and Oats.—Peas and oats sown | 

necessity of giving a nitrogenous or pro- | together are a very valuable crop. They 

tein food cannot be overestimated, |can be sown at the rate of one bushel ‘ 

especially to young pigs, as they | of peas, and one and one-half bushels of 

require twice as much nitrogen as| oats per acre. This crop can be cut with 

old hogs; yet feeding for health or pro- the binder, and threshed as readily as a 

fit is not subserved by feeding protein cats alone. Care should be taken not to ; 

foods alone, as they are constipating, | sow on ground where oats lodge. They q 

and, except clover, costly. An experi- | should be sown early, I raised last year ' 

ment has demonstrated that one bushel forty bushels per acre, weighing 44 Ibs. ' 

of corn will make as much pork as three | per bushel. When ground, they are a 4 

bushels of oats; yet good oats are an good substitute for bran and shorts, bat i 

excellent hog-food, being rich in nitro-| may be fed whole to hogs. The object 4 

gen, and the ash that is necessary for | of improved agriculture is to obtain the 

the formation of bone. largest amount of nutritious and life- 

Give a Balanced Ration.—The sustaining substances from the smallest ] 

advantages of giving a properly balanced possible space. This, to a considerable q 

ration, suited to the age of the pig are: extent, is secured by retaining and in- 4 

You secure greater growth with a given creasing the fertility of the soil, and by 

amount of food. You also obtain a bet- skilful feeding; but the customary way + 

ter quality of meat. There is a more of hog feeding is as great a robber of 

perfect growth of bone, and greater fertility as the much condemned wheat 

muscular development, both being pro- raising. Grain and milk are largely fed | 

: moted by a moderate amount of exer- to hogs in pens without regard to sav- 

cise. A high degree of muscularity jn-|ing manure, for it is leached out and I 

dicates a condition of the system the washed away, and only asmall portion { 

least liable to disease, also the most of the least valuable part returned to the j 

perfect condition for breeding animals. | soil. Added to this is the loss occasioned. | 

Prof Henry says that pigs should not | by washing away of the surface soil in t 

be confined to close quarters for more | corn-fields, where the land is rolling, 4 

thansixty days. This is certainly long this being augmented by not observing 

enough. x a suitable rotation with grass. ¢ 

Cooking Food.—While I am satis-| Skillful vs. Poor Farming.— The ! 

fied that the tests carried on by our| person who causes two blades of grass i 

experiment station prove that giving |to grow where only one grew before is } 

hogs cooked food exclusively does not | regarded as a public benefactor. Too I 

pay, yet I believe, for fall feeding, where | many of us not only fail to produce the } 

hogs are taken off the pasture, it is very | two blades of grass, but, on the contrary, 

advantageous to feed once a day on | expend two blades, or its equivalent, to 

cooked food. For this purpose, roots, | secure results that the skillful feeder, . 

cooked about the same as for table use, | with a well-bred animal, can obtain with ; 

should be mixed with ground oats, rye|one. Is it any wonder that fihe x 

or other nitrogenous food. Sugar beets | farmer can make money every season, 4 

are very valuable for fall feeding, but while the poor one is complaining of } 

turnips, raw or cooked, are better for | weather, crops and prices? j 

| 
i 

at 
i
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Valuable Experience with Hogs. _| ous, there is something wrong with the 
(Discussion of Preceding Papers.] soil and the climate. I eee Pror. Henry.— Two years ago we American farmers are feeding any line 

took pigs of the same litter and fed one of stock so that that stock is degenerat- lot in one way, and the other in an-|i2& in size or in constitution, they 
other way, exact rations, and have fol-| S#0uld stop and say: “What is wrong?” 
lowed out the experiments later in such}, 400ther point. I meet a farmer and 
a manner that we know we can do the|® Says: “I get twenty-five cents a same thing again and produce the same pound the year around for my butter. 
results. Chas. W. Garfield, of Michi. I don’t sell my butter at the corner 
gan, said: “That is very nice work, but|®TCery; I have customers, a picked 
I don’t believe you can do it again.” We | *tade. _They are people who eat good havedone it again and again. Last things in this world, and pay me for my 
summer we killed pigs atthe farm where| Utter.” That is very well; but, my 
one lot had been fed upon these car- friend, where do you sell your hogs? 
bohydrate feeds, and another lot on pro- ‘Oh, I sell my hogs to the hog buyer, 
tein feeds. We found that there was a| ‘ive them in a wagon and they go in difference in the solid matter of the| the cars with Tom, Dick and Harry’s 
blood—there was twenty-five per cent. | 088, and they go to Chicago and are more dry matter in the blood of one lot | S°ld.” Now, the cases are not entirely of pigs than in that of the other; we/ Parallel, but in a degree they are, and 
found that the bones were stronger, | People living as near to good commer- 
that there was an actual difference in | *ial cities as you do here, ought to think the strength of the bone. We have|f this thing. Here is Milwaukee with 
gone over the work in another direc-/# Couple of hundred thousand people, tion since last summer. Iam now try-| 424 Chicago with some eight hundred 
ing the effect of feed upon bones, to see} thousand. There are people jin if by feeding ashes we can get strength Milwaukee and Chicago who into the bones, feeding wood ashes with|P#Y high prices for all the ees pork they eat. The bacon that supplies 
Theard afarmer say the other day,|™#"Y of the wealthy people of Chicago at ameeting: “If my pigs get too fine |C°mesfrom Ireland. They are not Irish- bones I send off and get a large boned | ei they don’t care to help Ireland out, sire, andin that way I keep up the but they say: “The bacon is better strength of my pigs.” Suppose the flavored,” and they don’t care if it costs 

4 Arabian horse-breeder should send out | 8°Veral times as much as it would here. of Arabia to get a large-boned horse | There hasa large trade sprung up at to keep uphis herd of horses! When | ope of the stores in that city for that 
you have to send off your farm to get Kind of bacon. Some people will buy other stock, except for the purpose of| high priced things because they are changing, your system of farming is|bigh priced. We have “got onto” this wrong in some way. If the bones of| idea in butter, and make it for that kind 
your pigs become smaller, there is some- | f 4 market, but we have never thought 
thing wrong. Your soil is against you, about it in pork. 
your feedis against you. If a country| There was a college boy years ago who 
cannot make people grow up to their| went out and took his father’s farm in 
normal stature, and be strong and vigor- Massachusetts, and the first year he care-
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fully cured the meat from eight hogs. | apy other direction you would still be q 

He sold or gave away that meat to his| getting corner grocery prices. The hog 4 

friends in Boston. The next year they| buyer won’t give you any more, but 

came back, and said: “We want some | there is somebody in Chicago who will. 

more of that sausage,” and that year he Somebody will pay you a special price 4 

put up thirty hogs) Now he puts up for lean-meat sausage, another for fat 

over three hundred hogs a year, and last | sausage that he knows is carefully made. 

January, when I was at the Reade Hotel | Of course, it will cost something to } 

in Chattanooga, Tennessee, I had the tind the customer, but that is true in the 

pleasure of ordering from the bill of fare butter trade or any other kind of busi- d 

sausage from that farm in Massa- | ness. ; 

chusetts. Now, why should Massa-} Mr. Lovrs.—On that point I want to a 

chusetts hogs have to go down to Ten-| say that last winter Mr. John Plankin- 4 

essee tobe eaten? Why should we al-| ton, after he had shown me through his $ 

low the trade to come in that direction? | slaughter-house and packing-house, said j 

At one of the institutes we stopped at |to me: “Mr. Louis, if the farmers of the 

a hotel at Mazomanie, and a farmer | State of Wisconsin, or any set of farm- + 

came in with his sausage tosell. Three | ers, will give me the assurance that they : 

orfour workers gathered around him, | will find us a few car-loads of hogs that ! 

and the hotel man told us how the far-| are fed to lean and fat, we will give a f 

mer made the sausage, and broughtit in | large money premium, and will advance t 

to sell, and we bought some and took it |-the price of the pork on such a product. L 

home inour grip-sacks. The landlord| That shows that there would be a : 

says that man was once poor and in debt | market for specially bred and fed hogs. F 

for his farm, He began to peddle sau-| It is very easy to raise that kind of pork ' 

sage, has now a large trade, his sausage | for the market, and it is just as cheap : 

is known all over the country, and peo- | to raise it for the market as it is the fat : 

ple are glad to pay a little extra for it. | pork. ‘ 

This is just a hint which I think is| [¢ merely exists in the brain of a man : 

worth following up. We might just as/| that he makes cheaper pork out of corn t 

well shut out this Irish bacon, and have | alone. I am feeding a lot this winter a ' 

these people pay us two prices for this| right balanced ration, which will give } 

product as not to get it. me a lean and fat hog. In fact, I have f 

My friends, I hope you will think of | put forty-eight hogs on the market in 

these matters. Every time one of us| Eau Claire to one of our packing houses, 7 

steps out of the ordinary, we leave a lit- which were deemed the finest hogs that : 

tle more room for the crowd that is left | ever entered upon the block in Eau i 

behind. We will get a little more and | Claire. They were just fed on clover | 

the crowd will be better off. and corn. At the same time in the fat- ; 

Mr. SHERwoop.—Do you suppose that | tening process their swill consisted mere- : 

Icould get one-tenth of a cent more for | ly of shorts alone, and I find that these : 

a hog raised on the more approved plan | hogs are very far superior; they con- i] 

than I could for @ hog raised in the ordi- | tain a greater proportion of lean meat. if 

nary way? That was at least the judgment of the 

Pror. Henry.—Probably not at first; | packer. ; 

but if you had taken your butter to the Querstion.—Did you get any more for if 

corner grocery without striking out in! them? 

| 
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Mr. Lovts.—Yes, I was paid nearly ship them down and they would pay 

three-quarters of a cent more a pound | considerable more for them than the 

than the general market was giving | ordinary corn-fed hogs. 

then. There are butter and cheese factories 

Mr. Hiram Surrx.—It seems to be the at almost every corner in this wide 

opinion of many here that it costs some- State. The making of butter has been 

thing extra to make this pork and sell systematized until Wisconsin creamery 

it. They are laboring under a great | butter will outsell any creamery but- 

mistake. The last four or five years I|ter in the world. Why not have 

have made this pork because I could | some co-operation or system in con- 

make it the cheapest, and after afew | nection with the bacon-curing pr- 

local butchers found out that this pork | cess? Why should not the farmers why 

- gave better satisfaction to the retail | live néar together get together and put 

trade, and made more sausage from the | in a curing establishment and start a 

same cost of food, they told me to sell business? I believe it would not be 

no more pork to Chicago buyers; that | long, if the product was what it ought 

they would always give me a little more | to be, before a good trade would be es- 

than I could get to ship it upon the tablished in Chicago. There ought to 

markets of the world. They wanted it | be a chance in this State for an indus- 

for their local trade. try in curing pork, and it is, after all, as 

Mr. Gorpox.—I know the Deerfoot | much the curing as the feeding. 

farm pretty well. I know Mr. Burnett) Pror. Henry.—My main point in this 

pretty well; I have been there a good | work is not that we shall have all lean 

many times and studied out that ques-! meat, or all fat meat. It runs in the 

tion. It is iargely a matter of curing | direction of breeding. I don’t believe 

with the Deerfoot people. Mr. Burnett | you can feed lean meat into a mature 

buys the average pork of his own neigh-| hog any more than you can feed consti- 

borhood and cures it. I remember| tution into a man. Muscularity is 

some years ago going to England and | something that comes from constitution. 

sitting down to breakfast the first| You cannot feed muscle into a prize 

morning and admiring the bacon. Ij fighter. When he goes into training he 

said: “If I could only get such bacon as | does not increase in muscle; he trains 

this for breakfast in America, I would | water and fat out of his body. What I 

eat it every morning.” I was a little | want is that our breeding stock should 

surprisea when they told me it came| have the proper proportion of bone, 

from Milwaukee, and showed me the| muscle and fat, and you can’t make 

brand. The trouble with the average | muscle and bone with corn only. 

bacon as found in the village grocery|1f you want to fatten, you can 

store, is that it is improperly cured. feed corn exclusively for a few 

Now, isn’t there right in this vicinity weeks, but do not understand me 

a market for such a product? Isn’t | that you want to go into producing that 

there a big reputation for the Oconomo- kind of hogs. I want you to have fair 

woe sausage in the Chicago market? | judgment in raising your breeding stock, 

The Oconomowoc people make a market and not be satistied when your hogs die 

for that kind of pork. Last summer and prove unsatisfactory, but look into 

they asked me if I had not some nice|it and find out what is the matter. 

lean fed hogs, and told me, if I had, to | There must be something wrong in the
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way we feed if we have that kind of re- | will give youa cent a pound more than W 

sult. the market price, and he told me if Isaw It 
Mr. Lovrs.—I want to say this about | any such hogs as this to tell the owners t 

the Milwaukee bacon: When I wasat Mr.| to drop McDowell a card. He wants v 

Plankinton’s slaughter-house I saw one | nice, young, thrifty hogs, not very fat. I 

thousand selected hogs—selected for the | There is a gentleman named Nye, who I 

purpose of going to the English market. | lives between Appleton and Green Bay, 

Their cellar is about one hundred by | who told me, two years ago he had built } 

one hundred and eighty feet, and the|up a good trade on this pork. He AP 

pork was piled up about four feet and a| started with a couple of six-months-old i 

half high, all in process of curing. Ij pigs that he tested. He sold them to a E i 

asked the manager of the packing house | gentleman in town at the market price; tt 
if this pork was the same as the hogs | the next fall he wanted more, and then et 

that were killed to-day by selection. He| he began to sell in Green Bay, and he i 

replied: “The majority of it is, because | says he cannot furnish enough hogs for i 

we can only get that kind of bacon, or} the business. He gets two centsa pound 4 

that kind of cured pork, out by selec-| more for them than his friends get, and it 

tion, because our hogs, as a general | he thinks in time he will raise it three or ] 
thing, are corn-fed hogs;” so you see|four cents. In this audience I see a i 

even the packing-houses have an eye to} Waukesha County farmer who has been t 

selection. treating hogs in this line for some time, |) 

Mr. Hoxrz—I have two neighbors. | and I believe that he gets more for the 

One of them put his shotes into a clover | hogs that he sells in Milwaukee than the i 

pasture in the spring and kept them! going price. I wish you would tell us, 

there and fed and fattened them in that | Mr. Hodson, don’t you get more for these | 
same field. He had enough to make two | pigs of yours? yy 

car-loads. They sold in the Chicago! Mr. Hopsox.—Yes. i 
market for fifty cents a hundred more | Mr. Harpy.—The question with the 

than any hogs that came in that day, be- | farmers is, is there any more profit in : 

cause they were strong of muscle _ selling these hogs? Is there any more f 
bone. The others were fed on corn and | money in it to the farmer if he sells a 

did not have the strength and muscle to | hog weighing 200 pounds and gets 34 of j : 

bear the shipment. That was sometime |a cent more a pound for it than if it i 
ago, Since then, Prof. Henry has shown | weighed 250 pounds? bi: 
us the reasons why these results would| prop, Henry. — With the average i 

follow, and I, for one, as a Wisconsin breed of hogs that we handle here, there i 

a feel proud that the State of Wis- is very little profit after the hog weighs i 
consin has the the experiment station 300 pounds. ‘The most pork is made i 

that we have, and that we have a level-| with the least feed immediately after i 
Bere ease: por the pig is weaned. A pound of feed will i 

‘ Mr. McKerrow.—The Oconomowoc | produce more pork then than at any i 
sausage factory has been mentioned| time in the pig's life. As that pig i 
here. Mr. McDowell runs this establish-| grows older he costs more every day. 

ment, and a friend of his was at my | You can see that when he is a 100-pound | ; 

place last fall, and looked over a lot of | hog he has to keep up that 100 pounds iy 

nice healthy hogs, and he said: “If you | every day; he has to vitalize it, and then i 

want to sell those hogs, Mr. McDowell | he has to add his weight to that. Up i 
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to the 275-pound or 300-pound point, in | evenly and with less liability to disease 
some cases the hog does not grow much | if divided up in this way, each lot having 

more expensive, but after you touch 300 | free access to pasture with adry place to 

pounds it goes up very rapidly. Forin-|sleep anda clean place to feed. With 

stance, when a hog weighs 100 pounds protein food and proper sanitary regula- 

it will take, say, 314 pounds of food to | tions, the danger from disease will be so 

carry him fora certain time, but after | reduced as to practically cut no figure in 

300 pounds it will take 7 pounds to car- | swine raising. 

ry him for the same length of time. If| Supr. Morrison.—The great fact that 

our pigs are worth so much, my judg-|acertain amount of food goes to sup- 

ment is we will not carry them over | port, and all that is consumed and ap- 

200 pounds; but the way we raise them | propriated above that to growth and 

we have to carry them further, up to| profit, must be kept in mind by every 

300 pounds. If we can buy pigs for the | one who expects to make a profit in grow- 

same price, we had better sell them | ing orfeeding stock. It is the idea that 

when they weigh 200 pounds, and put/| underlies all ‘successful feeding opera- 

that money over into another animal.; tions. It follows, then, that the animal 

There is no place more unprofitable for | which can turn the most surplus food 

a farmer to put his money than into a/| into marketable flesh is the most profit- 

big hog or steer. We are weighing | able animal to feed. Sir J. B. Lawes 

steers at the farm every day, and we | found by experiment that cattle utilized 

are weighing their food and I can make | 8 per cent. of the dry matter of food con- 

more money with a little calf for a giv-| sumed, sheep 12 per cent., and swine 20 
en weight of food—with a 200-pound | per cent. As the difference is slight in 

calf—than I can with a1200-pound steer. | the amount of food required to support 

I have had my students figuring on that | life, in proportion to weight, in these three 

thing this winter, and they are pretty | three domestic animals, it isclear that the 

well satisfied. hog is by far the most profitable machine 

Mr. Tuom.—I have in mind asteer 5| for converting food into marketable 
years of age, that weighed 2000 pounds, | meat, and the large percentage appro- 
fed for 365 days the same feed that he | Priated accounts for the rapid gain in 
received the years before, and he didn’t | flesh under heavy feeding. It should, 

gain a pound; weighed 4 pounds less. however, be borne in mird, that the 
Mr. Wyrie.—There is no time in the |-quality of the food consumed by the hog 

life of a pig that you can make pork go | is more valuable than that consumed by 

cheaply as you can between the weights | either the steer or sheep. But, with all 
of 50 and 75 pounds. After leaving 75 | due allowance for the difference in food, 

pounds your feed is costing you a little | there is still a handsome margin in the 
more right along until you get up to | 20#’s favor, as the cheapest producer of 

250 pounds. At250 pounds their feed | meat on the farm. 
and every pound you put on is costing| Mx. Sawyer.—Through the great corn 
you 25 per cent. more than it did be- belts of Illinois, Missouri, Kansas and 

tween the weights of 50 and 75 pounds. | Nebraska we have immense corn crops, 
I would consider about 15 pigs, of the | and an immense quantity of hog chol- 

age Mr. Van Dusen speaks of, as many |era. That point comes in right here. It 

as should be allowed to feed and sleep | is a great question whether our hogs are 

together. Pigs can be grown far more | likely to have hog cholera or any other
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disease by our present way of feeding.{I do not doubt that, according Me 

If the pig’s blood is 25 per cent. stronger |to. Prof. Henry’s theory, we can We 

by feeding, as Prof. Henry suggests,|make stronger pigs, and that ‘ 

and the liver is heavier and the kidneys | they will be less subject to hog cholera ae 

are heavier, the question is whether | than pigs fed upon corn alone; never- a 

that will not make the animal less liable | theless, it is not safe to expect to fight Q 

to disease. A good many of our hogs|the disease in this way. I can bear . 

eat up our corn crop and then lie down | out the other statement that is made ' 

and die, and we don’t get anything. The | that it is more profitable to feed young H. 

stations have offered immense rewards | pigs. Those pigs that I fed from the “ 

for cures for hog cholera. I believe|spring until September, I got 714 to 9 ap 

Prof. Henry’s theory is working toward | cents a pound for, and when the ordinary ie 

asolution of that problem. You cannot| time came for selliag ordinary hogs, Bie 

take an animal that has fed on corn for | dressed pork was down to 6 cents. 4B 

two years and cure it of hog cholera,but| Mr. Wy1is.—It makes no difference + . 

improving the breed is the best cure for | how your hogs have been fed, if they are I 

the hog cholera that this country has! exposed to cholera, they are liable to i 

ever seen. catch it; but with this system of feed- S 

Mr. Vax Duzey.—I have had some|ing that we are talking about, the fi 

very severe experience with that disease cholera will not originate in your own i : 

in buying Western hogs, and I am satis- | herd. i 

fied that we cannot expect io fight it,| Mr. Lov1s.—We receive hog disease, ; 

even by feed. I will say that my exper- | as a rule, from infected districts; that is ‘ 

ience has been that pigs are the ones |certainly true. Four years ago a gen- 

that I have made money on, not winter- | tleman bought two brood sows in Eau le 

ed hogs, although I paid more than 10/ Claire, from a car-load of hogs that came 

cents a pound the next year to try to do | from Kansas, and which were diseased. . ii 

the same thing. I bought about 150|/He bought only these two, and, being } 

pigs from 4 to 8 weeks old. They were confined in a pen nine days, they became i 

well raised, all on one farm and about | sick with hog cholera, or hog fever, or 4 

one age, and the animals were fed from | whatever we may call it, and the disease i 

the silo, together with bran and mid-|spread down the Chippewa Valley, and | 

dlings. They grew very nicely, but| across the Chippewa river to the West it 

these pigs, after they got to be about | line of Dunn County. Then a large I 

3 or 4 months old, took the hog cholera | lumber firm keeping 800 hogs sent for i 

from some wintered hogs that were|me and asked: “Mr. Louis, what will is 

kept in a separate field. I was so care- | be our preventive against the disease?” 

ful as to have separate men attend the|I said: “Don’t feed any meat from a 

separate lots of pigs. I put the pigs in | your slaughter-house; keep your estab- | 

separate pens, 25 or so in apen. They | lishment clean, that is, your hog-yards i 

never had a bit of grain or corn meal. | and the like; have a high, sanitary care 7 

They had been fed on middlings and | and don’t buy any live hogs or any 2 

other grain in connection with butter- pork.” My caution was not heeded. 

milk, and were very thrifty and strong, | They bought live hogs, and in November 1 

but I lost from 30 to 40 per cent. of the | disease broke out in their yards. The fi 

lot, some from each and every lot that I | disease was brought fourteen miles t 

had. I speak of this to show that while] by importation. I was asked to ; 

: 

e 
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come over and see what I could do with | them at about a year old weighing 

the hogs. Of course they could do dif- | about three hundred pounds and at the 

ferently from any farmer; they could/same time feed for this much desired 

give me twenty men at a moment’s lean. 

notice. I had the hogs passed through,} Mr. Convey.—The gentleman has 

one by one. Every hog that showed | answered his own question. Where the 

disease was killed, and the others were | by-products of the dairy are used, there 

transferred to new yards. Mr. Knapp | is no difficulty in securing the lean meat 

gave these hogs, by actual weight in the | and the growth too; that is with good 
drug store, ten drops of carbolic acid | breeds of hogs. 

for a week in succession. They lost| For my part, I do not think it requires. 

one hundred hogs, but the disease stop- , any particular skill to cure pork proper- 

ped. ly. Every man has the means at hand of 

Mr. Srickney.—The question was | very cheaply curing meat and putting it 

asked here whether it didn’t cost some-| onthe market. In my neighborhood I 

thing to find customers for these better have noticed what they call breakfast: 

products. Of course, for the first cus-| bacon, which sells for fourteen cents a 

tomer, or the first ten customers, it does | pound. One gentleman near us sells 

cost something, but after that those | several thousand pounds at that rate. 

better products find their own custom-| Mr. R. Farco.—Mr. Fleming, how do 

F ers. If they are used, they are appre-| you feed your hogs? 

ciated, and every customer finds others,| Mr. Fiemrne.—I feed largely on skim- 

; and in a very brief time it becomes | milk, being a dairyman, and consider- 
: much easier to market those better pro-| ably on grass in the summer time. I 

ducts than the common ones. In a load | feed young hogs three times a day, and 

of fruit brought in the market to sell, | older hogs I would not care to feed more 
the finer fruit sells, while the poorer is | than twice a day; but my rule would be 
rejected or sold at a price that does not | to feed them as often as they showed am 

pay. Every farmer knows that a better | ability to utilize the food. I feed my 

product of any kind will sell when he | milk cold in the summer time, and with- 

can’t sell the poorer at all. out freezing in the winter time. 

Mr. Fiemnc.—Is it possible to feed| Mr, Beacu.—I buy my hogs, keep. 

a hog for eight months and make him | them about sixty or ninety days and then 

weigh two hundred and fifty pounds or} sell them. I buy them at about 100 to 

over, and at the some time have him fed | 150 pounds and feed them and sell them 

for lean? If it is, this can be done and | at 200 pounds, any time when they will 
done in such a way that the extra price | bring the highest market price. I feed 

that is received from that pork makes | milk and give them all the green feed 

it profitable. I believe you are a unit in| they will eat. I cannot always feed the 

believing that the profitable time for | milk sweet in the summer time, though 

e disposing of pork is at about eight|I think itis better sweet; but the hog- 

months Ido not believe that is invar-| will eat it sour if you give him meal 

iable; I think the surroundings a man|enough. I think there is no profit in 

. has for raising and feeding those hogs|feeding a hog after he weighs 250 

| cuts a material figure. He can do it if | pounds. 
he is a dairyman. I believe with the aid| Questioy.—Does the fellow of whom 

of the silo he can winter hogs and sell | you buy them make any money? 

{ 
{ 
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Mr. Breacn.—Yes, he makes moré than | lieve there is the most money in supply- by 
Ido. He can make more on the first 150 | ing a certain kind of butter ora certain ; 

pounds than on the next 150. kind of hog, then we must find the mar- DH 

Mr. Harpy.—It seems to me that the | ket that wants that kind of butter or hog, 4 

supply and demand has something to/| and if the farmer hunts out the market es 

do with this. I have known the | that wants an article that heis preparing, ‘i 

time when a 300-pound hog would} and prepares that article in a way to 4 
bring very much more in the mar-| get areputation out of it, and it de- it 

ket than a 200-pound one. serve a reputation, he is certainly going it 

Mr. Hopsoy.—We find the best re-| to make money out of it. Ihave some i 
sults by feeding young pigs three times| doubts about three times a day being i 

aday, If we feed oftener they seem to| often enough to feed young pigs. We ii 

be more restless. When they get to be | know that they are ina habit of getting if 

three or four months old, we feed them | their dinner whenever they want it be- ti 

twice a day and give them all they need. | fore they are weaned, and feed oftener i 

We send them to market when they|than that. Just before I left home I i 

weigh 175 to 200 pounds. Our winter!sold twenty-five pigs, all just eight A 

pizs we sell in the spring. Our March | weeks’ old; they each weighed close to ily 

pigs we sell in August or September. twenty-five pounds. Ifed them about ‘ i" 

Mr. Lovis.—I would like to know| as nearright as 1 knew how, and sold i. 
what is the use to kick against the | them for five dollars apiece, to go into a i? 

pricks? Inalate swine-breeders’ con-| creamery just for their feeding value. iE 
vention in the State of Indiana, one of| Pror. Henry.—I want to call the atten- \ 

the members was appointed to make in-| tion of the farmers to the wonderful IF 
quiry at the different packing houses | changes that are going on in regard to th 
what kind of a hog was wanted in the| the development of this country. A th 

present market. The answer from six| Massachusetts farmer said to me, com- ie 
of the largest packing houses was:|ing onhere: “There are farmers overa Ht 
“We want a hog that weighs 250) vast area of this country feeding hogs HE 
pounds.” Now, why should we kick] on corn worth from fifteen to twenty Hi 
against something that is to our profit? | centsa bushel, on land worth twenty # 

Mx. Toote.—I think it is plainly in-| dollars an acre, farmers living in cheap i 

dicated that we in Wisconsin may open | houses, without many of the comforts i 

up noponly in our near cities, but inthe|of life that Eastern farmers have. ie 

markets of the world, a better product | You are competing with these on fh 
and better pricesfor our product; but | $40, $50 and $60 an acre land. it 
certainly with all this breakfast bacon | Down here are two vast cities with men it 

and all this sausage, the lard will be on| worth all sorts of fabulous sums, and i 

our hands. Still I want to call your atten- | eating all sorts of good things.” This i 

tion to the encouraging fact that in all|has come up within the memory of i 
the towns of Wisconsin, the people, if|many. Now, shall we throw everything ih 
they can buy farmer’s lard will not buy | into the hands of a few Chicago monop- Hi 
Chicago lard. olists in the way of this hog business? ih 

Mr. VanDvuzen. — Simmered right! Shall every hog come into town and go it 

down to the real question, we must | into a car and into Phil. Armour’s pack- 2 

suit the product, whatever it is, to the|ing house? You make a fuss about iW 

market we have to supply, and if we be- | binding twine monopolists, or something Hk 

i 
i 
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of that sort, spend lots of time and talk | have the pigs farrowed in June or July. 

and money at it and yet you stick to| At this season the brood sows and young 

c this same plan with your hogs. Wiscon- | pigs will almost take care of themselves, 

sin pork and Wisconsin cheese ought to|and a larger per cent. of pigs be saved 

go down to New York and sell on its | than if farrowed earlier in the season. 

merits and reputation, so that the New | The pigs can be kept gradually growing 

York folks will look for the Wisconsin | through the fall and winter, and in 

brand every time. Let us boycott the|spring given a run on clover or blue- 

way that the general hog business has | grass for a month or two, and then, with 

been running, as much as we can, in a}a crib of old corn, they could be got 

business-like manner. If your neigh-| ready for market when pork is highest. 

bors here in the city have money and} The main objection to this system is 

will pay fifteen or twenty cents a pound | wintering the pig, and as pigs are com- 

for sausage when ordinary sausage is| monly wintered in this State, they do 

sold a little cheaper, let us make the | not pay for the food consumed; but with 

money. I don’t say this to you old|proper shelter and care, pigs farrowed 

farmers. Many of you have done your|in June, July, or August, can be win- 

work, but don?t stop the boys. Because tered in Wisconsin, and wintered at a 

the old man wants to haul the hogs to | profit. The principal advantages of this 

town on a wagon, don’t think the boys | method are selling when pork is highest, 

must doso. You bought land at $1.25 an | and the benefits derived from a month 

acre, and you have done well because | Or two of pasture in the spring. Grass, 

you have held it, but remember your | it must be remembered, is the cheapest 
boy has to take the farm at $50 or $60 feed in the whole list, and pigs that have 

an acre. You see the times are chang- been wintered are in just the right con- 

ing, and if there is anything in it, let dition to make the best kind of gain on 

us get it out of it. it. They have the advantage of making 

Mr. Wy1re.—Altogether, figures and the most of the grass at a season of the 

experiments go to show, beyond a doubt, | year when it is at the best, and after 

that the largest returns for food con- this run on grass their stomachs and 

sumed are made in the young and general system are in just the right con- 

growing animal. There are other condi- dition to make the largest possible re- 

tions connected with swine raising that | turns in pork for the corn consumed. 

. farmers do not study close enough. One| Your April pig, although he eats a lit- 

of them is the markets. A study of the | tle grass during the summer (and what he 

pork market for twelve years past will | eats tends to keep his system in condi- 

show the highest price each year, with-/|tion and so far helps him), yet a pig 

out variation, during the months of July | under four months old will make no sub- 

and August, and the lowest generally | stantial gain on grass alone. By the 

during November and December. April|time he is old enough to utilize grass 

pigs can hardly be ready for the July or | profitably as food, the best pasture is 

August market, but are usually sold| gone. Of course, conditions and cir- 

when packers are getting all they can | cumstances, the kind of farming you 

handle, and are “bearing” the market. | are engaged in, have something to do 

; Thus the profit of early maturity is fre- with whether you adopt this method or 

} quently lost by the lowness of the price. | raise an April pig (March pigs are too 

Under certain conditions, farmers could | weak), and sell him in the fall. The 

; ’
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and importers, Janesville, Wis. See page 284.
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wintering system is more applicable to harvest. The proprietor gave me a $10 i 

farmers who raise car-load lots, than to | bill and $2.50 in change. I walked home < 

dairymen or those who raise but a fow. | four miles and lost it on the way, but I - 

Mr. Tuom.—I want to say one word hunted around and found it, and the 

in the same line. We ought to begin to | next day I walked to a village store and a 

do our own business instead of having threw that ten dollar bill very inde- 

somebody else do it. Even if it don’t pendently down on the counter and said: 

pay on the start, we bave the comforting “Can you give me two fives for that?” 

assurance that we are doing it ourselves. | ‘Then I went across the street to another ; 

For instance, seven-tenths of the farm- |store and threw them on the counter and & é 

ers of Wisconsin are carrying their but- | I said: “Can you give mea ten for ec 

ter down to the corner grocery and tak- them?” It was the satisfaction of doing is 

ing what the grocer has a mind to give | my own business. 
af 

for it, and he puts the price on his own| So I say, a man who don’t eat his own iS 

goods and makes you take them in| dinner never can grow in size, and that 

trade. You have milked the cows, done | man who does not do his own business 

the work, and he fixes the price and you | never can grow in breadth and power, ee 

take it. I have not anything against the and it is time that you and I stood on ; 

grocerymen, but before I would patron- | our own rights and asserted them and i 

ize that kind, I would see him hanged had something to do with the business 

higher than Hamaan. I remember | that is going on in this great common- 

about the first money I ever had—$12.50 wealth. 
‘i 

—for working two long, hard months in , 

eee 
—— 

CAN WE GROW BEEF PROFITABLY ON 

HIGH-PRICED LAND? 

By H. C. THOM, Madison, Wis. 

Slip-Shod Handlers of Scrubs.— blage from the winding paths of the 

So long as the beef market needs a|sage-bush plains to the Arabian sands 

float, and Wisconsin owns men who|in a vain and inglorious search for a 

hope to foster a profit dollar, slip-shod thoroughbred. This blooded solon who 

! handlers of scrub stock may join hands is indigenous to the stamping grounds of 

| and fortunes with Milwaukee's almond- agricultural societies and State insti- 4 

eyed citizens and “take a walk.” It is | tutes, feels keenly that if he can com- 

with fear and trembling that I pro- mand the attention of one man in an ‘ 

nounce that fatal word “scrub.” Tt is | audience of 2,000, for ten minutes, he _ 

like unfurling a red rag before Mexico’s | has the unbounded gratitude of the re- 

idol. Some wise individual is wont to| maining 1,999, whose ten minutes each 

spring to his feet and carry an assem- | represent about three days’ time. Suf- 

6
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. fice it to say that we mean a class of | the first milk of the mother from the 
cattle that does not grow poor from |calf. The calf should get whole milk 

| dragging about what they eat. for one week, and then skim-milk may 

A Lesson from Low Markets.—In | be introduced by degrees, thus getting 

our opinion the low market referred to| him on skim-milk entirely when two 

is of value to Wisconsin feeders who are | weeks old, and none the wiser for the 

not driven from the business, The man|change. Some may say that wiser is 

: who jumps from one line to another | not applicable to a calf. Calves have 

, when he sees a red flag flaunting over been known to play with a feeder, and 

} his market, deserves but little sympathy. | take every trick. Asa rule, the trouble 

It is well that the eternal fitness of|is we try tofeed calves when they are 

things gives him a low price, in his new] not hungry. Then, too many have a 

venture, just when he gets ready to|blind idea that a calf can draw milk 

turn off the largest product.| through a finger. It is an easier opera- 

TWhen the low market does come, the| tion to probethe finger. Give the calf 

intelligent feeder and business man_| two fingers, and we have a machine, as 

| does not waste his vitality in trying to} good for the purpose as a nursing tube. 

raise prices by grumbling about the| About the time the calfis on skim- 

| times, but immediately turns his atten-| milk entirely, whole oats placed before 

(tion to producing an article at less cost. | him will stick on his nose, and he un- 

Wasting Forage. — The severe | consciously learnstoeat. The ration of 

| drouth of two years since drove the | oats should be increased to keep pace 

truth home, that Wisconsin farmers had | with the assimilation. Another advan- 

| been wasting nearly enough forage to|tage in feeding oats is that, in eating 

carry the stock through the winter. them, saliva is absorbed, and he never 

) Men of straitened circumstances fell | gets that pernicious habit of pulling an- 

| down on their knees before a corn stalk. | other calf’s ear. A calf shows best treat- 

! and lifted their hats respectfully when | ment when fed three times a day. Two 

they passed a straw stack. or three quarts of milk will answer. 

Feeding Steers for the Block.—| Fresh water should be within easy 

One who contemplates feeding steers|reach. A calf will do better turned ina 

for the block need go to no great expense: | lot without a blade of grass than he will 

We venture a maxim here. When no|on thefreshest of pasture. A shed from 

one wants an article, buy. When peo-| the sun and a lock of dry hay are essen- 

ple are tumbling over each other to get tial to rapid development. Milk should 

it, sell. A thoroughbred sire, a register- | not be fod sour or cold. The finger is a 

ed animal of the beef type, is the only|good thing with which to point out 

change that need be made. This will | neighbors’ faults, but does not serve well 

place you in possession, in a little time, |asa thermometer. One can get along 

of grades that will get more of a bushel | with his wife much better by heating 

of corn on the outside of the ribs than| water than he can by burning milk to 

would stick under the pelts of a dozen | the bottom of a kettle. A kettle of boil- 

. scrubs. (A humble bow tothe man who|ing water will raise enough milk to 

says, “what is a scrub?”) blood heat to feed twenty-tive calves. 

i Hints on Feeding Calves.—A calf | More calves are spoiled by over-feeding 

should be taken from the dam at two| than by starving. 

days of age. It is unwise to withhold| ‘The oat ration should be continued 

' 
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until the calves are a yearold and turned i lars A ton of ensilage in the silo costs 3 

to grass. Feed milk as long as you have |one dollar. The calf will eat two tons 

it in the fall. Calves that are intended or two dollars worth. He willeat ten : 

for the block should never be introduced | bushels of oats, or three dollars, making j 

toa stanchion. a total cost, at one year, of fifteen dol-, 

Sheds — Dehorning — Stables. —/lars, The rental of a good acre of past- 

A good shed, liberal bedding and / ture is five dollars, which will support 

liberty, make a good match for fat! two yearlings, or two dollars and fifty 

calves. Ensilage, oat straw and bran or |cents, A steer coming two years will . 

oats make a growing ration for year-;eatsix tons of ensilage, or six dollars, a 

lings. Horns should be taken off before | making total cost when he goes on a 

turning to grass, in spring, when one | grass, at two years, of seventeen dollars 

year old. Upon reaching eighteen lea fifty cents. A steer of two years, 

months, steers should be fed in barn [en grass, will eat ten cents 

or shed with no floor. If the manger is! worth of corn, per day, for ninety days, 

raised two and one-half feet above the is nine dollars. An acre of good pas- 

floor, it is not good economy to clean the ! ture will support two steers, fed on corn 
stables from fall to spring. More straw | at the same time, for ninety days, which, 

can be converted into manure in this / at five dollars per acre rental, is one dol- 
manner than by any other process. | lar and twenty-five cents, making a total 

One need not fret about how much evap- | cost of thirty-three dollars and seventy- 
orates orhow much leaches. All, both; five cents. One hundred and sixty 

liquid and solid, is saved, Stables can | acres of good plow land will carry 
be kept sweet by the use of land plaster. | twenty milch cows and turn off fifty 
Steers that are coming two can be kept| steers a year. 

gaining on ensilage and straw. Swine—Shorthorns,—Steers should 
Finishing for Market.— When warm | be fed whole corn to finish them. While 

weather comes, the cattle can be finish-|fed on corn the cattle should always be 
ed for the June market on corn and | followed by shotes or breeding sows. By 
grass or cornand ensilage. Too much| careful selection and good treatment, 

trouble? Do you know of any thing|cows can be readily found among the 

that is too much trouble for your ac-|Shorthorns that will give two hundred 

quaintances, if they can see money in it?|to two hundred and fifty pounds of 

If treated as suggested, these steers will | butter; and although I have seen raving 

weigh twelve hundred pounds, and are| maniacs among Jersey, Guernsey and 

just what buyers want. ‘ “la men, I have never found one 

Cost.—What is the cost? A calf will! who was so thoroughly demented as to 

drink twenty hundred of milk, which, at | advocate throwing that amount of but- 

twenty cents, is four dollars. He will ler away, even if it did come from the 

eat fourteen bushels of oats, which at| patient Shorthorn, that animal which 

thirty cents, is four dollars and twenty |has done more to educate and enrich 

cents, and one dollar and eighty cents|the English speaking people than all 

of dry forage, making a cost of ten dol-| other breeds combined.
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MANAGEMENT OF PREGNANT ANIMALS. 

By V. T. ATKINSON, V. S., Milwaukee, Wis. 

| The Foetus.—The foetus is nourished | of the particular condition. Animals 

from the mother, though the fcetal cir- | should have exercise and good nutritious 

| culation is distinct and different from| food. The conditions of the surround- 
| that of the mother, that is, the blood | ings in each case may call for slight var- 
' of the mother does not circulate di-| iations, but the general rule should be 

| rectly into the vessels of the foetus. The | such as would preserve health under or- 

‘ foetal circulation is made up entirely | dinary circumstauces. 

distinct and when the blood is placed| Pasture—Stdble— Medicine.—Hil- 
under a microscope, it discloses the | ly pastures should be avoided as much 

fact that the corpsucles of the foetal | as possible, and slanting stable floors or 
blood are a great deal smaller than|deep gutters in which the animal is 
those of the mother. After half | obliged to stand with the bind feet. An 

the period of gestation is passed, | unbalanced position of the body, partic- 

the foetus takes on life. The foetal | larly during the later period, by which 
heart may be heard beating, end the, the hind feet stand lower than the fore 

pulsations are a great deal more rapid | feet, will tend to bring on complications 
| than those of the mother, showing that | at the time of delivery. The doors of 

it is entirely separate from that of the | the stables, of course, should be so wide 

i mother. as to prevent any possibility of bruising. 
Periods of Gestation.— Of the dif-| The animal should not be subjected 

ferent periods of gestation, I have made | t® any undue excitement or worry by 
| a little table which has been carefully | 4088. Surgical operations should be 

compiled by some of the best authors. avoided, and when medicine is neces- 

In the mare 340 to 350 days is the aver- | Sty; it should generally be administer- 
age, or between the two extreme periods | &4 under the care of a veterinarian. 

of 300 to 400 days, according to| Symptoms of Pregnancy.—Of the 
Fleming; in the cow, 283 to 288 days, | Symptoms of pregnancy, the most char- 
or from 250 to 300 days; in sheep, 147 acteristic is the enlargement of the 

to 151 days; in pigs, 120 days, as an ay-| abdomen. Another symptom that is 
| erage, or from 110 to 130; in the dog, 63 mentioned by most of the authors is a 

days, or from 55 to 70. The male foetus | particularly quieting effect that it some- 

is generally carried a few days longer | times has upon the animal, lately illus- 

| than the female. trated under my own observation in the 

Care.— The pregnant animal should | case of a little mare that was brought 

| be kept in a condition tending to|to the farm, and used for some time, 

promote health in the ordinary condi-| being perfectly quiet and easily man- 

1 tion of the animal, that is, there should | aged until after she dropped her foal, 

' be no particular pampering on account | when she became a perfect vixen, and I 

i 
; | 
t
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understand that that is her usual tem- | uterus. He has found that same germ 

per. jin the lining membrane of the uterus, 

Another symptom that is described | andalso in the base of the brain of the 

sometimes, is an enlargement of the ud-| foetus. He explains how this is the germ 

der, sometimes so far that a small} which causes what is called the bellow- 

amount of milk is found. That enlarge-| ing calf. It ison much the same principle 

t ment disappears and will re-appear again | as that on which Pasteur explains his 

about the end of the period of gestation, | hydrophobia. When the animals aborts 

when the milk will be secreted to nour-| in a stable, she should be immediately 

ish the foetus. separated from the other animals, and 

About the middle of the period the the stable disinfected. The foetus and 

fetus takes on life or has power of fcetal membranes should be destroyed, 

motion. That motion is most noticeable | Pethaps burned. For disinfection, he , 

in the morning, and may be made more | prescribes a regular formula, of which 

violent by giving the female cold water to | carbolic acid is an important feature. 

- @rink before she has any food; the cold} ~Questrox.—In regard to breeding 

water acting as somewhat of a shock on | mares, do you think there is any virtue 

the foetus. Thisis not a good practice, | in inserting the arm and opening the 

however. mouth of the womb for mares that are 

When it becomes necessary to decide | hard to get in foal? 

whether the animal is pregnant or not| Dr. Arxrysoy.—It is possible that in- 

it can only be done positively by inspec-| duration may be the obstacles to im- 

tion, which can be made in the larger pregnation, and it might be overcome in 

animals by introducing the hand through | that way. There is no doubt that some 

the rectum. good may be accomplished by opening | 

Delivery.—In the delivery of animals | the os wteri. It may be done by intro- 

a great many obstacles are met with. | ducing the hand into the vagina and : 

When the period is complete, and the | passing it slowly with the fingers, or in- | 

fcetus is ready for delivery, nature gen-|troducing the speculum. The fibres | 

erally takes care of that itself. How-| will gradually relax and the mouth ex- 

ever, in many cases complications are; pand. That may be assisted by smear- 

likely to arise. I have brought with me | ing the fingers with a little extract of 

some charts that illustrate those which | belladona. 

are most common. Question. —In case you find the 

{Dr. Atkinson, by the aid of these | mouth of the womb firmly closed, would 

charts, made many valuable and useful | you advise bursting it open? 

suggestions.—Ep.] Dr. Arkrysoy.—Impregnation cannot 

ate take place unless the mouth of the 

Discussion. womb is open. Of course, in order to 

Pror. Norrs.—Can you tell us what | operate intelligently there should be a 

causes abortion in cows; and is there | speculum introduced to see exactly what 

any cure for it? isthe matter. You might apply force 

Dr. Arxrvson.—Professor Nocard, of | in some part that might do injury. 

France, has made a very careful study| Question.—In case of advanced preg- 

of that subject, and seems to es-| nancy of the mare, after the milk 

tablish beyond doubt that it is due| starts, there is a common impression 

toaparticular germ that infests the | that at that time the colt should be 

*
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born. Have you had any experience should not be used for very violent rapid 

with reference to aiding this by mani-;or heavy work in the later stages, nor 
pulation? should they bealongside of a wagon : 

Dr. Arxinson.—No, I have not. My | pole that might strike the side of the 
| observation and my teaching all lead me | abdomen. 

to give nature itsown course. Ido not| Mr. Convey.—What method of remov- 
| think we would be justified in interfer-|ing the placenta would you recommend? 

ing. Dr. Arkrinson.—There are two troub- 
Question.—Is it injurious to the|les likely to occur. One is the reten- 

mother to work her, up to a certain | tion of the placenta, the other is the in- 

time? | version of the uterus. 
Dr. Atkinson. — Pregnant maieaial 

| CARE OF THE BROOD MARE. 

By A. 0. FOX, Oregon, Wis. 

Demand for First-Class Horzes.—! clean-cut and flat in his bones; he must 
Concerning brood mares and their man-| be deep in his body and muscles, and 

agement, I shall speak only of their or- | well ribbed up; he must be prompt and 

dinary farm care, and must be allowed | willing, and above all a good walker. 

to draw freely from my own experience.| Ifa trotter,he must be not only a 

Before entering upon the brood mare | trotter in pedigree, but in performance, 
question, I wish to say a few words | to be acceptable to the intelligent pur- 
about horse-breeding in general. The | Chaser. 
statement needs no demonstration “that| Ifa coacher or carriage horse, he 
anenormous and healthy demand ex-! must have all the essential qualities of 

ists for allhorses that are each first-| tip-top breeding, a pleasant disposition, 
class of their kind.” It is only the com-| 800d size and color, with superb style 
mon sorts—the little low-necked, nar-|@nd action. 
row-chested trotter that don’t trot, and} Quality, Greatest Consideration. 
is too small and insignificant for busi-|—Now, it is for the farmer who contem- 
ness purpeses; or the pig-headed, soft- {plates horse breeding, to suit his own 
jointed, sunken-eyed, lifeless sort of a/| taste, to investigate his individual re- 
cart horse—that will be left behind, eat-|sources, his capital and location, in 
ing their heads off waiting for a pur- | Order to determine which of these sorts 

chaser. are best suited to his requirements. 

The American is a man of tremen-| Thesplendid location of Wisconsin 

dous energy, and he wants his horses, like | renders the breeding of horses one of 

his wife, good looking, strong and ener- | the most certain operations that can be 

getic. 1n the draft horse, he does not} followed by her farmers, There will 

want a great big beefy, lunk-head. | probably never be atime when a good 

He must be large, but full of character, | horse will not sell; but I wish to extend
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this timely admonition, that there is | fully to the character of our mares; let 

a vast amount of capital invested in|us begin the weeding process and re- 

this horse business, and the number of | serve for future breeding purposes only 

breeders are constantly increasing. The | such as conform most nearly to our de- 

time has come when quality must be | sired type. With such definite purpose 

one of our greatest considerations, if|in view, we can not fail to produce 

we wish to keep at the head. The State | horses which will always be sought at 

of Wisconsin is not yet classed as in the | top prices. 

front rank among horse breeding States.| The Index of the Nerve.—A slug- 
Nevertheless, according to our State gish, lifeless sort of a mare will never 

census, the value of the horses of Wis-| Produce much of a colt. She must have 

consin is nearly equal to that of cattle, | R°TV® muscle and endurance. This 

sheep and hogs all taken together. So is fully as COeRAEY, in a draft mare as 

you see we are not alone in this busi- in one designed for breeding roadsters or 

ness,and remember, when we stand in coachers. The bold, prompt walk, the 

close competition, it ia quality that will | dex of the nerve, is of all the most 
size the buyer's pile. serviceable gait. Without this quality, 

The Great Key-Stone.—As to what | any horse, for whatever purpose bred, is 

breed may be the most desirable, that | at best a mere “dogan.” 

does not come within the limit, =| Getting in Foal.—Now, in reference 

purpose of this paper; but as the selec-| to the management of our mares, we will 
tion and quality of our brood mares are! first undertake to get them in foal. y 

among the essential elements which go | (Right here arises the many important 

to make our success or failure, I cannot | questions relative to the care and man- 

forego one or two suggestions. I regard | agement of the stallion, but as it does 

the brood mare as the great key-stone, | not come within that portion of the sub- 

E upon whose strength and quality de-| ject which has been assigned to me, I 

pends the lasting character of the} must leave it for others to discuss.). In 

entire superstructure. This is espe-| Wisconsin, the majority of the mares 

cially marked in the short, but|are bred in spring. I do not approve 

resplendent history of the breeding of | of breeding earlier than May 10th, as my 
the American trotter. It makes little} books show that the majority of mares 

difference how well bred the sire may be, | bred prior to that time have been re- 

if the dam is lacking in rich trotting top-| turned. The reason is probably found 

crosses, there may be little expected | in the inclement weather, and a lack of 

from the produce. It is the wanton | that open condition of the mare’s system 

neglect of this principle which has made | which seems necessary to conception. I 

disastrous so many attemps, and it|do not approve of breeding any mare 

is a keen appreciation of it, and close ap-| that has not been a regular breeder, un- 

plication of it in practice, which has| til she has been run to grass from three 4 

marked the success of other of our more | to six weeks, and has become what is 

advanced breeders. This same principle | ordinarily called “grassed out.” I then 

holds good all down the line. No mat-| take her up and put her to harrowing or 

ter what sort of horses we wish to pro-| plowing corn for a week or more, until 

duce, we must look for the prime factor | she looks a little down in flesh; she is 

in the dam as much, if not more, than in | then given light work, or even complete 

the sire. Let us, therefore, look care- | idleness, in a box stall or paddock, giving
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her three full feeds a day of oats. In a] aregular work team until the bulk of 
short time she will begin to feel very | the fall plowing is over. We then turn 
bright and playful and to take on new] out to pasture all the mares that are 

flesh. supposed to be in foal, and leave them 
Just at this time she should be care-| there until tae middle of February. I 

fully observed, and upon any indication | think, as a tule, in the attempt to do 
of heat, should be allowed to see the | well by our mares, many of us are apt to 
horse, and to be teased a little, but not| give them the very thing which should 
to aggravation. I would “fire” a groom | be withheld from them. 
at once who would stand idle and let a} winter Feeding Periods.— Our 
stallion go to chewing up a mare. | winter feeding periods last six months, 
The stallion should work at the during which time our mares are de- 
neck, back and loins never under pendent upon whatever provision we 
the tail or at the nose, the latter being may have previously made for them. 
a frequent place of transmission of dis- They are usually stabled too much, and 
temper and various nasal diseases. fed too much grain and other concen- 

If the mare is found in season, don’t | trated food; their blood becomes thick, 
breed her until satisfied that the heat is|and a general condition of congestion 
well upon her. Then before breeding! throughout the whole system follows. 
her, the mouth of the womb| They become sluggish and inactive. The 
can be easily examined with the| result of this folly is told the following 
hand. If found closed, it must be|spring, when the colts begin to come 
carefully opened with the fingers, and | weakly, sickly and dead. 
treated with any simple penetrating oil,| To Avoid Losses.— To avoid these 
Sweet oil or melted lard. In case of | losses we must furnish abundance of ex- 
much contraction, we have used an oint- ercise, with mild laxative kinds of food. 
ment of belladona with good success. | During my first experience with brood . 
After receiving the horse, she is better mares, about 13 years ago, we used to 
tied up for the day in a dark, quiet | breed three to five mares annually, and 
place, with plenty of fodder to pick at, | from these we usually raised about two 
so as to divert her mind from herself. I colts. We have good, comfortable barns 
do not approve of a long drive after|The mares were worked hard and fed 
breeding, although a short warming up| liberally on hay and grain. During the 
before service may be of some use. winter, if not worked, they were let out 

This may not be considered scientific | to exercise in the cow-yard day-times, 
treatment, but it has been attended with | and taken up nights. In spring, at foal- 
marked success upon our farm, and with | ing time, the foals would coma large 
some mares that had for many years} and limp asa dish-rag. More than half 
been considered barren. After being | of them died. I like to see a colt come 
bred, we now try to favor the mare for | like a good lamb--thin and bony, but 
the next 21 days, to her first trial (we | vigorous and lively as acat. They will 
try our mares on the 2lst day after | then take on all the necessary flesh, as 
breeding); if not found in season we they are possessed of vitality and strong 
then try her once a week for four con-| digestion. This vital condition of the 
secutive weeks, after which, if not found | foal is largely governed by the habits of 
in season, she may be considered in foal. | life of the dam, as well as by her tem- 
Working.— Meanwhile she goes into | perament. We must, therefore, elimi- 

} re
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nate from her surroundings such forces | our breeding barn, which is centrally a 

i as tend to these unprofitable results. located to three or four small fields or 

Exercise._In the first place, I re- paddocks. In these paddocks they are 

gard absolute freedom of exercise as | always within close observation of the 

imperative. That kind of exercise |man in charge, and here they receive 

which she gets by being let out of the | their daily exercise, with plenty of soft, 3 

barn ovcassionally is not of much ac- | nourishing food until the foals are about 

count, and may be, at times, a source of | two weeks old. They are next turned 

serious trouble, because of her dispo- into a field adjoining the railroad, where 

position to run and play and caper | the foals become car-broken before they 

about, and of other beasts to quarrel | are a month old. 

with her. Diet.—The item of diet is very im- 

Feeding.— Too much concentrated | portant, as it goes largely to determine 

_ food, too generous keep and too nice and | the condition of the digestive organs of 

comfortable stables are the sure fore- ;both dam and foal at foaling time. 

runners of disaster to brood mares. i Anything approaching a heating or corn 

The pian which, in my experience, has ' diet is absolutely destructive to both. 

ag i | Bran, crushed oats, ol-cake and moder- 
given the best net results, is to turn the , 8, an er 

mares out early in the fall, so that they | ate quantities of tame hay are among 

may get thorougbly accustomed to it. | the best of foods at this particular criti- 

Then, instead of taking them up when | cal period of foaling. Avoid the use of 

winter sets in, we turn them into a field | clover hay and rye meal. Unless the 

of reserve pasture, composed principally mare foals late in the summer she must 

of blue-grass, or June grass, ‘which | have a good, ary, level bed to lie on; this 

has been previously set apart for | simple precaution will tend largely 

them about July Ist. They are | avoid bowel trouble in the foal, on 

very fond of this feed, and | account of getting damp or chilled. The 

keep in good . condition on ie! closest of care should be given to the 

This reserve pasture is located near tim- | condition of the bowels of the colt for 

ber, in which the mares find their prin- | the first 48 hours after birth. Avoid al- 

cipal shelter. They soon learn to paw | lowing it to fill up with milk at one time 

away the snow from the long cured grass —a little taken often is much the safer 

underneath, and help themselves. Here plan. 

they usually remain until about the Care of Foals 

middle of February, when ‘he snow = The Bowels.—As soon as the colt 

comes so hard and crusted that they stands and begins to run about the 

can not get to the grass. We then take! mare and suck freely, then the bowels 

them into large yards, in which are lo- | must move freely. They ought to move 

cated common open sheds. In the mid-|within6 to 8 hours after birth—this 

die of the yards are covered mangers, | is imperative. The first excrement is 

each of which holds one good load of | yery gummy, and it is sometimes im- 

straw. We fill these as often as re- possible for the colt to void it without 

quired with oat straw, and supplement | assistance. The straining brings on in- 

this with corn fodder. Towards the lat- flamation of the bowels very rapidly. 

ter part of the winter we also feed | The outward indications of constipation 

ground oats and bran freely. When noar| ar switching of the tail, pointing to- 

foaling time, each mare is removed to! ward tha flank with the nose, labored
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and quickened breathing, with heaving | ject is to heat but not to blister. Flan- 
of the flanks, and uneasiness of the hind | nel cloths wrung in hot water will do, 

legs. I have found the safest plan is to| but require more attention, and the colt 

make it a rule to inject each colt dur-| is apt to take cold after their removal. 

ing the first half day of its life, with about | After the oilhas operated and emptied 
half a tea-cup of raw linseed oil in a/| the bowels, then give the following: 

pint of warm castile soap-suds; or warm| Make a tea of the inner bark of white 

molasses and cream, mixed half and half, | oak. Give 1¢ tea-cup wnite oak tea, 20 
will answer the purpose. If in great| drops laudanum, 1g teaspoon carbonate 

pain it may be allayed by an injection| soda. This dose may be given3or 4 

of half a teaspoon of laudanum in a tea- | times daily until the bowels are checked. 

cup of warm water, and outward appli- | Care must be taken not to stop the 

cations of hot flannel cloths or mustard | bowels abruptly, the object being only 

and vinegar paste rubbed into the hair| to have control of the bowels and check 
on uhe belly. Laudanum must not be| them gradually. 

given toa new born foal, through the} Give Little Medicine—Do not give 

stomach unlessthe bowels are free and| any more medicine than is absolutely 

open. necessary. The colt should be kept from 

White Scours— During the first! sucking too much, as most of the milk 

two weeks the foais are apt .c be at-; it takes is not digested, and only goes to 

tacked with the whit. scours, eae clog up the stomach and bowels again 

if the mares have been kept in high | making more trouble. The easiest way 

flesh through the winter and foal early | to manage this is to keep the mare 

in spring. This is avery fatal disease! milked out as dry as possible by hand, 
and must receive prompt and careful! If the colt is weak, when it begins to 
treatment. The symptoms are general-| mend a tonic may be given, composed 
ly asour, white, watery diarrhoea, white j of tincture of gentian one part, whisky 

fur on the tongue; ‘regular appetite, | one part, ginger tea four parts. Dose of 

sometimes very ravenous; dry unthrifty | mixture, one-half tea cup, three to five 

skin. Ifthe mare has been kept up| times a day. If stomach is still sour, 

on dry feed give her a dose of raw lin-' adda little soda. We pay close atten- 

seed o1l with a tablespoon of laudanum., tion to these small details for the first 

If the colt has good strength, I have| few days of the colt’s life, and then he 
found the following treatment very sat-| is generally no further trouble. 

isfactory: Results for Six Years.—This is, in 

When the first scour makes its ap-| substance, the plan which we have fol- 

pearance give, through the stomach, in| lowed for the past six years, with par- 

a half tea-cup warm water, one flowing | ticular reference to cheap management, 

teaspoon of pure castor oil, 20 drops and practical net results in strong, living 

laudanum, 14 teaspoon carbonate of | foals. We have annually about 20 to 25 

soda (or common baking soda). Apply | mares to foal, and our total loss of foals 

at once on the outside of stomach and| at birth, either foaled dead or dying 

bowels a mustard pulp made by mixing| from weakness immediately following 

mustard and vinegar into paste; rub in-| birth, has been for the past three years | 

to the hair with the hand or a flat stick; | just one colt per annum. 

ifthe mustard is old or weak sprinklea| Ensilage.—To those who may not be 

little cayenne pepper into it. The ob-' so situated as to be able to furnish the 

fa z : 4s -
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above pusture, there may be a substitute | ing and dividing into four equal periods. 

for the green ration there supplied, in This plan is kept up until about Christ- 

the use of ensilage. Of this I can only | mas, when we drop to three feeds a day, 

speak from observation, which is to-day | keeping up or perhaps increasing the 

in a very superficial form. I have this daily ration. This winter 1 have, for 

winter seen some 300 horses being kept | the first time, begun feeding ensilage at 

on almost an exclusive diet of ensilage | noon. (The ensilage is made from the 

and oat straw. The ensilage was the | ordinary dent corn, fully matured.) I 

B. & W. sort, very juicy and quite sour have nothing to say in its favor yet, as it 

to the taste. I have never seen store| is purely experimental. 

horses in winter with softer, nicer coats| Water—Exercise.—Weanlings ought j 

than these; but it is yet quite a question | to have a constant supply of water be- ; 

whether this is just the right sort of fore them in order to drink, as has been 

food for the brood mare, and for the de- their former habit when with their dam, 

velopment of a strong, bony foetus. “a little and often.” My weanlings are 

At Weaning Time—We find it allowed to run at liberty day-times, and 

most desirable to teach the colt to eat|at night they are shut up in the 

bran and oats by its mother’s side be- barn. A few tops of poplar trees, 

fore separating them. The colt will in convenient places for them 

then wean easily without loss of flesh. [to 8° and nibble the branches, 

Maiuring.— Now that we have our -= much enjoyed by the colts; and much 

colt the next question is, what shall we dicliked by as vo which may bse 

do with him; what shall we make of them. In this manner they are carried 

$ : through the first winter. 
him; for what purpose shall we mature 

him? I think the demand of our best| The Second Winter,—When they 

buyers (those who pay the top prices) is | 47 yearlings coming two, they are kept 

for a large, active horse, with clean, flat | in feeding lots provided with open sheds 

bone, and well-muscled throughout; ' and covered straw racks. They are fed 

that while size is one of the prime con-| twice a day. The first feeding in the 

siderations it is second to quality and| morning is corn fodder without ears, 

finish. Assuming this to be the fact, | usually thrown in bunches on the 

then how shall we feed and mature our ground, as we find that in fair weather 

colts, so as to conform to these require- | they eat it cleaner in this way than any 

ments? How are we to avoid the beefy, | other. At noon they get a liberal feed 

lifeless, soft-jointed, round-bone sort? | of corn or oats and bran and as much oat 

If we expect to develop the bones and | straw or hay as they will eat clean be- 

muscles of our horses to the greatest | fore night. At night, if cold and stormy, 

strength and soundness, we must see to | they are given a little more hay or straw. 

it that our colt’s food is of the bone and|The treatment for the third winter 

muscle-forming sort. My favorite ra-| varies according to the purpose the 

tion for weanlings through the first | young horse is about to fill, some going 

winter is equal parts by weight of oats, | among the brood mares, some into the 

corn and rye, or barley, ground together | yards to finish the breaking and some to 

and mixed with one-third bran, by meas- | be stabled and fitted for market. 

ure. In addition to this,I feed good hay.} Breaking.—In breaking our colts we 

When first weaned, we feed four times} use the little Jockey cord in its various 

a day, beginning about 5:30 in the morn- forms, our system being mainly that of
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} Prof. York. We have not used a bitting , weaning, and I will warrant you will find 

| rig for ten years, not would I allow one in} a lot of gentle horses about him, and, 

k useon my farm. Our constant endeav-| furthermore, a year ahead of those of his 

{ or is to breed the necks up, rather than | less eareful neighbor. 

i to try to raise them up by mechanical Marketing.—_When we are ready to 

{ power; but if high checking must be re- market our horses, let us do it as our 

sorted to, we prefer to do it with the| trusted merchant sells us a suit of 

; ordinary bridle and by slow degrees. clothes. Let us represent them just as 

} We break our colts single first, in a low | they are. The dealers will soon find us 

cart made of white oak grubs, after | out, and we will more than make up on 

f which they are drivea double by the side | the sale of our best horses what we may 

of a gentle mare. 
have sacrificed by telling the truth 

| Colts should be thoroughly handled | about the poorer ones. Then, when we 

before they are a year old, halter-broken, | meet the grim face of death, and pray 

and taught tolead up promptly, and their | to God to save our souls, and begin to 

k limbs all handled. They will be pleasant | hunt around to find them, we shall not 

| and tractable always afterwards, and | be confronted by the awful apparition 

| right here is one of the chief secrets of that we have sold our souls to sell a 

| having gentle horses. Find me thefarmer horse. 

| who always handles his colts when! 
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BREEDING DRAFT HORSES. 

By S. D. THOMPSON, Wayne, Ill. 

A Growing Industry.—Draft horse | ences of a growing interest commensur- 

preeding is a growing industry that is | ate with the importance of the industry 

rapidly assuming a prominent position which has manifested itself in the eager- 

among the agricultural pursuits of the | ness of the people for information as to 

Northwest, and especially in Wisconsin, | the best breeds to accomplish the de- 

with her great pineries and ore fields to|sired purpose, and also the readiness 

the North, and four of the most import- with which all breeds of heavy horses 

ant cities of the nation adjacent to her offered upon the market have found 

borders—sources of demand that can be purchasers, regardless of their adapt- 

depended on at all times, to offer a mar- ability to your uses. 

ket for high quality draft and carriage The Loss From Breeding Trotters. 

horses. With this great demand open |—The general farmer cannot afford to 

before the people of your State, but slight | breed for speed, for do we not all know 

attention has been given to the breed-|that breeding @ “real trotter” is a 

ing of draft horses, except in a very few chance result, a bit of gambling luck, a 

localities, until within the last five years. | fortunate ticket from the lottery whose 

There are, however, unmistakable evid- wheel in revolution throws out a hun-
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dred blanks to one numbered card? Now | of high, showy action, and able to pull 

and then comes a prize—a trotter that | a coupé or carryall eight miles an hour. 

trots down in the “twenties,” or below, | Such horses will sell at good prices, and 

and the press of the country heralds his | whoever breeds them will find himself 

fame, andthe fame of his breeder or | breeding to a profit, and a good round : 

owner; but the press, I notice, does | one at that. 
| 

not tell the miserable story of the mul-} ‘There is in France a race of horses, j 

titudinous failures which came before | some of which have been imported to j 

and after the one brilliant hit; of the|this country, which crossed on our f 

thousands of dollars, the years, the) native stock will, I believe, give us the i 

study, that were spent in the effort to pro-| people’s horse, or the horse of the fu- 

duce the one trotter; and of a landscape | ture. His appearance is noble, his form I 

full of colts and horses that could neith- | handsome, his temper gentle, his spirit q 

er trot in “twenty” nor anywhere else| high, and his blood, through many | 

to the watch that gave them any value, clearly-defined and well-known chan- i 

and which could not “road” twelve miles | nels, flows clean and straight from the Hi 

an hour for three hours together en desert. Centuries of governmental su- i 

a country road, to save their own lives | pervision and controlling authority have 

or that of their breeder. Verily, what | placed his pedigree beyond dispute, and " 

a farce and loss this wild, frenzied ef-| made him the embodiment of prepotent ij 

fort on the part of our people to breed | forces, to a degree unmatched in the i 

trotters has been. The loss from this| world beyond the limits of the Arab. i 

unbusinesslike ambition has fallen| From the use of these stallions I pre- i 

heavily enough on the breeder himeelf, | mise that, in a few years, the finest car- i 

as all who understand anything of the | riage horses in the world, and a noble i 

subject know, but the private loss is as class of roadsters, will be seen on our i 

nothing to that far heavier one which | city and suburban roadways, and the H 

has fallen, because of it, upon the coun-| breeders of the country will have what : i 

try at large. : they need—a horse that will sell, and sell 

The Roadster and Coach Horse. | for a good price, and sell as soon as he 

—The general farmer cannot afford to| is educated to go safely to harness. That 

breed for speed, but if it is his desire is the kind of horses gentlemen want 

and ambition to breed to a light horse, | and are ready to pay for. 

there are two styles of horses for| The Wants of the Yankee.—I am | 

which there is a genuine and earn- assured that the farmers of Wisconsin i 

est demand in this country to-day, | are clearly convinced that they must i 

and for this demand there is no| breed heavier horses; that the only in- 1 

supply, and no source of supply.|formation that they want is to know 

The first is the roadster, and the second | what breed of stallions to buy in order 

is the coupé, or coach horse. The form- | to produce the best horses for the mar- 

er must be of good size, handsome to | ket they have to supply, as well as to 

the eye; docile, and able to pull two per- | perform the labor to be done on their 

sons from ten to twelve miles an hour, | own farms. 

and burst out, when called upon, toa| The wants of our people are peculiar 

three-minute gait. The latter must be | to themselves, as no country is exactly 

of larger size, of fine form, of good, |like ours. The rapidity with which 

solid color, gentle in stall and harness, everything moves is a marvel to all who
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have not become Americanized. The [into this country, and it is certainly 

civilization which we Americans are | fair to accept the descriptions of well- 

a building up on this continent is such as | established authcrities of the countries 

. the world never saw before. At least, | in which the respective breeds are bred. 

neither the history of letters nor that| The Suffolk Punch — Youatt, who is 

written fragmentarily in ruins, gives us | an accepted authority on matters per- 

the least hint of one like it. The base| taining to English horses, says of the 

; of it is material development; above | British breeds: “Horses for slow draft 

: this, as a foundation, is a mental devel- and sometimes for the carriage are pro- 

; opment wholly unprecedented. duced from the Suffolk Punch, so called 

| Hitherto, electricity has been of the | from his round, punchy make, and de- 

4 earth and air; in the American it is in- | scended from the Norman stallion, and 

| corporated. Lightning in the clouds is | the Suffolk cart mare.” The true Suf- 

i an old thing, but lightning in human | folk, like the Cleveland Bay, is nearly 

; brain-cells is a new thing under the | extinct. It stood from fifteen to six- 

i sun. As Lowell says, in Bigelow Papers: | teen hands high, of a sorrel color; was 

lh “They didn’t know everything down in | large headed, low shouldered, and thick 

i Judee,” and Solomon, wise as he was, | on top; deep and round chested; long 

if never mentally forecasted a Yankee. backed; high in the croup; large and 

| ‘As business men, we all belong to a| Strong in the quarter; full in the flank; 

{ “fast set.” We eat fast, drink fast, drive | round in the legs and short in the pas- 

| fast. There is, therefore, acertain poetic | terns. It was the very horse to throw 
harmony in the way in which we come his whole weight in the collar, with suf- 

i into the world, act in it and get out of it. | ficient activity to do it effectually, and 

| ‘There is not a slow pulse in an Ameri- | hardihood to stand a long day’s work, 

| can. .He is all vitality. He thinks as| The present breed possesses many of 

| _ he eats, and is a mystery to himself, for | the peculiarities and good qualities of 

not one of us can tell ten minutes after | its ancestors. It is more or less inclin- 

eating, what we have swallowed. An | eq toasorrel color. It is a taller horse, 

j American is like an arrow in full flight, | higher and finer in the shoulders, and is 

flying so fast that he sets himself on fire | a cross with the Yorkshire half or three 

: and burns himself to ashes by the fierce | quarters bred. The immense power of 

{ rapidity of his own motion. the Suffolk is accounted for by the low 

That everything to succeed, must ad- | position of the shoulder, which enables 

just itself to this high-pressure principle: | him to throw so much of his weight in 

no one will deny; therefore, in prosecut- | the collar. Although the Suffolk Punch 

ing our research for information, it isin- | is not what he was, and the Suffolk and 

dispensable that we keep our peculiar | Norfolk farmers can no longer boast of 

methods in view, and the natural conelu- | plowing more land in a day than anyone 

sion will be that the breed of horses that | else, this is undoubtedly a valuable 

can most nearly approximate our ways, | breed. 

is the one that will ultimately succeed;| The Clydesdale—Is a good kind of 

whereas, the lymphatic, sluggish or in- | draft horse, and particularly for farm- 

active breed will surely fail. ing, and ina hilly country. It derives 

Let us then for a moment examine the | its name from the district of the Clyde 

characteristics of the different breeds of | in Scotland, where it is principally bred. 

draft horses that are being imported | The Clydesdale owes its origin to one of
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r the Dukes of Hamilton, who ‘crossed shafts, and then little ones behind him 

some of the best Lanark mares with | would not look well. f 
stallions which he had brought over} the Flanders Cross—All our i 
from Flanders. The Clydesdale islarger | heayy draft horses, and some of the i 

than the Suffolk, and has a better head, | jighter kind, have been lately much : 
a longer neck, a lighter carcass, and | orossed by the Flanders breed, and with i 
deeper legs; strong, hardy and pulling | eyident improvement. Little has been i 

true. lost in depth and bulk of carcass, but i 

The Southern parts of Scotland are| the forearm has been raised, the legs i 

principally supplied from | this district, | have been flattened and deepened, and { 

and many Clydesdales, for agricultural | very much has been gained in activity. i 

purposes, find their way to the central,|The slow, heavy black, with his two j 

and even southern counties of England. | miles and a half an hour, has been i 

Dealers from almost every part of the | changed into a lighter and yet exceed- | 

United Kingdom attend the markets of | ingly powerful horse, who will step four i 

Glasglow and Rutherglen. miles in the same time with perfect ease, y 

and has considerable more endurance. : 

The Heavy isc is ae S Sidney, Manager of the Agricultural { 
last variety it may be necessary to no- Hall H. Sh in his Book th “ae 

tice. It is chiefly bred in midland coun- h ee ons ae oe 2 : orse, Says: | 
ties, from Lincolnshire to Staffordshire. | iss ths iaulienteek 

Many are brought up by the Surry and at ot sue cnnomonceee the ee 
Berkshire farmers at two years old, and | century, there were distinct breeds of 4 
afterwards send to the London market. | draft horses in at least half a dozen i 

English counties. At present, all such | 
These horses are adapted more for | distinctions have been effaced and until { 

parade and show and to gratify the | quite recently it was only the exception ] 

ambition which one brewer has to out-| that the purchaser of a plow or wagon i 
ae az . _|team made any inquiry as to breed or 

vie his neighbor, than for any peculiar | nedagree, unless it was of the Chestnut j 
utility. They are certainly noble look- | or Suffolk breed.” 

ing animals, with their round, fat car-| ¢pe True English Draft Horse. __ 

casses and their Sleek coats, and the | Foy all practical purposes, the true draft 
evident pride which they take in them-| jors6 of England, may be classed into 

selves, but they eat a great deal of hay | the London Dray, the Shire horse, the 
and corn, and at hard, long-continued | (iydesdale and the Suffolk Punch, the i 
work, they would be completely beaten | Cjeyeland Bay having become extinct or 7 
by a team of active, muscular horses, an nearly so 

inch and a half lower. It is only within a few years that the 
The only plea that can be urged in| Scotch have taken the lead in establish- 4 

their favor, besides their fine appear-|ing a Stud Book for Ciydes, and it was i 

ance, is that as shaft horses over the | not until the year 1778, that the breed- 

badly-paved streets of the Metropolis,}ers of Suffolks followed the sound 
.and with the immense loads they often | example. 
have behind them, great bulk and| The Shire horse is the final result of 

weight are necessary. Weight must be | the improvement of agricultural horses 

opposed to weight, or the horse would | commenced early in the first half of this 

sometimes be thrown quite off his legs.| century. He is found in the Shires, 

A large, heavy horse must be in the| where the strongest class of plaw horses
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are required—a breed (if it isa breed)| master of the horse under Napoleon 
which has superseded the Lincoln- III, says of the Percheron: 
shire black horse. ba = ean strength, to vigor : 

which does not degenerate, and to a As late as 1840, Mr. Burke, who was conformation which does not exclude one of the editors of the early volumes elegance, it joins docility, mildness, pa- 
of the Transactions of the Royal Agri- tience, honesty, great kindness, excel- cultural Society of England, wrote in a ee Spears and a ay elastic Soe a . : ment. movements are quick, spir- note on cart horses: “A Lincolnshire ited and light. It exhibits mel 
black of the pure breed stands foremost endurance, both when hard worked and 
in the rank of every cart-horse race in the | when forced to maintain for a long time, Kingdom.” any of its natural gaits, and it possesses 

the inestimable quality of moving fast These are not my words, but come| with heavy loads. ‘ 
from the highest authorities in Eng- ‘ oe Debate ae for ee a : onishing precocity, and produces by ii land. They claim nothing more for work asa two-year-ol ld miore than tho 
these horses than simply heavy draft at cost of its feed and keep. Indeed, it a walking pace; they are not made to loves and shows a real aptness for labor, move fast. which is the lot of all. 1t knows neither 

the whims of bad humor or nervous ex- The Clydesdale,—As a breed, is but citement. In the Percheron, we recog- a descendant of the heavy Dutch horse, |2iz¢ the heavy Arab, modified and re- 5 5 % modeled by climate and peculiar cir- | and from him has inherited hislymphat- cumstances. He has remained mild and | ic nature, and slow-going pace, and the laborious, like his sire. He is brought | Shire horse, according to the highest pee ve midst of the family, a ele and like him, he possesses, in a very English authorities, is scarcely a breed high degree, the faculty of ‘easy accly- 
at all, being simply a modification,| mation, He acquires this, in the midst through the Clydesdales, of the heavy |of the numerous migrations in the Lincolnshire black horse that Youatt|Perche, the counterpart of those that wore adapted fi es the type-horse makes upon the sands of ey . Were adapted more for Parade and | the desert. A final comparison, which, show and to gratify the ambition that perhaps, has not been sufficiently no- one brewer has to outvie his neighbor, eae —_ Heelleinte = has ie 2 * See mi of ing mutilat in order to than for any peculiar utility. ean a ed, and kept without 
The Percheron.—Certainly, with our oe ee a betiie the aes a F = 2 A . withstanding the ages whic! separate peculiar methods of doing business, them;:qresanta an affinity as close as 

neither of these horses is adapted to possible, with the primitive horse, which 
our uses; but there is a breed of horses| is the Arab.” 
that fully meets the requirements of our Professor Andre Sanson, of the Nation- ' people, and that is the quick, active | gj College of Agriculture and National Percheron. Although English and Scotch Institute of Agriculture of France, says: 
horses have been much the longest on| “The Percheron is a draft breed of the the market, the Percherons have com-| most oo clei for this rea- y : son it enjoys an enviable reputation. 

pletely en a in’ popular it an active, quick, energetic \ favor, as is shown by the unimpeach- ao perament; the right one to pull 
able evidence of nearly all the city buy-| heavy weights at a Tapid gait. Fast ers, verifying the oft-quoted saying of oe SS re ior ae ee ! t Dalley ; ore the ablishment of railways, i i the great ee that “nothing suc- was this breed that was used for our } ceeds like success.” Charles Du Hays, stage coaches and diligences. Now-a- } the veteran French equine historian and | days it is used more than any other for 

| 
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our omnibuses. Its great feature is] Newgass, Cooper & Lamb of Chicago, | 

Fapidity eee wa ee all state their emphatic preference for | 

are sought after by all the nations who the Percheron. They say they are pos- 
are trying to improve their draft horses | essed of more endurance than any other 

or to create a breed for themselves. breeds, give good satisfaction, and wear a eo Tee Naront bac , give gi , ; 
ae aeeet Tose ana Se za well; have better feet; last better on our ] 

the whole world, the highest consider- | P@vements, and are more easily acclima- 4 
ation. It has, on account of its incon-| ted than any other breed. This is not 

gyn oe a oe world/the evidence of men handling one or 
the fame of the little French province 5 

where its nearest center of preanedon ao horses, but men who handle thou- 

to be found. ‘This fame of the Percheron | 424s annually. ‘ 
i is ae be sompered wie ae Ten Thousand Imported. Ten 
thoroughbred horse of England, for the 2 
Percheron is to the draft breeds what chaps een ees per 
the English Thoroughbred is to the| ee” imported ina very few years, an 
light breeds—a generator and improv-| although a number of English and 

er.” Scotch horses have recently been im- i 

Another noted French writer says: _| ported, but few of the produce of later { 
“The Percheron is a breed that has | importations have had time to go upon { 

Geer cenee rs eee rie the market, or in any way demonstrate 

hundreds of years. Under the vivifying | that they are superior to the English : 
influences and climatic effects of the} and Clydesdale horses bred in this 

sane Soest oon Saearaea| a Tae Seek Sa 
females from the earliest age, and with placed by the Percherons. ‘The British 
the most judicious care possible, by the | breeds are perhaps suited to the British 
actual performance of the work they will| people, and their British ways of doing 
be called upon to do during their lives; things, but, as I remarked before, there ' 
thus, slowly and surely developing their | . : i I 

physical capabilities and instinctive ap-| 18 not a slow pulse in an American, and 3 | 
titudes into hereditary and transmiss-| he don’t want any slow pulses in his i 

nae ii isn pare been ae horses, and this will be more and more 
with such prepotent power in e 
amelioration of all races with which it felt as you breed up. As the pean = 
has come into contact.” come larger, the more necessary it will } 

The Percheron to the Front.—The| be for you to cross them with etrong, : 
Clydesdales and Shires were imported to active stallions; otherwise, you will, in f 

this country and Canada, many years |® short time, pees heavy, clumsy 
ago, but the demand of our people for a race of horses, fit, as Youatt says of the 

horse of equal substance and bone, and Lincolnshire black, only for parade and 

more activity, caused the Percheron show. If you want a diese active 

to almost supersede the British breeds, marke, eae = fs ra do a day's work \ 

as is shown by the evidence of the ac- and come up smiling at night, breed your 

cumulated knowledge of years of ex- mares to the Percheron. ji 

perience of those who perhaps furnish Cue . { 
40,000 of these horses annually to the Discussion. i 

people who wear them out. Questioy.—What horse do you breed t 

Bahlman, Murback, Chamberlain, | principally? 

Oakly & Smith, Hayman, Stein & Co.,| Mr. THompson.—I am Secretary of 

New York, Newman & Ritchey of Brook-| the Percheron Horse Breeders’ Associ- 

lyn, Heineman of Mansfield, Ohio, Henry, | ation and the French Couch Horse As- } 
os y 
7
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sociation, and represent a number of/1,900 and 2,000-pounds-weight horses. 

breeders who breed those horses. Pror. Henry.—What do you consider 
Mr. Gorpon.—What is the difference | the best weight for draft horses? 

in weight of the standard-bred Perch-| Mr. Taompson.—We have bred up 
eron of forty years ago, and that of to- | these horses from very small ones. We 

day? | have a lot of good-sized mares here now, 
Mr. Tuompson.—They are breeding! and a 1,700 or 1,800-pound horse is fully 

them much larger. It is a mistake that | heavy enough to cross on any of them. 

is being made. You have a big horse} Mr. McKerrow.—Isn’t it true that a 

weighing 2,000 pounds with lessactivity,!team of first-class quality, weighing 

and you can’t help it. Forty years ago | 3,000 pounds, will sell equally well with 
the horse of the Perche would not weigh | a team 400 pounds heavier? 
more than 1,500 pounds. Mr. Tuomrsoy.—They will sell more 

Mr. Gorpoy.—Wasn’t it owing to the | readily on the market. 
demand from America for a large horse} QuEst1on.—Is there any difference be- 
that has caused breeding in that direc-| tween the Percheron and the Norman? 

f tion? Ma. Tuompson.—There is no signifi- 
Mr. Toompson.—That is the only rea-! cance in the term Norman as applied to 

son, sir. The demand for the heavier|the French horse in France. There is 
horses in America has caused them to|no breed known there as Normans. 

| breed heavier animals, and I think it|Some of the earlier importers, either 
detracts from any breed if you make| through igaorance or something else, 

| them too large. called all breeds of French horses Nor- 
| } Mr. Van Dusen.—Isn’t it your judg-|mans. As a matter of fact they are 
| : ment that that demand is going to see its | called after the district in which they 
4 best day very soon, and that we are going | are bred. These ppople went over there 

to come back tothe 1600-pound horses?|and bought some in Normandy and 
| Mx. Tuompson.—I think that people | called them Normans. 
} will soon see the error of breeding to 

3 THE FARMER’S HORSE. 

By JOHN M. TRUE, Baraboo, Wis. 

The Horse the Markets Demand.| most reliable markets call for such 
: —The profitable horse for thefarm must | horses as may be produced from a class 

combine a good degree of adaptation to | of mares best adapted to the diversified 
the required farm work, with qualities | wants of the farmer. No clear-sighted 

that demand recognition in the best} breeder will be contented to raise the 

markets. A small proportion of the | animal that in common parlance is de- 

{ horses produced on the farm are re-| nominated the general-purpose horse. 

quired for continued farm labor, but it} He is a compromise between the two 

is a fortunate fact that the best and ‘types that are required to furnish three- 

ae 
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fourths of the market requirements, and|sire. He is blind to the fact that 
fails to give, in any considerable degree, | his neighbor readily sells his surplus : 
the distinctive merits of either. ‘Uhe|stock for twice the money that 
idea that the horse that at maturity will | he vainly seeks to get for hisown. He 
weigh from 1000 to 1300 pounds, possess- | does not realize that it costs as much 
ing a semi-draft, semi-roadster forma-| for him to raise his unsalable product . 
tion, but wanting the weight of the for-| as it does his neighbor to mature his 
mer and the style and action of the lat-| better-bred colt, and fails to see that the 
ter,is a typical horse for the farmer | difference in profit between them is 
to breed is a delusion and a snare. | merely the price of the intelligent 
This idea has sacrificed the best avail- thought and skill of his competitor. 
able blood in the country, ignored the Results of Systematic Work.— 
demands of the best markets, and filled It is a matter of much satisfaction / 
the land with unsalable, because un-| that systematic work is making rapid 
desirable, stock. strides in developing and fixing the type Appreciation of the Morgan.—Had | of our grand American-bred roadster, that appreciation of the grand old Mor-! and in the near future we may con- gan that now seeksto gather up and fidently expect that in this class speed, strengthen the scattered remnants of to a reasonable extent, may be as surely 
that family, found proper expression and | bred as form and weight in the draft action fifty years ago, much valuable ef- class. This is being attained by a rec- P fort would have been spared, and a well ognition of blood lines, and breeding 
defined and valuable breed of horses, | trom standard-bred sires and dams. peculiarly American, would now be in Breeding for Speed Only.—The 
our hands. But blind to the require-| general farmer will find little time and ments of the principles of breeding, by | small inducements for engaging in this illy-advised crosses, even in the origin- expensive and skilled department, where al home of this now much prized horse speed only is sought and other qualities of our fathers, very few animals are now ignored. This breeder and handler, 
found possessing strong indications of | like the horse he pins his faith to, if he the old Morgan stock. makes a success of his work, must be 5 

In the Way of Successful Work. | “one in a thousand.” 
—This same disposition to mingle bloods,! The Farmer’s Roadster.—The com- 

to ignore line breeding, and to cater to| bination of speed, style and weight, 
the general-purpose idea stands squarely | so often found in the roadster stallion 

. in the way of the best results with the|of the present, gives us an animai en- 
average farmer of to-day. The cheap | titled to the careful consideration of a 
grade, the miscellaneously-bred scrub,|class of our farmers. A stand- 
and the little roadster sire debars the | ard-bred roadster stallion of superior 
horse-breeding farmer from successful style and finish, and weighing in proper 
work. With indifferent stock now on his| condition 1200 tbs. or upwards, is a 3 hands, the future holds out no induce- grand acquisition to a community of 

ments tohis misdirected efforts. The discriminating farmers. From such a 
only financial idea that his mind seems sire, and well-bred clean-limbed, good 
capable of grappling with, is the differ- styled roadster mares weighing 1100 bs. 
ence between five and twenty dollars in | or more, a class of colts should be pro- 
the price of the service of the | duced that will always be in demand
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dt for carriage work in our cities, as well] 1400 or 1600-pound animals are requir- 

A as adapted, to a certain extent, to the|ed, while greater weights command 

Ef wants of a class of our farmers. In| larger prices. The farm, the mines, the ‘ 

i many parts in our State I find a large | lumber woods, and the cities, call for 

Ht number of mares good enough to breed | such horses as can be produced by cross- 
i roadsters or carriage horses from, while | ing our strongest, heaviest-boned mares 
H in other parts there is almost a total | with full-blooded draft stallions. These 
fl lack of such material. The attempt to | grade colts are raised as easily and sure- 
H breed roadsters from grade draft mares | ly as steers, make the best of returns 

if should be discouraged. The farmer’s| for feed given, are orderly and easily 
i roadster should have form, size, style | handled, and susceptible of early ma- 

! and sufficient speed to render him an at-| turity. When, at three or four years of 

4 tractive, pleasant driver, though a 2:40| age, they go upon the market, they give 
th “clip” is less important than a “trappy” | a percentage of profit equal to any stock 

i movement necessary to perfect the styl-| investment on the farm. 

i ish driver. Good Prices Obtained.—The strong 
1 The French Coacher—Is strong in | point in the heavy horse industry is the 

i the desirable points of the carriage | uniformly good prices obtained in the 

+ horse. In attractiveness of form and | aggregate of sales. The brood mares 
{ movement he is a remarkable exhibition | best adapted to the production of heavy 

Se of the skill and intelligence of French | colts are those best suited to the larg- 

{ breeding that first gave us the Perch-| est requirements of our farm work. In- 

} eron, and now with the additional] deed, the grade draft weighing 1400 

+ Coacher promises to fill the measure of | pounds comes nearest to my ideal of a 

it the requirements of the American] farm horse. The farmer’s mare may be, 

} " breeder to a remarkable extent. He| then, the animal fitted for the perform- 
| it only needs to establish his power to| ance of farm labor by formation and 
5 transmit his excellent qualities when] size, and may also combine qualities 

{ bred upon our mixed-bred mares. No} that, when she is judiciously mated, will 

| animal can displace the draft horse| produce colts that are in demand at 
“bil from its strong position as a horse-mo- | highly remunerative prices. 

bi tor in the work department of the civ-| The Degree of Success.— The 

| { ilized world. largest profit clearly lies in raising either 

P| The “Big Horse” Industry.—Re- | carriage or draft horses. The degree of 

Hib gardless of misrepresentation, ridicule, |success will be dependent upon the 
i and a general lack of appreciation, the | adaptation, intelligence and skill of the . 

i “big horse” industry in our country has | breeder, manifest in his judicious choice 

within the past ten years outstripped | of the line of horses he will breed, the 

i any other live stock venture in impor- | careful selection of sires, and the proper 
tance and financial success. Remark- | handling of breeding stock and colts. It is 

able as has been the development of this | fortunate when communities of farmers 

work, equally remarkable has been the}can unite in raising the same kind of 

it constant and undiminished demand for | horses, as by the number and uniform 
| { its product. A complete revolution has | quality of the stock’ offered, buyers are 

ij been effected in the scale of weight in | attracted and better prices are obtained. 

i our work horses. Where, ten years ago,|I have endeavored to show that my 
i 1200-pound horses were tolerated, now | farmer’s horse is not the mythical gen- 

i 
| 
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eral-purpose nag. The horse market is horse must be bred for a special pur- J 

not exempt from the general conditions pose, and that purpose the putting of a 

which, with a close competition, sur- the most possible money in the pocket 

round all our farm enterprises, and of the owner. The poorest results, in 
in common with other lines of work, individual cases, that may come from 

success lies only in the path of intelli- such work will still be superior to what 
gent, persistent work, that will place our; may be expected from the thoughtless 
product beyond general competition by | and penurious methods of the past. 
virtue of its excellence. So the farmer’s 

RAISING SHEEP FOR MUTTON. 

By GEO. McKERROW, Waukesha, Wis. 

A Wide Range in Prices.—If you | hogs, and they all tell me that the sheep 

have noticed the mutton markets goes and have been giving them as good 

this past six or eight years, as I have | results for the past two or three years as 

done, you will notice that the range ot | any of their other stock. I know of but 

prices quoted in Chicago, New York and | one experiment that has been tried on 

other markets has been widening. Dur-| this side of the Atlantic to find out how 
ing the past winter sheep have sold| cheaply mutton could be produced, and 
in the stock yards at Chicago, all the | what profit there was in producing mut- 

way from $2.00 to $7.00 per hundred. ton, and that was carried on at the On- 

Now, is it the Merino sheep that are|tario Experiment Farm, under the di- 

bringing this seven dollars per hundred? | rection of Prof. Wood, for a period of 

Ianswer, no. The best lot of Merino| five years. He experimented with all 

wethers that I know of sold in Chica-| the pure-breeds; but tc bring it dowr 

goat about fivecents a pound, while I to the practical farmer of Canada, he 

know of two at least, if not more, lots of | took the common sheep of the country 
grade mutton sheep that were sent | and gave them one cross with these 

in from the State of Wisconsin, that|pure-bred animals, feeding them until 
have sold for over six cents per pound | they were a year old, pasturing them 
on that same market. I believe in| and selling the carcasses. He did this for 

breeding to a purpose, but as a dairy-| five years and then balanced accounts. 

man breeds up his herd to a Jersey | Following is a summary of the ac- 
or Guernsey or Holstein standard, so the | counts: 

sheepman can grade up his sheep to-| The Half-Blood Southdown—Cost 
ward a Downs standard ora long wool | six dollars for its keep, and this included 

standard. all the items, the shepherd’s care and 
Sheep Giving Good Results.—I| the use of the mother, over and above 

‘ meet many sheepmen, and men who what her fleece brought in for the year 
{ are following diversified farming, who| previous. Every item was reckoned in, 

have sheep and cows und horses and ‘so that this six dollars is the actual cost
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of keeping that sheep until he was sold, | these sheep paid a profit, and a hand- 
i which was at a little over a yearuld. It|some profit. You can draw your own 

| shore six pounds of wool, bringing $2.40. ate regarding breeds. You will 
Its carcass weighed 147 pounds, livejsee it was not the heaviest shearing 

i weight, and it sold at 61g cents a pound, | sheep that produced the most profit; so 
bringing $10.20, and giving a total profit | there are more things than the weight 

t of $6.60. of the wool or the carcass to be taken 
| The Half-Blood Shropshire — Cost | into consideration in settling upona 

| $7.00 to keep, shore nine pounds of wool, | sheep breed. 
i which sold at 38 cents a pound, bring-| Mutton Produced ata Profit.—On 

ing $3.40. It weighed 160 pounds, live | this side of the line we can produce 
\ weight, which sold at 6 cents a pound, | mutton at a profit. If you will figure 
| making a net profit of $6.32. out the cost of some of this mutton, as I 
{ The Half-Blood Oxford—Cost $7.40 | have done, you will find that the lowest 
f to keep, shore eight pounds of wool, | cost at which any of this mutton was pro- 

which sold at thirty-five cents per pound, | duced was two and two-tenths cents per 
bringing $2.80; weighed 177 pounds,| pound. If we can raise mutton here in 
which sold at six cents per pound, bring- Wisconsin at that price, and sell it at 
ing $10.62, or a net profit of of $6.02. six cents per pound, which it has readily 
The Half-Blood Leicestershire — | brought in Chicago the last year, we 

Cost $8.10 to keep, shore eight pounds | are making a good profit. 
of wool, which sold at twenty-eight cents,| I, for one, would just as soon try to 
bringing $2.24; weighed 198 pounds,| raise wheat, oats and barley for the 
which sold at five cents per pound, straw, as to endeavor to raise sheep 
bringing $9,90, or a net profit of $4.68, for the wool, under existing conditions. 

| Tae Half-Biood Merino—Cost $5.50] proft In Early Lambs.—I have 
to produce, shore seven pounds of wool, | some Oxford lambs that were dropped 
which sold at forty-two cents per pound, the first week in March, averaging, I 
bringing $294; weighed 145 pounds, think, about twenty-three or twenty-four 
which sold at five cents a pound, bring-| days old, which weighed, just before I 
ing $7.25, giving a net profit of $4.04. came here, from thirty-two to thirty- 
The Common Grade.—The native|three and a half pounds each. The 

which was tried side by side with these, Shropshire lambs are a week younger 
cost $5.00 to keep; it shore five pounds of | and weigh from twenty to twenty-two 

: wool, which sold at twenty-five cents per! pounds; the Southdowns about the 
pound, bringing $1.25; weighed 150|same. As to the breeding qualities of 
pounds, which sold at five cents per | these sheep, I will say we have thirty- 
pound, bringing $7.50, a net profit of | eight ewes, and beside them are fifty- 

$3.75. four lambs doing well and thriving nice- 
The Half-Blood Cotswold — Cost | ly. I don’t know what those lambs are 

$931 to produce, shore nine pounds of | worth now, but lambs that will weigh 
wool, which sold for twenty-eight cents | forty pounds the latter part of March 
per pound, bringing $2.52; it weighed | and the first of April have sold readily 
199 pounds, which was sold at five cents | in our part of the country, other years, 
per pound, bringing $9.95, giving a net | to Milwaukee butchers, at from $3.50 to 
profit of $3.17 $5.50, and sometimes even a little more, 

You see by these experiments that all Money in Raising Mutton.—I be-
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lieve it is possible for the farmers wl gh petra Ihave just read show that 

Waukesha County tomake some money | there was a clear profit of $6.00 and over ; 

out of raising mutton, but I believe that | per head made on three of those half- 

we must raise the standard of early ma-| bloods. Allowing six sheep to the cow, 4 

turity just the same as beef producers| your profit at $6.00 per head would be ‘ 
and pork producers raise it. I believe | $36.00, clear. : 

we cannot do as we used to do, keep a} Mr. Hiram Smrrn.—That was five $ 
wether until it is three years old and] years ago. At the price wool and mut- 

make his fleece pay for his keep, because | ton are selling for now, would it leave 

every year that we keep him he is going| that margin? % 

in debt to us, and when we sell him we| Mr. McKerrow.—Good mutton is F 

have to make that up, and it doesn’t|selling for more in our markets than it 3 

leave much; but if we will feed from | was six years ago. 4 

two to fourteen months there is a profit] Mr.Smrra.—Could you get a living on 

in a well-bred and well-fed lamb. an eighty-acre farm with sheep? : 

Mr. McKgrrow.—I would be willing $ 

totry. I was speaking, however, of sheep 

Biieuston. raising with mixed husbandry. 
¢Mr. Gorpoy.—How can you make the} Qyrsrioy.—Do you let your sheep 

American eat more mutton? have access to salt at all times? 
Mr. McKerrow.— Give him better} Mr. McKrrrow.—Yes, always. % J 

mutton. There is a gentleman sitting} MR. Armsworts.—Which will cost the 

in this room who told me he used to be| most and which will be worth the most, 
a Merino man and he didn’t like mut-| two Merino sheep that will shear twenty- i 
ton. Last summer he got a taste of| five pounds of wool, and weigh one hun- 
Down mutton, and he ordered the | dreds pounds apiece, or one coarse-wool 
butcher to bring some more of that| sheep that weighs two hundred pounds 
kind, and he said he couldn’t; there | and shears eight or ten? 

wasn’t enough in the country. Mr. McKerrow.—Those two hundred 
Mr. Fremrnc.—Do you think washing| pounds coarse-wool sheep generally 

wool on sheep practicable? shear more than that amount of wool, to 
. Mr. McKerrow.—No, sir; I think they | begin with. I can show you flocks that 

-should be shorn unwashed. will average over twelve pounds of wool. 

Mr. Criyton.—Is it possible to pur-| I believe I can make as much money out 

sue sheep husbandry as a specialty on| of the large sheep that will raise two 

land worth $100 an acre, and get a de-| good mutton lambs that will give me j 

cent living, either for wool or mutton, | ten dollars, and if your Merino will raise 

or both? one I think she is doing pretty well. 

Mr. McKzrrow.—I think it is. These a 

}
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ht ; ; POULTRY ON THE FARM. 

By REV. J. E. TURNER, Sussex, Wis, 
} 

Progress in Fifty Years.—Thepoul-| Keep Profitable Fowls.—The farm- 
| i i Vine ck a ae ee er considers farm stock important only 

which we live; yet wonderful progress e : . ee - — ee on i 

has been made in the breeding and man- ood pects oy a fe wee 2 

it agement of poultry in the last fifty years. 00d price, or he is fitable. Th 
| To-day thousands of chicks are hatched | oe sae sone pecs aoe an 

find reared by water and steam that never| ter, or your dairy farmer will not have 
| her. Sh i 
} poultry book, published in 1843, we find os ee or ~~ poy - 

there were but few—not more than one lambs or the sheep farmer will not have 
{ dozen—distinct breeds of poultry known. them. Hogs must fatten easily, on as 

; Now in the American Standard of Excel- little od as ‘bie Geta pigs 
| lence there are nearly 100 different dis- will not teed ve So it = yields 

tinct varieties of land and water fowls : hi a don’ t 
recognized. Now we have a great va- Oe eee ee = re 

riety of incubators, brooders, artificial _— a = sid a 
hatchers and mothers, that relieve bid- : e- » POI 1 

dies largely of weeks of monotonous by, tpnchies Bb SUr ca are conten? 
ene sie and eatin ane asked: “Are these chickens good lay- 

» brood: 22 
chicks. One man in our own State (F. dl 

G. Underwood) runs a hatchery of| Poultry on aLargeScale.—Poultry 
10,000-egg capacity, hatching thousands | ‘8 important if one considers it as farm . 
of chicks at one sitting, and rearing| Stock for profit. There are men who 
an for waeeek have made large sums of money pro- 

An Important Industry.—The im-|@ueing poultry and eggs. James Ran- 
portance of poultry on the farm in this kins, —— Massachusetts, Se 

country must not be overlooked. ts) duck farm of a capacity of 10,000 
production sbows it to be one of the wee Ee ee penn of —_ 

most important American farm indus- = 7 nee foe § a Paps + 

tries. Flocks of fowls are reared on|~~ oe, ea a 2 & ns a 

town lots in our cities and villages quite ee ae 7 
Bes : dairy farm, too. 

extensively—in some instances at the ; 

rate of 2,000 or more to the acre in a| A. C. Hawkins, Lancaster, Mass., has 
season. A few fowls are kept by the|the largest poultry farm in the world. 
day laborer to supply his table with|He keeps from 2,500 to 5,000 breeding 
fresh eggs. Every farm, if containing| hens, and raises from 10,000 to 12,000 

only a few acres, has its flock of poultry, | chicks annually. His sales from eggs in 

large or small. 1835 amounted to $15,000, 90 per cent. 

4 bo ets So ass
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of which was profit. Then, he sells|fowls, of about 400 per cent. It 10 

b large numbers of fancy breeding poultry. | farmers can do that, why cannot many 

One man in this county tells how he| more do the same thing? Making large 

made $1,276 out of poultry in 1885. He | allowance for extra care and feed, there 

says his poultry paid him better than all | is still a profit of 100 per cent. to 300 per 

other farm stock, all things considered. | cent. in poultry and egg productiop 

At Lochsberryville, Pa. is a famous |" the farm, which shows conclusively 

egg farm—Pennsylvania Incubating Co. that it is a profitable business, heace 

—consisting of not more than an acre | important to farmers. The fancy poultry- 

of land devoted to chickens. The build- | ™an, like the fancy stockman, finds the 
ings cost $4,000. The manager is a boy, business still more lucrative; reaps very 

who does all the work. The profits for | large returns, often, for money invested. / 

a year from 625 hens were $1.00 per hen | Money in Broilers.—The broiler 4 

on eggs alone, after deducting those|poultryman, too, like the sheep-raiser 4 

used for hatching purposes. The total | who raises early lambs for market, finds 

profit on eggs and fowls was $1,680, on | a very large profit in raising broilers that 

an investment of $4,000. weigh from % Ib. 2!% tbs. each, to be 

The poultry farmer is often sneered sold from March Ist to June 10th. This 

and laughed at, it he exhibits a little | °la8 of poultry brought in the Chicago 
enthusiasm in his business, yet the market in 1886, from March 3 to June 3, 

poultry and eggs consumed in New from $5 to $10 per dozen. The cost of a 

York City alone, in 1884, was as chick until 10 weeks old is estimated 

follows: Dressed poultry, $25,000 worth; at 10 cents, or $10 per 100. At a low 

eggs, $10,000 worth; total, $35,- price—25 cents each—it yields a profit 

000, and, with all these large figures, of 60 per cent. At Chicago prices, 40 

poultry is about the only product we do to 80 cents each, the profit is 120 to 240 

not send abroad, but market entirely at | Pe? cent-, not such a poor profit after 3 

home. France and England send large | #!!- Farmers don’t generally realize 
quantities of eggs to this country, and such figures out of their farm products. 

receive a ready market forthem. China| Requisites of Success.—But we are 

furnished America in one year, 1,000,000 | told all poultry farmers do not make such q 

dozen of eggs. In 1882 we received 13,-| a success with poultry generally, as has 

000,000 dozen eggs from foreign coun-| been made in the instances given. Do 

tries; still we were not satisfied. Poul-| all farmers make the same success out 

try outranks any other single product/of any particular farm product or 

raised or sold in this country; yet many | stock? Certainly not. It depends large- 

think it is a small business—that only | ly on skill, talent and the interest taken 

men of small intellect are fit toengagein|in any farm product, as to what suc- z 

it. cess will be achieved init. If one don’t 

Actual Profits.—But as to actual | like the poultry business, takes little in- 

profits: One says his profit was 300 per | terest in it, letting his poultry look out 

cent., and another 90 per cent., another | for themselves he must blame himself, 

500 percent. In a report of 10 farmers, | not the poultry interest, if it is a failure. 

keeping from 10 to 120 common fowls,| Important Points —In conclusion, * 

500 in all, a net profit is realized of $2) let me say: 1. Putup suitable build- 

per head (1.98), making a profit after de- | ings for the business, not the same as you 

ducting 50 or 60 cents each for cost of | would for horses, cattle or sheep, but
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such as meet the wants of poultry in , wherever it can find a little shelter. 

summer or winter. 2. Get some one of | The farmer says it pays about as well as 

P the fine breeds of American poultry, ra he raises on his farm. 

that if any are wanted for breeding pur- | Surely there is a great saving in poultry 

poses youcan supply the demand at/on the farm for a little needed atten- 

. good prices. 3. Take care of them as | tion to its wants. Fowls will gather up 

you would other farm stock; they will land make profitable what would other- 

bring you as good returns, some say bet- | wise be wasted. The possibilities and im- 

ter, than you get from most other stock ' portance of poultry on the farm, when 

on the farm. | rightly considered, are very great. It is 

A large amount of poultry raises it- high time that farmers gave this inter- 

self, scratching its own living, roosting est the attention that it justly deserves. 

| 
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| LIFE ON THE FARM. 
By MRS. H. H. CHARLTON, Brodhead, Wis. 

How Opinions Differ—A farm may | nor amid jostling crowds, in the close 

mean so much or solittle, and life means | and stifling atmosphere of shut-in city 

such widely separated things to differ-| walls, but out under the broad expanse 

ent individuals! Yet there is a common | of heaven where the silence is broken 

ground. Toeach mind it meanslife away | by the song of birds, the drone of in- 
from the city or the village; it means | sects, by the rustling of leaves and the 

tilling the ground and living by the sound of loving voices; days of glorious 

fruit’s thereof. To one man the words | liberty when he treads his own soil, 

open an interminable vista of long days | cares for hisown property and follows 

of hard work, rising before sunrise and | the dictates of his own will. 

toiling after sunset; of work without/ ‘They mean long breaths of clear, pure 

leisure, of plain clothes, little cash and | air; jong drinks at the cool, refreshing 

less pleasure. spring; they mean the woods redolent 
To another they mean long days of| with the perfume of flowers and fruit, 

communion with nature, as following} or the same woods in winter when 

the plow he notes each hint of the com-| through the interlacing net-work of 

ing glory of the spring-time, the soft and | boughs he catches glimpses of the blue 

varied hues of the trees with buds just | heaven above, and the ringing song of 

swelling or bursting into blossoms, and | his axe keeps time to the psalm on his 

the sudden changes of light and | lips; they mean comfortable clothing for 

shadow—days as glorious as the radiant | the body, and rest for the soul, freedom 

dawn with which they begir, as peace-| from all the entanglements of politics 

ful as the soft, gray twilight which | and thetricks of trade, the freeman’s 

brings them toa close, because health | true independance of thought and ac- 

and strength attend his steps; days | tion. 

spent not amid the whir of machinery,] Some such vision as this dimly out-
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lined rises before the man who ‘is truly | mistake, and that of her parents, was the 

called tothe vocation of farmer. He| common one, that great possessions indi- 

sees clearly the work in it, but he does | cate success in life, whereas, a man’s life é 

not fear it, for it is work under con-|is to be measured, like the life of the 

ditions he loves, and there can be no| tree, by the growth it has made. We 

real living for the honest, healthy soul | are all prone to forget that it should be ; 

without work. He whoseeks to live in|our purpose not so much to obtain as 

city or country without work of some|to attain, for in the life beyond the 

honorable sort belongs to the class of | grave our worldly possessions will avail 

beggars or thieves. us nothing, while any mental and moral 

Dislike for Country Life—But all | worth we may have acquired will still be 2 

people do not see these things alike. | ours. 

In a group of ladies gathered at anafter-! Hducational Advantages.— But a 

noon tea, a young lady remarked: the city offers the best advantages for 
“I heartily despise farms and farmers; | education! Perhaps so, if by education 7 

everything indeed connected with farm- | you mean a knowledge of books, and ac- | 
ing.” quaintance with the achievements of 7 

Silence fell on the room, and a con-| art and science. But amid the multi- | 

scious blush rose to the face of every | plied trophies of the intelligence and 
person present. At length some one| handiwork of man, one is apt to lose 

said: sight of a higher intelligence in admir- 3 

“I was brought-up on a farm, and [| ation of his own. The pursuits and oc- 

cherish the memory of my childhood’s | cupations of the present hour absorb 
home. My parents stood high in com-|him, and become to him the highest 
munity, and although my later days| good. The finger of omnipotence is con- 
have been passed far from farm scenes, | stantly writing its lesson of infinite love 
donot know that I am to be the more re- | and wisdom; but it writes it not on the 
spected for that.” brick walls and stony pavements of the 3 

The conversation following revealed | city. You will find it written on the hill 
the fact that all the older people present | and stream, on the sunny meadow and 

were born on the farm, and some of | in the sheltered groves; on the mountain 

the younger ones. The young lady her- | top and in the forest glade; on field and 

self had spent her childhood on the | wayside. 

farm, and the first wealth which flowed| In the city library you may read 

into her father’s coffers had come from} the thoughts of great men, and be 

the rise in the value of his farm lands. | helped thereby; in the country you may 

She apologized for her ill-considered | read the thoughts of God, and with your 

remark, but added: “I do not like coun- | ear close to nature’s heart you may learn 

try life.” For this she was not to blame. | of infinite love. 

She had been educated to think that} Who Works in the Dirt?—“Don'’t 4 
life in any village or city was preferable; | talk to me of country life,” says one, “I 

that the end of life on a farm was to get | can’t endure working in the dirt or 
money enough to get away from it; and| walking in the mud. I like to live where 

she showed only the weakness of ordi- | there are side-walks and things are kept = 

nary human nature in despising that} clean.” Who works in the dirt? Not 
which she had made astepping-stone to | the farmer, for his work is amid living, | 

something she deemed better. Her| growing things. He works not in the 

i
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dirt, but in the soil, that wonderful | city, if we look below the surface of 

loom where nature weaves the sunshine | things. Measure both by the same 

and the dew into form and color. Call | standard, and let that standard be the 

the grease and grime of the machine | best opportunity for physical and spirit- 

shop, the dust and fuzz of factories and | ual growth, and the balance is in favor 

stores dirt, if you will, but not the soil | of the farm. 
which gives back to man thesmile of} oral Worth and Mental Culture. 

God in grass and flowers. The farmer | —True, frequent association with others. 
would never set out a plant in the dirt, | quickens the intellect and gives to one 

for it would only die, and his labor | gn ease of manner attained in no other 
, would be lost; but he breaks the sur-| way; but these are often superficial, and 
. face of the ground, he stirs the soil, and | not always indications of moral worth 

to its warm and mellow depths entrusts | or mental culture. I remember a vine 

the seed which shall return to him gold- | jn my father’s garden which bore clus- 

en harvests. ters of grapes of unusual size and beauty. 
A little country training would teach | Tempting, indeed, they were to the eye 

| you to know soil from dirt, my friend. | in their purple coloring, but oh, so sour 
Would you see who live and move atd| to the taste, for in the longest season 

revel in dirt, follow some of the filthy | they never seemed able to gather in 

city side-walks out iato the by-ways and | enough sunshine to perfect and sweeten 
alleys. The poorest farmer in the poor-| them! Ciimbing on the same arbor was 
est hovel ever called a farm-house has | another vine whose clusters were strag- 

kingly quarters compared to the in-|gling in appearance, and the grapes 

mates of the swarming tenement house, | small by comparison; but I have pluck- 

for all around him are light and air and | ed and eaten them with delight before 

sunshine. He knows the scent of wild | the sun had given them scarce a tint of 

flowers, and the color of a June sky. ruby color. The former ripened from 

Scavengers may clean the city streets of | the outside in, and took on all the bloom 
their filth every night, but the spring-| and beauty of perfection while still 
ing turf upon which the farmer walks, | immature; the latter ripened from the 
wet with the evening dew, is fresh each | inside outward, and had all the rich- 

morn and sparkling with a myriad of | ness and sweetness of maturity while 

gems, still appearing green. Need I say that 

The Most Comfort in the-Country. | the perfect character must ripen from 

—Why is it when wespeak of farm life | the heart outward, and that otherwise 

that we always picture to ourselves| all outside polish of manrer is worth- 

the hard worked farmer, and when we | less. 

speak of city life there arises before us a| A Good Book of Htiquette.—There 
picture of gayety and ease,of handsome | is a book of etiquette which all may 

horses, elegant carriages, brilliant as-| possess, the following out of whose pre- 

semblies and costly raiment. We meas-| cepts will give a charm to both mind 

ure one by its narrowest limitations, | and manner, of which the polished grace 

the other by its widest possibilities.| of city drawing-rooms is too often a 

Yet life for the mass of mankind in| mere imitation. It counsels as follows: 

country or city means constant labor, | “Be courteous; be kindly affectioned one 

and the same diligence will insure more | toward another, in honor preferring one 
real comfort in the country than inthe| another. He that ruleth his spirit is
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greater than he which taketh a city.” | on talling about looking down upon 

The very acme of culture is self-control; | farming. 

the secret of all true politeness is for-| The Farms the Nation's Wealth.— 

getfulness of self, and grace of manner | We boast of being a nation of homes. 

may flourish in the plainest farm-house | The little farms which dot the landscape 

as well as in the palace—aye, flourish | are, indeed, the nation’s wealth. Our 

more abundantly, because more likely to | agricultural interests far outweigh ip 

spring from the soil of sincerity. Churl-| money value the commerce of the coun 

ish people may decide manners, but try. 

everywhere in life the old maxim holds| What Thought Has Done.— In 

good: “Politeness is to society what the | every direction thought has been given | 

cushion is to the rocking-chair. It adds|to lessen the labor and increase the . 

nothing to its strength, but makes it | profit of the farmer's toil. Here is cost- 

more comfortable.” ly and complicated machinery which 

cannot be trusted to the ignoramus; the 

4 Misteken Idea.—But, says one, | an must be intelligent who can prop- 

farm life is looked down upon. We| rly use and care for it. Here are high- 

are a young nation, and do not yet right-| mettled thoroughbred horses which 
ly measure the sources of our power| must be exercised, fed, watered and 

nor properly estimate that sovereignty | groomed with much more care and 

of the people which is our constant} thought than the average parent gives 

boast. Proud of our self government, | to his children. Here are imported cat- 

asserting on every side our independ-| tle which must be tenderly treated, 

ence, we forget the first principle of | housed warmly and fed properly. Time 

that personal liberty for which our | and attention has been given to devise 

fathers fought, and cling to the tradi- | the best plan for a barn, the best meth- 

tions of the old world as if they were | od of training a horse, the best way of 

the legacy the pilgrim fathers fled to! preserving feed for winter use; to ascer- 

this country to preserve. The word | tain the proper temperature of drinking 

farm means a piece of land set apart for | water for cattle in winter, and the best 

a tenant, and when a lord owned the | and cheapest ration of food. ast, but 

land and all who tilled the soil were his | not least, the commonwealth is turning 

dependents, warring or keeping peace | its attention to the farmers themselves. 

at his will, farming may have been an | State universities have opened agricul- 

occupation below par; but in this land, | tural departments, as it has come to be 

where our fundamental doctrine is that | recognized that farming is a learned 

all men are born free and equal, where | profession. Indeed, so vital to the in- a 

the lord of the manor is himself the til-| terests of the Republic is agriculture that 

ler of the soil, farming is lifted to the | it has, what no other single vocation can 

highest place among all occupations— | boast of, a special representative in the 

to it, in effect, all other occupations | cabinet of the president of these United 

bow. Art enobles it, science aids it,|States. Can honor, father, go? Who 

literature crowns it. How long shall we, | will talk now of looking with contempt 

forgetting all the dignity of the free-}on farming? Did not our own State 

born citizen, forgetting all the rights of | show its appreciation of the fact that ‘ 

humanity for which the race has strug-| its own prosperity went hand-in-hand 

gled from Magna Charta until now, go | with the prosperity of the farming com-
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| munity when it established thes¢ Farm- | clinging to the casement, are more truly 
} ers’ Institutes? Formerly the school! the birth-right of the farmer than of his 
| teacher “boarded round;” now the farm | wealthy city neighbor. If the latter will ¢ 
{ school passes round from county to/spend his money for these things, shall 
; county, answering questions, arousing | not the farmer spend a little money to 
; thought, and diffusing needed informa-|obtain them? In the farm home, too, 
} tion. should abound that love and sympathy 
I But the nation and State may do that fills out the joy of childhood; that 
i what it will—the dignity and beauty pe literature which will tend .to 
t the vocation will depend upon the char-| develop the noblest character, for the 

acter of those who follow it. Ignorance | farm home is the recruiting station for 
I and carelessness will depress it; learn-| all the high and noble vocations. 
} ing and faithfulness will uplift it. As agriculture is the sure foundation 
| The Farmer’s Home.—aAs the farm-| upon which the prosperity of our coun- 

er looks over his fertile lands, and pond- | try must depend, so is agricultural life 

| ers on the hard cash the growing crop | the key-stone of the arch of our civiliz- 

| will bring, let him remember that the | ation. Rough and unpolished it may now 

' farmer’s home is as much an index of| be, but it shall yet be fashioned into 

} the man as that of the banker and law- | glorious beauty by the hands of a pure 

yer. Let him take a little time from/| patriotism. Around it shall cluster not 

} growing crops for money to make his only the flowers of nature but all the 

} home beautiful. A well-kept lawn, a} bloom and beauty of varied culture, and 

thrifty garden, fruit ripening in the sun, | farm life in this Republic shall challenge 

i flowers nodding to the breeze, vines' the admiration of the world. 

THE COMING FARMER. 

By REV. C. E. GORDON, Koshkonong, Wis. 

He is Coming— From our agricul- | try with which I was familiar, men who 

tural schools. One can hardly measure: were doing well and getting rich; men 

yet the value that the agricultural col- | who had studied in the English Experi- 

m lege, the experiment station and the | mental School and in the German 

work-shops and forges at Madison, and | schools. They are not only outstripping 

elsewhere, are to be to this race | the old school Englishmen, who are get- 

of coming farmers. I remember going} ting poorer and poorer every day, but 

back to the old world a few years ago | are making money and getting on. 

and finding a mighty change in the| From the City—Is coming the new 

farming interests of England; finding |school farmer. fi is one of the most 

the farmers who used to be pretty well | remarkable phenomena of this country 

off poor; finding that it is very difficult | that the best and most successful farm- 

for the English or Scotch farmer to get | ers— those who are doing most for ag- 

a living, but finding, all about the coun- } riculture and for themselves and other 

| 

| 
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farmers—are men who have retired from | tillers of the soil be farmers in the true 

city life to take up farming, sometimes | sense. The farmer is coming; he is | 

atan advanced age. The city men are | pretty nearly here. 

making, some of them, the very best of | The Old School Farmer.—It would 

farmers. I found last year out inthe|be idle for me to say anything more 

far West, in Idaho and Oregon, a great | about the old and new school. pw e know | | 

many retired merchants, tired of city | that these old school farmers are men | f 

life, who were most successful farmers. | who sneer at everything new; who do a 

Average Farmer, Intellectually.— | little this way and a little that way, and | 

From those three principal sources, then, | nothing in any particular way; men who 

are we to look for this new school farm- | sell all they can from their farmsandre- | 

er. He is to rise out of the present po- | turn nothing to them; men who sneer § 

sition in which the farmer is placed. | #t those, who, like my friend Mr.Smith, 

What _is_the average farmer to-day, in- | T° fools enough to grow corn without 
tellectually? He is intellectually a man | ©@fs and call it ensilage. The old school 

Who inherits the carelessness, the slov- | @@2 works against all legislation for im- 

enliness, the shiftlessness of the Hast-|Provement. Last week we asked taf 
ern farmer of the last forty years, and | !egislature to pass a bill fixing a stand- 

of the Southern planter, with the.terri- | atd for milk, asking for three per cent. 
ble wastefulness of the Western grain-| nly of fat, and many of the farmers . 
grower. oe he elements have | Said: “What are we going to do with 

combined to mi representative man | OUr Cows, are we going to go home and 

all over these United Sate who stands | Kill them?” They thought three per 
before us as a typical farmé?. He is a| Cent. was too rich. 

1 wasteful man; he is ashiftless man and| What Will the New Man Be?— 

‘a most slovenly man, Unfortunate it is, | What is the new man to be? He isto be) 

but still it is a fact, and nothing but the } a combination of the theoretical and the 

new light: of such institutions as this;| practical farmer. We can look back 

nothing but the new light that is to be | now and see the result of practical farm- 

thrown upon this whole farming ques-|ing with next to no theoretical knowl- 

tion by the great movement for the im-| edge. We see the folly and the mistake 

proving of the condition of the farmer, | and the mischief of this constant prac- 

is to raise him out of the condition into| tice, practice, practice without the j 

which he is sinking, slowly and gradual- | theory behind it. No, farming is a theo- j 

ly—almost into the position of the| retical thing first, and then a practical 

‘~European peasant. It is a very sad| thing, and the coming farmer shall be 

thing to ride through these fields of | grounded in the meaning of the soil, in ] 

Wisconsin and find them taken up by | the word that the crops say to him about i 

men a little better than peasants. It} the laws of chemistry; in the meaning 

is a terrible thing to see the hills and|of the animal that he is to tend, in its 

valleys of New England covered by men | functions, its peculiarities, in its wonder- 4 

little better than peasants; but the|ful powers of development. A man J i 

change is coming. Welive in avirileand | must be educated in the next twenty- q 
vital age, and the time is upon us when | five years not by the word of his father q 

there is new life; when men who are| before him, but from the school of the | 
now but little better than grubbers of | farm, from the education of the univer- ‘ 

the land, are to rise into dignity, and|sity and of the training svhool and of 

#
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the experimental farm, and all those | four things for the coming farmer. We 

agencies that go to make a man an intel-| have special-purpose land. A man who 

f ligent man in his own profession. That| knows what he is doing will find land 

; is the education necessary to compete | adapted to his work. We need special- 

: with the combinations that are to be| purpose tools, that is, special-purpose 

against the farmers of the next fifty | machinery and buildings. They will be 

} years. The old scratching of the ground | absolutely necessary to the successful 

: might as well be done with the old Egyp- | farmer. We need special-purpose crops. 

tian plow, and a -woman harnessed | I do not believe that a man who is dairy- 

alongside of the mules, as to be done in| ing or a man who is raising beef hasa 

the way we are doing it now on a large | right to think of raising anything on his | 

number of farms. First, there must be | farm that does not go through the stom- 

the cultivation of the brain, then the | ach of an animal to come out as butter, 

cultivation of the hand, and then we shall | or as a well-bred caif. Let us leave it to 

have the farmer of the future. Siberia, the greatest wheat-growing 

{ Special-Purpose Farming.—Forty | country that the world has seen, to grow 

years ago the general store was all that | wheat, and let the dairyman raise such 

was necessary. It kept a little molasses: | stuff as shall go through his cow and 

a few groceries, a few boots and shoes | come out in butter. 

and rubbers, and this, that and the| Spécial-Purpose Stock .—Then, he 

| other; but now we have a special store | needs special-purpose stock; that is ab- 

j for the shoes, and a special store for the | solutely necessary to the successful man 

| sugar and the tea and so on, the special | of the future. I have read a great deal 

drug store, and every other kind, and | this last winter, and have been to many 

we are better served and hundreds are | meetings of farmers, and have heard res- 

getting a living where one only used to| olutions passed on the election of the 

get aliving. So it must be with farm-| president, and complaining of the rail- 

ing. The special-purpose has taken the | roads and this, that and the other, but I 

place of the general-purpose store, and have yet to hear of asingle resolution 

wherever you find a thrifty neighbor- | passed in any farmers’ convention send- 

hood in an agricultural community in | ing forever to the butcher’s block, and 

the western part of this country you find | to oblivion, the scrub bull. I tell you 
following upon the heels of a general-pur-| that the scrub bull in Wisconsin is a 

pose store, instantly a special-purpose | deadlier loss to the farmers than all the 

store. Soin farming, we must change | schemes of the railroads, than all the 

from general-purpose to the special-pur- | intrigues of politics, than all the dis- 

pose. The general-purpose farmer must | turbances in the social condition in the 

give way to the special-purpose man—a | State in which you live. I tell you he 

man with the most earnest purpose to|is a deadly enemy, social and political. 

be a specialist in the position in which |So I say, the coming farmer would no 

he is placed, A man cannot breed a few } more think of having a scrub bull on 

colts and a few sheep, and a little grain | his farm than he would think of intro- 

and a little milk successfully. It cannot | ducing a serub bull into his church. 

be done any more thanamancan do it| Fruits for the City.—The special- 

in selling merchandise. purpose in Wisconsin, I think, will be, 

Land—Tools—Crops.—In Wisconsin | for the present, fruits for the city. We 

swe have offered to us, I think, about | heard to-day that Wisconsin is admir-
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ably adapted for the growth of the del- | Wisconsin is admirably adapted for that 

ieate and delicious fruits that bring | purpose as a specialty. 

such tempting prices in the city. Then,| Dairying for Profit.—Then, at last, 

it is one of the special duties of Wiscon- | we come to the great specialty of all— 

sin farmers and horticulturists to raise | Wisconsin dairying. We are destined 

those fruits in their most perfect condi-|in Wisconsin to be the typical dairy 

tion, and to make a specialty of doing it | State, if we only mind what we are do- 

and marketing them in the best market. | ing; if we only guard carefully, by lawand 

Horses for City Use.—It is also one | by injunction, our dairy interest; if we 
of the special businesses in Wisconsin | Shut the door forever against Chicago | 
to raise horses for city use. I do not be- fraudulent butter and Chicago fraudu- 7 

lieve it is the special business of the | lent cheese; if we shut forever and keep : 
Wisconsin farmer to raise trotting horses | always under foot the fraudulent cheese 
for the country fairs. I do not believe | factories of our own State. If we ca® 
it is possible for the average Wisconsin | Put our foot on these things that have, 4 
farmer to raise a decent horse for road | during the last twelve months, lost to 
purposes from the class of mares he | Wisconsin $900,000 from the fall in the 
uses upon the farm; yet I think that the | PTice of cheese alone, we will rise to be the 
special-purpose farmer can raise horses | leading dairy State of the world. We 
for city use—big draft horses from fancy | have every facility for it. We will have to | 

draft horses; the best’ road horses from | protect ourselves against fraud, we will i 
the best road stock. But the average | have to work earnestly with the best 4 

farmer has no right to touch horse-| methods to produce fancy cream, and i 
breeding except he does it in a thorough | fancy cheese, andstandard cheese and 
and systematic special way, and horses|the best butter, to bring Wisconsin 
can be raised in Wisconsin just as cheap- | where she really ought to be to-day, and 

ly as anywhere in the world. We have|canbe in a short time—the leading 
a little shorter fall on the blue-grass and | dairy State of the United States, and 

a little longer winter, but we have the | that means the leading dairy corner of 
best climate, the best land and the best | this hemisphere. j 
water in the world to raise horses,and| The Farmer’s Wife.—But the com- { 

Kentucky men have told me that if we|ing farmer will probably marry. He 

only chose to get the stock here, we|oughtto marry pretty early, I think, if 

could raise better horses than they can | he can find anybody who will join him. 

in Kentucky—horses with better quali- | I cannot say a word about the coming | 
ties, sounder and better constitutions. farmer unless I say a word about the 

Hogs for Fine Tastes. — Then, of | farmer’s wife. Familiar,asI am, with 

course, a most important purpose is the|the squalor and misery of the city, 

raising of hogs for fine tastes. I do not|the most pathetic misery of all, 4 

believe Wisconsin is destined to raise |it seems to me, is often found in the 1 

hogs for the lard pail; I think that be-|life of the average farmer’s wife. 
longs to the great southern belt. But | She sees her husband buy every tool to j 

to raise the fine hog for the fine taste, | lighten his own labors; she sees him hire | i 
for a Deerfoot Farm Sausage, for the | the help that is needed to aid him on ! 

clean cut handsome ham, for the nice | the farm, and she isa slave of the oldest | j 

tasting breakfast bacon, for those things | fashion. Her tools are the tools that] 

that pene a high price, it seems to me| probably were used at the time of the 4
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I settlement of Canaan/ SometimesI go water. This is gnly a sample of what 

i into farmers’ houses and Isee tools in the the rest will bef The farmer's wife is to 
kitchen that, it seems to me, must date be as good as he in respect to this mat- 

back to the time of Abraham; nothing ter of convenience. ox 

t new or convenient, while the farmer has! The Balance Wheel.--So shall we 
} his modern binder and reaper, his tear- j turn once again to the country for the 

er and scratcher, and everything to, statesman, the soldier, the philosopher, 
; lighten the labor of the land, and noth- even as we did in the early days of the| 
} ing to lighten the labor of the house. Republic, before the fields of the Hast 

i ut the coming farmer is to pro-! had been worn out by carelessness, be+ 
t vide his wife with every modern con-| fore the plantations of the South had} 

venience to make her life just as rich! been ruined by shiftlessness, and before | 

{ apd large and full and happy as his.|the magnetic attractions of cities had \ 

She is to have co-operative wash-| drawn the best blood of the farms. We 

ing, and save that terrible horror of Mon-| shall again turn to the country to find 
| day morning in cold weather, on the| there an educated, conservative, loyal 

; farm, where she has not a nice laundry | constituency, which will be the balance 
| and soapstone tubs, and hot and cold | wheel of the country. 

i : 
| a 
i ‘ 

THE NEEDS OF OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 

. By H. C. THOM, Madison, Wis. 

} At the Bottom of True Progress. | try and with the city schools, my obser- 
—Down at the bottom of all true prog-! vation has taught me this: In the 

ress in this great country of ours is the | large cities we have spacious rooms, well 
little common school. Seventy-five per | furnished with every appliance to teach 
cent. of our men and women go only to} a child with, apparatus of every kind to 
these schools, and it should be for your} hurry along his progress, while away 
interest as citizens of Wisconsin that/| out on the hillside, in the country, there 
they should be lifted by your] isa little house that cost $600 (perhaps 
moral and educational sentiment to as|that is too high), furnished only with 
high a standard as possible. The busi-| knife-eaten desks and an old dictionary 
ness men must have children who come | with half the leaves torn out of it. We 
from these schools, the professional] have in the country schools a set of 
arenas are filled with them. I tell you,| teachers who come in in the fall and 
my friends, the professions demand ' stay until spring. A new set come in 

men who have girth of lungs and are! in spring, and stay until fall, and then 
broad shouldered, to stand the vicissi-| we have another set, and so it goes all 
tudes of life which are found in their) the time. We have a teacher spending 

ranks. one-third of his time in trying to find 
Trouble With Country Schools.—| out how little the teacher just before 

In my short experience with the coun-| him knew, and the pupils are not long
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in following suit. What is the trouble | month. He must answerevery imagin- 

that our schools are not as good as they | able question, and always stand glass 

should be? Is it the district board? | side up for twenty dollars, and the man 

This district board has been “cussed” | and the woman in the country,as arule, 

and discussed, and every Monday in | who finds the most fault with the teach- 
July they turn out and raise $200 to pay | er because be can’t manage twenty or 

the teacher with and pay the running | thirty or fifty children is the man or 

expenses of the entire district, and so| woman who cannot run work well at 

the board is handicapped all the way | home. 

through. A Word about Text-Books.—An- 

Let us turn to the superintendent. other thing: If we go into the city we 

What kind ofa man ishe? Has he that| find a text-book here and another 
invention which is so necessary toa good | 08¢ above it and still another above that 

guide, namely, a back-bone? Has he | in @ graduated series; but if we go into 
courage enough, when he goes around the county school we find as many text- 

and finds that a teacher is a poor one, books of as many colors as that coat we 

and that teacher a lady, to stand up and |Tead about. Wisconsin is a wealthy 
say: “Here, my dear young friend, you State—a State of wealthy farmers—and 

can wash dishes a good deal better than | ™@2Y of them have tenants on their 

you can teach school, and you had bet- farms, and no matter whether they raise 
ter do it?” The superintendent must | @ large crop of barley or wheat, they are 

have moral courage to do his duty by | generally successful in raising a good 
the county that has put him in office, | CTP of children. Whenever a tenant 

Is the trouble here? Perhaps it is the ; Changes farms he has to provide text- 
teacher; perhaps it is the sentiment in | books for all the way from eleven to 
the district; but let us see. eighteen children, and it is quite a bur- 

We pay a school-teacher from sixteen|den- We might make a change .that 
to twenty-five dollars a month. Does| Would not costa dollar more than our 

that hold out any inducement to a| Present system. 
teacher to go into a proper training] The Character of Teachers.—In 

school and there fit himself so that when | regard to the character of teachers we 

he comes back he may get the munifi-| employ, if we set our standard a little 

cent sum of sixteen dollars a month? It | higher, and raise our wages a little, we 

will not do; we are not holding out the | might be enabled to get a better line of 

inducement. If you get a good teacher| service. If you hire a man on your | 

you have to pay money for him. You| farm, about the first questions you ask 1 

know very well that if you get a piece of} him are: “Dan,can you stack grain? { 

five-dollar cloth, that it is five-dollar| Do you know how to milk? Can you 

cloth, and if you get a twenty-dollar | save hay in the field? Can you break a 

teacher, he is a twenty-dollar teacher, | colt?” You ask him all these questions, { 

every time. We must pay more money | and at last you ask him how much he 

if we are to get good service. We, out | wantsa month. | 

in the district, demand too much for| If your boy climbs a tree on Sunday 

sixteen or twenty dollars. We want the | afternoon and falls down and breaks his j 

teacher to be as wise as Solomon, as|leg, you will drive twenty miles to Wau- 
patient as Job, and have the executive | kesha, orelsewhere, in order to get a j 

ability of Grant, all for twenty dollars a| doctor who you know is a skilful man at
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i the business; but you will take that boy | mine taught the little courtesies of life. 

kf of yours, whom you love so well, who has | I would rather have these deeply instill- 

I a character as tractable as clay, that can|ed into his mind than that he should | 

be molded in any form, send him away know all the rules of arithmetic and all 

tothe school-house and put him into| the lives of the governors of New York.” 

t the hands of a teacher who is to mold| 1 will tell you how that came out. In 

i and build his future; and you never| about three weeks that boy came home. 

} know a thing about where the boy is| We sat down to dinner, and I cut off a 

| going, or under what kind of teaching] piece of meat and put it on his plate. 

rt he lives. Ifyou have a blooded colt, | He turned and looked at me and said: 

e| you willtake him out-of-doors three “Papa, I don’t like fat.” I said: “Son, . 

iY times a day, exercise and water him, | if there is anything on your plate you 

} drive him and do all those little things | don’t like, leave it there and say noth- 
{ that make a fancy, “toppy” goer; but if ing.” His sister sat next to him, and 

' youhave a boy you will say: “John, he looked at her, handed her the plate, 

{ take your books and go to school and| saying: “Ladies first.” That boy 

get back just as soon after four o’clock | learned courtesy with a vengeance. 

{ as you can.” And you don’t know any-| A School for Every Nationality.— 

\ thing about the school, only what the} Since we have a common school, let us 

children say, and that is the most unre-| make it in every sense a common school 

t liable thing in the world. except in name. It should be a school 

f We owe our boys and our girls more} that shall open its doors to evey nation- 

than this. If you write letters just as| ality. I want my boy to sit by the side 

deep as the knife can send them into a} of an Irish boy, and I want him to sit 

} piece of marble, the hand of time will| by the side of a German boy and a Nor- 

} efface them; but if you pface a boy un-| wegian boy; I want them to grow up 

der the hands of an unskilful master,| from the same bench together; I want 

he will grow under those hands, and| them to understand that we have a gov- 

| there is nothing that will show the| ernment in which there is no platform 

| evils of misdirected effort so quickly as| over men’s heads to keep merit down 

} the character of a boy, and there is|and demerit up; that we are living 

nothing, on the other hand, that will| under a constitution which recognizes 

grow and develop and bear fruit as merit in its truest sense; that good will 

quickly asa boy’s mind under a skilful | rise to the top and that bad will sink to 

hand. Youowe it to your boy, itis a} the bottom. Men in this country do not 

duty that should be sacred to every| meet you with the question, as they do 

heart here, to see that he is properly | in England—‘“who is your grandfath- 

educated. er?”—but they look you squarely in the 

The Kind of Teachers to Hire.—| the face and say: “Who are you, and 

What kind of teachers shall we hire?| what are you good for?” I would no 

First of all, they shall be men, they shall | more wish to have my boy separate him- 

be women, they shall be living exem-| self from the German or the Irish boy 

| plars of what they teach. There was a| than I would that there should be separ- 

young lady in our district who came to | ate seats for the Methodist and the Pres- 

me ashort time ago and said: “What| byterian and the Catholic boys; but I 

kind of a school do you want taught?”| would have them all sit upon one com- 

| Ireplied: “I would have that boy of | mon seat, and as they grow up in knowl- 

‘
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edge and have a judgment of their own, are there together I would have them 

they would recognize that there are study that we havea government repre- 

good men and true men in every de- genting the underlying principles of good 

nomination. The worst problem that citizenship; I would have them learn 

we have to meet to-day, is the fact that patriotism in the truest sense of the 

we have sectional feeling all over our word; I would have them understand 
broad land and under the same consti- , that we are living in a country that is a 

tution. I would see the boys grow up little better than any other country on 

together, andI would have them devel-  God’s green earth, and that there floats : 

op into good men and good women who| over us a flag which is the best flag that 

will make good citizens, and while they | floats to the wind. ; 

1 

DOMESTIC ECONOMY. 
: 

By MRS. J. A. CLARK, Waterloo, Wis. 

Fruit for Breakfast.—I will confess} breakfast, and nearly all raised on your 

that I dread breakfast most of any meal | own farm. . 

during the day. It is not quite so hard} Maple Syrup.—The only extrava- 

to prepare an appetizing meal fora man/gance about this meal is the maple 

who has been up and about for an hour jsyrup. I was fortunate enough last 

or two doing his chores, and brings his | year to get pure Vermont sugar at ten q 

appetite with him when he comes in,|cents a pound. If you read, as I sup- 

but for the brain-workers it is more | pose you all do, the reports of the Ex- 

difficult. For such I would provide,| periment Station, you will see that cer- 

first, fruit of some kind. In melon sea-| tain of the foods excel in certain ele- 

son, nothing is betterthan musk-melons.| ments, and are valuable accordingly, 

If these are properly started in the hot-| namely, some in albuminoids, others in 

bed, the season is a long one, and we! carbohydrates, protein, ete. You doubt- 

can have them each morning for many | less understand all this, or if you donot, 

weeks. In fall, winter or spring, a baked | Prof, Henry can easily make it clear to 

sweet apple with plenty of cream on it} you. 
is delicious. Chemists have demonstrated, that in 

Cream—Bacon—Eggs.—Cream, un-_| filling certain of the requirements of the 

less our farmer happens to sell his milk | human body, a pound of sugar is equal 

to the cheese factory, is one of the things | to three pounds of beef; so you see that 

he should be lavish of, and is one of the} sugar is about the cheapest food you 

greatest of edible luxuries. After this,| can get. Honey, if you have it, makes 

bacon and fried eggs are another of the|a good substitute for maple syrup at 

farmer’s specialties. These, with buck-| this meal. 

wheat cakes and maple syrup, coffee and| Broil Your Beef-Steak —Beef-steak 

plenty of cream, make a good farmer’s! may be substituted for bacon, only do 3 

ie .
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| + not fry your beef. There are kind heart-| especially puddings, and salads are a 

{ ed people who will not eat flesh, be-| great addition to any table. Cake is a 
Es cause the animal has been killed. Ido|vanity, and the only kinds called 

| not go as far as that, but when a steer|for in a farmer’s family are a plain cake 
Ey has been killed and his flesh fried in the | with ice-cream, and a wedding caké 

| pan, there has been an additional mur-| when the giri gets married. 
| der committed, besides the original kill-| An Abundance of Good Things. 
| ing of the beef. Ido draw the line at|—The ordinary every-day farmer has at 
| that crime. Broil your steak, on a| his command a continued abundance of 
| gridiron or wire toaster, over the coals. | good things in the eating line. At our 
t Cook it rare, serve on a hot platter with | house, just now, we are picking the first 

at . Salt, pepper and butter on it, and you/| fruits of our hot-bed, in the shape of 
| have your steak as it should be. deliciously tender radishes. Next week 

Fried Potatoes—Toast—Cheese.— | We will have lettuce, and shortly spinach 
} Fried potatoes and nicely browned toast | 80d beet greens. It is astonishing with 
{ go well with beef-steak, and milk toast, | What little trouble and expense these 
| and scrambled eggs are a temptation to; things are grown. A half-day’s work i a flagging appetite. Dutch or Cottage |f our man, at a time when his work is 

t cheese, eaten with cream, is a favorite|Of no account, prepares the hot-bed. i dish at our house. The only other expense, except the orig- 
; Soups.—In killing a beef you have to arc caer os pee aod eae ee ec 
} take the good and the poor, and in no ie copentpual ee gine. 

| Way can you utilize the‘poor beef so well| 1¢@—So with our ice. Itis the one - | asin soups. The French, our greatest | CTOP in this country that never fails, and 
{ cooks, excel in this respect. A recent |i# is harvested when there is nothing 
‘ article in the New York Tribune on this | Se doing. At an annual expense that, } subject closes as follows: is not noticeable, it gives us an enjoy- 

“It is so good and cheap, itis a part of | ™@eBt that we otherwise would not 
the daily food of rich and poor. Agsoup|have for half a year. I will ac- supplies the place of the stimulants, to | knowledge one drawback to these luxur- 
which too many working men in this | je, Before we had ice, once or twice in country are driven, by food which isso 
greasy and poorly prepared that it is of | the course of the season we would go to little or no food value, and fails to sup-| the village restaurant and buy a dish of 

ply ae pare eee caused by daly ice-cream. I confess that this, under 
wife does aoe for tourists thang a theee oinemmneyaneee, tested muck Eve thousand eloquent homilies by a thous-|elicious to us than much better ice- 
and wise men.” cream does now, when taken more com- 
‘Vegetables.—I would recommend | monly at home. 

i the using of a greater variety of vege-| Celery.—In those days, before we had, 
tables. Try one or two new kinds every | celery all winter long, we used to go to 
year. Not every farmer raises “Brus-| the garden of an old German friend of 

| sels’ Sprouts,” but I think all should.|ours who was so fortunate as to have 
They are a kind of a glorified cabbage, | lettuce fit to eat about the first of Ji une, 
without the objectionable features of|and none that I ever raised equaled 
that vegetable. that, flavored as it was, with asix 
Puddings and Pies—Cake.— Pud- | months’ abstinence from a fresh veget- 

dings and pies are a good thing to have, | able diet. Nature gives its compensation, 

5 
| 
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though I hardly think it pays to go with-| is under obligation to her, and to the 

out six months for the sake of acquir- | child, because by thus taking her duties 

ing an additional zest to our appetites.|from her, you make her selfish, and 

Woman's Special Province.—To | render the work that must eventually— 

provide this food and have the proper | if she marries and has a family—come 

arrangement of our domestic affairs is| doubly hard. How will her children 

woman’s special province. Her educa-|fare without a mother competent to 

tion should tend to this. Her business | either help or teach them? is the ques- 
in life is to make some home happy, and| tion that should be asked. I do not 

to do this, she must have athorough un-| think there is much of this, but yet 

derstanding of the needs and require-| every one must have noticed instances. 

ments of domestic management. Conveniences.—Mr. Morrison, when 

AFarmer’s Wife's Education.—I | he wrote me in regard to my subject, | 
believe in the higest education for| Said: “Even the simple matter of mak- . 
woman. There is no danger of any one | ing delicious cup of coffee is a sealed 
knowing too much or being too accom- | secret to the great majority of ladies. It ; 

plished, but this higher education, es-; Seems to me,” he says, “that there is : 
pecially for a farmer’s wife and daugh-| about as much stupidity in this direc- 
ter, must be built on a solid foundation | tion as can be found in any of the call- 
of practical every-day household know- | ings of life.” 
ledge. It can detract nothing from the| I gather from these remarks of our ex- | 
attraction of a farmer’s house, if his | cellent Superintendent, that in the 7 
daughters are good musicians. If they | course of his perigrinations through the 

know Latin and Greek, it will do no| State this winter with his institutes, he 

harm, but rather be a distinction than | has put up at the country hotels rather 
otherwise in their later days. | than with the farmers, and I am sure 
But, in addition to this, if they are to be | that there he has made a mistake. I 
farmer’s wives, they must know how | can well understand his complaint, if he ' 

to take care of a slaughtered hog. They | has tried the hotels; but let me recom- 
must understand souse, and compre-| mend to him another year the hospitali- 

hend cheese, and have a realizing sense | ty of the farmers. I think he would 
of the merits of’ spare-ribs and pickled | find that he had improved on his quar- 
pigs’ feet, and all the mystery of sau-| ters, and that the farmers and farmers’ 

sage. In the education of our daugh-| wives would maintain the reputation, 

ters we make a great mistake if we | that I think they have, of being bounti- 
neglect these things. ful and tasteful providers to the best of 

Mothers Favor Their Daughters. | their ability. I say here, to the best of 

—There is a tendency on the part of | their ability, and I say it in reference to 

some mothers to favor their daughters | the farmers’ wives. For it is a fact that, } 
at their own expense. They will wash | in the march of improvement, the great 

the dishes rather than have these young| advance in machinery, inventions 
ladies soil their hands; they will take |and in all conveniences, comfort 7 

care of the milk and make the butter {and their means of doing things j 
while the girls sit in the parlor and | have not advanced as have other kinds 

practice on the piano. This is a wrong/| of work on the farm. I regret that this | 
to both of these parties—to the mother, | is so, for I believe that the truest domes- j 

in that she sacrifices herself to one who | tic economy consists in furnishing con- { 

a J
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veniences for the wife and house-keeper,{ The Cooking Room.—A small room 

so that she may economize her own | on one side of the kitchen to be used as 

strength. acooking room is another labor-saver. 

; Arrangement of the MHouse.—|In this a large flour chest, with parti- 

First, the house should be so arranged | tions, can hold flour, corn meal and rye 

. that she can perform her various duties | meal. If of the right height, it makes a 

without too many useless steps. In| good place to rest the molding board 
B® many houses the cellar is under the | upon, while in use. Over it are rows of 

“upright,” and the kitchen in the farth- | Shelves for spices of all kinds, boxes of 
er end of the “L.” The well is apt to| raisins and currants, sago and rice and 
be on one side of the house, the cis-| other groceries; near by the sugar buck- 
tern pump on the other, and the wood- | ¢t, molasses jug, lard jar, baking tins, pie 

: pile far away. Properly, the inside | plates—in fact, all and everything that 

cellar stairs should lead directly from | one needs to use in the making of bread, 
the kitchen—and there should be outside | Pies and cake, should be in this one 
stairs for the carrying in of vegetables |Toom, where it could be reached with 

in the fall, and for milk in the summer, scarcely a step. 

if the milk is kept at home. Cupboard for Dishes.—The cup- 

The Sink.—Every farmer’s kitchen board for dishes, built between dining- 

should be furnished with a sink, into |T0om and kitchen, with door in either 
which both hard and soft water should | Tom, will be found a greatconvenience. _ 

be brought by pumps. It is not always Underneath the cupboard, drawers 

convenient to have the well water thus | Should be placed for storing table-cloths, 

brought, but there is no reason why the | 2@pkins and extra knives, forks and 
eistern water should not be. This sink | Spoons. 
should connect with a drain for the| The Sewing Room.—A most desir- 
carrying away of waste-water. If water able room is one which could be used in 

must be brought into the house in pails, | Summer for a sewing room, large enough 

it surely is too much to ask that it be|to contain sewing machine, cutting- 
carried out in the same manner and | table, work-basket, Jap-board, a low, 
thrown on the ground to make a spot | ©48Y rocker and an old-fashioned lounge, 

offensive to sight and smell, and a breed- | Where the tired mother can take her 
ing place for flies. At one end of the | afternoon nap. Tf she has such a place, 
sink, a long, broad shelf makes a good where all her making and mending can 

place to put dishes as they are wiped, be reached at a moment’s notice, the 

and under this should be drawers for | time for the nap is much more easily 

| dish-wipers and kitchen aprons, and a | found than it otherwise would be. 
cupboard for tea-pot and coffee-pot, tea| Bed-Rooms.— Bed-rooms on the 

canister and coffee-mill, and under the | lower floor are a necessity in a house 

sink a place for pots and kettles. where children are reared. My summer 

The Wood-Box,—A wood-box built | bed-room has an outside door, which I 

in the partition, between kitchen and | find a convenience and a luxury. 

wood-shed, opening directly behind the| The Living Room.—The room for 
cook stove on the kitchen side, and so|rest and recreation should be on the 

arranged that it can be filled from the | south side of the house, into which the 

wood-shed, is a great convenience and|sun can shine all through the long 

saves many steps and much dirt. winter. It should have a coal stove, or 

£ so 6
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a good wood base burner, and a fire night | done as our mothers had before sewing 

and day, a little less than eight months | machines were invented. 

of the year. This room should be made| The Washing Machine — Ironing. 

as pleasant as one’s means will allow. —If any one has a washing machine 

There is no need for costly furniture, but | worth the house room it occupies 

let it be comfortable in every way—light, | I wish she would let me know of it. A 

warm, a place where the children can | folding ironing board is very well for 

play on the floor, and the older people | children’s clothes, skirts, shirts, etc., but 

rest in easy rocking chairs, with pictures, | I had a little table made, two feet wide, 

if you can afford them; books, by all four feet long, set on castors, which is 

means; playthings for the smaller chil-| easily moved, and is much better for : 

dren, games for the older ones —a room | ironing sheets and long table cloths. 

hard to keep in order, perhaps, but one | The uses to which this little table is put 

that the children will remember with | are innumerable, and it is astonishing 

pleasant recollections all their lives | how much the burdens of life are saved 

through. by placing many things on little wheels. 

Tack-Puller— Carpet Sweeper.—| Few women are so constituted as to be 

There are many things for lightening | able to lift much, but their ability to 

the labor of women, which many of you | push things is something wonderful. 

may have, and others never have heard| Truck for Moving Stoves.— Speak- 

of. There are no agents to go around |ing of wheels reminds me to say, that 

and sell them, probably, because their | with five pieces of 2x4, thirty inches 
cost is so small that they could not live | long, and a set of castors costing a dollar, 

on the commission they would get.| Wwe have a frame upon which we put our 
many a woman this coming spring will | coal stove, when not in use, and a woman 

get down on the floor and/or child can push it from one end of the 

pull tacks from the  carpet| house tothe wood-shed, and by means 

with a screw-driver or a butcher-knife, | of this device the taking down and set- 

when there is a little tool made for this | ting up of the coal stove becomes an easy 

purpose, costing twenty-five cents, called | matter. Most men can lift a good deal, 

“Little Jack, the Giant Tack Puller,” | but I notice that few of them seem to 

which not only pulls the tacks from the | enjoy carrying around a coal stove. 

floor, but from the carpet. Any small| Cleaning Vegetables.—Every one 

child can use it, and it saves its cost in|has an apple parer, and I have 

tacks every two years. Acarpet-stretch-|tried potato parers but alway 

er, costing seventy-five cents, brings the|return to my little knife. If 

carpet easily to its place, and saves a| potatoes are well cleaned with a brush, | 

great many times its cost inlame arms|the paring is an easy matter. The 

and aching shoulders, every year. A | various brushes now made for cleaning 

carpet-sweeper is as much ahead of the | vegetables are good things to have, and 
ordinary broom, as the ordinary broom | an ordinary scrub-brush for wood-work 

is ahead of the hemlock ones I remem- | does the work much better than can be 

3 ber seeing one of our neighbors use when | done with acloth, and is not nearly as 

I was a child. hard on hands and arms. 

The Sewing Machine.—Every one} Folding Dish-Rack—A folding j 

has a sewing machine, but I doubt if| dish-rack, costing twenty-five cents, is | 

any of us ever have our sewing as well| forsale at crockery stores. By using 

ei li
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this only half the towels are needed that | they come to the house to ask if they 
are required when the dishes are |can borrow some of these things, taking 
drained in the ordinary manner. A wire | care to explain that theirs are laid away 
dish-cloth for kettles and tins is a neces- | under the snow, or insome other equally 
sity in every kitchen inaccessible place. They are always 
The Lightning Chopper.—For the | careful to return them, and recognize 

making of mince pies, plum, and hasty | them as belonging entirely to me, and 
puddings, and various other things, | you know it is a comfort toa woman to 
many people use the ordinary wooden | be absolute owner of something, if it is 
bowl and a chopping knife; but there is | only a saw or a hammer. 
a machine called the “Lightning Chop-| Reserve Supplies.—There are many 
per,” which makes play of these other-|other branches of domestic economy 
wise laborious tasks. The knife is car-| which I have hardly time to touch upon. 
ried up and down, in a revolving pail, by | The importance of keeping a good sup- 
means of a crank, and isso easily worked ply of reserves, can not be too strongly 
that a small child can use it. It costs | urged. My mother used to say that 
about five dollars and is, apparently, in- | sheets and table-cloths should never be 
destructible. Mine, after the use of many | worn out, but when about half worn, 
years, seems as good’ as new, and has | new ones should be purchased and the 
been worth fully the cost of it each year | old ones laid away for extra occasions. 
that I have had it. It does not make|Unexpected and long-continued com- 
quite as much noise as a threshing pany often cause us to need large sup- 
machine, but enough to delight the | plies of table linen and, when sickness 
children, and to let the farmer know, if ;}comes, there can hardly be too much 
he is within easy distance, when he may | bedding. 
expect something fine for dinner. A| Plan Systematically. — Eternal 
lemon squeezer anda potato masher are | vigilance must be the price of good 
also convenient articles, and cost but house-keeping, but eternal drudgery 
little money. need not be. If we will systematically 
Necessary Tools.—Many things | plan our work; if we will intelligently 

about the house are often destroyed for | plan our houses, life will be much easier 
want of a skilfully-driven nail, or a well- | for many of us. I know man. y Women 
turned screw. Itis said that a woman | complain that they cannot rebuild their 
cannot drive a nail, but how can you ex- | houses, and cannot procure the conven- 
pect her to if she has only a flat-iron to | iences they desire; but I believe that if 
drive it with? I well remember the|# Woman knows what she wants, and 
first shelf I put up. My tools were a| Will make her husband know that she 
wood-saw, a butcher-knife, and a dis-{ knows, in nine cases out of ten she will 
abled monkey-wrench. I know more|get it. It is always well to submit to 
now than I did then, and have a|the inevitable with grace and philos- 
saw, hammer, screw-driver, chisel, two | ophy; but we don’t want to get into the 
gimlets, a box of screws of all sizes, nails | habit of accepting as inevitable things 
of all lengths, tacks, linen twine, and | Which might be changed by a little per 
many other handy and useful things, in | 8istance on our part. 
acupboard in my kitchen. I findthese| Too Much Work.—It is said of 
a great convenience, as do also the men | America, by a recent visitor, that here 
folks, judging from the number of times every one works, and it is also said that
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work without ceasing is making this; duty it is to provide for us and for whom 

country one of the most prosperous, but} we perform our unfailing share. 

one of the most unkeautiful countries} Buy Your Wife Labor-Savers. 

imaginable. No one here has time tobe | —Let the farmer, when he congratu- 

idle; yet it is only in idleness and leis-| lates himself that by his wind-mill he 

ure that the beautiful can be developed, | has saved himself the labor of pumping 

either in the brain or by thehand. We, | water for his stock; that by his binder, 

the farmers’ wives, as a class, are true to| he now does not have to sweat in the 

our work. We will not only do our duty | harvest field; that by his hay-loader 

ourselves but we will bring up our and horse-fork, and mower, and self- 

daughters to take our places in the next | dumping rake, he has freed the hay field 

generation. Nature has done her share | of its terrors,—let him, I say, when he 

in giving us a beautiful State. In no|comtemplates all this labor-saving ma- 

other country does the sun shine on a| chinery, use equal energy and wisdom 

lovelier landscape. Can we then be|in providing smaller labor-saving im- 

blamed if we wish to make our homes | plements for his wife, and I will promise, 

beautiful and fit for the situation | on her part,thatshe will do her duty, 

in which we find them placed? |not only in providing for the wants of 

To do this we should have leisure, | the house, but also in making a farmer’s 

and if by defects in our domestic ar-|home what it should be: a place of re- 
rangements we are compelled to spend | freshment, a home where culture and 

the time in useless labor which is need-! comfort dwell, where elegance and 

ed for giving us a higher education and | beauty are cultivated, a fit dwelling for 

a greater beauty in our surroundings, it | that best specimen of humanity, the 

is a crime on the part of those whose ' Wisconsin farmer. 

eet 

THE FARMER AS A CITIZEN. 

By W. D. HOARD, Governor of Wisconsin. 

About Calves.—Mr. Thom has spok- | bred calf is the most intelligent. There 

en about calves. From my earliest in-| is a long line of heredity in its behalf 

fancy down to to-day (I am not paying but the most provoking thing on this 

much attention to calves now) I was| green earth at times isacalf. He will : 

brought up along with bovine babies. I stand and regard you with a look of 

have had a deep interest in the little | mild and innocent baby-like wonder, and ) 

animal called the calf, and, as a conse- la stupidity that is unfathomable. 

quence, at an early age I made some- The Deacon and the Calf—I am 

thing of a study of the animal. Calves | reminded of an incident in the history 

are very much alike, whether they come of good old deacon Coolidge, a neigh- 

from one breed or another. As arule,| bor of mine in New York, ard I tell you 

those who have had experience in deal-| this story now for the purpose of ex- 

ing with them discover that a thorough- | plaining somewhat, it may be, certain
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derelictions or deviations from the strict | gan to get very much engaged init, and 

orthodox pathway that men may be | his tail began to show just how he felt. 

pardoned for indulging in who have the | He plunged his nose down below the 

handling of calves. Deacon Coolidge | drinking point, when suddenly (he 

was one of the best men I ever knew, | must have breath) he gavea snort that 

with a heart overflowing with love to|spurted the milk all over the deacon 

his fellow-man, to his Maker, and to all | “I knew it would come to this,” he says, 

things that his Maker had made. He|“I knew it would come to this, just on 

was a thrifty farmer, and his wife was account of Maria’s forgetfulness. Bossy, 

like him. Aunty Coolidge was one | bossy, bossy.” The calf gave another 

of the best women who ever lived. Sun- | snort, and the good deacon could stand 

day morning came. The old man had | it no longer, and straddling the calf’s 

just hitched up the old mare and start- | neck, he seized both ears and plunging 

ed for church, three miles distant. He | the little fellow’s neck in the kettle he 

had driven into the road and turned | said: “If it wa’nt for the love I bear 

back to shut the gate, when the old lady | my blessed Lord and Master I would 

said: “Pa, I declare for it, that calf | punch your cussed head off.” 

' hasn’t been fed, and the milk is in the Well, there are people in this world 

brass kettle on the stove, all warm for|who would have taken good old 

| him.” “Well,” the old man replied, | Deacon Coolidge in that hour and 

“well, well; this is a pretty time to think | measured him by one of the seventy 

1 of feeding the calf, I declare, with my | articles; but I have an opinion that the 

i best clothes on. Maria,” he said, “what Lord had considerable sympathy with 

are you thinking of, not to speak of it | Decon Coolidge on that morning. 

\ before?” “Well, pa, you know that we Calf-Rearing.—One thing I want to 

} claim to be Christians, and if we should | say soberly, now, in regard to the rear- 

} go off to church all day long and leave | ing of the calf, and that is this: It is 

i that poor calf without anything | said that the women of Holland are the 

to eat, we couldn't pray enough| most successful of any people in the 

nor sing enough to make God forgive | world with cattle. Why? Because they 

us forsuch an act.” “Well,” said the | come to the contemplation of the needs 

deacon, “I guess you are right.” So he | of these babies from the standpoint of 

started back, took the brass kettle | their own motherhood. They under- 

from the stove, and gathering|stand that this is a baby calf. The 

up his Sunday meeting coat| women of Holland rear the cattle of 

as snugly as possible, he walked | Holland. I have noticed a great many 

along with the milk to the calf, who was | men in their management of young stocks 

impatient and eager and hungry, with | and have thought thousands of times 

expectancy standing right out in his|that if they would delegate it to their 

little eyes. The old deacon says: wives they would save many very costly 

“Bossy, bossy, come along, come up here, mistakes. 

come along.” And so he inserted his| Now, one of the points that I would 

finger, no, two fingers, for he was a| make is this: The calf comes into the 

shrewd old deacon and knew better than | world with a baby stomach. No mother 

to try to feed that calf with one finger. | attempts to take a puling infant and im- 

He led that calf down into the pail, and mediately to pour solids into its 

it began to taste good, and the calf be- | little stomach. Nature handles
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this question from “her own] Organized Efforts.—My friends, we 

standpoint, and if we have an ear at- | have to-day before us, in Wisconsin, a 

tuned to nature and an eye clearly vis- | very encouraging state of affairs. You 

ioned to nature, we can go along, even | don’t know how gratefully comes to me 

though we do not read Sanscrit. We can | the prospect of seeing the great agricul- 

understand the things that belong to us: | tural thought and intellect of the State 

This calf is a baby, and for the first four | awakening in vigorous life to the im- 

weeks in its history it has what is called | portance of a stronger and better intel- 

arennet stomach that must take food | lectual condition in behalf of our call- 

in the form which nature has design-|ing. We are in a most favorable con- 

ed; it passes then slowly  out| dition; these organized efforts are tak- 

of the rennet stage into the ruminant|ing hold of our minds and gradually 

stage, when the calf begins first to chew | making them homogeneous. There are, 

the cud. This varies from|of course, men in the State without 

four to eight and ten weeks. | thought or idea of the value of rubbing 

Now, an observant rearer of calves will] against their neighbors, but the Insti- 

easily notice when a calf shows a dispo-| tute work has come and has come to 

sition to commence to chew the cud, and | stay and to tell in every community 

he will never force solids upon the little | through which it passes. 

animal until he shows a disposition of | Beginning ofInstituteWork—The . 
this kind. We should commence care- | other day, at Lake Mills, at the Insti- 

fully with the calf in this way, and also | tute there, I sketched for afew moments 
take another lesson from nature. | the feeble beginning in Wisconsin of this 

Nature when left to herself turns the | Institute work. Let me follow it now 

baby calf out with his mother, and he|for a moment. The first beginning of 

will take his food from ten to twenty | practical Institute work was in the little 

timesa day. I have studied and watched | basement of the church in Lake Mills, 

these little animals many times and | in 1870. It was the organization of the 
noticed how many times they will take | Jefferson County Dairymen’s Associa- 

their food. If you will follow that law | tion. From that, meetings were organ- 

and give the calf his food as often as| ized andheld in a few places in Jeffer- 

possible, give it to him in small quanti-|son County, and one day in 1872, at | 
ties and give it to him as his mother | a meeting in Jefferson, your humble f 

gives it to him, sweet and warm, oe: | Serr sa was authorized by a vote of | 

will come as close to nature as you can. | that little association to issue a call { 

Nature don’t give a calf sour milk unless | throughout the State, asking the peo- i 

it is a Texas cow, and she is ugly enough | ple who felt an interest in thesematters  - ‘ 
to give sour milk. I would maintain|to come together at Watertown and , 

that practice with the calf till he is six|forma State Dairymen’s Association. 

months’ old. Feed the calf at least | Six gathered there, and they deliberated | 
three times a day. Don’tlet him get so|and established an organization—and il 

hungry that the stomach is filled with a | then commenced the first practical or- 1 

. gnawing gastric juice; then he gorges | ganized effort under State auspices for | 

and bloats himself and brings on dys-| the growth of knowledge, and for the | 

pepsia. Never allow a calf to occupy |improvement and betterment of our } 

wet or damp quarters; that is one of the | ideas and practices. | 

most important things. That association had a very tedious | 

!
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and hard road to travel for years; but | By the census of 1880, there are 40,- 

gradually it began to force conviction | 000 more foreign born voters in Wiscon- 

upon the people. The people began |sin than native born, and they are wel- 

to see that there was a Messiahship in | come here to our best citizenship. But 

this work; that men had come with | we need some process that shall take 

ideas to offer to each other, and you re- | hold of them; that shall make the Ger- 

member the meeting of the association | man feel that he is no longer so much a 

afew years ago in this city. German as he is an American; that shall 

Now, that was the first practical ef- | make the Englishman feel that he is no 

fort, and we have gone on from the or-|longersomuch an Englishman as an 

ganization of the State Dairymen’s As- | American; that shall make every man 
sociation to take a wider and broader | feel that the grandeur of American citi- 
understanding of our duty to each | zenship stands before him, and that citi- 

other. zenship isthe stamp that gives to all 

The Almoner of Wisconsin.— | character its true value in this country, 

Some of those duties have been touched| The People’s College.—Now, to the 
upon practically here. We have been | farmer is delegated to a large extent the 
engaged in discussing the money-mak-|growth of this principle, this idea 
ing sideof this work, but there isa |of citizenship. Iwantto see the far- 

+ broader side to the farmer than simply | mers of this State take hold of the ques- 
his pocket. He stands to-day not alone | tion of education ina grand and sub- 
a money-maker in Wisconsin, but the | stantial manner. I want them to see to 
almoner of her destiny; he stands as| it earnestly that the little district school 

the repository, to a large extent, of the | Shall become the people’s college as it 
moral and political conscience of this | ought to become; I want the country 
people. To him must be referred, year | 8chcol-house raised and dignified. We 

after year, asagrand juror, the ques-| have our colleges and our high schools, 
tions that areto effect the well-being and the University, and God speed them 
of this people, and these meetings are all, but the country school, the farmer’s 

doing more, my friends, to get us to un- | School, lies ai the root of things, and too 

derstand and expand the broad relations | Often is weak and expressionless. My 
we bear to each other, than anything |friends,I wantin this Institute work 
that has happened in the course of | that we shall see the necessity of estab- 
our lives. lishing a ground-work of intelligence. 
Wisconsin’s Population.—We are a | How are we to become intelligent far- 

peculiar State. Wehave absorbed into | mers; how are we to carry on our busi- 

our body politic so vast an amount of | ness; how are we to make money; how 

foreign material that it is a question | are we to form ourselves as worthy citi- 

whether the process of assimilation | zens ofa most worthy State unless it be 
shall take place in a harmonious and in- | by intelligence? 
telligent manner or not. We have in| “By the Sweat of Your Brow”.— 

Wisconsin a population compésed of | God says“by the sweat of your brow 

representatives from almost every na- | shall you earn your bread.” He did not 

tion on the globe; our population to-day | say by the sweat of your back; he did 

is 70 per cent. foreign born and their | not say by the sweat of your hands, but 

descendants, and we have not thought|he has put that very action and 

of this as we ought to have thought: that very place of struggle where it be- 

otal
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longs—in the head. Read between the | capable of doing something. The ques- 

lines and seeif he does not mean that | tion went around the board, and finally 

if you don’t thinkyou shall not have | it came to Curran, and he rose and said:* 

much bread. We need thought and we | “Education has done this for me, my lord 

need encouragement; we need to en-|—It has enabled the son of a poor Irish 

courage eachother, we need to stand by | peasant to sit at the table of his prince.” 

each other. And itis recorded that the Prince of 

Good, Hard Thinking.—The agri- | Wales took offense at that statement, and 

cultural interest is attacked on/| never again was Curran asked into the 

all sides, but let me say  to}presence of royalty. Moreshame beit 

you, in all conscience, I believe | to royalty! 
to-day that the farmer himself in Wis-| Iam glad that my own country gives 

;consin is his own worst foe to his own|me athousand such examples as this. 
| well being. It is not the monopolists, it |The poor boy who has struggled with 

is not the politicians, it is not the capi- | thought, who has struggled with ideas, 
talists, but it is the fact that the farmer | Who has struggled with undertsanding, zi 
himself has not seen the broad gauge to | Who has reached up and asked day after 

which he should attain for the purpose | day, “Oh, Lord, give unto me under- ' 
of emancipating his own business from | Standing,” in prayer as honest as ever , 
the thraldom that has encircled it.|went out of the human heart—that 
That thraldom isa lack of good, hard { boy has a right to feel that on him has 
thinking, not hard work. been stamped the insignia of God’s 

What Education Does.—Go where | best grace, the hunger and thirst for 
you will in Waukesha County, show me | knowledge. The man in the old story 
the man who is intelligent, the man who | Was asked which would he have, wis- 
reads and studies, the man who follows | 40m or riches, and he chose wisdom 
the lines of thought connected | nd God gave him both. 
with his pursuit, and that} The Country School-House.—We 

man I will show you almost| need in our relations as farmers, in our 
invariably is the successful man of his| neighborhood relations, in our school- 

class. Now, then, if intelligence isa step- | district relations, to stand by our little 
ping-stone to success, we need to under- | institutions with more loyalty, and that 
stand that we must lay broad and deep|is the reason I made a_ short 

the foundation of intelligence. plea for the country school-house, stand- 
Tread alittle story whena boy that | ing “like a ragged beggar by the road- | 

touched medeeply, concerning John | side,” the desks scarred with the rough | 

Philpot Curran, the noted Irish barris-| touch of the rude jack-knife, the only | 

ter. Ata banquet to which he was in-| temple of knowledge that I ever found, { 

vited by the Prince of Wales, the ques-| and the only temple that ever gave me | 

tion went around: “What has education | a start on the road to a better under- i 

done for you?” Education is not school-| standing. Isee it to-day as it stands j 

ing, it is thinking; it is the assimilation | upon the rugged hillside in New York; I ; i 

of knowledge, not putting on a man a | see the different teachers who came and { 

veneer; it is not cramming; it is not | went to the last day of my school-boy i 

polishing a man on the outside, by fill-| life. I remember one teacher who took { 

ing him with digested thought and | hold of my understanding and held my i 
digested understanding, making him | heart, and who, I am sorry to say, found
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no answer in the thought or conviction} o’clock, went into the woods and 

of the people of that district. He taught | burned brush; went back to breakfast 
me things; he taught me to understand | at six; had mush and milk. Father sent 

animals; he taught me to understand | meover to Uncle James’ to borrow his 
the plants by the road-side; he taught | almanac to see when the moon changed. 
me to look out into the arcana of nature, | Mother said she “wished I had a book.” 
as faras I could go, and said to me:} Poor boy, away back there in 1788 laying 
“Remember, my boy, that all these | the foundation of the knowledge of to- 

things spread out before you are yours, | day. Out of his ignorance have we reap- 
and given to you for your use.” That | ed grand results; out of the poverty of 
man started within me a thirst for | those men has been builded this nation, 
knowledge that no other man ever did, | @nd shall we not religiously and con- 
but it was said of him, by the rude | 8cientiously develop and maintain these 

neighborhood, because he took the boys institutions and promote knowledge? 

out in the afternoon and let them down | When the child asks fora book shall 
into the secrets of nature, took them | We give hima stone? 
down into the meadow and showed them | When the boy stood there I ques- 

the difference in grasses—it was said of | tioned him and asked: “What kind 
him: “He is a consarned fool, and don’t | of a book do you want?” and it seemed 

half earn his money.” Out of that little | as if it were the return of my grand- 
rude neighborhood there grew a class of | father’s request, “I want a book.” He 
boys who will feel to their latest breath | said, “I would like a book, I don’t care 
the stimulous that man gave them. | what it is—a book that will teach me 
Now, we ought to make our little coun- | something.” So I led him to the book 
try school-house the center of our civil- | case and asked him what he wanted, and 
ization. We ought to encourage all| what his desire was, and he said that he 
these things that shall take hold of the | wanted to know something about cattle. 

boy. *| Well, he touched me still closer, you 

The Boy and the Book.—A poor|know. I asked him if he couldn’t get 

German boy came into my office about | any books at home and he said no. 
six years ago, with a gentle, kindly face | “Father says that I know enough now, 
anda mild blue eye, and stepping up| and mother said (oh,I tell you these 
bashfully, said: “Is this Mr. Hoard?” | mothers help the boys out grandly) that 
The moment I saw him my heart was | she knew you would let me have a book 
drawn to him. He drew along breath, | if I came down here, but not to tell 
and I could see in the thin clothing on | father anything about it.” Now, the 
that cold December day the beating of | mother reached into the boy’s heart; 
a stout little heart. He was about six-| She knewhislonging. I gave him the 
teen years old, and he said: “I came to | book he wanted and he came back and 
ask you, sir, if you would lend me| Wanted another and another, and I say 

a book?” Why, do you know, at| to you that that poor German boy will 

that very moment it seemed as if the | S°me day be a pride to his mother and 
boy and myself were welded together. | 0 the State of Wisconsin. 
Then I remembered in the diary of my The Hope of This Nation. — These 
grandfather, written on the 10th things make me glad because they make 
day of October, 1788, this little | together for peace; they are encourage- 
entry: “Rose this morning at four| ments; they help us in our work. We 

—
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sometimes get discouraged ds agricul-|ona farm?” Iwas astonished when he ; 

turists out upon the farm, we think | told me that eighty out of every one | 

nobody appreciates us and we have a hundred of these men who were con-' 

hard life; but remember that out of this| trolling the commerce of the nation 

great, broad agricultural heart is coming | were born on the farm. . 

the future of this country; that from it} Then I asked him, “what about their} . 

js recruited the statasmen, the manag-|sons?” and he shrugged his shoulders 

ersof the great business enterprises, |and said: “Degenerate sons of worthy 

the blood and the brawn that isthe hope | sires. The city isa great melstrom; it 

of this nation. is a great hopper; it grinds up human j 

Stand by Your Own.—Standing in flesh and blood, but the farmer’s boy,| 

the Produce Exchange in New York | of all other boys, is the boy who can 

City, a few years ago, I looked over the | stand the grind.” 

five hundred men who to-day represent| Stand by your own. Stand by your 

and control the commerce of this na-|own farm, your little school-house. 

tion,fand I said to Mr. Armour, one of | Stand by everything’ that belongs to j 

the Armour Brothers, who was a far-| you; magnify your calling; don’t be- 

mer’s boy: “How many of these five | little it but magnify it, and thus shall 

‘hundred men do you think were born | the blessing of God follow. ' 
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ONE WAY TO INCREASE FARM PROFITS. 

By PROF. E. S. GOFF, Madison, Wis. 

The Plan Suggested.—You will all | and dairy products. These are the bare 

agree that if there is one thing that the | necessities of life. If the housekeeper 

farmer needs to know more than any | has no other place from which to draw, 

other at the present time, it is how he/she will find it very difficult to supply 

may increase the profits from his farm.| her table with a pleasing variety of 

Prices of produce rule low. Labor and| wholesome dishes during the whole . 

taxes are high. The profits on staple| year. In early summer the salt meat 

farm products are becoming so small | and shriveled potatoes are poor supply- 

that many farmers are anxiously inquir- | ments to the grainary and dairy, and the 

ing how they can support their families palate tires ofsameness at any season. 

and keep out of debt, or still worse, how Rither the farmer's living will have to 

they can meet the interest on debts al-| be narrowed down to an unpleasant and 

ready incurred. unhealthful monotony, or else there will 

If I were to offer a plan with the| be a great void in the bill of fare, that 

claim that, by observing it, you could | must be filled from some source. This 

grow wealthy in fiveor ten years, you void may be, and very often is, filled 

might well question the soundness of | from the grocery. Here the housekeep- . 

my views, for fortunes are not often | er may select from a large number of ‘ 

legitimately made in that time. But 1| preparations that are convenient to use, 

have nosuch plan to offer. Ishall, how-| and which make very palatable dishes 

ever, suggest a means by which I think There are oranges, lemons, figs, dates 

it will be possible for some farmers to | bananas, pineapples, raisins, prunes, 

reduce their cost of living, and at the| dried currants, cocanuts, rice, choco- 

same time increases the comforts of | late, tapiaco,sago, and other products 

their homes, and which, if wisely car- | of tropical climates, that modern com- ) 

ried out, will, in certain cases, enable | merce brings almost to our door. But . 

the farmer to materially enhance the have youever stopped to count the cost 

net income from his farm. of the food preparations that we buy at 

The Cost of Living—On the farm | the grocery? Let us take for example | 

depends largely upon the proporticn of | raisins and dried currants, produced, we : 

the articles consumed that is produced | will suppose, in the islands of the Med- 

at home. The ordinary farm supplies| iterranedn, and wich have been trans- : 

the family with flour, meat, potatoes, | ported nearly 5,000 miles before reach- e
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| ing our table. The grower of these{year. There will be a very small void 

} products has been paid for raising and | to fill from the grocery. For instance, 

| marketing them—not very well paid, it|as soon as the ground thaws out in the 

' is true, but perhaps quite as well as is | spring, we may have parsnips and salsify 

| the farmer when he sells corn and pota-| from the open ground. These may be 
| toes at present prices. The packer has | followed by fall sown spinach, and this 

been paid for assorting, packing and | by asparagus and lettuce; these in turn 

4 labeling them. The steamship and | by green peas, and these by string beans, 

railway companies have been paid for | early cabbage and cauliflower; these by 

} carrying them nearly a quarter of the|sweet-corn and melons, and these by 

| way around the earth. They have been | turnips and celery, the latter bridging 
i through the custom house and paid | over winter and lasting until the ground 

{ Uncle Sam a tariff. The importer has | thaws out again in the spring, I have 

| taken a slice for his profit, and the| by no means exhausted the list of vege- 

i retail dealer who hands them out | tables, but we will take another exam- 

' to youhas had his share, and all of| ple: Strawberries come in about the 

\ these margins must come out of the| middle of June. These are followed by 

{ consumer. By using these products | raspberries and currants and gooseber- 
} you are permitting several men and cor- | ries, these in turn by blackberries and 
i porations toreap a profit out of your | the autumn raspberries, the latter last- 

| hard labor. Can you afford this? Will | ing until hard frost. Then if the sur- 
t you buy all these good things that the | plus of all these delicious fruit, has been 

} family needs? Money is not always| prepared by drying, canning or made 
, plenty, or you do not have time to go to | into jamsor jellies, as the good house- 

} market as often as things are needed | keeper knows how to do, it will fur- 
j for the table. You do not enjoy taking | Dish an extensive variety of most whole- 

4 out your purse and emptying out a part | Some and palatable delicacies until June 

of it on the grocer’s counter every time | Comes around again, and fresh straw- 
} you go to town. The result is you are | berries are once more available. I men- 

h tempted all the time to scrimp, and the | tioned only the small fruits I might 
i : housekeeper is compelled to do without | have added others, but I have chosen 
{ much that she would gladly have. We | these because the small fruit garden 

sometimes know better than we prac-| may be started very quickly, and the 
tice. plants with proper protection indure the 

Reduce Your Grocery Bills.— winter in all parts of Wisconsin. 

What Iam about to sayis not new.| Buying or Raising. — But perhaps 

You have doubtless all heard it before,|someof youare saying without words: 

and some of you have probably already | “This all sounds well enough on paper, 

guessed what I am about to urge upon] but we know that we can buy these 

you, There isa way by which you can | things cheaper than we can raise them.” 

reduce your grocery bills, and at the| Are yousure? Have you figured upon 
same time increase the comforts of | it? Let us see. The market gardner’s 

your homes, and the wholesomeness of | land is worth twice or thrice as much as 
your diet; and this is by providing on | yours; he pays about twice as much per 

the farm a first-class garden. This will | acre for labor and fertilizers as you do; 
furnish you with an agreeable and | hesells his products for about half what 

wholesome variety, forevery day in the | you have to pay forthem at the grocery, 

sed aa
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and then, as a rule, makes more money | that the garden requires no labor. You | 

on his investment than you do. Other-| and I know better. It does require q 

wise how can he support his family on a | some labor. So does every crop the 

few acres. while you require a whole | farmer grows. But I assert what I can 

farm to do it? There must be a mis-| prove, when I say that no half acre on 

take in your computations. I do not| the farm will yield an equal return in 

know why the garden should be such a | dollars and cents and comfort to the one 

bug-bear to the farmer. ‘As a matter of | devoted to the garden, provided it is 

fact, no one else can have @ garden so managedin a business-like way, We 

cheaply. He has the land, the tools and | must, of course, provide for the labor 

the fertilizers already, All he needs is | of the garden the same as for the farm. 

the will. Thecld idea that the garden | Above all, do not make the mistake, so 

must be cramped up between four short | often made, of feeling that the hired 

fences, and that all the work in it must | man can never be spared for working 

be done by hand is a relic of barbarism | in the garden. The boys should be ex- 

Next to an energetic man, the horse is | pected to do their share, but should 

the most valuable tool ever put into the! not be compelled to do it all. The 

garden. With avery few exceptions all | boys, and girls too, should be made to 

garden crops may be cultivated freely | feel an interest in the garden, and not 

with the horse. The garden should be | to despise it, as they so often do. With 

laid out with long rows, and a good | this end in view, give them a chance to 

broad space be left across each end, to | see something of the bright side of gar- 

turn the horse on. Arranged in this |dening. Buy them seeds of the novel- 

way, but a few minutes will be required | ties that are advertised in the cat- 

to cultivate it out, and by watching | alogues each spring, and let them grow 

chances, the weeds may be kept down | them for themselves. Offer them prizes 

with very little interference with other | for the best vegetables, or encourage 

work. 
them to exhibit their products at the 

Profits of the Garden.—I will not| fairs. Subscribe for a good horticultur- 

here take your time to go into details | al periodical for them, and induce them 

of culture of the various garden crops. to grow seedlings and make crosses of 

Valuable as the discussion may be, this | their own. Let them dip alittle into 

would form a lecture of itself. As a| botany, if they will, and do not cause 

matter of fact, but little knowledge is them to feel that flowers are beneath 

required where the will is right. The| the dignity of the farmer-e And right 

average garden crop demands no more | here let me say that the pursuit of hor- 

skill than the average farm crop. Our ticulture offers a field for a life 

florist was once asked by a lady: work thatis worthy the aspirations 

“How do you manage to make your|of the most able and ambitious 

Chrysanthemums blossom so?” “Why, | youth. It has many problems 

J don’t make them blossom,” he replied, | still to be solved that may well . 

“the Lord makes them blossom. All I} engage the highest genius of any 

do is to give them a chance.” It isjust| age. How may we increase the hardi- 

so with the garden. If we but give the | ness of our fruit trees, so that these 

things a chance to grow, the kind provi- | great Northwestern plains, soon to be 

dence that satisfies all our wants will at-| the abode of millions of people, shall be 

tend to the rest. Idonot wish to say | able to produce their own fruit? How
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shall we be able to conquer the host of | they have turned what was a losing into 
fungous diseases that menace our | g profitable business, and rolled back the 
orchards and gardens in such increasing | mortgage that was fast enveloping the 
numbers? How can we master the| home. 

swarms of destructive insects that work] Don’t Neglect the Garden.—Let 

such havoc with our crops? How may | me urge upon you, my rural friends, no 

we infuse wild vigor into our improved | longer to neglect this most important 

cultivated varieties? These and other| adjunct ofthe farm. Better, if need be, 

equally important questions cry out for| have fewer bushels of corn and potatoes 
reply, and he whe answers one or more | to sell. You cannot afford to sacrifice 
of them is no less a benefactor of his|any of the comforts or rewards that 

race than he who teaches us how to| naturally belong to the farm. Your wife 

harness steam or electricity. and children need the garden; common 

Special Garden Crops.—In almost | sense and good judgment demand it; all 

every locality there is an opportunity | sound arguments favor it. The garden 

to make some garden crop more profit-| was the parent of the farm and can nev- 

able than staple farm crops. Either the | er be divorced from it, without entailing 

market demands it or the soil or climate | damage, if not positive disuster. Supply 

is specially adapted to it. Sometimes| your own family first, with all the del- 

this special crop is celery, sometimes it | icacies that your soi] is capable of pro- 

is early potatoes, sometimes it is straw-| ducing, then take the surplus to market. 

berries, currants, cauliflower, sweet-| This is the normal condition of agricul- 

corn, asparagus or something else. It|ture,and we cannot wisely ignore it oz 

should be the farmer’s effort to discern | depart from it. Whether business is 

by careful watching what special crop | prosperous or not; whether produce is 

he can make specially profitable. Here|high or low, the garden continues to 

is where the garden may work another| grow days and nights and Sundays, 

great good. Its surplus products will| manufacturing by its own mysterious 

naturally be sold, and a revelation of| processes food for your table out of 

profits possible from fine early vege-|nature’sdead materials. It demandsno 

tables will thus be made. The real | compensatlon, but asks only opportunity 

profits of a good garden do not stop at|to confer its benefits upon you. Can 

reducing grocery bills or providing home | you afford to do without it? 

comforts. They often do not stop until 

gag
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WORKING COUNTRY ROADS. 

By ROBERT FARGO, Lake Mills, Wis. 

Mud and Mire—TIn this practical | the tax is levied. Then, instead of mak- 

age why do we plod on over worse roads ing or repairing the roads as we do our 

that we had forty years ago? Within | other work, when and where it is needed, 

two miles of where I stand there are|the overseer calls out the tax-workers 

places where the roadsat this season are |@ll at one time and season, and 

almost impassable from mud and mire,|@t a season, too, when every man’s 

and yet with abundance of gravel almost time is almost invaluable on his own, 

within a stone’s throw. Not amile from | farm. In nine cases out of ten the roads 

this hall, not long since, the overseer | 4te made no better, first for the reason 
covered a good gravel road with clay that the overseer does not know the first 

from either side, making it, later on, im-| lessons in road-making, and, second, if 

passable for a load, and the public were he does, he has ashirking, time-serving , 

forced to take another road into town.|Crowd to handle, whose chief desire is 

He put almost the whole tax into that|to get the tax out of the way. 

mud. It was lucky there was no more} Collect the Tax in Money.—Now, 

tax. what does this $2,500, represent? So 

How Roads are Worked.— Lake | much solid cash judiciously laid out in 

Mills levies about $2,500 annually for| making roads? By no means. It is rep- 

road taxes. The town is sub-divided into | resented by ruts and mud-holes in the 

sixteen or eighteen road districts by | spring, holes, sags and snags in summer 

drawing arbitrary lines here and there,|and hubs in winter. What would this 

to suit the whim or caprice of the super- | $2,500 have done if collected in money 

visors or the tax-workers, with marsh |and laid out as it might. have been? 

and bogs in one district and fairly good | It would have macadamized the 45 miles 

roads by nature in another; with per-|of road in the town twice, at a cost of 

haps abundance of gravel, and having in | $1,000 per mile, and $10,000 would have 

each from two to seven miles of highway | been left for repairs, in the last forty 

“as it happens to come.” After dinner,| years. Get out your pencils and figure 

town meeting day, with a hoot and a/what could be done with $2,500! It 

howl, we choose overseers for each of | would employ three double teams and 

these sub-divisions, not for their special | three men at $3,00 per day, and five men 

fitness, and for variety we change them | at$1.25 per day, for six months (156 days), 

annually, so that in ten years we can | with nolet-up for rainy days, and leave 

have 180 overseers. Nice, is it not? This | $141 for extras. I venture the assertion 

$2,500 is apportioned to each istrict | that they would accomplish more than 

not according to needed work on the|has been done in the last ten years. 

highway, but according to the valuation| You Can Stand the Tax.—But you 

in each district, so the best lands, and| say, “we can’t stand the tax?” In this 

naturally the best roads, get the lions’ | county the taxes have grown from $25,- 

share of the tax. Why? The tax is| 131.64, in 1880, with a population of 

worked out by the owner of land on which | 30,438 to $93,547.97 in 1888, with a popu- 

e
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lation estimated at 33,000,and you seem| Iam here to plead for better methods 

to stand that, and don’t get any returns, | in road-making. Will some hard-fisted 

either, except in school moneys. Isyour|farmer who has lived here for the 

time on the road pretending to work|last forty years tell me how 

valueless? Would not good roads mini- | much better the roads are 

ster to your comfort and improve the}now than then (save the sluices and 
value of your lands? bridges)? In that time steam and light- 
Civilization and Good Roads—It|2img have been chained and taught to 

is said the history of civilization is the do on bidding. We cannot turn in 
history of good roads. Then, measuring any direction without being confronted x 

ours by the “Appian Way,” or the later with devices to minister to human 

work of McAdam and Telford, the comfort, except the roads we travel on. 

wheels of civilization have taken aback-| The Only Remedy.—There is only 

ward motion, and we may soon look for}One remedy, and that is to col- 
the sun worshippers in high places. lect the tax in money, and have 

A recent writer on roads and road-|i# | expended by a = 
making, says: “Roads form a primary missioner appointed by and under the 

element in the advancement of a nation | ‘irection of the town supervisors. Any 
being essential to the development of | °W2 that will, can adopt that method 
the material resources of the country.” by a vote at their annual town meeting. 

Notwithstanding these axiomatic truths, | If the people fae5 timid, begin with a 
go terse and vivid, that should appeal to | °2® OF two mill tax, and when the re- 

the average farmer for the best methods sult is seen there will be no trouble with 

along this line, we find a hardened in- those who have ee and nerves. This 

difference that can be explained only on will be no See Tt has been in 
the theory that familiarity breeds con- successful operation in some of the New 

tempt. He plods his weary way to the England States for years. The town of 
town or railway with his load of pro- Whitewater isa notable example of this 

duce, thinking by contrast of the “happy method. They had formerly some of the 
land” and “golden streets”, when, per- worst roads in the country; they now 

chance, a smash-up transforms this | B@Vé the best I know of = the State 
saint-like citizen into a low-down “cuss- and ithas been done with an annual 
ing” fellow. He will “cuss” the roads, tax offrom two to three mills, about 

“euss” the road-master and “cuss” hig | Dalf what most towns pretend to work 

luck; but when “those days in June|°Ut- The work is there applied where 
come round to work out the tax,” heis| #54 when it ismost needed, and mud- 
the last man there; the first to leave, the | holes are not allowed to remain from 
biggest shirk; he can tell the best story the first of August to the first of June 

and cheat himself, to “get their fill,” and there is no non- 

sense in road-making. 

. 
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_ TILE DRAINAGE ON THE FARM. | 

By C. P. GOODRICH, Fort Atkinson, Wis. 

Importance of Drainage.—The|they would consent to be bene- . 

subject of drainage is of very great im- fited, would refuse tobear any portion : 

portance to all parts of the State, both|of the expense, claiming that it would : 

as regards the health of the inhabitants | be of no benefit tothem. To obviate 

and the value of land for agricultural | this difficulty, laws have been passed in 

purposes. There is not a county, not a this State, whereby town and county ‘ 

town and very few farms in the State | boards can lay out and construct such ; 

that would not be benefited far -more | drains, and the cost of construction can 

than the cost of the work by a judicious|be assessed upon the lands directly 

outlay of money in draining low, marshy, benefited according to the amount of 

malarious and disease-breeding tracts of | benefit to each tract. 

land, and transformingthem from un-| In some parts of the State consider- 

sightly and repulsive blots on the other-| able attention is being turned, of late 

wise fair face of our delightful country | years, to this subject of drainage, and 

to valuable pastures and meadows, and, | much benefit has accrued to the people 

in many cases, to the most valuable and| by the application of this law. Still, I 
productive fields to be found for the|do not think it advisable to resort to Kf 

raising of any kind of grains. The|thelawif amicable arrangements can \ 

draining of a swamp or marsh in a town | possibly be secured without resorting to 

benefits every inhabitant of the town | it, for the expense will usually be less if 

by making it a more healthful and de-| done by private enterprise, and will gen- . 

sirable place to Jive in, and in conse-| erally result in better feeling between : 

quence the selling value of every farm in | neighbors. But where it cannot be 

the town is raised even though none of | ayoided, men should promptly take ad- , 

the drained lands are situated upon or| vantage of this very just law rather than 

even contiguous to it. longer delay work so important. 

Difficulties to be Met.—One great| In my own town several town drains | 

difficulty in the way of drainage has| have been constructed with very obvious 

been that it seldom happens that any | benefit, and although, in some cases, ! 

one man owns all the land that would | they were opposed with an energy and | 

be directly benefited by, or that lies| determination worthy of a better cause, | 

along the course of, any particular drain, | still, when they were completed, and 
and it would require concert of action|the improved appearance and produc- ! 

anda mutual expenditure of money by | tiveness of the land became apparent, 

those interested to accomplish the work. | all, even those who had been most bit- 

This concert of action is often very dif- | terly opposed to the scheme, were con- 

ficult to obtain, owing, in some instances, | strained to admit that it was a “good 

tothe inability of some men to fully | thing.” ; 

realize the importance of the work, and| Tile Draining.—Tile draining has 

in other cases to the natural|been practiced’ in Europe many 

selfishness of men who, though | years; but the first done in this country ) 

| 
’ 

| 
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‘was in the State of New York, in 1835,]of frost. When land saturated with 

and the tiles were imported from Eng- | water freezes it expands, or, as it is said, 
land. The first manufacturing of tiles | “heaves.” If it is thawed out with. all 

in this country was done in 1838, by a/| the water still in it, it soon settles down 
Mr. Johnston, of Geneva, N. Y., for un-| to its former compact state; but as it 

derdraining his own land. They were | thaws ina great measure from below, 

molded by hand over a stick, and he | the water is partially drawn out from 
claimed that notwithstanding the great | below as fast as the ground is thawed, 
cost it proved profitable. Since then | thereby preventing its becoming again so 
tile machines have been introduced and | compact, and the water forms small chan- 
perfected, so that they are now made|nels whereby it can get to the tiles. 

very cheaply, and great quantities are | Then little channels increase in num- 

used in all theolder States where land | bers after each year’s frost, till the char- 

is valuable, and even in Wisconsin they | @¢cter ‘of the soil seems completely 

are rapidly coming into use, and general- | Changed, so that instead of being cold, 
ly with great profit. sodden and water-soaked till late in 

Lands Benefited by Tiling.—All| spring, or after heavy rains, it can be 

heavy clay lands with a retentive sub-} worked with ease as early in spring oras 
soil, especially if lying nearly level, must | 800n after rains as any land. 

“necessarily have the productive soil| Another kind of land that can be 
thin, because it is saturated with water | greatiy benefited by tiling are our low- 

and the roots of plants can not penetrate | lands, some of which have inclination 

much below the surface, so that when| enough for surface drainage, but are 

drouth comes the ground bakes and | kept cold and wet by water rising from 
cracks and the plants look yellow and | below. 

sickly because they have but a feeble| The greater part of the rain which 

hold on the soil. Such land will be| falls on the uplands where there is a 
made immensely more productive by} porous subsoil sinks down into the 
under-draining, for that removes the ex- | earth, and this water must find its way 
cess of water and makes the soil deeper, | out somewhere. Much of these low- 
more porous and mellow, and better|lands of which we are speaking is 

able to withstand either wet or dry | underlaid with a thin stratum of clay, 
weather. It may seem a mystery toyou, | through and below which are streaks of 

as it did to me, how water can find its|sand and gravel. Now, if the water 

way from a distance of arod or two under- | line through the porous earth under the 
ground through such apparently imper-| uplands is higher than the surface of 

vious clay to the tiles. I might say, as| the lowlands, the pressure of the water 

did the workman who was putting in} on the higher level will tend to force 

my first tile drains: “I don’t knowhow,|the water under the lowlands up 

but I do know that it does it.” And I} through this thin stratum of clay. This 

found that it did do it. It did it much] it does, sometimes in the form of 

more effectively the second year, and | springs, but more commonly all over the 

drew the water from a greater distance | surface, or, it might be said, in an in- 

after the ground had been deeply frozen | finite number of very small springs. 

during the winter, and it did still better |Some lands that seem quite solid and 

the third year. My theory is this: The| dry and were never suspected of being 

tiles are and must be laid below the line} springy, but for some unaccountable
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reason ate cold and unproductive will,| Manner of Doing the Work.—First, 

by close examination, be found to be of} a good outlet into an open ditch or 

this class. Now, if a sufficiently deep| brook must be secured, at least 4 feet 2 

outlet can be secured and such land| deep; then lay out the lines for the 

tiled, say four feet deep, or deeper if | tiles where, in your judgment, they will % 

you can—the deeper the better—with | do the most good; but they must have a ¥ 

y lines from three to four rods apart, it{ little fall through the whole length of 

will intercept this cold water and carry|each line. It might be convenient to P 

it away before it rises high enough to| have an engineer do this, but the 

injure vegetation, and transform owner of the land, if he has good judg- 

land which will produce nothing but| ment, and has observed the flow of 4 

the poorest kind of marsh grass, into water over the surface in times of heavy J 

the most productive land in the country, rains, can doit without the help of an en- 3 

which will bear large crops of any kind | gineer- One inch fall in 100 feet will do» 

of grain or grass in any season, whether if no more can be had. The distance 

wet or dry. apart of the lines necessary depends on 

Tt Laior tiled ame guch:iaad-aethis. the kind of land. If very retentive clay, 

Ga cha ae Ta 1 comin te tie [Oe ee ee er ee 
spring and the first I can cultivate after eye Stes Tande tour rods wiliiaa 

a rain, and produces larger crops, no ples rong ae fe i ae 
5 now as possible, and give room to wor! 

matter whether the season is wet or dry. | ; . . 

Water haa constantly cicharged from |" inenova heaton. ‘The botom 
= —— — — of the ditch can be smoothed and fitted : 
quently water used out of the cooan d for the tiles with a true, even grade, with 

: a scoop made for the purpose. If there 
at the base of a hill by the]... stag : 
edge of the lowland and soaks out upon is a little water running in the ditch no 

it, keeping it wet for a long distance. In Paes to inegenn he ee ae 
suisvaeos & lind Of tile’ rém aléng: the correct. If there is no water some kind 

MesiUehilesanddeliotlo Te a shi cupioly ‘of waler aGd dry tle tiles in so they will fit as closely at the 

land for a long distance. I have one aro = cee o Sheree ae yl 

such place as this where the land has aos =o ae ve tobe = 

become solid and dry ten rods below | ne running water will carey mud and 
eae a. it was frequent-| cand into the tiles. If there is no water 

y 8 pm you can begin at either end. Cover the : 

One kind of wet land it will not, in my | tiles with a little marsh hay or straw or 
opinion, ever pay to tile—that is where | something of the kind, and then put on 
it is composed of nothing but peat to} a little earth (clay is preferable) and | 

the depth of three or four feet. It can | pack it down well. The rest of the fill- 

be dried out, but then it will be so light | ing can be done quickly with a team 4 

that it will produce nothing. The best | and scraper or plow. Three-inch tiles are { 
that can be done with such land is to| large enough for short lines, but if they 
drain off the surface water and then | are more than 60 yards long, or are in | 
pasture it or mow what little poor grass | places where considerable water is likely 

may grow on it, to run, then larger ones should be used | 

{ 

) < 
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| 
| The Cost of Tiling.—It has cost me | cost of labor and material in your lo- 

' 25 cents arod to get tiles put in 3% or 4 | cality, as well as the kind of land you 

a feet deep. Last summer I paid 30 cents| have. If the cost will equal or exceed 
- for some but a part was through a cut | the value of good land, then the decision 

F 5 feet deep. Tiles cost at the factories} would doubtless be against doing the 

‘| in the southern part of the State $10 per | work except in special cases, such as 

F 1,000 feet of 3 inch and $15 for 4 inch.| where there is a wet place in the mid- 
f At this rate it would cost to tile an acre | dle of an otherwise good field of plow- 

| with 3 inch tile, 4 rods apart, $16.60;3 | land; or where there is a narrow strip of 

| rods apart, $24.90 and 2 rods apart, $33.20. | wet land running through and dividing 

} Now, the question for each one toask | a fieldin such a manner as to make it 

{ himself is: “Have I any land that it | very inconvenient to work; then it may 

| will be profitable to tile drain?” The | well pay the cost even though the value . 
} correct answer will depend on circum-| of an acre is no more than the expense 

stances—the value of good land and the | of tile draining it. 

{ GRAPE GROWING AS A PROFESSION. 

| By WM. FOX, Baraboo, Wis. 

f Not Acquired in a Day.—Success-| year to year. All soils are not good for 

ful grape growing is not acquired in a/|all kinds of grapes. Delaware, Brigh- 
day, amonth, ora year. It has to be| ton and Lindley, when once thoroughly 

learned gradually, and by patient obser | established, do their best on clay soil; 

| vation and practical experience, line up-| they also do well on heavy clay loam. 

on line, precept upon precept, here a lit-| Concord and its seedlings do very well 

tle, there a little, year after year. This}on most soil but best on clay loam; 

: makes the grape culturist proficent in| Catawba, Diana and Roger’s Hybrids, 

his vocation, and then he can continue | sandy loam, or dry and porous soil, with 

to learnsomething new and important| a good, healthy exposure to plenty of 

in regard to it during the whole of his| fresh airandsun; Iona and Cumberland, 

life-time. on black muck soil. I speak of these 

In the last ten years it has been dem-| points from my own experience. All 

onstrated that we can raise grapes as | our grapes do best on land well cultivat- 
well as any other Northern State. ed and properly drained. Grapesshould 

Location.—The location of the vine-| not have wet feet, nor will they do well 

yard should be on a hillside sloping pre- | with them, for with the ground wet it is 

ferably to the south, although the earl-| cold and unhealthy which causes the 

ier varieties succeed well on a north-| vine to decay, and they soon die from 

ern slope. premature old age. This will not be the 

Soil.—It used to be said that grapes | case on land that is well drained so that 

would grow on the poorest soil, but in| heat and air can penetrate to the roots. 

my experience it takes the very best, | If land is wet I wouid advise tile laying. 
which also needs tobe fed liberally from| Preparation of Soil—The next im-
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portant step is preparation of the soil,| Planting and Rearing.—The next 

which itis to be presumed is drained. | highly important step to be taken is the 4 

Deep plowing is best, following in the selection of roots. I would have a first 

same furrow with a good sub-soil plow, | class yearling root in preference to any 

breaking the ground as deep as you can. | other. I cut the tops to buds, and have 

The object is to loosen, so that the fine, them ready to set. The hole should be 

tender roots can penetrate it and make a dug as deep as cutting is, so that the 

healthy growth in the first year, which | crown of cutting will come a trifle be- 

they will not do if this plan is not fol-|low the surface when the ground is 

lowed. i leveled. I would then set perpendicu- 

The old way of plowing shallow leaves lar, laying in the roots carefully and } 

the sub-soil hard, and then, too, the hole | aight. Any carelessness will not 
is often hardly large enovgh to make a good, healthy vine. Cover the 

admit plant and roots. The roots with loose, fresh surface soil. Well 

young roots cannot _ penetrate rotted manure or fertilizer will be 

the hard walls of their cell; | beneficial. 4 

consequently they will seek the softest Cultivation.—Cultivate and hoe dur- 1 

and most accessible spot, and climb on|ing summer, and cut back to buds. 

top of the soil unless, perchance, there Cover the vine in winter, and do it well. 

is a crevice near-by, into which they will|The second year keep them growing. 

dive down and seek what they must|Cultivateand hoe. Do not let them 

have to live and thrive on, namely, |getstinted. Break away all but two 

moisture, and they will go down until | canes; let them grow, and tie them up. 

_ they find it, All these means, of course, | Take care that you get ripe wood in the 

apply to land of heavy clay sub-soil fall. I cut back totwo buds and cover 

and to light loose soil. again as the year before. In three 

Selection of Varieties.—Next comes years the roots will be strong, and you 

each: < sehalitn, which’ “ite can leave more canes. Be careful and ! 

vineyardist must determine for himself ue away A EES woos, alec aioe 

by carefully noticing how early frost fo not Jet_your , vines over teen | 
z z S¢ | When they do cut them off. I do not 

comes, and what variety will mature in ee = , 
an average year. I find, with me, that believe in extreme checking. Check only 

Moore’s Early, Early Victor, Worden, for the benefit of vine and fruit. Talso | 

Concord, Red Brighton and Delaware, cannot see any benefit in breaking off 

f leaves. I find more a lack of leaves than 
for summer, very seldom fail to mature; too many. I begin to prune in October, | 

a <2 _ Vergennes, Hoger's and lay down in November from four to ? 

twelve, according to weather. ; 
| 
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: BUTTER-MAKING ON THE FARM. 

| By MRS. A. H. DARROW, Brandon, Wis. } 
} Beginning the Work.—When dairy- ing a chance to cool. In spite of these | ing first went into effect on our farm, it | efforts, in winter, the temperature will i was from necessity as well as choice. My | fall to about 90 degrees. We add warm ‘ husband had raised wheat so long, and| water (not scalding) to raise the temper- was growing poorer each year (and the | ature to 100 degrees. Prof. Robertson | land no richer), that it became evident a gives as a reason for so doing: “It t change must be made. The milk was| washes off the fibrine, caseine and albu- { taken to the cheese factory for a num-| men which accumulate on the fat 

ber of years with quite satisfactory re- globules and permits them to rise more ; sults at first, but the receipts grew less rapidly through the milk. Cream from | each year, which was not, of course, very | milk thus treated will also churn more 5 satisfactory. Having become somewhat rapidly than cream in which these other 
enlightened, it was decided to procure a | substances remain.” Our reason for 
creamer. A well of good water close by | adding the water was to procure all the 
the house, anda wind-mill to do the|cream. The cans are then submerged 

. pumping, made it quite convenient. The | in ice-water. The greater the number 
creamer and .pump were inclosedin a|of degrees through which milk 
small building, and we proceeded to the | falls while cream is rising, the ~ 
business of manufacturing butter. more perfectly does it rise. 
The Right Kind of Cows.—The Wishing to ascertain if we were getting 

right kind of cows is one of the essen-| all the cream, we took, some of the 
tials to success—those that will manu-| skimmed milk, after having been treated 
facture the food they consume into| in this way, and warmed it again to 102° 
milk of a butter producing quality. The | and re-set it, to obtain the rest of the 
feed given should be the very best the | cream if any should remain in the milk; 
farm can produce. The care of these | but not a particle was to be seen. 
cows is of great importance. This in- Ripening the Cream.—The cream 
cludes warm stabling in cold weather, iskept at alow temperature until enough 
warm water to drink, dry shelter at all | is obtained for a churning, then all rip- 
seasons of the year, and regularity of | ened together. This is done by warm-, 
feeding and milking. Too much stress ing to 60° in the morning and letting 
cannot be placed on the latter point, it remain at a temperature of about 70° 
also on the cleanliness practiced in through the day, and the following 
earing for the stables and all utensils morning itis ready to churn. The de- 
used in caring for milk and butter. gree of ripeness is indicated by moder- 
Care of Milk and Cream.— Milk] ate sourness. To mix sweet cream with 

should be taken from the stable as quick-| sour before churning is a mistake, for 
ly as possible after being drawn from | the sweet cream will not churn in the 
the cows, for the double reason of get-| same length of time as the sour, and 
ting it away from the odors of the stable, | what butter the sweet cream contains 
and that it may be strained before hay-| will be left in the buttermilk,
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Warming the cream as mentioned is a|the same shade. So the rule proves it- | 

sufficient “starter,” and the cheapest to | self that it pays to look well after small 

be obtained. things. When color is used, it should 

“New Fangled” Articles.—I believe | be added when the cream is ready to 

we are through investing in new fangled| churn. When the cream has heen 

articles until knowing something of| churned until the butter begins to sep- 

their good qualities through some one | arate, which is readily detected by the 

| who has sufficiently tested them besides | welcome sound, reduce the temperature 

the inventor, and I know of no better|to 60 degrees by adding coid water, 

place for these experiments to be tried | which will also serve to thin the butter- 
than at the Experiment Station, where| milk. Then churn a little more until 

those in charge are paid for services and | the buttermilk will run off free from ; 
are unprejudiced in decisions. We have | butter and still leave the butter in small 
had some experience in this line, hence| granules. Next wash in weak brine, 

the advice.) Being desirous to learn just | then in clear water until the buttermilk : 

the good or poor qualities of our cows, | is washed out. 

we invested in aparatus. Not being suc-| Salting the Butter.—Now leave to 7 

cessful at first, I wrote to the parties of | drain a few minutes and weigh salt, al- i 

whom ithad been purchased, received | lowing 114 oz. to the pound, more or less, 

more minute directions and tried again. | as those wish for whom it is made; 134 { 

Everything worked well, and, according|oz. is as we salt ours, for that 

to the test, it required 200 Ibs. of milk|is as our customers wish it. After 

to make 514 Ibs. of butter; or 36 4-11 Ibs. | the butter has drained, we salt it in the 

for 1 pound of butter. We were sure | churn, revolving it a few times, then let 

this could not be correct. We then set| it remain draining for about an hour, : 

the milk of the twocows we had been| when the salt will be dissolved; then 4 

trying to test, to ascertain how much it} take it to the butter-worker and press 

really did require, and it took 25 Ibs. of | out the brine by the use of the lever. 

milk for a pound of butter. We have tried the plan of discarding the 

Churning the Cream.—The cream is | Worker, and at times it worked well, and 

churned at a temperature of 66° in win-| at others left too much brine in the but- | 

ter and 62° in summer. The use of a| while if placed upon the worker one 

thermometer is all important, that we | C2 see just the condition it is in. We | 

may be accurate in the temperature. have no desire to sell our customers 

Perhaps some will inquire: “Why be so| brine, as they can make it cheaper if . 

minute in thesmall particulars?” Well, | they wish it, and we have the conscious- 

it is usually the case that the smallest | ness of selling the genuine article. 
things are those that perplex us most,| Packing —Marketing.— After this 

Your butter might have brought the| process, we pack in tubs which have | 

highest price had it all been colored | been soaked first in scalding brine then 

alike, but as the tryer is withdrawn it|in clear water and afterward rubbed { 

displays yellow, yellower, yellowest, and | with salt, and the “gilt-edged” butter is | 

on that account you lost from 5 to 10| ready for market. This method of mak- i 

cents per pound. Now, had the same | ing butter has given perfect satisfaction 

amount been churned each time, and the | to our customers whom we have sup- 

color dropped instead of being measured | plied a number of years; have lost but 

in a spoon, the “gilt” would all have been | two, and this was on account of price; 

1 

| 
{ 
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; they wanted cheaper butter. After con-| find it much more gratifying to send di- 
i siderable experience with commission | rectly to “gilt-edged” people who know 
Hi houses, we have concluded the less we | and appreciate a good article when they 
i have to do with them the better, and! get it. 

} 
i ——————— 
} 

i HOW TO MAKE AN INCUBATOR. 

By F. E. PARSONS, Lake Mills, Wis. 

Artificial Incubation.— Although | inch iron rods, equal distance from each 
: the hatching of eggs by artificial means | other, as a resting place for a sheet-iron 
} has been proved a success by many peo- | floor. These rods were eighteen inches 
| ple, there are still incredulous ones who | from the bottom of the box, which, for 

fear the undertaking, chiefly because | safety, was lined with tin up to about 
some one with whom they are acquaint-|two inches above the rods. The sheet- 

' ed has made the attempt and failed. It | iron floor was cut to exactly fill the box, 
is generally admitted that if artificial in- | thus dividing it into an upper and lower 
cubation can be made successful it will] room. One-fourth of an inch from the 
be a source of profit to the poultry rais-| edge of this floor I punched half-inch 

: er, and as this question has long since | holes, four on each side, and in the mid- 
been settled by successful poulterers|dle I cut a six-inch round hole. The 
we need spend no time in discussing the | jower room was intended for the heating 
feasibility of the process, but devote it lamp, and the upper one for the nest. I 
to the more profitable task of explaining | made the nest box two inches smaller 
the process, and in setting forth briefly | than the inside measurement of the 
the manner of its application. All that large box, and high enough to reach 

is needed to hatch eggs m the number | from the floor to within one inch of the 
of days allotted to the process by nature | top of the main box. The top of the 
is to give them the correct number of | nest was covered with a wooden top 
degress of heat, with proper airing for|large enough to touch the main 

a that number of days. box on all sides, thus projecting 
Mode of Construction.—Failing to | over the nest one inch all around. To 

reach success by the use of a highly | this nest I put no bottom floor, and left 
recommended incubator, I took upon| the front open except four inches at the 
myself the task of inventing one, so that, | bottom. I then procured at the tinner’s 
if possible, I might prove the feasibility | a galvanized-iron tank four inches deep, 
of the process. For the purpose of this, | just large enough to fill the inside meas- 
Isecured asound dry-goods box, with | urement of the nest, so that when the 
matched joints, three feet long, thirty | nest was placed over it, both could be 
inches deep, and thirty inches wide. I| set upon the sheet-iron floor of the main 
removed the cover, stood the box on end, | box, and the tank be exposed to the 
with open side to the front. I then pass-| heat from the lamp below. To close 
ed through it, from side to side, four half-' the open part of the nest in front, I
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hung a door to the four inch “piece in | hatched they should be removed to the 

front of the taak, with a spring bolt to | brooder when dry and strong, and fed a 7 | 

hold it at the top when closed. In this | little yelk of hard boiled egg mixed | 

door I placed a window 6X3 inches, with bread soaked in milk and squeezed 

back of which wasa thermometer, inside | as dry as possible; a very little food at ; 

the nest, by which I could tell the de- | once, but given often, is the way to feed 

grees of heat at any time without open- them. A good brooder should be high 

ing the nest. Inside the nest, on the|enough from the floor or ground to 

right and left were cleats, five inches | @dmita lamp underneath and a free 
apart,on which the egg-rack :ested. circulation of cool air under its floor, as ; 

In the top of the tank there were eight chicks must have their backs kept warm, 

quarter-inch holes for the escape of|@nd theirhome must be always dry. ! 

vapor upward among the eggs, and one | A brooder is a box long enough to con- 

at the front top, 34 of an inch in size, for | tain atank for water, the bottom of which 

the purpose of filling the tank. I closed | should project below so as to come in 

the front of the outer box with two | contact with the heatof alamp, and the 

doors; one hung at the side for the bot-| top should be tightly covered so that 

tom room and one hung at its bottom | the heated tank will keep it warm and 

edge, on a level with the top of the tank, | dry; a part of the top should be glass. 

held in place when closed by a spring | At four days old chicks should go out 

bolt. In the cover ofthe nest-box there| into a pen where they can scratch in . 

were half-inch holes, corresponding with | fresh earth. The lamps can be small 

those in the sheet-iron floor below, and | both in the incubator and brooder, and 

also afew quarter-inch holes over the | the food after three or four days can be 

eggs for theescape of heat and draft.| bread, boiled potatoes, cora bread, . 

In the top of the main box I cut a four-| dutch cheese, etc., with clean, fresh 

inch hole to act as achimney, and in the | water always within reach for drink. 

bottom afew auger heles to secure a| Never let the chicks get wet or cold. 

free circulation of air. The Egg-Racks and Tank.—The 

Results.—With this incubator I re-|egg-racks are frames one inch deep, 

ceived a better return in healthy chicks | with cross strips about an inch and a 

than I réceived from the hens which | half apart beveled on both sides at top | 

were incubating at the same time. By /| and level with the frame at bottom, . 

repeated tests I found that 95 to 100 de- | covered below with wire screening nail- | 

grees of heat is best for success, and that | ed fast to both frame and cross strips. 

twenty minutes airing and a complete | In the gutters between the strips the 

turning of the eggs every day is absolute- | eggs are placed, and will remain firm in 

ly necessary. I found that removing | place when another frame or rack is 

the eggs from the nest, and keeping the | placed upon it bottom upward for the 

incubator closed during the airing of | purpose of turning the eggs. The tank 

the eggs, is the best method, and | described will heat about a pail of wat- 

that by having an extra egg-rack to lay|er which will last for months. The 

over the filled racks, an entire rack of | water should be put in hot (to save time), 

eggs could be turned at once by holding | and kept hot with the lamp, so that in 

them tightly and turning them over| the nest 97 or 98 degrees of heat will be 

with the hands. found steadily. Too much heat is 

The Brooder.—When the chicks are | death, but 103 degrees is safe. Too 

10
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fi much coldis also death, but occasional-| and brooders. There area large num- 
I t ly at 90° willdo no harm for a few mo-| er of people in the United States making 

} | ments. fortunes raising poultry for market, and | Poultry for Profit—To raise poul-| the most Prosperous ones have discarded 
Ki try for profit the incubator is a great| hens as incubators and brooders, and 

| helper, for it saves the time of the hens, | resorted to the artificial process which 
| enabling them to return more eggs,| enables them to enlarge their buisness 

| v and the brooder properly made and! almost without limit. Breeders of fancy 
i { managed is much better than the motb- | fowls, who charge fancy prices for their 
it er hen. With the samenumber of hens|stock and two or three dollars fora 

| } tofurnish eggs, it is safe to say that | dozen of eggs, quite generally disapprove 
i} ‘twice the number of chicks can be|of the artificial methods, but those who 
& raised by artificial incubation and brood- | make it a business to raise poultry for 

ing, than can be raised by using hens | food think highly of the new method. 
| | from among the layers as incubators 

‘ 
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LOOK AFTER THE BOY. 
| By MRS. CARRIE 8. HOBART, Jackson County, Wis. 

| Entitled to More Attention.—The | just at an age when they are most capa- 
boy on the farm is entitled to more at-|ble of applying themselves to study. 

tention and consideration than he usual- | They ought to be obliged to remain till 
ly receives. It is a common thing to find, | our schools can at least have an oppor- 
not only among farmers but among oth-| tunity to teach them the value of an 
ers, people laboring under the erroneous | education, and so interest them in it 

; impression that a boy who is likely to re- | that they will never be content with the 
' main on the farm needs very little edu- | little knowledge acquired there. 
: cation in preparation for his vocation,| Have Good Schools.—Look to it, 

and that a very limited amount of brain | then, that your schools are what they 
is absolutely necessary. should be. If they are not, investigate 

It frequently happens, as Senator | the matter with a view to finding out 
Howe once said, that the smartest of a| whether the teacher deserves all the 
family is sent to college to become a| blame, or if, perchance, some of it does 
lawyer or physician, and the dullard is | not rest upon the shoulders of each in- 

thought to be fit only for a farmer, | dividual of the district. Are you sure 
when, if this order of procedure were | the teacher receives from you the sym- 
only reversed, better results might be| pathy and support necessary to make 

attained. her efforts effective? Keep this thought 
Too many boys, owing to a disinclina-| with you—all the responsibility of the 

tion for school, are allowed to remain| education of my children does not lie 
away, or obliged to do so that their| with the teacher. Never take your boy 
time may be given to the farm; and this‘ from school because he knows as much
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as his teacher; just get one who knowsa| for this I know to be most tantalizing 

little more. treatment, and not at all calculated to . 

Qualifications.— Can a farmer know | inspire him with very great solicitude 

too much? Perhaps of some things;|for the welfare of the third or fourth 

but he can not know too much concern- | pig, at the least. 

ing his own business. Does that signify] Means of Information—It you are 
much or little? I would not discourage | not as successful as you ought to be a 
a small boy thinking to become a tiller] will not say as you want to be) where 

of the soil, by reading him a list, at the|then will your boy turn for aid? To 
outset, of the requirements necessary to| your neighbors? No, that won't do, for 
properly qualify him for the business.| J take for granted you have yourself 
What are a few of them? A knowl- profited by their experience as much as 
edge of chemistry, something of feed- possible. 

ing, drainage and breeding; some knowl-| Farm journals come next. Do you 
edge of the structure of domestic] take one? If you do, are you in the 

animals, how to prevent and cure dis-| habit of reading and discussing it with 
eases common to them; political econ-| your boy? If you have found it a little { 
omy, an idea of mechanics. Even if he|hard to interest him in your journal, 
be a specialist, there are many things | have you tried having it or another sent 
he ought to know aside from his line of | to his address? It is wonderful what a 
work, in order to add to his comfort. | difference that will make sometimes. 
In addition to all these, he must be care- Try it; it isa cheap experiment. a 
ful, painstaking, methodical and practi- Suppose you don’t possess the paper 

cal. What do you think of the length | and your excuseis, “can’t afford it.” Did . ; 
of the list? you ever try going halves or quarters - 

Now, the father ought to see that the | with a neighbor, to secure the neces- 

boy acquires a knowledge of these sub-| sary; or are you one of those we hear 
jects. What advantages does he give | of occasionally, who “don’t believe in 
him for such acquirement? Usually the | pook learning, ’taint practical?” If you 

benefit of his own experience. Well and are, play Yankee and “figger” out why { 

good, if the father is a successful farmer | it is that the lawyer, doctor, teacher and 
and takes pains to train the boy; but|men of every profession, except your 
how many, on this basis, feel competent own, need journals devoted to their 

to train him? work, to enable them to keep abreast of 

Actual Experience.— Some farm-| the times. 

ers who might do much for their sons,| Take for granted that you have these 
are too content to let the boy profit by | helps, but are not quite successful yet. 

his example in so far as he may by mere- | Are there any other means of acquiring | 

ly assisting with the work. Too few | information? Can it be possible there is 

there are who give them actual experi- | a farmer in Wisconsin who does not know 
ence. of the Farmers’ Institutes? Possibly, for 

Even at the risk of small pecuniary | it was not a great while ago that I heard | 

loss, let the boy have either stock or|a teacher, who had for years taught in 
land and be made to feel the loss or gain | the country schools of Jackson County, | 

: derived from the use of his capital. | say she had been in several homes where 
Don’t give him a pig, sell it, pay him | there was not a paper of any descrip- : 

back with another pig, sell it, and so on, ! tion. | 

| 

{ 
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; Do you know any who stay away | down a people sointelligent as the in- 
rt from these institutes, through  in- | habitants of Wisconsin prove themselves 

difference—for instance farmers who|to be.” We tind Canada taking great 
i | think these institute conductors | interest in our methods, and sister States 
ff are rich, big farmers and that their ex-| marveling at and inquiring for reasons 
i perience can therefore be of no use to|of the success of our institutes. Gov. 
i them? Has this class been here and | Hoard says that last winter he received 
I | tested the practicability or impracticabil- | over one hundred and fifty letters, from 
i ! ity of the information given? I hope they | Eastern gentlemen, all of this tenor: 
| } will, at least, give these rich gentlemen | “What is the price of land in Wisconsin? 
rt credit for not being monopolists. Think |Weread much about your institute 
rt of it—rich farmers who don’t want to| work. We think it must be a grand 
rr monopolize the knowledge for acquiring | State tosend a boy to occupy a farm, 
bf wealth! It is a wonder the country | where men can amass information like 
te does not turn out from mere curiosity | that for the good of the farmer.” When 

| to see this rich anti-monopoly band. these advantages are duly appreciated 
bt Can there be any farmers here who | by a majority of our farmers, then will 
i are so interested in the work of the | be the dawning ofa brighter day for the 
a institutes that they leave “bub” at | Wisconsin boy, and not till then—for it 

| home both days to do the chores? Can | is not tobe expected that fathers will 
it be the boy is deprived of the privilege | be likely to give their sons advantages . 

I of hearing these new ways for himself? | which they, themselves, do not recog- 
And think what the youth misses by not | nize the value of. 

5 being able to tell his friends about what| The Boy’s Pleasures.—As to the 
| _ “Isaw and heard at the institute.” If boy’s pleasures: Provide him with in- 

i possible, bring him both days—at least | teresting games, but don’t think your 
let him come once. duty ends there—take part in them. 

Is this institute the last resort for in- | If he likes fishing—and what boy does 
t formation? No, thanks to our wide-| not—fx up and go an an excursion for a 

| awake university regents, we have the day or two with him. You willenjoy it 
| twelve weeks agricultural course at our yourself. 
t State University. Every farmer ought Try to so manage affairs that either 

t to know what are the advantages of this | jn your company or alone he can visit 

| course, the expense of taking it and, if| places of interest in his county or State. 
possible, avail himself of the benefits it | Get up a load and go to town when there 
may afford. Then, there is the long course | jg an exceptionally good lecture or enter- 

P in agriculture that the State University | tainment to be enjoyed. Let him have 

offers. Look this up with a viewof plenty of company. In fact, devise 

sending the boy there another year. every means you can to make him feel 
Wisconsin’s Advantages.—The | that all the good times to be had in the 

superior advantages offered by Wiscon-| world are not prohibited the farmer. 

sin to her farmers are apprecated abroad. | Good Literature—Too much atten- 

The London Live Stock Journal! of Eng- | tion can not be given the matter of sup- 
land, commenting on our agricultural | plying him with good literature. Let 

system, among other things, says: “Neith- | him own good books and papers. With 
er bad seasons, depression of trade nor | much of standard literature to be pur- 

a faulty fiscal system can possibly keep | chased for from 10 cents to $1.00 a vol-
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ume, there can"be no excuse for any one | of Washington and Jefferson, do not for- A 

being without plenty of good healthful| get they were farmers. Lastly, do not 4 

reading matter. Of all things don’t|let your boys have occasion to describe 
have in your homes a newspaper of the| their life with you as a Yankee once 

Police Gazette style,’such as many of | vividly described his. Said he: 1 

our dailies have grown to be. “Father used to say, when I lived on Fi 
Public Matters.— Never let the boy | the farm along with him: ‘Sam,’ says he, 

hear you say there is no use of a farmer | ‘I vow I wish there was jist, four hun- 

giving public matters any attention; but | dred days in the year, for it’s a plaguy 
: i : sight too short for me. I can find as 

endeavor to impress upon his mind the} much work as all hands on uscan do 

obligations imposed upon him by citi-| for three hundred and sixty-tive am 

zenship and the desirability of his and see atiieartte ra noel 
se em. We hain’t got a mini! spare; 

doing it honor. It Jon feel called ae you must shell the corn and winner 
to tell him of the poisonous political at-| the grain at night, clean all up slick, or 
mosphere, at the same time emphasize | I guess we'll fall astarn, as sure as the 4 

the fact that it will never be purer if ptt ee ociy fl uae 
good men hold themselves aloof from| ¥i ole blessed time, it’s a pity. There 

politics. was no ‘blowin’ time’ there, you may de- 

Worthy of Respect.—The boy|pend. We plowed 7 oe Poe ie ee 
- life; in winter we threshed, made an 

should be made tosee that farmers are as Tana tools, went to market and mill, 

worthy of respect as men of any other| and got out our firewood and rails. As 
vocation, and if he has ambition in| soon as frost was gone, came sowin’ and 4 

other lines than farming he stands| Plantin’, weedin’ and hoein’; then har- 
vest and spreadin’ compost; then gath- 

about as good a chance of succeeding| grin’ manure, fencin’ and ditehin’; and 
as though he were of the city. Let him/then turn tu and fall plowin’ agin. It | 

know Socrates was a farmer, and author = went See ee a wheel re : 
. ; és stoppin’, and so fast, I guess you couldn’ 

of an immortal philosophy; that Burns see the spokes, just one long everlastin’ 
could compose a poem while plowing;|stroke from July to etarnity, without 
and in familiarizing him with the lives | time to look back on the tracks.” ' 

| 

SHALL I BUILD A SILOP 

By L. H. ADAMS, Wisconsin Experiment Station, Madison, Wis. | 
. 

The Silo a Success in Wisconsin. | and is, therefore, reaching an age which 

—Shall I build a silo? is a constantly|should enable it to speak for itself. 

recurring question, and one that every | Nearly every farming community in 

year’s experience, with drouth and early | the southern part of the State now has / 

frost, is intensifying and bringing out in | a silo in or nearit, which makes it pos- 

greater numbers, sible for those who are considering the . 
The system of preserving feed by| question of building, to study and 

means of the silo has been in practica: | familiarize themselves with the entire 3 
operation in Wisconsin nearly ten years, | process, from that of filling to feeding
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{ out, before undertaking the work, and verted into beef and dairy products, and 
et they are, therefore, not called upon to | to maintain the health and spirits of the 
; i exercise that degree of faith in the new| animal. For this purpose there is noth- 
: | departure that was required of the pio- | ing that will compare with the silo for 

} neers, who could do nothing but follow practicability or economy. This point 
4 directions blindly. of excellence is conceded to ensilage by 

| Some Causes of Failure—It is a| writers who oppose the general adoption 
| significant fact that the men who have | of the silo system on the ground of ex- 

had the most experience in the construc- | cessive cost; but the cost of this system 
tion and filling of silos speak favorably | of preserving feed is not excessive when 

E of them, while the objections come | all the advantages made possible by the 
} mainly from the persons who have | silo are compared with the wasteful and 
| never had anything to do with them. It unsatisfactory manner in which we are } is true that a great many made partial| obliged, by force of circumstances, to ; failure the first time they filled their handle air-dried fodder that has been 

j silos, but in nearly every case it would put up in stacks, or, more likely, left } be admitted that the difficulty was shocked in the field. Some one may 
} owing to faulty construction, or improp- ask: “Why leave the shocks in the field; 

er methods of harvesting and filling, and | why not stack the fodder, or, better still, | - could be easily remedied the next time mow it away in the barn?” To which T 
} the silo was filled. k answer that the latest and most compre- | Experience has taught us how to im- hensive views taken of our greatest for- ! prove the quality of our ensilage, by age crop, and chief dependence—corn— 

J febing the oorn at the proper stage. of wil not allow of ita being grown’ in'the } maturity, as well as the best manner of same manner, or harvested at the ad- 
i feeding; so that the objections urged | vanced stage of maturity, that is neces- ' against it in its early history—first, that sary to its successful preservation in it caused the animal fed upon it to large masses, either in stack er barn. | scour, and, second, that it gave the milk Instead of growing a crop of corn at the t from cows kept on ensilage a bad flavor— same outlay of labor, for the ear alone, t have been nearly, if not quite, overcome: | ag formerly, we are coming to prize the | It should be remembered that there is| stalk equally with the ear, and steadily } no single food that would give entire sat- acquiring better knowledge of the proper ' isfaction if fed exclusively, and, there-| time to harvest, in order to combine the fore, the silo should not be held to ac- maximum nutriment in the ear and 

count for our owm ignorance of the stalk. 
proper use to make of it in order to ob- An Important Factor.—There is 
tain the best results. another economical factor of great im- Value of Succulent Food.—It is portance that is seldom credited to the conceded by all intelligent and acknowl- silo. where it properly belongs, and 
edged authorities on cattle feeding, that | should always be considered in connec- one feed a day through the long winter | tion with the cost of filling the silo, and months of some succulent food of the| that is the reduced labor necessary to nature of roots is very desirable, if not | take care of a herd of cattle throughout 
absolutely necessary, to the proper as-| the winter where the feeding is done Similation of the mass of roughage and | from asilo that is conveniently located 
concentrated grain feed that is to be con-| in or very near the stock barn. One man
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* will carefor fifty head of cattle with | orable for preserving it nicely. It was 7 

_ less exerticn and unpleasant “experience | allowed to stand in small shocks for a 

with a silo near-by, than two men will | month after cutting, then lifted to the 

the same number where it is necessary | top floor of the barn, stood up carefully 

to haul the dry fodderin from the stack, | and examined frequently, to see that it 
or get it down from a distant mow and | did not heat or mold, which it was not 

run it through a feed cutter. As it is | allowed to do. 

impossible to keep a very large quantity} The ensilage, on the other hand, was 
of cut fodder in a mass, without its heat- | preserved in silos 7x8 feet across and 14 - 
ing and becoming moldy, itis necessary | feet deep. It will be readily seen that 4 
that the work of cutting the stalks be|we had to contend with just as much : 

done at intervals of two or three days | loss in the four corners of these small 

throughout the entire winter. The|silos as though the dimensions were q 

consequent delay of hitching up and un-| three times as great, and, further, en- 

hitching teams, bad weather and extra | silage will not pack as readily in a very 

power required for cutting the dry as} small silo as it willin a large one. It 
compared to green stalks, wil] carry the | is plain, therefore, that while it would be 
cost of cutting in the winter far beyond | a comparatively easy matter to duplicate : 

what it would bein the fallin the con-| the results we obtained with the silos, 

tinous work of filling the silo, with fair|it would be extremely uncertain (and 

weather and all necessary facilities at | under the conditions that prevail on the 

hand for rushing the work. If,then, we | average farm absolutely impossible) to 
offset the expense of cutting the dry | preserve fodder in the dry state with as x 

fodder in the winter with that of cutting | little loss as that found by the chemist 

the green corn into the silo, the com-| at the Experiment Station. 

parative cost of the two systems of pre-| Silo Building Pays—I conclude, 

serving feedturn on the losses of dry | therefore, after ignoring the many other 

feeding matter that each have to sus-| meritorious features of the silo, and as- 

tain; or, to put it in another way, will) suming that properly-made ensilage is - 

the silo save enough feeding matter | no better feed for stock in the winter 

over the air-dried system to pay interest | than dry corn-stalks, that the mere sav- 

on the money invested in the building? | ing of roughage and land necessary to 

Loss of Dry Feeding Matter.— | keep a given number of animals will be. 
Taking the latest data obtained at sufficient to return a handsome interest 

the Wisconsin Experiment Station, by | 2 the money invested in the silo build- 

Prof. F. G. Short, on this subject, we ing. 

find the average loss of dry feeding mat-| Directions for Building.—I wish the 

ter for a series of silos during the winter | reader to understand that the following 

of 1888 and 89 was 15.94 percent., while | directions for the building of silos are 

that of the same varieties of corn cut at | not offered as the best and only way of 
the same time and given extra careful | proceeding, but rather as one of the ‘ 
attention was 16.54 per cent., adifference | ways by which it can be done. It is not 

of nearly one per cent. in favor of the | only unwise, but an actual hindrance to 

silo, and it should be distinctly remem-| progress for any one to attempt to give 

bered that the air-dried fodder that definite and fixed directions, for we are 

gave these restilts received extraordin-| constantly learning more and more, and 

ary treatment, and the fall was very fav- | have much yet to learn on the subject of
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silos and ensilage that calls for modifi- | ing on the stock through the long feed- 

cations here and there in the details of | ing season can be greatly reduced. 

construction and filling. Form.—In a square silo less lumber 

Location.— When possible the silo| is tequired, and less ensilage is exposed 
should be located in the feeding barn, | t© the walls in proportion to the capacity, 
since it not only brings the cost of build-| than in a long narrow building; it is the 

ing within the reach of everyone who is | Part of economy to retain as nearly the 
really in need of a silo, but greatly fa-| form of a cube as the location and other 

cilitates the handling of the ensilage | circumstances will admit. Theoretical- 
when feeding it out. Depth inasilo is|ly a circular silo comes the nearest to 
always preferable to breadth, so that in| perfection, for this form requires the 
the case of basement barns it is advis- | minimum amount of material, and does 
able to let the silo reach from top of | away with the corners, in which there is 
barn posts to the ground floor of the| always more or less decayed ensilage, 
basement; a door or opening can then | but as we have had no experience with 

be made from the silo directly into the | this form of building, ngthing can be 
basement where the ensilage is to be | said about it at this time. 
fed. The next best location is adjoin-| Building. — The following detailed 
ing the feeding stable. In most dairy | description of how to build will apply to 
stables the cows are stanchioned in| the outside silo, built separately oras an 

two long rows facing each other, and, | annex to the stock barn. 
whenever it is possible, it should bear-| Itis always the part of wisdom to 
ranged so that the silo can be entered] provide substantial foundations for 

from the end of this feeding alley; a| farm buildings that are intended to be 
wooden track can be laid along the| permanent, and the silo is no exception. 

center of the feed way and into the silo,| An eighteen inch stone wall should be 

upon which a low wheeled car can be op- | laid deep enough in the ground to be 

- erated to distribute the feed. If the silo| beyond the action of frost, and raised 

building is located entirely separate, it | high enough above the surface to admit 

should be planned to load the ensilage | of sufficient grading to divert all sur- 

into a cart which can be driven into the | face water; if the location be a high and 

feeding barn, thus delivering the ensil-' well drained one, there will be no nec- 

age with little labor directly to the cat-| essity for raising the wall more than 

tle. The idea of convenience should not | six inches above the surface. In dig- 

be lost sight of, for by exercising a little | ging the trenches, throw enough earth 

thought and judgment the labor of wait-| inside to raise the silo floor up to the 

Fic: ; 
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top of the stone wall. Upon this stone | of bridging. By thus spiking planks be- . 

foundation a sill made of three 2x10 leeeen the studs, it makes it just as im- 
planks should be bedded in morter (see | possible for the studs in the center of | 

fig. 1). In laying the sill the top plark | the wall to spring out as it is for those 4 
should not be fastened to the others, but | nearest the corners. We are now ready j 

left loose for reasons soon to appear. | to commence lining the silo. Each one 

The studding should be 2X10 plank, | can follow his choice as to the outside 
preferably 18 feet long. After carefully | covering, since it plays an important 7h 
sawing the studs to a uniform length and | part in the preservation of the ensilage; | 
squaring both ends, arrange them in a|some will prefer to use drop-siding or 
horrizontal position, resting on the | ship-lap, others common lumber, and in 

edges, and placed sixteen inches apart;| some parts of the State it is possible to 
they should be supported on a level with | put on a covering of low-grade shingles j 
and at right angles to the sill upon which | cheaper than any other way. It is not 
the bent is tobe raised. Then spike the | necessary, for the preservation of the en- 
loose plank of the sill to the foot of the | silage, that paper be used on the out- 
stud; and when all have been firmly | side of studding, but to keep out the { 

fastened, as directed, they should be| frost it is advisable to use it, since it 1 

secured at the top in the same manner. i | 
After fastening the studding to sill - j 

and plate-planks, the side or end, it p ; 4 

as the case may be, is ready for ah i { 
raising. After the bent has been raised : oP 4 

in a vertical position to its place on top 

of the other two planks of the sill, tke i 
third one that was nailed to the foot of q 

the studding before the bent was raised : “« 4 

can be firmly spiked to the lower ones. j 4]! 4 4 . 
This first bent can be held in place by = ; 
temporary stays until the remain- ; ; | 

ing sills. are raised; the plates jf } 

can then be nailed at the corners, and ; { 

the skeleton frame is complete; two 210 th q 

planks will give all the strength neces- ; ay ‘ 

sary for the plate. It will be observed Fig 2 4 | 
that by following this plan the studs are os | 

securely fastened, top and bottom, and } 

the full strength of sill and studding is | ; 

saved, there being no mortises cut in the q if | 

sill and no tenonson the studding. After h AE f 
the frame is up, the next thing to be ._.—__ + _____ 7 i 

done is to bridge the studding (see fig 2). po j 

This is a very simple thing to do, but of tL 
so much value in strengthening the j | 

walls that it ought never to be omitted ek sec fi 

inasilo. In case the silo is 18feet deep, | SHOWING FasTENING aND BRIDGING OF } 
it would be advisable to put in two rows Srupprxe. 

} 

Ss }
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makes the silo much warmer. Since a; Upon the paper nail a second layer of 

good deal of moisture rises from the en-| boards. Care should be taken to break 

silage, it is well to provide for ventila- | joints, which can be indicated by chalk 
tion at the roof. This can be done by | marks on the paper. This double lining, 
openings in the gable ends of the build-| With paper between, must reach from 
ing, or a dormer window in the roof. It | the top of the silo to the bettom of the 
is much better to carry off the moist air | sill. 

by ventilation than to have it congealon| The floor of the silo need be nothing 
the rafters during cold weather, and| but theearth, Asalready mentioned, itis 

drop back again when mild days come. | @good plan tofill in the silo until the floor 
Lining.—Care should be exercised in| is on a level with the top of the stone 

lining the silo. The lumber for thie | wall; a layer of straw spread on the bot- 

should have no knot holes, and should|tom before commencing to fill with 

be dressed on one side, and is better if} corn will prevent the loss of any ensi- 

edged so that the joints will be reason-| lage. 

ably tight. The lumber need not be of| The silo should be tied across the top 

uniform width, but boards from eight to | at two or three places with joists, or a 

ten inches wide are preferable. The in-| cheap cable; this latter may be made by 

side of the studding is first covered with | twisting three strands of galvanized wire 

boards, laid horizontally (see fig. 3), ten | which costs about three cents per pound; 

penny nails being used; building paper | five pounds will make a cable sufficient- 

is then tacked over the whole surface.|lylong to reach across an ordinary silo. 
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If thesilois more than thirty feet |on topof the plate. In opening the silo / 

long the sillsshould be secured at two| the boards can be knocked off as the 

or three places with a cable of this kind, | ensilage in fed down. 

which, as it rests on the ground, is e-| . paint the Inside Walls. — Now : 

tirely out of the way. The modern silo will | that the silo is built the question natur- 
not tolerate partitions of any kind; they ally arises, what is the best and cheap- 

are relics of the past. There are sever-| ost wood preservative that can be ap- 

al methods employed for cutting off the | plied to the parts of the silo that come 3 

four corners of the silo. Perhaps the| jn direct contact with the moist ensil- ~* 

simplest plan is to bevel the two edges of age. An examination of one of the : 
a foot wide plank and nail it securely in| gtation’s silos that had been treated 

a vertical position in the corner, and fill) with a coat of coal-tar shows that one 
the space back of it carefully with saw-| .oason’s exposure to the ensilage had 

dust or chaff closely packed. Adormer| not affected the wood in any manner. 

window in the roof of the silo affords a| pp, coal-tar possesses another great ad- 

satisfactory means of getting the corn vantage over ordinary oil paints, there 

into the silo in the fall. _ | being so much body to it that it readily 

The doorway may be formed by cutting | FIs up all cracks in the lining, ard aids | 
out a stud from the sill two-thirds of the greatly to make the silo air tight. Itis 

way upto the plate. With large silos) 4n6 of the waste products in the manu- 
the doorway should be made sufficiently | facture of gas, andcan ordinarily be ob- 

large to permit the entrance of a cart or | tained in any quantity at the gas works 

some other vehicle for moving the ensi-| a three or four dollars a barrel. As it 
lage from the silo to the cattle. There| gomes from the gas works it is a liquid 

is no necessity for running the doorway | of about the same consistency as molas-” 

to the top of the plate, since the ensilage | ses, and it is necessary to burn off con- 

always settles considerably, and even @ | siderable of the oil that it contains be- ! 

it fills the silo above the top of the door-| fore it isin a condition to apply to a 

way there is little trouble in digging | wall. This burning is a simple process: 

down just at that point and making an/| Pour a quantity of liquid into an iron 

opening. Of the numerous doorways | kettle, set fire to a handful of straw and 

described, the simplest form is probably | throw it into the kettle. The tar at 

the best. Tack cleats on each of the|once flashes up and burns with great . 

studs which forms the sides of the door-| heat. In order to tell when it has be- 

way, so that boards six inches wide, | come sufficiently reduced, thrust a stick 

running across the doorway come just | into the blazing kettle, then take it out 

flush with the innerlining of the silo. | and plunge it into a pail of cold water. < 

If the doorway is wide, set a stud in the | When the tar clinging to the stick has ‘ 

middle to prevent the boards springing. | become sufficiently cool to handle, take 

Repeat the cleat and boards for the out-| a particle in the hand and pull it out; if 

side wall. During filling, asthe ensilage | it will string out in fine threads a foot or 

accumulates, place a layer of paper| more long, it has burned long enough, 

acrossfrom cleat to cleat and tack on | and the fire can be put out by placing 

six inch boards until the doorway is| any tight covering over the kettle. It 

closed; or it may be closed up at once | usually takes from one-half to three- 

when filling commences and the silo | quartersof an hour to reduce the tar to 

entered by a ladder reaching a doorway | the proper consistency. This prepara-
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tion must be applied hot, and it will be| This rack was observed in use on the 
necessary toswing the kettle up from | farm of Hon. Hiram Smith, of Sheboy- 

the ground, and keepa fire under | gan Falls, in the fall of 1888. Itis made 

it until the work is done. The odor and | of 2x8 plank, 16 feet long, one end of 

smoke from the hot tar is very disagree-| each being placed on top of the forward 

able, but by takingsmall quantities of | bolster; the other ends pass under the 

the liquid and applying it very hot with | rear axle and are chained or bolted up 

mops or whitewash brushes, the surface | tight to it. These two pieces make the 

ean be gone over rapidly. foundation of the rack. The wagon is 

A single season’s experience with a|coupled out as far as these planks will 

wood preservative cannot count for| allow. 

much, but we think very favorably of the} On top of the plank are placed four 

method here described, and intend coat-| cross pieces equally distant from each 

ing the walls of alarge silo with coal| other, as shown in the figure. These 

tar the coming season for an additional | cross pieces are 24 andshould be about 

test. 7 feet long; upon these are laid inch 

Handling Fodder Corn.—The cost} boards parallel with the wagon. The 

of putting corn into the silo depends] load is, of course, placed wholly in front 

largely upon the advantage we take of | of the rear wheels, but the rack is suf- 

all the little contrivances that are calcu- | ficiently large, and low enough to enable 

lated to lighten and reduce the labor of | a man to put on a ton of green corn from 

harvesting and drawing to the silo. By | the ground without having to climb up 

the use of the old self-rake reaper for |on the load, or hand it to a second per- 
cutting in the field, and conveniently | son to deposit. 

“equipped wagons for hauling, corn can| Length to Out.—While it is true 
be cut into the silo for from fifty to sev-| that ensilage cut fine may pack some- 

enty-five cents per ton, and there will| What closer than that cut long, it is 

be no more hard work connected with it | doubtful whether there is any material 

than there would be in harvesting a|gain in the operation; by cutting fine 

clover or grass crop. Many farms are| more of the inner parts of the stalks are 

supplied with low-wheeled wagons or| exposed to the air, and perhaps more 

trucks, but when silo-filling time comes | fermentation induced than with longer 

there is usually a greater demand for|cuts. So far as our experience goes, 

vehicles of this kind than the ordinary | there is nothing gained by cutting fod- 

farm can supply. A very simple and| der fine instead of coarse, provided that 
practical way of equipping the ordinary | the cattle eat it equally well in both 

bigh-wheeled wagon is shown in fig. 4. | cases; the gain in cutting, which is often 
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very great, comes mainly from “getting | ture, and is put into the silo without ! 

consumed that which would otherwise rain or dew, there need benofear about ‘ 

be wasted. In the case of ensilage, there the quality of the ensilage, whether put 

being no necessity for cutting the fodder |in slowly or rapidly. At the Station 

in order to have it eaten, the length of last fall we filled a pit with fresh, sufli- 

the cut appears to turn upon somewhat | ciently matured corn in one day, and had 

closer packing, on the one side, and ex- first-class sweet ensilage. Recent ex- 

tra expense of fine cutting on the other. | perience has taught that there is a limit 

Tt is recommended that cuts as long as| to putting dry or excessively wilted corn 

two or three inches be tried with some | into the silo, beyond which we dare not 

of the fodder and the results reported; | ®°- When the corn has lost enough 

if such long cuts are satisfactory the ex- water to cause the leaves to rustle and : 

pense of making ensilage will be consid- | break in handling, it does not pack close- 

erably decreased. With ample power ly enough in the silo toexclude the air, 

and a good feed cutter it will be more and, in opening the pit, it will be found 

economical to cut fodder and run it into | that the ensilage is fire fanged and per- 

the silo by a carrier than to attempt to meated all through with a white mold. 

fill with long fodder. There is another reason why the corn 

Use of a Chute.—The carrier should should not be allowed to become so dry, 

deliver the cut corn as near the middle | even if there was no trouble about its 

of the pit as possible. Until the silo is keeping in the silo; when we put dry | 

nearly filled a chute can be used to con- corn into the silowe have lost the suc- 

vey the ensilage still further toward the culent feature of the ensilage that makes 7 

desired position in the pit. The chute it especially desirable. Having once | 

should have sufficient slant so that the commenced to fill the silo the work can | 

cut corn slides off readily. By chang-| be crowded right along by observing the ' 

ing the direction of the chute from time | conditions mentioned. 
| 

to time the labor of distributing thecut| The practice, each ‘morning dur- : 

corn can be reduced to the minimum. ing filling, of removing the 

Filling the Silo.—When corn has cold _ensilage from along the 

reached the proper stage of maturity, it walls and corners, and substituting 

is not necessary that it be wilted before that which is warm from the middle of 4 

putting into the silo in order to make the mass, seems a reasonable one and 

the so-called sweet ensilage; only the im- worthy of further trial. That it is not 

mature fodder needs wilting. Such essential, however, to good sweet en- 

should be wilted from 24 to 48 hours, if | Silage, our own experience has proved. | 

possible, before cutting into the silo.| In the case of an accident or break- 

Varieties that mature, if left until the | down it willdonoharm to suspend work 

ears begin to glaze, can be put into the | fora day or two, but if left longer than 

silo immediately after being cut, with | this the ensilage, to a depth of two or 

satisfactory results, provided there is no three inches, usually begins to mold. | 

outside moisture on the corn as it goes | When filling is completed a foot and one | 

into the silo, nor is it necessary to sus- | half of chaffed straw, marsh hay or corn- 

pend operations every day inorder to let | stalks will make a sufficient covering. 

the ensilage in thesilo reach a certain The use of weights is now about obso- 

temperature before filling can be con-| lete. The silo should be examined 

tinued. Ifthe corn is sufficiently ma-| daily fora couple of weeks, and the coy- . 

° 
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ering pressed down until the settling | clover was first growth, and owing to 

has ceased. the drouth had become rather woody. 

Two Crops in the Same Silo.—The | The only precautions taken were to see 

question is often asked if one crop can|that the dew was dried off before cut- 

be placed on top of another in the silo, | ting, and that, in filling, the clover was 

: provided that the first has only partially | evenly distributed, and well tramped 
filled it? Most certainly, if one crop, as | down in the corners and along the sides. 

clover, for example, only partly fills the | The silo was filled rapidly and immedi- 

silo. When the corn crop has matured, | ately covered. On opening the silo the 

the covering of the clover can be re-| contents were found to be well preserv- 
moved or left on as desired and the other | ed, with a slight aromatic odor, and but - 
crop placed on top of it. By filling at|@ trace of acidity. It was eagerly eaten 

different times much more can be got by the cattle, and formed a valuable ad- : 

into the silo than if a single crop is| dition to their rations. 
placed therein by rapid filling. Even| Profitable farming cannot be carried 
with the slow filling, ensilage settles con- | on without the help of this wonderful 
siderably after the silo is closed up; with | plant; we all know how difficult it is to 
very rapid filling it may settle as much |cure into hay and get it just right, but 

as two-fifths or one-half. Under any | by putting it in the silo the risk and ex- 
system it is well to allow two or three | pense of handling the crop is greatly re- 
days settling at the last and filling up|duced. Sunny days are not essential 

again so as to get in all the feed possible. | when putting clover into the silo. The 

Clover Ensilage.—Too much cannot | mower can be started as soon as the dew 

be said in favor of clover for tko silo | has dried off in the morning, and by 

There has been considerable hesi:ation |noon enough will be cut to keep two 

about preserving clover in this w y: chief-|men with a team and wagon busy all the 

ly perhaps, on account of thee ‘tremely | afternoon hauling the fresh cut clover 

offensive ensilage which resulled from | and placing it in the silo. It is not nec- 

some of the first experiments in ensiloing | essary, in putting clover into the silo to 

clover. As in the case of the first corn|run it through a cutting machine, so 

ensilage, the clover was put into the silo | that the expense of filling a silo with 

: in a watery and immature condition. | this crop is very light. To those who 

The result was a watery ensilage of very | appreciate the advantage of having a 

offensive odor. By allowing the clover | succulent food in the winter, and are 

to become more mature, and cutting it | willing to incur the expense of building 

when the dew is off, it is found that a|a silo, but are restrained by the cost of 

bright, sweet, palatable ensilage can be|the machinery necessary for reducing 

made. One of the silos at the Station | and elevating corn, we would say, build 

was filled in the summer of 1888. The |asilo and fill it with clover.
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HOW I BECAME A DAIRY FARMER. 

By C. P. GOODRICH, Ft. Atkinson, Wis. 

The Key to Success—On looking |selection in breeding, and by better 

about me, I discovered that of the great | feeding; I learned something of how to 

mass of those who were keeping cows | handle the milk and how to make and 

the majority were keeping them for very | market butter. : 

small pay, and some at a positive loss,| At first the yearly earnings of my cows 

while a few were making a success of the | were but little more than the cost of 

business, and not only were enriching| their feed, leaving but little for the 

their farms but also filling their pockets. | labor. But there was a gradual improve- 

I noticed that the successful ones| ment each year, until now, after allow- 

were the ones who had made} ing a good price for the feed and labor, 

the business a study; had learn-|I have a good profit. Besides, my land 

ed all they could about it and at-|%s growing richer all the time, and I 

tended strictly to all the minute details. | hope I am not done yet. Ihave not 4 

_ No man need think of succeeding in | learned it all bya long way. I firmly 

“keeping cows unless he is willing to believe that if I continue in the business 

give his attention to it, and care at least | 1 shall still further increase my profits. 
as much for the comfort of his cows as| One thing is certain, thatif I am tohold 

he does for his own comfort. He can’t|™y own I must keep learning—must 

turn his cows out of the barn in the| keep up with the times—or, in this age 

morning, go to town, and, because a of progress, I shall be left behind. 

snow-storm begins, stay there until]. Some Things I Have Learned.— 

, night, awaiting for the storm to cease,| First, asto the kind of cows we must ~ | 

and then when he gets home, cold and|have for the production of milk: We 

hungry, warm himself and eat his sup-| must have those that have been bred { 

per while his cows are shivering out-of-| and reared for that purpose. Among 

doors. If his conscience will let him do| 4yr common cows—they are a mix- 

that he is no man for dairying. ture of many different breeds—we may 

Seeking Information.—Although I| find some good dairy animals, and with { 

had milked cows and had the care of | such to start with, one may, by careful 

them, to some extent, since my boyhood, | breeding and raising the heifers from 

J found I was very ignorant on many of | only the best cows, and by feeding for j 

the most important points. I set myself | milk, and milking and handling in | 

the task of learning the business. I|a way to stimulate the greatest pro- | 

went to reading everything I could get duction of rich milk, obtain a herd, in | 

on the subject, attended dairy conven-| time, having a fixed character as milk : 

tions; talked with and learned much | producers. It will be found that the 

from those who were successful; obtain-| longer this course is pursued, if in the } 

ed the results of experiments made by | selection regard is only had for perform- f 

others, and experimented some myself. | ance at the pail, the further the type j 

My progress was slow, but I kept learn- will be from the beef type. But why 4 

ing. Limproved my cows by care and | not start out with some one of the mu= 

% e |
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breeds, that have been bred and used | they all, with one exception, turned out 

for generations exclusively for the pro- | about the same, and they had togo. 

duction of milk, rather than spend alife-| I*had another crop of heifers of the : 

time to create such a breed? Better} same kind that came in the next year, 

by far to start at once with some ani-|and they turned out about the same. 

mals of some one of the best milking | There were just two out of both lois 

breeds—Jerseys, Guernseys, Holsteins,|of heifers that proved worth keeping 

or perhaps some other breed. I don’t | for milk, and they were both calves of a 
: wish to advocate the claims of any par-| grade Jersey cow who seemed to have 

ticular breed, only that they must have | the power of stamping her progeny with 

agood milking record for generations | her own qualities, both as to color and 

back. form and milk production. Now, this 
The General-Purpose Cow. —I/ happened only four years ago and it has 

used to believe somewhat in the general- | served to completely knock the general- 
purpose cow; believed it might be pos-| purpose idea out of my head. 

sible to raise such an animal, so many| Feeding for Milk.—Whatever is pro- 
men said it was. I had graded up to; duced by any animal comes from its food. 
some extent with Jerseys. They did|It is plain that if we wish to produce 
well in giving milk but they were so| milk, the food must contain all the com- 

small and scrawny, I did not feel satis- | ponent elements of milk, and to produce 

fied. Idid so like to see a good, large; | milk in the greatest possible quantity 

smooth, square-built cow, that in an|from a given animal, these elements 
evil hour I determined to cross back to | must be in their just proportions and be 
the Shorthorns to see if I could not pro- | fed in quantities up to the full capacity 
duce larger and more beefy animals and | f the animal's digestion and milk-pro- 
still retain the milking qualities. I ducing machinery. The chemist steps 

obtained an animal of what was said to | in now and, by analyzing different kinds 

be a remarkable milking family of that |°f food, formulates a ration which, in 
breed. The first year I raised seven | bis judgment, will produce the desired 
heifer calves from my best cows. They |Tesult. His work may be a great help to 
were beauties, according to my idea then, | US by enabling us to experiment under- 
and it would have taken a great deal of standingly, but it takes practical experi- 

money to have bought them. I thought | ence to determine the correctness of his 

Thad just struck it. Some of them | theories; for the appetite of the cow, 
came in before they were two years old. | her likes and dislikes, her ability to di- 
One of their calves I wished to make | gest and assimilate certain kind of food 
veal of, and it took two of the heifers to | in certain forms and under certain cir- 
give milk enouzh to fatten him, and | cumstances must all be determined by 
then he did not seem to have all he want- | experiment. Another thing of the ut- 
ed. I fed them higher to try to stimu- | most importance to the dairyman is the 

late them to give more milk, but it was | relation of the cost of food to the value 

of no use. After they had given milk | of the product. The proper elements of 
two months I sold them for beef at $4.50 | food must be obtained at the least pos- 
per hundred, and they weighed nearly | sible cost in money and labor to make 
900 pounds each at just two years old. | the business profitable. 
They had not given milk enough to pre-| Variety of Food.—I believe the cow 

yent their laying on flesh fast. Well, | herself to be a pretty good chemist, and 

e
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that nature will prompt her to select her | of which he paid $200 and over apiece : 

proper food if she has opportunity. for.) 

Therefore she should have asgreat a va-| Proper Quantity to Feed.—The 

riety of food, both winter and summer, | next question to be considered after hav- 

as possible. That she loves a variety ing determined the kinds of food to be 

could scarcely escape the notice of the | given and how to provide the necessary 

most careless. If her pasture is all| variety, is to determine the quantity it 

clover, except a little June grass, or|is the most profitable to feed. In my 

prairie grass in the fence corners, see how | opinion, it should be the greatest quan- 

closely the fence corners are gnawed | tity the cow will consume and properly 

down while the clover grows up tall and | digest and assimilate. Of course great 

rank. If, on the other hand, her pasture care should be exercised in feeding ani- 

contains but a small patch of clover, see | mals that have been under-fed. Increase 

how much closer that is fed down than | the quantity gradually, and at no time 

the rest of the pasture. If, in winter, | over-feed so as to injure the cow’s diges- 

she is fed but for a short time exclus-| tion, for that would be ruinous. The 

ively on one kind of hay, no matter how best; way is to accustom her to generous 

good the quality, see how quickly feeding while young, and never starve 

she will leave it when offered some | her. 

other kind—corn-fodder, or even| It takesacertain amount of food to 

straw,—and how greedily she will eat of | sustain life. It is said this is about two- 

the new kind of fodder, though its| thirds of afullration. By full ration I 

quality may not be of the best. Some | suppose is meant all that the cow can 

otherwise sensible men signally fail in | consume and digest. Now, if just this ~ 

keeping cows, especially in winter, by | food of support is given a cow each day 

not gratifying this very natural desire | in a year, there can be no growth, no in- 

for variety. At pasture they have a bet- | crease in flesh, in fact, nothing produced. 

ter opportunity to obtain a variety. So that at the end of the year all 

Not long since I visited a farmer who| you have is the same size of carcass, 

keeps a large stock of cattle, some of only it is a year older, and all the food 

them blooded stock, and he tries to farm and labor is worse than throwa away. If 

itso as to make money. He casually re- this view is correct, we cannot avoid the 

marked that he had fed no hay yet, conclusion that the greater the amount 

although it was the last of December. of proper food that is consumed and di- 1% 

He said he always fed his cornstalks gested above the food of support, the 

first so as to get them out of the way greater the ratio of the product to the 

before they were covered deep with | the whole amount of food consumed. 

snow. Next he fed his marsh hay, and| You may say that all this is simply . 

when that was gone he fed his timothy | theory, but my own experience convin- . 

hay. He liked to keep that till spring. | 08 ™° that it is a correct theory. : 

He then remarked: “Somehow nuther| My Dairy in 18'75.—The year 1875 : 

Inever could git nothin’ like what you | was the first in which I kept any ac- 

fellers tell o’ gettin’ out o’ cows in winter, | count of the proceeds of my dairy. That 

and still I’ve fed ’em lots o’ corn-meal | year my cows produced what was equal 

aready.” I thought, “no wonder,” but | toabout 150 Ibs. of butter each, and the 

said nothing. (I forgot to mention that total proceeds were $38 each. I kept : 

his blooded stock were Holsteins, some| my cows about as others who called ) 

ll -
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themselves good farmers did. They had | to 15 pounds of bran and meal per day. 

good pasture, and gave a good quantity | I drop off nearly all the grain ration 

of milk while the grass was fresh, but| about two months before calving, 

shrank badly in the fall and dried up| as I have found by con- 
early in winter. I fed good hay and/tinuing it too long there is 
corn fodder, but little grain in winter. | more danger of milkfever. I think as 

The cost of feed I estimated for the | good agrain ration asT can get, is one- 

year at about $25 each. half the weight wheat bran, ¥ oats, 

My Dairy in 1876.—The next year | ground, and y corn-meal; but if oats and 

—1876—I fed better, feeding bran and | corn are much higher than bran, they 
grain during the fall and fore part of | can be left out, and the whole weight be 

winter and early spring, and my cows|0f bran, and be nearly if not quite as 
produced 249 Ibs. of butter each, and | good. 

‘the total proceeds were $77 each. Ihad/ Increasing the Capacity for Milk. 
‘produced about 100 Ibs. more of butter|—I do not wish to be understood as 
per cow, and tbe increased cost of feed | claiming that a cow can be brought up 
was not more than $6 per cow. (Bran | from 150ibs. a year to 350Ibs. immediate- 

was cheap then.) ly as the result of better feeding. The 

The next year I fed still better, with |improvement will be gradual, taking 

another increase in profits. I kept im-| some years to reach the highest limit. 
proving steadily, until now I intend to|Nor do I claim that the result in my 
feed up to the full capacity of each cow; | case is wholly to be attributed to better 
and I must say that, with every increase | feeding, though mainly so. Better 
of feed, for every dollar laid out, I have | handling and selection in breeding have 
got back more than two dollars. This,|done something toward the improve- 
of course, would not be possible, if| ment. What Ido claim is this—that the 
the cows were of the beef type and | capacity of a cow for giving milk can, by 
turned their food into flesh. In all my | the right kind of feeding and handling, 
talk about high feeding I assume that | be increased both as to quantity and rich- 
the feed is tobe given to a true dairy | ness in butter fat, from year to year, un- 
animal that will make it into rich milk. | til she is at least 8 years old, and that a 
The Way I Feed—My cows now is| family or breed of cows, by the same 

tolet them have good pasture in sum-| means, can beso improved in this respect 
mer, with a variety of grasses. At all | that each generation will be better than 
times they have free access to good, pure |the preceding one, even without the 
water, which is warmed in winter. They | introduction of any better blood. In 
have all the salt they want. other words, I will say that the more 
When they are put into milk, there is | and the richer milk you manage to make 

in the mangers some good early-cut-hay,/a cow give, the more and rich- 
of which they always eat a little, even | er milk she can give, as you develop 
when grass is the best. After milking | the capacity to do so, and’she will trans- 
they are fed bran. In the fall they have | mit these qualities, in some measure, to 
fodder-corn besides the other feed. Dur-| her progeny. Animal nature has the 
ing the winter they have all the clover| power to gradually adapt itself to its 
hay (with sometimes meadow hay or| surroundings, and to the uses to which 
millet), all the cut corn fodder and | it is put. 

all the straw they will eat, with from 10| “Run-Out” Cows.—As good care and
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feeding will improve any breed, sostarv-|long as you do it in a way that will | 

ing and hard fare will cause the best quickly get all the milk, and in a way 

breed in the world to degenerate. How | that best pleases the cow, and so long as . 

often do we hear itsaid that the stock|you do the same way every time. If ! 

of certain men has “run out.” A cow|there are several cows they must be 

that has always been poorly fed, and | milked in the same order every time. It 

is descended from poorly fed ancestors | you are in the habit of beginning at one 

can not possibly be a good cow. Her|end of the line and going through in . 

ability to withstand hard fare may have | regular order you will notice frequently, 

been developed so that you may call her | if the cows are giving a full flow of milk, 

hardy, but it is at the expense of her | about the time you get done with the 

milking qualities. Now, I don’t want | first one the milk will begin to drop from 

hardy cows in the sense that is general-| the second one. She is then ready to be 

ly understood. milked—expects to be milked. Do not 

The Nervous Theory.—A good disappoint her by going to the other end 

dairy cow is a wonderfully delicate and |of the line. If you do so, and come back 

sensitive piece of animal machinery. | to her after half an hour, you will find 

The brain and nervous system are so | that she will not “give down” as readily» 3 

intimately connected with the milk-giv- | and that you will very likely get less and 

ing functions that whatever excites the | poorer milk than if you had milked when | 

nerves through the brain affects the | her turn should have come. 

milk, usually—but not always—lessening| You may sing or whistle while milk- 

the quantity of milk, but always dimin-| ing if you like, if you do the same every 

ishing the per cent. of butter fat to a time. You may sing different tunes if 

greater or less extent, according to the | you wish, but sing the same tune to each 

degree of excitement. This being the | cow every time. If you sing “old hun- 

case, it is necessary that a cow to do her | dred” to the “Yankee doodle” cow, your 

best must be just as contented and hap- | hands, which will be likely to keep time 

py as it is possible to make her. She | with the tune, will have a slower motion, 

must not be exposed to storms or in-| your milking will be different, the cow 

clement weather, or any conditions that | not so well pleased and the yield of milk 

will give her discomfort or pain. She | poorer. : 

must have no anxiety in regard to food| pects of Excitement.—Now, I ) 

or drink, which should be given at regu-||now that some of you are saying to J 

lar times and in quantity and kind to | yourselves that you don’t believe a word | 

suit her appetite and needs. of such stuff, that it is all nonsense. 

The Milking—tThis I consider the | Others are saying, “there may be some- 

most important operation in dairying. | thing in what has been said, but this is : | 

It should be done by the same person, | getting down too fine.” But you all 

in the same manner, and under the same | know that it is the fine workman in any 

circumstances every time. I care not| business who makes the most money 

whether you feed before, at the same | and commands the highest wages; not 

time, or after you milk, if you do the | the rough, coarse workman. 

same every time. I care not whether| Every one who has been in the habit 

you take hold with the whole hand or | of testing the milk of cows has found an ’ 

strip with thumb and finger, or milk one | unaccountable variation from day to day 

side together, or milk diagonally, so|in the per cent. of butter fat in the milk |
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| f of the same cow, and also that the but-| next day it took 40 Ibs. of her milk (she i ter churned from the milk of a herd of | was giving 40 Ibs. a day) to make a 1! cows varies almost daily. In my opinion, | pound of butter. Before that and three | these otherwise unaccountable varia- days after that, when she was perfectly 1 tions are mainly caused by some worry | quiet, it took but 14 Ibs. of milk to one | or nervous excitement of the cows. of butter. These were cows of a highly 

: Now, this is not a theory that I have|nervous organization. I could give i adopted jirst and then set to work to|many more similar instances, though not 
i hunt up facts to prove it afterward. The | all of them so pronounced, but these will { | facts came to knowledge first, and I have | do. 2 fi i labored patiently to find the cause. I| Now, these = ae of the facts in rE believe if great excitement will produce | relation to this subject that have come 
Bet very marked effects, less excitement will | under my own observation, and they 

t produce similar effects, only in a less de | mean something —they mean that the 
I gree, on the principle that if two drinks | man who is kind and gentle with his cows will make a man drunk one drink will| 8nd careful of their comfort will get { make him half drunk. well paid for it, and the man who is 

A few months ago I bought a seven-| harsh and Tough and cruel with hie - eights Jersey cow of a man who said she | COWS Will find his profits small indeed. 
gave remarkably rich milk. She was|t is very costly having cows brought the only cow he had, and was well fed, from pasture on the run with a dog at 

so he had a chance to know. The next|their heels. The angry milker who | day after getting her home I tested her. | mauls a cow with his stool and raises a | It took 23 tba. of milk to make a pound | general excitement in the stable is 
| of butter. Two weeks after, when she | knocking, it may be, a dollar out of the 

had become well contented in her new|Owner’s pocket with every blow he i home, I tested her again and it took but | strikes. You may not fully accept this | 114g bbs. of milk to make one of butter. | nervous theory, but if what I have said 
There had been but a slight variation in | Will cause any man to think, observe 1 the daily quantity of milk. and investigate in relation to it, I shall } ‘Two years ago I had a fine cow that | be satisfied, for he will learn some things 

j become, one day, terribly excited; in| by which he may profit immensely. ft fact she was in a perfect frenzy. The 

———————— a i Jee
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SUCCESSFUL CORN CULTURE, j 

By 0. STRAHL, River Falls, Wis. 

A National Crop.—Corn is our]gins to dent, and some of the outer | 

national crop; it is king. Its acreage is | husks indicate ripeness, is the best time k 

about 55 per cent. of all the cereals, and|to select, for we want those ears that 

in quantity it is four or five times that | ripen first, other things being to suit us; 

of wheat, averaging over sixteen hun-| we want good stock, as in animals; we - 

dred millions bushels for eight years | wanta good breed of corn, to suit the 

past, and supposed to foot up to two climate. It must be vigorous and hardy, 

thousand millions this year—a quan-| rather low and stubbed, with one good 

tity so enormous that it would take | ear rather low down. Two or more ears 

80,000,000 of teams at 50 bushels each, | are a failure; neither one is apt to be 

before shelling, to draw it, and which, good. We select the kind of corn as to 

on the road in a string, one to every two character of grain, cob, etc., that suits } 

rods, would reach 500,000 miles, to the | us; deep grained dent corn is my choice. 

moon and back and once around the T have the yellow deep grained Hack- 

earth. berry and the Powell Illigois white ; 

Yield.—The yield is much greater per | Corn; the yellow is the earlier and yields 

acre in the northern States than in the | about as much per acre. It is not quite ; 

southern. Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, | 80 large but will bear to stand a little 

Wisconsin, Missouri, Kansas and Nebras- thicker. 

ka average about 26 bushels per acre, Saving for Seed.— To ascertain my 

usually, while Alabama, Georgia, the | preference, I counted out representative 

Virginias and Carolinas, range all the way | ears of both varieties, weighed each, and 

from 11 to 18 bushels. It is not an im- shelled it, weighed cob and shelled 

portant crop in Europe; the United | corn, and found but little difference as 1 

States produces three-fourths of all the| to amount of cob and corn—about a half 

corn in the world. pound in a huodred in favor of the yel- 

Climate.— Our climate here in Wis-|low; bat I found a great deal more 

consin, although quite well up north, is moisture in the white corn than outside 

well suited to producing good pci, appearances indicated, fully establishing 

usually just enough heat and moisture | the fact that the yellow is a week or 

to mature middling-sized corn in the| more the earlier. 

highest degree of perfection. The seed gathered early is full of 

Success in Raising.—In corn rais-| juice or sap, and must be dried out 

ing, success depends largely in getting thoroughly, cob and all, before it freezes. 

good ready. We must lay plans and cal-| To do this I tie it in bunches with twine 

culate beforehand; we must commence | or wire, ten or twelve ears together, and 

away back last year and save the seed | hang as near the kitchen stove-pipe as | 

out of that crop, long before any prep-|my wife will let me. If kept a little 

aration of the soil begins—say about the | warm, in two or three weeks it will do to 

first week in September. Just aa it be-| put away and, if thoroughly dry, freez- 

.
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ing will not hurt it. It may be shelled | would suit for the handling of all these 

if it suits one best to take care of it in | various soils in their several conditions. 

that way. It is all right now, and we |Someare thin and some are deep. We 

ean warrant it, as nothing but down-| must be careful and notturn up much 

tight neglect will thwart its energy; |ofthecold sub-soil in plowing, or it 

next year’s crop is there in embyro, snug | willinjure the crops. Deep loam, por- 

and sure. ous away down, will bear deep plowing— 

Preparing the Ground—Plowing. | up to the beam if the team don’t object 

—Now, then, we will get the ground in | —but this land is good for a pretty fair 

order. Hither fall or spring plowing will | crop with half a chance. 

do, as it may suit our convenience. The I would plow on my farm, which is 

* fall plowed land may become packed and ; between real loam and real clay, with 

bard by numesxous storms; if so, it must | clay sub-soil seven or eight inches, for 

be mellowed before planting by re-plow- | spring work, when the ground is liable 

ing, the use of the disc or spring tooth | to be wetish; would be very careful to 
harrow, or something that will make it | have it dry enough to work well and not 

absolutely mellow, or else it will be | pack under the horses’ feet or against 
- mere chance if we geta good crop, for| the mold-boards, or it will be cloddy, 

it isscarcely possible to thoroughly pul- | and clods give out no nutriment; con- 
verize the soil after the seedis in with- | sequently such amount of the soil as 
out disturbing it. these clods contain is a dead loss until 

Weeds do not seem to start quite so| time orstorm, or mechanical contriv- 

quickly and saucily on fall plowing un-| ances, dissolve them, which may not 
less re-plowed in the spring. Then look | occur until late in the sum- 

out, and hurry up, too, for of all the un- | mer—after it is too late 
welcome guests of the young/to benefit the crop. Therefore, we 
corn the early weed is the | should handle our ground carefully so 

worst. Tt seems as if weed | 8 not to make clods. 

seeds after lying under ground for six Early planting, is surest, say from the 
months or a year, or it may be several | 5th tothe 12th of May. 
years, being turned up to the surface, | Planting.—Having worked diligently 

envy their neighbors who have | with plow, harrows, rollers and such im- 

had a better chance to| plements as the occasion demands, we 

grow and pester us, and start/will mark the ground both ways, es- 

on in two-forty haste to make up for be-| pecially it there is danger of weeds, 

ing kept under so long. Well, if a} about three feet eight inches, and plant 

stich in time saves nine, a lick in a corn- | with the hand planter, probably four to 

field addicted to weeds saves 99 or the | five kernels in ahill, so as to be pretty 
whole. sure of a stand of three stalks, on the 

Any of our soils here will bring first-| average. Kernels of corn vary so in size, 
ratecorn. We have quite a variety, too | even in the same variety, that it is not 

—sandy loam and absolute clay often | possible to get a machine to do it as 
on the same quarter section, andthe | nicely as counting, but the machine- 
wise farmer, in his course of rotation, | planted, if carefully done, comes up 
handles one and the other to suit the | more surely and has a firmer foothold. 

dictates of good judgment. Therefore, | At first, to withstand tough handling in 

we cannot write down a rule that | case of harrowing, we should try to do
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the planting in two days or less, so as to | make the plant wilt and show signs of 

have an even start all over the piece. _| being crippled. “ er 
When I was a boy this deep stirri 

Harrowing.—As we only left the} tho soil was Gataut to be oe Ging he 

slanting fine-tooth harrow when we had dry, hot weather, but it looks to me now 
to, to mark the ground for the planter,|, “ jittle akin to cruelty to muti- 

we will put the team right to it again | jateg plant and make it sick at the time 
and go over it once each way, and repeat when the recuperative resources of na- 
one way in a week or so, or just as the | ture are temporarily withheld. I there- 
gin eas Then it must be harrow- fore say do your deep work before plant- 
ed once or twice more by the time it/ing Shallow culture and lots of it is ! 

is up four or five inches. After this the safety. 

fine-tooth single cultivator should do the Smut.—Some think that wet weather : 

work, nnn close to the corn ascan induces smut, but we read of frequent 
be without pulling it out, and very shal-| ;,.tancesof its prevalence in dry seasons, 

low, two inches or less. About four| + any rate it does not originate spon- 

times with this cultivator at inter- taneously but from seed or spores, as 

vals of eight or ten days will put it up they are called. These spores are very : 

to the period of the tassel beginning to / light, even lighter than common dust, 

make its appearance, when it will be | and thus float about in the air and light, 
time te cease, and let it take care of it-| and grow, retaining all the time, like the 

self. Bad weather may prevent the|chinch bug, wonderful vitality. Barn- 

carrying out of this plan punctually. yard manure, where infected fodder has 

Stirring the Soil—If the season is} been fed out, is a good medium for keep- | 
dry, the oftener we stir the top soil so| ing the supply up, for even though it be 

as to keep it loose and porous the more | eaten it will pass through animals, and 

moisture it will receive by capillary at-| retain its vitality. The remedy here, now, | 
traction from the sub-svil and atmosphere | where it has but a slight hold on corn 

and thus render more nourishment to} might be found in going through the 4 

the crop. We must also stir the ground | corn before it gets dry and light enough i 

as soon as it will do after every heavy|to float off in the air, cut it off and 

rain, to prevent the formation of a crust’ collect and burn it; this would be prac- 

on top, ticable now, but not very effective with- 

I do not believe in cutting and break-| out joint action all around the neighbor- ' 

ing the roots. I think it injures corn or| hood. This smut is evidently on the | 

any plant to cut and mutilate its roots,| gain, and may develop into a formid- 

especially in dry, hot weather, so as to| able injury. Let us beware. | 

| 

A
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IMPORTANCE OF SHEEP ON THE FARM. 

By S A. PELTON, Reedsburg, Wis. 

Getting out of Sheep.—The census | requisite results. Occasionally changes 

= of 1885 gives Sauk County 37,680 sheep | must be made, but would it not be bet- 

and iambs, or 17-10 to a person, at a| ter to change methods than to change 

valuation of $1.54 per head. Wisconsin | the line of farming? 

has 1,429,137 sheep, or less than one sheep Sheep on Rough Land.— If a per- 

* to a person, at a valuation of $1.64 per | gon has a rough and broken farm, and 
head. This surely is not an over-pro-| small capital, he can hardly strike a 
duction for the county or State; but, | better opportunity than to secure a few 

nevertheless, there was a general outcry |sheep. They will be a nucleus around 

all along the line that sheep did not pay. | which will gather, under good manage- 
The city papers took up the cry, and| ment, a large flock in a short time; an 
flock after flock was soldin Chicago, and | investment that will pay interest at 

the proceeds used to purchase Minneap-|shearing time at the rate of 100 per 

olis bran and shorts, to fatten pork and |cent., and dividends from each lamb, 
beef at a far greater loss than was imag- | besides leaving the pasture lot fertilized 

ined to have been real in thefirst trans-|in the best possible manner for a crop 
action. of winter wheat. 

ihe Brenoh of Farming to Pussae Mutton the First Consideration.— 
—tThe farmers of Sauk County are en- M 

2 s utton first and wool second should be 

geged in mixed. husbandry, aaa the aim of every flockmaster. While 
are so badly mixed that they cannot| . . _ 

5 opinions differ as to breed, the farmer 

ol ae pao ne? Peters can illy afford not to heed the fact that 

auduing from she experience ct Eaten the market demands that certain condi- 

that branch which fora term of years! i... be fulfilled. Feed influences breed 
has yielded a fair profit above the gen- to aberten’ and (cans Hiuwine leases 

eral outlay is the one to hold fast to. ee Zi = 
: its ear-marks unmistakably prominent 

It is not absolutely necessary for a flock. 

farmer to ape the methods of his neigh- meter 

bors. Location, soil, and liking for the| Yarding.— Many farmers have lost 

occupation should, in a measure, deter- the increase of their flock by yarding 

mine his drift. No special scientific | Sheep, horses, cattle and hogs together. 

education isan absolute guarantee of | Lambs do not thrive well with hogs, nor 

success in any line of farming. “Where | do sheep come up to the standard of ex- 

there’s a will there’s a way,” “business pectation when trampled on by horses, 

experience isan apt teacher,” are max-|°T hooked by cattle. I would not advise 

ims that will apply with full force in| any one to turna flock of sheep and 

practice. I would not advise any one to| lambs into a field in spring and leave 
quit dairying, fattening beef, pork, or them there until fall. The chances are 

breeding horses, when one has buildings that none will be found when the owner 

and apparatus necessary to produce the | calls for them. 

Z
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Farming Requires Thought.—| cumstances. I believe in mixed hus- 

Farming is a business that re-|bandry for the farmers of Sauk County. 

quires thought and forethought to man- Talso believe that the specialist has his 

age skillfully the many problems that place, and further, that no one method 

constantly arise as to the best methods | of farming followed for a great length ' 

of improving the fertility of our soils, | of time is sure of the fullest success un- 

and at the same time leave us a fair and | less the power behind the throne makes 

living profit, It is an important consid- | it a success. 

eration to keep stock that is best adapt-| The Hand at the Helm.—Sheep 

ed to your peculiar conditions. When | husbandry, like any other industry, must 

help is scarce, sheep offer opportunities | have the right hand at the helm to . 
to relieve one of a large amount of labor| make it profitable. One must have a . 

that is required in the proper manage-| liking for it and make it astudy. Blood 

ment of the dairy and its kindred associ- | wij] tell, and feed will tell. One person 

ations. may take a flock of sheep and make them | 

Mixed Husbandry.—Much has been | pay, while another may lose by the 

said about special farming by the agri-| operation. The shortest rule in appli- . 

cultural press, and by specialists,| cation is to breed well, feed well and 

but often they neglect to inform|then sell well. There is profit in so , 

the public that their start in business | doing; there is loss in the reverse. 

was peculiarly favored by various cir- 

iccceraiaeceanianceicinsigssemntaiaieeessiecomsinatineiinneest 
’ 

————— 

CHICKENS FROM SHELL TO GRIDDLE. 3 

By W. H. ROSE, Boscobel, Wis. 

Care of Fowls and Eggs.—If we| where agreat many living in villages 

depend on raising our own fowls, we|fail. Even inthe summer season they 

must first get the eggs, and in order to| are obliged to shut up their hens to 

get them we must first provide ourselves | keep them out of their neighbors’ gar- ; 

with the variety of fowls that are best| dens, and they either forget or neglect 

adapted to egg production; then care|to throw them something green each 

for, and feed the proper food to enable | day, and the consequences are lousy hens 

the fowls to lay the eggs. If it be in| and infertile eggs. 

the winter season, when the fowls are| Feeding the Chicks.—We find by 

shutup all the time, great pains must careful study of the subject that the 

be taken in gathering the eggs before | egg is composed largely of albumen and 

they are chilled; also in giving the fowls | there is scarcely any albumen in corn, 

some kind of green food, because eighty | but a large per cent. in wheat. It lies 

out of every one hundred eggs will fail | just inside the outer skin of the wheat; 

to hatch when the hens are confined and consequently wheat bran is one of the 

no green food isprovided. Right here is | best foods to produce eggs. Feed it hot 

Sar 
J
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and wet, feed it dry—any way the chicks | her vitality to produce the new crop of 

like it best. Oats are good; small,| feathers. Hens begin to shed their 

shrunken wheat is good and buckwheat | feathers early in the fall and don’t com- 
is splendid. My plan of feeding is this: | plete their plumage until about Decem- 
Take boiling water, add a little salt, alit-| ber Ist. You will readily see that ifa 

tle cayenne pepper and a little sulphur; | hen lays no eggs in the winter, and does 
then stir in some ground feed, making a | not begin before the middle of April, 
kind of mash, and add wheat bran until | she hasno time to lay her 185 eggs, lay- 
the mass will crumble and not be sticky. | ing usually one egg every other day. 
By the time you have stirred this up it| The fact is the henis simply an egg 
will not be too hot and will be greatly | machine, and if fed the proper food, and 
relished. This makes a good breakfast | carefuly cared for, she must either lay or 

and should always be fed early and in| die. Many of the wild birds lay an even 

V-shaped troughs. For dinner I scatter | number of egg—two, four or six—before 
alittle shrunken wheat or screenings | if unmolested, they will become broody 
among the litter (previously provided) | and set upon them. If you remove one 

and let them hunt for it. If it occupies | of them, they will lay one more before be- 

their time for three hours all the better. | ginning their incubation process, showing 

Exercise creates warmth and warmth | conclusively that all birds may be com- 

means eggs, especially in the winter sea-| pelled to lay more eggs than nature in- 
son, and that is when we want them. | tended they should. 
For supper a full feed of corn or wheat| Eggs forHatching.—Remove all the 
should be given just before they go to|eggs from the nest everyday, They 

roost. will hatch very well when three weeks 

Make Hens Lay.—Some people sus-| old. This will prevent their beccming 

pose and even claim that if hens lay in| broken, or chilled by frost, and the hen 

the winter season they will lay less in| will think every day shegoes to the nest 
the summer, or, in other words, that | that she has just begun to lay her usual 

they will lay only just so many eggs in a| thirteen to fifteen eggs, and never knows 
year. Itisamistake. The hen is an|whenshe is through. Eggs intended 
educated being. In her native state she | for hatching purposes should be kept 
laid nine, eleven or thirteen eggs, be-| where there is an even temperature and 

came brocdy, sat upon them, hatched | turned over every day. They will hatch 
out a portion of them and then guarded | very well when three weeks old. 
the chicks for six months. Now we| Hatching Chicks.—To hatch chicks 
have hens laying 185 eggs in a year and successfully you must have a place to 
rearing a brvod of chickens besides. | set the hens in separate from the flock. 
True, a hen will lay only a certain num- | Have it large enough to accomodate as 
ber of eggs and then become broody, but many hens as you wish to set; make the 
she can easily be broken up and made to | nests large and smooth, on or near the 
commence laying ugain. Thus by alit-| ground. If possible, set three or four 
tle study and care she can be made to|hens at a time, giving each hen nine, 
contribute her share toward filling the] eleven or thirteen eggs, acccording to 
egg basket three-fourths of the year. Of | the sizeof the hen. When one week has 
course, she must moult, and no power | elapsed go in theevening armed with an 
that I know of will induce her to lay any | egg tester and a lantern; examine every 
eggs during that period. It takes all|egg, throw out the infertile ones and
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give the fertile ones to one, two or three | in oneside of the shell and begins to peep 

hens, as required to cover them, and | until you remove the shell, the chances 

supply the others with fresh eggs. Thus | are he won’t live a week. Well, better 

you may hatch with four hens as many | dead than clive, for who ever saw @ 

chicks as you .would ordinarily with sickly little chicken get well and grow? 

eight. When broody hens are scarce Care of Young Chicks.—When the 

(and that is the case generally in the first to hatch are twenty-four hours old 

winter), I sometimes compel them to set | remove them to some dry place. Take 

six weeks. Keep the setting hens quiet. | one of the hens along and give her all 

Arrange so that whenever they come | she can hover conveniently. The more ; 

off their nests they may find a drink and | you give her the prouder she will feel. 

agood square meal handy. If two or | Perhaps twenty is about right for an or- 

three come off at once, and on going back | dinary-sized hen. Place the remainder 

should make a mistake and get into the | of the eggs under the other hens, and as 

wrong pew it will make no difference. | fast as there are enough for a brood take 

When they settle down to business they | them out and so on until they are all 

will make no mistakes, and then is the| hatched. Remember always that the 

time you should give them the eggs you | little chick needs absolutely nothing to 

wish them to hatch. It is always wellto| eat or drink for the first twenty-four 
give them some china or poor eggs toset | hours of its life. After this feed very 

* on until all is quiet. It is often the case | sparingly of something light. Perhaps 

where biddy is too attentive to business, | the very best thing to feed for the first 

and sets on her eggs too long at a time, | week is hard boiled eggs, chopped fine, 

that the eggs are spoiled; or, in other | shell and all, and the infertile ones we 

words, the embryo chicks are killed. | threw out two weeks ago are just as good 

Watch her, and if she does not come off | for this purpose as fresh ones. Bread 

at least every other day, gently take her crumbs and crackers soaked in milk are 

off long enough for the eggs to cool. If! also very good for the little chicks. In 

any of the eggs get broken there is no| a few days small seeds, shrunken wheat, ‘ 

time to lose. Take some milk-warm | etc.,are good. Sour milk, or clabber, as 

water and wash them carefully, for if| we call it, is splendid. In order to give { 

any of the broken ones should smear the | some sulphur, salt, pepper, etc., we pre- 

good ones, it will effectually close the | fer to feed one feed a day of soft food. { 

pores and the chicks will die. They Always have your water boiling that you ‘ 

must breathe the same as any other ani-| mix the feed with. After the long fast 

mal. From the 19th to the 21st day you | of the night, the chick needs something 

may expect some of the little chicks to | that he will not be obliged to wait for the 

break the shells, and if you have| gastric juice to moisten, and the gizzard 

sprinkled the eggs two or three times in | to grind, before he can feel the effect of | 

the last week with slightly warmed | it, and for the same reason some whole 

water they will break them all the more | grain is good to feed at night for the or- 

readily. The better work the little fel-| gans to work on. Furnish the ben with 

low makes in getting out of his, prison | plenty of whole corn while hovering the 

cell the better are his chances for life. | chicks so that she will not be too greedy 

Ifthe pecks a crease clear around the|and eat up all the dainties you may 

shell and comes out spry his chances are | place before her for her chicks. Shallow 

good, but if he simply pecks a small hole | dishes are best for the little fellows to 

Es |
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drink from, and they should be often | generally begin to droop and fall behind 

filled with fresh water. While caring | the flock. They huddle close together 

for and feeding always keep in mind | at night and the droppings soon become 

that all that goes to promote size, plum-| filthy and cause disease. To guard 

age, bone, sinew and muscle must go| against it, keep everything clean. Feed 

down the little fellows’ throats. Keep | in small V-shaped troughs, and never on 

them growing; much depends on their/the ground. Keep “Douglas” mixture 

growth. At six weeks’ old chicks of|in their drinking water, and never feed 

some of the varieties will be large| more than they will eat up clean. Give 

enough for broilers, and if it isin March | them a varied diet of anything they 

they will be worth, in any of the large | like, except raw corn meal dough. 

cities, seventy-five cents apiece. You will readily see by what I have 

Young growing chicks need good ven-| written that the poultry business is 

tilation. Impure air is destructive in| made up of little things, minute in 

more ways than one. They become/ themselves but large in the aggregate. 

lousy, scaly leg overtakes them, and they 

THE BUSINESS FARMER. 

By J. H. HALE, South Glastonbury, Conn. 

Figure the Expense.—I start with| The Crops Best Produced.—Hav- 
the supposition that every farmer has a/ ing found this, it becomes his duty to 

farm either owned in his own right, | know just what can be produced, to the 

partially mortgaged, or leased—in fact, | best advantage, on his particular farm, 

an investment of capital on which divi. | and what line of work best suits his 

dends must be earned and paid, either | tastes and circumstances; last but not 

in interest on investment, or borrowed | least what markets are to be supplied, 
capital, or in the payment of rent—before | and how he is to reach them. In fact, 

he can receive any compensation for his | these two last points should be settled 

Tabor. The business farmer will, before | before purchase or lease of the farm.- 

beginning operations on his farm, do | However, if that question is already set- 

just as every other business man has to | tled, he must put time and thought to 
do, if he is to make a success of his busi- | the study of the situation. 
ness, carefully figure how much will be} Brain Work on the Farm.—Don’t 
required annually to pay this, with cost | pitch into heavy, hard work with the 

of labor, taxes, wear and tear on imple- | idea that in this way you are to make a 

ments, ordinary repairs, etc., and thus| success of farming. The business farm- 
ascertain just how much the farm muster, whether his capital be one hundred, 
produce in cash returns, before he can | one thousand or ten thousand dollars, in 

receive any compensation in the way of | every case, is not so much a worker with 

[_protits. his hands as with his brain, studying 

; yi
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and planning all his operations before | he knows just what is to be planted on : 

putting them into practice. He has no|each field; where the seed, labor and 

more brain than the rest of us, but gets | manure is to come from. Every imple- 

ahead by using his while we unthinking- | ment is in order, and enough extra re- 

ly digand delve day after day without pairs are ready at hand so that no time 

method, grumbling that “farmin’ don’t|need be wasted during the hurrying j 

pay,” and that “ours isa hard lot.” The days of seed time. The business farmer 

fact is farming is the best and safest has learned that his farm is only a sort 7 

business of all. Were it not so, the slip- of. manufactory, which, to be made 

shod, unsystematic methods many of profitable, must,be run to produce that 

us have followed in the past would have | Which the forges, looms and spindles of ; 

brought ruin long ago. J the soil are best adapted to; and that 4 

Habits of the Business Farmer— the finished product will: depend almost 

The business farmer is a successful wholly upon his starting operations 

. ‘ promptly on time with a full supply of 

farmer, and always will be, if we are to Rp 
judge the future by the past. He is a|"*”. material in the shape of seeds, plant 

= . = food and well-directed labor. 
student, not of books alone, but of good 

agricultural papers; of experiment sta- A Standard for Goods.—When the 

tions and their work; of the finished product is turned out, he knows 3 

work of other farmers, success- | that he must establish a standard for it 

ful and unsuccessful. He is also a in the market, and then maintain that 

close student of the markets for the standard, if he is to hold his customers 

purchase of his supplies as well as the and obtain satisfactory prices. One 

sale of his products. He may not be a great trouble with us farmers is that we 

thorough book-keeper, yet he keeps an lack a standard for our goods. Ask any 

account with the various fields and ten farmers to bring you a barrel of No. 

crops; knows the cost of each product 1 apples or potatoes of a specified = 

| of the farm, and is as prompt to drop | riety, and the chances are that you will | 

those that do not pay as he is to try get ten different grades of goods, the as- 

something new, that his judgment tells sorting having been made according to 

him promises good returns. In fact he the judgment or honesty of each. Con- | 

is a brain worker rather than a common | sequently “farmers’ packings” in any 

field hand. He knows that so far as| line are almost always quoted at lowest : 

brute strength is concerned, he must rates in most markets, and it is often ‘ 

take off his hat to the old horse or the | risky buying them at any price. 

little brown mule, and he gladly does it,| Packing Goods.—Farmers often get 

and cooly rests his brain that he may | the credit of dishonest practices in pack- 

better direct their work, and thus reap | ing and disposing of their goods, when . 

greater profits from the farm. no dishonesty was intended, the whole 

His leisure time in the winter is not | trouble coming from ignorance of busi- 

spent at the village store, or in talking | ness methods, and the requirements of 

politics at the railroad station, or on the | the markets. It is the business of the 

street corners, but at home planning for | farmer to know and understand this, 1 

future work. and then conduct his affcirsona busi- 

As soon as the year’s operations close | ness basis. Reward will surely come. 

in the fall, he is making plans for the | A business name and reputation is as 

coming year. Long before spring opens! valuable on the farm as in any other 

{ / 
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profession. I will cite a few cases in | that his neighbors call him fussy, but the 

point: fact remains that while they are com- 
Some time ago I was in a market | plaining that there is no profitin making 

town, and saw a car-load of apples un-| milk at present prices, he has a pleas- 

loaded, all in second-hand barrels, some | ant, happy home, with all the comforts 
round and some flat hoops. On thé | and many of the luxuries of life, is year- 

heads were stencilled the names of the | ly adding to his bank account, and the 
former contents, “crackers, flour” etc. |old farm is improved in productive 

of a dozen different brands. On these | capacity, for he is a business man, de- 

were tacked plain, white cards with the | voting, as he does, the best thought to 
name of the variety which each barrel | his special line of work, and not unthink- 
contained, written witha pencil, and |ingly drifting along, and then grum- 

marked No. 1. A few were opened and | bling that there are no profits to be ob- 
found to be large, bright apples but had | tained in agricultural pursuits. 

no uniformity in grading, and theysoldat| ty Fruit Raising—On South Water 
from $1.25 to $1.50 per barrel. Another Street, Chicago, some years ago, I saw 
car-load from a business farmer was in | rq raspberries selling for twelve cents 
nice new barrels, on the heads of which per quart, from a number of different 

were plainly stencilled the name of the growers from Southern Illinois. One 

grower, with postoffice address, the|io¢, carefully branded on the outside, 
name of the variety, followed by the the dealer asked sixteen cents for, and 

words, warranted extra No. 1, or No. refused to open. “That name,” said 

2. An examination showed no bet- he, pointing to the stencil mark, “is 

ter fruit than the first lot, but}, guarantee that they are all right. He 

instead of being all mixed up and is a thorough business man. We 

marked No. 1, they were nicely graded) | and our customers know they will prove 
as indicated by the outside | to be just as represented.” 

marks. The average price obtained Following up this lead, I visited 

for the whole car was $180 per | the grower at the farm, and found, as I 
barrel, or an average of 50c. more than expected, a business farmer. He had 
the first named lot sold for, ormore than | jearned that for firm fruit his berries 
twenty-five per cent. actual profit to the | must have sunlight and air while grow- 
business farmer, who knew enough to ing; hence they were not planted as 

pack his goods, guarantee them and put | thickly as was the custom of his neigh- 
his name thereto. bors. He had also learned that certain 
Business Methods in Dairying.— | kinds of plant food effected the texture 

A friend of mine who is producing milk | and quality of the fruit, and 

for the wholesale market, from a herd of by a lot of plat experiments 

ordinary grade cows, takes the trouble to | jearned what to use and 
weigh the feed of each animal and the| what not to use, to give him bright 
milk daily. By a careful study of this | colored and solid fruit; also that if the 
record he is able to know just how much | fruit was cooled at once when it came 
grain ration he can afford to feed | trom the vines, it would keep and ship 
each cow; also just when an/|much better than if not so handled. 
animal becomes unprofitable, and|These and other questions he had 
so dispose of her, replacing by one giving | studied out as a matter of business. All 

better returns. I might as well own up) this had cost him time, money and labor
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Doubtless his neighbors though he had | ter, N. Y.,a gentleman who made a for- | 

better be at work instead of fussing so|tune at farming long before he went . 

much, but he was a business farmer and | into other branches ef business, in the 

knew he must thoroughly understand | course of a long chat on the train, told | 

his business, if he was to make/me that living in the dairy districts of 

a success of it, and  the| New York he found the farmers so anx- | 

twenty-five per cent. extra price | ious for the milk product that all calves z 

obtained for his fruit was not good luck, | were sold or killed as soon as born, : 

but payment for value received ina and that instead of growing their 

higher standard of quality obtained by|own cows they were continually 

business methods. buying new ones athigh prices. Being 

In Grain Raising.—Farmer take-it- | # business farmer, he converted his | 

easy thinks “there.ain’t much money in whole dairy into a nursery for the rais- 

wheat when you can get only about ing of young calves, and brought them 

twelve or fifteen bushels per acre, or in | "P by thehundreds. When a few months | 

corn at thirty to forty bushels per acre.” old, and a car-load was ready, they — 

The busmess farmer knows he must get shipped to his farm in Illinois, where 
more than that or be bankrupt in time. feed was cheap, and were then fed and 

He will tell you just what it costs to cared for in the best possible manner. 

produce a bushel of corn or wheat, and to keep them growing all the time. 

show that we inust increase the yield or | When full grown, they were promptly 

lower the cost of cultivation per acre; | ‘isposed of to make room for other 
and as the latter cannot well be done, | YoU"ser and growing animals, for, said 

the one and only thing to do is to pro- | Mr. Sibley, I had learned, after several 

duce more, by a more thorough prepara- years’ careful test, that the only money 

tion of the soil for planting, and still | to be made on an animal was in grow- 

better care for the growing crop. If it is| ing it. Not a dollar was ever made in 

possible and profitable to produce fattening. Mr. Sibley has been called a , 

thirty-five to forty bushels of wheat per fortunate man, but I am satisfied that | 

acre, and seventy-five to one hundred | had he not been a business farmer, and : 

bushels of shelled corn, we should do so, ; known from thestart what was and what 

and the business farmer, who is produc- | Was not profitable, he could never have 

ing this class of farm crops, sets about made the successin life that he did. * 

doing it—first by cutting down the num-| Do Business for Cash.—The busi- 

ber of acres cultivated to the number|ness farmer does business on a cash | 

he can thoroughly attend to, and then| basis, well knowing that he cannot af- 

aiming to obtain the greatest results, or | ford to do otherwise. If he has capital 

know the reason why. of his own, so much the better, but be ! 

In Animal Husbandry.—Beef, mut- | he rich or poor he always has cash on 

ton and pork are staple crops on many | hand for the purchase of such supplies as ; 

farms, yet how many of us know what’ are required for the proper conducting 

it costs us per pound to produce, and | of his business, and also to 

if, on the whole, a profit is made in the|be ready to take advantage 

business, whether the profit comes from|of any good trade which may | 

the young growing animal, or from fat-| develop in the direct line of his work. 

tening the more matured one? On this| Tbe poor man who is a business farmer ] 

point the late Hiram Sibley, of Roches-! knows that the buying of implements, 

| 

? 
|
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supplies, etc., on credit, means buying at} The fertilizers were carted at a season 

the very last moment before being ready | when his teams had little else to do, 

to use them, and thus being obliged to| and thus quite a saving was made. 

buy such as can be had in the nearest} Four months later, when ready to use 

market, and paying the highest retail | the goods, his neighbors, who do not 
price for them, which, on most farm im-| practice business methods, were paying 
plements, and many household supplies, | an average of nine dollars more per ton 

is from thirty to fifty per cent. advance | for the same goods, andas twenty-eight 

on manufacturers’ prices. He is there- | dollars paid the interest on his borrow- 

fore as liberal a borrower of money as|ed money capital, he made a net cash 

his credit will allow, and the legitimate | saving on that one trade of three hund- 

requirements of his farm and home de- | red and thirty-two dollars—quite a little 

mand, just as is the enterprising mer-|sum of money to be made outof one 

chant or manufacturer. Hoe is thus able |-transaction, and yet honestly made by 

to watch the markets, and, knowing his | applying business methods to the pur- 

future wants, has ample time to corres- | chase of farm supplies. - 
pond with headquarters and obtain] No Use for Agents.—The business 
lowest quotations; and then, by buying | farmer has no use for agents or surplus 
out of season, get “bed-rock” prices |middle-men. He is not induced to buy 
every time, saving enough to pay the | every new thing that turns up, and pay 
interest on his borrowed capital many {a fancy price for it, but is his own agent, 

times over. does his own thinking, and when, in his 

‘A Gase in Point— Just cneemoin judgment for the better conduct of his 

point: A business farmer, a friend of farm at household eperstionn, he nme 

mine, who knows that it is to his advan- eee es ees ve 
tage to subscribe for and read ten or profitable for him to invest or not, 

more of our agricultural papers, learned before he purchases. 

last December that fine ground bone,| Brains Are at a Premium—In 
potash, nitrate of soda, and other chem-| fact he is a man who minds his own 
ical manures, that he required for use| business rather than to pay some oneelse 

on his farm in the spring, could be | for doing it for him. He is not averse to 

. bought at very low rates; therefore, | Picking up all the information he can by 
making out a list of just what he want- | association with others. He is therefore 

ed, he wrote to six or eight importers | a worker and student in the local farm- 

and manufacturers, asking quotations | @!’s club or grange, is never so busy but 
or. forty tons of goods for imme-| that he can find time to attend insti- 

diate delivery and for “spot cash,” | tutes, Pomona granges, agricultural and 
although atthe time he had not the| horticultural meetings of all kinds that 
money to pay for two tons. Allthe|are within reasonable distanco of his 

dealers were glad to bidlow for so large | home. He knows that brains are at a 
a cash order, four months before the | premium on the farm, and while con- 
usual time of making their sales. Con-| tinually polishing his own by contact 

sequently, he was offered No. 1. goods| with others, his boys and girls ~ 

at extremely low rates, and accepted | are given the best possible education 

one of the bids, borrowed fourteen hun-|in the home schools, after which he 

dred dollars, and, when bill of lading| will send them to the State 

was received, paid down the cash. University for a full course of scientific 

J
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training, if he is able, and if not (if a|or four hundred such students at Madi- - 

resident of Wisconsin), he will see that |son every winter, from the farm homes 

the boys take advantage of the short|of this State. Keep this up year after 

term course that is offered by the Uni-| year, and the intelligent, successful bus- 

versity at Madison. Not only the busi-|iness farmer will be the rule, and not 

ness, but every other farmer having|the exception; farmers will take their 

boys, should eagerly accept this grand| proper position in society, and before 

opening which has been made whereby | the world, every farmer will be a busi_ 
his boys, even though required to be'j ness farmer, receive a just compensa- 

busy at home through the summer, need | tion for his labors, or know the reason 

not be deprived of a classical and scien- | why. 4 

tific education. There should be three 

HOW TO FEED A FARMER. 

By J. RHODES, Kansasville, Wis. 

The Bost Brain Food.—Observation | of the two elements generate heat just a 

has developed the fact that the best |asis done in the chemical process called ’ 

brain food is that which keeps the body | fire. 

in the best and healthest condition.| It is evident, then, that we do not need 

Body and mind are so linked together | large quantities of carbonaceous food 

that an injury to one is usually a dam-| during the heat ofsummer. Therefore 

age to the other, and a benefit to one/the farmer’s wife who puts fat pork, 

an advantage to the other. fried cakes, and corn-bread on the table, 
The Process of Digestion—Is ana-| vith the thomometer at 102° inthe 

logous to combustion. Its chemical shade, violates a law of nature, and the 

changes generate heat from the food we stomach, the liver, and the hired man f 

consume, and supply warmth to the|Promptly rise up in rebellion. If the { 
bedy. This heat is so wonderfully regu- great Napoleon lost a battle through 
lated as to remain about the same sum- | eating a bad dinner, how much are some \ 

mer and winter, although the climactic | of our Wisconsin farmers losing annual- 

temperature varied here last year about’ ly through a succession of poor meals— j 

130 degrees. There are some things about | losing physical vigor, and mental { 

the generation of animal heat which are activity. 

still a mystery, and must be left to the! Providing Food.—The husband who 

best talent of the land to explain. It! provides nothing but a dish-cloth for his 

seems, however, that digestion in some| wife to cook a meal from must not expect 

way eliminates carbon from the food we | a royal feast, andif there is aman on the f 

eat, and thiscarbon is carried by the| face of the earth who has the means to { 

. blood to the lungs and here meets the | provide for his wife healthful, nutritious 4 

oxygen of the air we breath. They | food for culinary purposes, it is the Wis- 

unite to form carbonic acid. The union! consin farmer. For meat he has poul- | 

12 
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I try, mutton, veal, beef and pork—all of realm, by telling how to cook them, all Et which can be kept fresh during the win-| of these could be eaten, when fully ripe, + ter months, and much of it can be cured | with sugar and cream. Being consumed rE: Soas to be quite palatable during the | at home they can remain on bush and coolest weather of summer. It is cer-| vine to distil from earth, air and sun- tainly poor economy for farmers to sell shine, ambrosial nectar which would al- } meat to butchers at five and six cents! most tempt St. Peter back to earth. iT per pound, and then buy it from the| The hard, sour, and immature fruits a grocer the next summer at 15 to 20 cents | which are picked to ship, no more res- ) perpound. Farmers must learn to cure | emble those properly ripened than raw Pl: their own meat. potatoes resemble Saratoga chips. 
P| Food From the Garden.—But the Feed the Mind.—In distributing the | ' best, most bountiful, healthful and | good things of earth to the millions of | varied supply of food for the farmer’s| all nations, let the farmer not forget the | bY table should come from the garden. family under his special care, and who are ; In vegetables, the variety is legion and lepending on him for physical growth. ! suited to all tastes. The crisp, rich and [Above all let him feed their minds for | juicy samples growing in the farmer’s | the life struggle which lies before them, garden one hour and gracing his table | teaching them their respon- the next bear no resemblance to the | sibilities as future heads wilted, half decayed truck which city}of the families and members i people have to eat. of that great thinking, conservative } Small Fruits.—Next, look at the list | body of farmers who must in the future | of small fruits within our reach. Begin- | even more than the past be the mainstay ning with strawberries, they furnish a|of the nation, upholding society and continuous banquet from June to No- government against the selfish, brutal vember, and include cherries, currants,|and chaotic schemes of the ignorant, gooseberries, raspberries, blackberries irresponsible, floating population of our and grapes. Without invading women’s | large cities. 
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CLOVER FOR FERTILITY AND FEED. 2 

By CHAS. V. GUY, River Falls, Wis. 

Barnyard Manure the Best.—Inthe| If the year’s growth is too expensive, : 
St. Croix Valley there are found all varie-| a crop can be taken off at the first blos- 

ties of soil, from sand to clay, mixed often | som and left until the second growth is 
with vegetable mold, forming either 2 | jn bloom in the following August, when 4 
sandy or clayey loam. Each isadapted to | this may be plowed under. A large part 
the growing of a different class of crops, | of the value of the crop for fertilizing is 
and each requires special treatment to] in the root. This treatment leaves the 
increase or support its fertility. As| ground in most excellent condition for 
barnyard manure contains in due pro- any kind of crop. Land plaster has a 

portions the essential elements of very beneficial effect on the growth of 

plant food, it is applicable alike to al| clover on rather sandy or clayey land. 
soils—finely rotted as against green] qn application of from one hundred to | 
coarse, strawy manure, for dry, sandy | one hundred and fifty pounds per acre 

land, while the reverse is suitable for} wij) increase the crop fifty to one hun- 

clayey soils. dred per cent., and its effects are quite 

Plowing Under Green Crops.—| noticeable for two or three years after 

The ordinary farmer finds, with all his|sowing It is not claimed that there is 

care and pains-taking, the supply of| great manurial value in gypsum, but it 

manure, as obtained from the consump-|js claimed, by the highest chemical 

tion of home-grown crops, quite too} autbority, that it acts directly in fixing 
small to adequately fertilize his fields, | the ammonia, which isan essential plant 
and his only resort is commercial ferti-| food, in the soil just where the plants 

lizers, or plowing under green crops. The | can use it; while without the chemical 
former, except gypsum and salt, are/influence of the plaster the ammonia 

quite too expensive to repay the cost of| would be evaporated by heat and lost to 
$25 to $60 per ton in any field crop at| the soil. 

present market prices. Thisleavesclover} A Valuable Experiment.—An ex- 

practically as our only remaining source periment is reported where a quantity 

of supply. How shall we apply it? is a) of clover plants was taken from the earth 
serious question. The readiest answer | jp May, about a year after planting, the 

is, feed it to stock and get a return in| garth being removed by a stream of 

animal growth, and from two-thirds to| water. The roots were set in sand, or 
three-fourths of its value in manure. | eryshed rock, from which all plant food 
But this requires more capital and labor,| had been carefully removed, watered 

brains and energy, than the average | with distilled water forsome two months, 

farmer can command. Then let the/| until the blossoms of the plants matur- 

earth act as consumer and feed the|ed, and then analyzed. It was found 

whole crop at once by turning it under | that the organic elements had increased 

with the plow. The results will be in| nearly three times and the ammonia near- 
proportion to the growth of the crop|ly doubled. This result was obtained : 

plowed under. from the air and water alone. The ex- 

&
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i; periment goes to prove that clover will | it to all kinds of stock, and prefer it to i | grow on our poorest sandy soils in a wet | any other hay for horses, except for driy- 
i season and, by a system based on the ing horses, it being to relaxing for quick i result of this experiment, our poorest driving. But for the work on the farm, | iH lands may be profitably cultivated. or even heavy hauling, it has been in- 
it Sowing Clover Seed.—It is claimed tirely satisfactory. A patch of clover 
i that a pound of clover seed contains | for growing hogs provides a very cheap 
1) nearly two hundred and sixty thousand | and nutritious food; but of dry clover 
| grains. This estimate, I think, by an hay, they will not eat enough to per- H actual count of a weighed quantity, is | ceptibly effect their growth. For a pas- 1 very low. Twenty per cent. may be | ture for all kinds of stock, it is of little 
| safely added to it. One pound, abouta| value. Being a biennial, it makes its i pint, gives, on this basis, six or more|seed the second year and ordinarily 

plants per square foot, if evenly dis- | dies out. Other grasses must be pro- 
tributed. This is quiteas much as the|Vided to take its place, i land ordinarily shows oneyearafterseed-|and it is best to plant ! ing. The practice of most farmers is! them at the first seeding. Where clover 

| tosow from four to eight quarts per | winter-killed the winter after sowing, in 
{ acre, mixed with small grain at the time | two cases,I have dragged the ground 

of spring seeding. Clover seed covered | and re-seeded inearly spring with excel- over one inch, it is said, will not ger- | lent results. 
: minate. If this is so, a great loss is sus- | Clover hay, fed with corn ensilage and 

tained by too deep covering of all seed |asmallration of wheat bran, has pro- 
sown by mixing grass seed. with small|duced with me excellent results, as a 
grain, and sowing with the ordinary | food for dairy cows. In one instance 
drill or seeder. I fed clover hay with dry oats toa 
Cutting and Curing—Of cuttin | horse badly affected with the heaves, and 

and curing clover for winter food there | never had him do so wellon any other 
are almost as many methods as farmers. | feed. 
If the weather is favorable the process| The Best Forage Plant.—In my ex- 
is very simple. Cut when dry of dew| perience, next to corn, I have found 
or rain, let it wilt, turn with a tedder and | clover the best of all our forage plants. haul the same day; put in a tight bay or | Its deep running roots obtain their food 
silo, keep covered from air and, though | from a lower stratum of soil than most 
much discolored, its nutritive proper- | other plants,and it will remain green 
ties are well preserved. Clover free | and vigorous when many of the grasses, 
from external moisture will keep in a|and nearly all root —_—erops, 
tight barn, if put in very green. A peck|ate more or less injured 
of salt to a ton of dry hay will tend to|by drouth. Tt derives a large 
prevent dust, and makes it palatable to | proportion of its nitrogen from the air, 
all kinds of stock. From a single year’s|and thus draws but lightly from the 
experience with clover ensilage, I should | fertility of the soil. On our alluvial 
not recommend building a silo for green | lands, it is quite practical, by a system 

clover. of rotation with corn or potatoes, a 
Feeding.—Contrary to general opin-| crop _ of small grain and 

ion, I have found clover hay the best | one of clover, the after- 
coarse food Thayeeverfed. Ihave fed} math being turned under, with one
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dressing of land plaster, at a cost of | and not exhaust the soil. This can be J 

40 cts, or less per acre, toraise a paying | done with no other plant with which I q 

crop for an indefinite number of years, | am acquainted. 4 

MONEY IN SMALL FRUITS. : 

By J. H. HALE, South Glastonbury, Conn. : 

The Value of Money.— My subject ; begun to have anything like a fair sup- 4 

has a very pleasing sound, for who of|ply, while there are yet hundreds of 4 

us, tillers of the soil, does not jump at/towns and villages that are not one- 4 

the chance of any honest industry that | half supplied, and those that appear to 

there is “money in?” Not that the gath-| be well furnished now would use many 
ering or accumulating of money is, or! more if better fruit were offered and ina 

should be, the chief end of life, yet wo | more attractive style. So there 

all know and appreciate its valueinse-jis a chance yet for new _ be- 

curing for us the comforts and necessi- | ginners, if they are willing 

ties of life, and should neglect no hon-| to live up to the requirements and de- 

orable opportunity to obtain enough of | mands of the times. However, before 

this world’s goods, that our families may | attempting the business it is well to 4 

not be denied these things. jinow that not all cultivators of berries 

An infant Industry.— The subject, | have found money in small fruits. In 

“Money in Small Fruits,” would indicate | fact there have been some very serious 

that the planting and cultivating of | failures. 4 

these choice gifts of nature were tobe} Requirements for Success.—The 

carried on for the sale of the products, | requisites for success are: { 

and to this part of the question we will} 1. A love of fruits for their own sake; y 

now turn our attention. Of course you} a pleasure in their culture. i 

will understand that the term “small; 2 A soil fairly well adapted to them. , 

| fruits” applies to strawberries, raspber-} 3. Good local markets, or convenient 
ries, blackberries, currants, gooseberries, | access to railway lines which center in 
ete., and not to small or second-class! market towns. 

apples, pears, plums, etc. It may well} 4. Extra laborers, near enough at 

be called one of our infant Sesion Nani to be called on, in case of emer- | 

for it is within the memory of most of | gency, in cultivating and gathering the j 

the middle-aged men here, that the first | fruits promptly and economically when f 
berries were offered for sale in any of ; ripe. | 

our markets. The principal dome | Having made sure of these things, if a 

ment of the business has all been with- | one is starting in business, care should } 

in the past twenty years, and it! be taken not to planfor planting more { 

is really only within the past ten | than can be cared for in the most thor- 

years that all the small towns | ough manner, or sold to good advantage. 

and villages of the country have | Strawberries.—Of the various fruits, \ ’
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strawberries will receive first attention, | of varieties without regard to the time 
as it is from them that the quickest re-| of blossoming. 

turns may be expected. Any good corn| Gultivating.—Cut off all blossoms 
or wheat land will produce fine straw- | or fruit stalks as fast as they appear, 
berries, but to secure the best results, | and as soon as growth is well started, be- 
it must be very rich in natural fertility, gin the summer cultivation, which 
or made soby the application of manure | should be kept up once in two or three 
insome form. My own experience has| weeks all through the season, until 
been that any soil rich in organic matter, | weed growth is stopped by freezing in 
or fertilized with stable manure or com-| the fall. On my own plantations the last 
mercial fertilizers rich in nitrogenous hoeing is usually done in October. 
matter prod moes toomuoh foliage growth The Narrow Row System.—Hav- 
for the most profitable returns in fruit; ing been growing berries for miariat for 
and my best crops have come from 8) tw enty-five years and testing the vari- 

sandy or loamy soil, where commercial ous systems of hills, narrow rows and fertilizers had been used containing 4! matted rows, as well as studying results 
large percentage of phosphoric acid and obtained by these methods in all the 

Potash, but lacking in nitrogen. . | Northern States, I am satisfied that 
ti este _ a “ came the narrow row system is on the whole 
ee eee ee enter Jargely | the most profitable. By this method, | 

into the question of culture in this sec- each of the spring set plants is allowed tion of the country, it may not be well to root. a\ few of its Gets cae 2 : TS, 
for me to say much on this subject. along near the line of the row, after which 
Preparing the Ground.—Land that all the runners are cut off as fast as 

has been in cultivation for a year or two they appear. The advantages of this 
previous is best. Plow this as deeply plan are that more of the work of culti- 
as possible early in the spring; then har- | vation can be done by horse-power, as in 
Tow it over and over again until a per-| hill culture, and yet there are always 
fect seed-bed is formed. An extra day young plants enough to form one con- 
or two spent by a man and team in a| tinuous row, even if a few do get de- 
thorough preparation of the land, will|stroyed in any way. There is abundant 

. usually show itself in ease of cultivation | room for sun-light and air to reach all 
later in the season. the berries when ripening, which as- 
Setting the Plants—When  the| sures larger, better colored and higher 

ground is thoroughly prepared, with a| flavored berries than can be grown in 
corn-marker, check off rows three feet| matted rows; also firmer fruit that 
apart, and set the plants from twelve to | Stands transportation much better, and 
twenty inches apart in the row, accord. | sells for higher prices. 
ing to the vigor of the variety. If pistil-| There is another advantage in this 
late or imperfect fiowering varieties| Plan. It costs but little to clean out a 
are used, plant every third row with | bed of this sort after fruiting, and so 
some strong, perfect flowering variety | tenew it for another season’s crop at lit- 
that blooms at the same time. Too| tle expense, while in matted row culture 

many make the mistake of planting a| it isseldom profitable to continue a bed 

greater number of rows of pistillates be-| in fruiting more than one year, 
fore adding the perfect bloomers to fer- Mulching.—When the ground is 
tilize them, and also make the selection'frozen in the fall, cover the whole field 

_
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lightly with a mulch of old hay, straw {inspect their work from time to time; 

cornstalks, or any coarse material that | to see that they keep to their rows and 

will protect the plants against the alter- | do not trample on the vines. Pick the 

nate freezing and thawing of late winter | fruit clean and grade it according to the 

and early spring. This eed not| demands of the market to be supplied. ; 

be removed, but when growing | Upon the thoroughness of this superin- 4 

time approaches pass along  the| tendent’s work will depend, in a large | 

rows and partially uncover the crowns | measure, the success of the business. 1 

of the plants, that thenew growth may| Picking, except for local markets, 

push up through it. Thus the mulch | should not begin till the dew is off in 

can remain to keep the ground moist, | the morning, and should not be contin- 

and the fruit clean during ripening sea-|ued through the heat of the day. If 

son. pickers enough can be had to rapidly og 

Importance of Moisture.—This| gather the crop, from four o’clock till 

question of moisture at ripening time | dark is much the best time. 

is a most important one. Many a field! Packing.—The packing shed should . 

of strawberries that has received fairly | be a cool, airy place, convenient to the 

good care during the whole year, has | field, and here all the fruit should be 

failed to produce profitable results, simp- | brought as fast as gathered. A general { 

ly for the want of sufficient moisture, | inspection of the fruit should be given 

just at the fruiting season. Therefore, | by the person in charge, and it should j 

where it is possible, without too great|be packed according to its grade, 

cost, irrigation should be provided, if|each variety by itself. Baskets or 

the highest results are to be obtained.|boxes should be new and clean, 

Where the markets are large enough to | and made of the whitest wood that it is 

readily handle, year after year, the pro-| possible to obtain. All should be as 

duct of five or more acres from one farm, | rounding full as can be conveniently 

Iam satisfied that an investment of | packed without injury to the fruit. 4 

from one to two thousand dollars for ; There should be no inferior fruit put in, | 

irrigation purposes would pay handsome- | and that in the bottom and middle of { 

ly. However, as such anamount of capi- | the package should be just as good, or | 

tal cannot wellbe so invested by many | better, than that on top. Having made f 

planters, and cheaper means of obtain- | sure of this, these should be carefully ' 

ing an abundant supply of water are not | packed in clean, bright crates or boxes { 

tobe had except in rare cases, there-|of the size required by the markets { 

fore,I urge a thorough preparation of| where the fruit is to be sold. It is ' 

the soil for planting, and frequent cul-| usually good policy to conform to the f 

tivation that the plants may root deeply | customs of the markets whose trade we ' 

and thus be able to withstand drouth,|seek. However, where we find those j 

which comes so often just when we least | that have not attained a high standard, i 

expect it, it may be well to humor them to the ex- i 

Gathering and Marketing.— In| tent of sending second-class fruit in the 

gathering and marketing the crop there | old style, and market our best in the most i 

should be one picker for each thirty or | approved packages obtainable. It will ’ 

forty quarts of the daily product, and a| attract attention to our goods, and win j 

superintendent to every fifteen or twenty | favor and custom, especially if we guar- | 

pickers, to assign them their rows and | antee every package to be as represent- ) 

ae
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| _ ed. We can not afford to spend eleven | earth at the approach of winter. This ; months in careful cultivation of our| can be done at a cost of from five to | | fruits, and then accept inferior prices, | eight dollars per acre, and is a cheap | i simply for the want of a little care in the | method of insuring a crop, so far as the | details of marketing. extreme frost might affect it. As soon : Raspberries —Red, black and yellow, | as frost is out, and ground is dry enough 1 following strawberries as they do,/in the spring, uncover and straighten up Hf should next receive the attention of one | the plants; thin out and shorten in the H who is after the “money in small fruits.” | laterals from eight to fifteen inches, as i These require much the same soil as may be required to form a well-balanced i strawberries, except that they may be| bush. y grown with profiton land that is far Thorough cultivation may be given up i richer in nitrogeneous matter. to blooming time, after which it is not f Pianting.—Fail is the best time to | well to stir the soil till after fruiting. . plant all but the cap varieties. The Gathering and Marketing.—The ground should be as thoroughly pre- gathering and marketing should be on : pared as for strawberries, For years I| the same general plan as for the straw- t have planted in rows, six, seven or eight | berries, except that pint boxes or bas- feet apart, according to the vigor of the | kets should be used in place of quarts variety, placing the plants two and one- for the most delicate varieties, half to three feet apart in the row; but} Blackberries—Should next receive I am now satisfied that larger, finer and attention, and as they are generally in- better berries can be grown by planting | clined to make too much wood growth, im check-rows five or six feet apart, giv-| it is well to select land of moderate fer- ing the plants more sunlight and air tility. 
and admitting of more use of the horse| The high bush varieties may be plant- and cultivator, thus securing better cul-| ed either in spring or fall, the latter ture at less cost, while the yield of fruit | being the best; planting the same as the is fully as large as from the hedge-rows. | strongest growing raspberries, while the Cultivation.—Cultivation should be- | dewberries or trailing blackberr ies gin early in the season, and be frequent | should be planted ia the spring in rows and thorough through the summer | ten feet apart, plants three to four feet months, so as to stimulate a rapid growth | in the row, and allowed to form a matted early in the season, giving ample time | bed. 

for maturity of wood during the fall. Close pruning and winter protection The new growth should be pinched | are essential to the highest success in back when fifteen to eighteen inches blackberry culture, as with raspberries, high. This will cause a strong growth Gooseberries—Currants.—There 
is of lateral branches, which should be al- only a limited sale for gooseberries, but lowed to grow at will, leaving all further | for currants the demand is still far trimming till early the following spring. | greater than the supply. Winter Protection—Few, if any,| Soil—Cultivation. — Strong, rich, of the best varieties are hardy enough fairly moist soil is best for the latter, to endure the winters of Wisconsin | they may be planted at any time after without some protection, if you are to| their leaves drop in the fall, or very ear- make sure ofa crop annually. It is tnere- ly in the spring, in check-rows, four and fore best tolay them down and cover with | one-half to five feet apart. The growth
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is all made the first two months of sum- | cents per quart—a net profit of one 

mer. Itistherefore essential that the | hundred and fifty dollars per acre. b 

cultivation be thorough and liberal early | Raspberries should yield about three 

in the season, if we wish to stimulate the | thousand quarts per acre, which, at ten é 

best wood growth. \ cents fer quart, will net about the same 

Pruning.—The first two years | profit as the strawberries. 5 

only enough pruning will be| Blackberries should give rather more : 

required to form a broad | quarts than raspberries, but selling 

open-headed bush, with bearing wood | for less price the profit is not quite as 

evenly distributed; but in later years a | great. : 

pinching back of all the newgrowth| A good product of currants is from 

when two or three inches long will tend | fifteen hundred to two thousand quarts 

to develop a wonderous formation of | per acre, and the price I suppose here is 

fruit spurs and buds. about six or eight cents; but as a field z 

General Principles.—In a general | of currants may be kept in fruiting for 

way I have now outlined some of the | an indefinite number of years, it is one 4 

main features of small fruit culture, and |of the most profitable of all the small 

now lay downa few general principles fruits, as the cost of culture is so much | 

that must be lived up to ifyou are to | less than any of the others. Strawber- 

find the “money in small fruits.” [ries have to be renewed every twoor 5 

First.—Thorough culture. |three years, raspberries and blackber- 

Srconp.—The best possible shipping ‘ries every five or six, for the best re- | 

packages. sults. 

Tarrp.—Honest packing of fruit from; The Family Small Fruit Garden. | 

top to bottom, yet making as fine an ap-|__To get at bottom facts as to “money d 

pearance as possible. in small fruits,” the family garden is 

Varieties a Local Matter—As to|the place to begin and end, if we are : 

the question of varieties, that isa local|looking for greatest results. Every 

issue which it is best to study out for| farmer should, and will have, when he 
yourself. Study the markets that you| awakens to a full sense of the duty 

are to supply, then visit growers in your| he owes to his wife and loved ones, ; 

county and State, learn from them what | g family small fruit garden of a half 3 

are the well-tested and approved varie- | acre or more, in proportion to the size of 

ties, and make the largest share of your | his family, and his real interest in their : 

plantings of these. welfare, for right here he has a home 
The world is improving all the time,| market that will take at high prices. 

and so are our small fruits; every day in the week, quarts upon oe 

Bee don't, rush) headlong into highiy- quarts of the choicest product of his | 
praised new varieties. Test them all in plants. . 

a small way, and you will surely find|" #pyit as Diet.—The importance of 3 

some that are just suited to your soil | ¢ryit as an article of diet is at last begin- 
and market, thus obtaining for yourself | ning to be appreciated, and the sooner 

an advantage not possessed by others. | we all understand that every dollar ex- 

Net Profits.—With culture such as I | pended on the fruit garden will save at 

recommend, strawberries should yield|least two dollars in butchers’ and 

four thousand quarts per acre, should | doctors’ bills, the better. Three times a 

sell in your markets at about eight|day the whole year round our tables 

Bat:
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could and should be supplied with these | know that they ought to supply it to i refreshing and health-giving fruits of | their families, they still fight shy of Ht our own growing. How much better Planting, and say they can buy what ! for the boys and girls at school to have | berries they want cheaper than they can { a dish of fresh berries, a cluster of grow them; yet they will not buy one- iH grapes, or a cup of raspberry jam, and | hundredth part of what their families i} good nutritious bread and butter for} would use if it could be had for the } their dinner than to have the mother picking. My own family is not a large H slave herself to death from day today in one, yet we manage to dispose of from preparation of some health-destroying | six to ten quarts of strawberries, rasp- compound of grease and spices in the berries, currants, and. blackberries, per | shape of loaf-cake, doughnuts, or mince day through June, July, and August, pie, to tempt the appetite and destroy | and the next three months we worry | the stomach, as well as a lot of good along on peaches, pears, and the product flour, eggs and butter that might be] of 116 grape vines. | used to give health and strength rather} A friend of mine having a half acre | than destroy it. I note with pleasure, | city lot, bought his fertilizers, hired the in my travels, that fruit-growers and land plowed, and planted thereon, twenty- such farmers as have plenty of fruit, | six dollars worth of plants, kept an ac- ‘ very seldom have pastry of any kind on | count of all money paid out for labor their tables, its place being supplied by for five years, and charged the family, at fruit, either fresh or canned; and since the market rates, for all fruit consumed, improved methods of canning that have | He told me that this half acre paid him been adopted in the past few years, it is| a profit of one hundred and sixty dollars possible to have fruit at any season of/ annually. Such a half acre should be the year, approaching in flavor that! on everyfarm. Your wife and other fresh from the vines, red raspberries loved ones will appreciate it, and you retaining their flavor the best of all. shall see that there is health and happi- The taste for fresh fruit is growing | ness as well as money in small fruits, fast, and while many of our farmers
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BREEDING AND FEEDING SHORTHORNS. 

By P. WAKEM, Manager of W. H. Jacobs’ Preminm Herd of Shorthorns, 

Madison, Wis. 

Selection of Cows.—I would advise | would I advise you to look too much to 

you, in making your selection of cows, to individual merit, as sometimes you will 

establish the foundation for a herd of | get a very good animal of great individ- 

Shorthorn cattle, to first make up your| ual merit which will still be a very un- 

mind as to the kind of an animal you|satisfactory breeder. For myself I 4 

want; to inform yourself somewhat on | would much rather have an animal with 

pedigree; then go to what you consider|a good long pedigree, known to have 

an honest and reliable breeder. Herds} come from a family of good milkers and 

of Shorthorns are so numerous that you | great beef producers than one of extra- 

should have very little trouble in find-| ordinary individual merit which I do 

ing one containing such animals as you | not know came from a long line of great 

would desire to buy. Then, if you wish | ancestors. 

to select a cow for beef principally, I| Be careful to buy cows standing square- 

would select a low-down, short-legged | ly on their legs, wide between the fore 

animal, a good mellow handler. Never | legs, thick through the heart, with good 

mind what color, whether red, white or| crops, strong loins, broad hips — good 

roan. If you wish a good milking cow, | mellow handlers. Observe these points, 

you would, of course, be sure to go to a| and, my word for it, you will have cows 

herd that had been handled with a view | that will take on flesh rapidly, and prove 

to the development of the milking quali- | good breeders, if judiciously bred. 

ties. A great deal dependson the man-| The Head of the Herd.—After hav- 

agement of a herd as to whether they|ing bought the number of cows you 

are good milkers or not. I thinka man wish to start with, select and buy a sire 

can develop that quality in the Short-|to head your herd. A great deal now 

horn cow to a wonderful extent, by pay- | depends on the kind ard quality of cows 

ing proper attention to the feeding and | you have bought. If they stand a little 

milking. too high on their legs, be sure and buy 

About Pedigree—I would ad-|asire that is short on his legs. If they 

vise you not to be too particular about | are not very good in fore quarters, get a 

getting a so-called fashionable pedigree. | sire that is well developed in front. If 

Some one who, perhaps, does not know | your cows are a little defective in hind 

half as much about cattle as you do| quarters, be sure and get a sire that is 

may say that they have an out/| well developed in this respect. Do not 

or unfashionable cross in them, tracing | fail to get one with a good masculine 

pack to the importation of 1817, over 70| head, as he will surely make the most 

years ago. You would naturally think impressive breeder. Did you ever notice, 

it bred out before now, even if their|in your feeding lot, a steer with a long, 

breeding were not kept track of prior to | fine head and really premium in looks? 

that date, as it should have been. Nor|If so, was he a good feeder? Never. 

ce
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You must get the short, thick head, | usually come in heat four or five weeks 

with good strong jaws with the ability | after calving, when, if I were in shape 

to crush an ear of corn, to be a good | to take care of her at calving time, I 

feeder; and you can never get such wn-| would breed her again. We like our 

less your sire has & good, strong mascu-| calves to come in the fall, as we can 

line head on him. Be carefal to get an | take better care of our cows and calves 

animal with a good loose hide—a mellow | in the winter than in the summer, and 
handler—as that will tell you whether | as it makes the bull calves about fifteen 

he is a good feeder or not. months oldin a year from the next 

Never forget in purchasing that your | Spring, when they meet with ready sales, 
bull is half your herd, if not more, as Care of the Caif.—The calf should 

every calf you raise from him, if an| be allowed to suck asoften as it wishes, - 

impressive breeder, will, in all probabil-| for the first ten days, and kept away 

ity, take more after him than the dam. | from the cow after that, except to allow 

Do not buy some overfed brute that has | it to suck three times aday, at regular 
been kept in the stable and pampered | intervals of time. I would let it suck 
from birth, but one that has been well) three timesa day until three months 
fed and exercised. Do not be too par-|old, when I wouid allow it with the cow 

ticular about his color, You might, | only twice a day, and at the age of six 

with good grace, be a little particular! months would wean it. Always have 

about your sire’s pedigree, as it is much | plenty of water where the’ calf can get 

easier to breed on a good cross than j to it, as itis very fond of a little water, 

breed out a bad one. especially after sucking. When your 

Proper Age to Breed Cows.—The | Calf is about four weeks old, you should 

proper age to breed your cows is at or place a box with some ground corn and 

about 24 months old, never allowing | ts, a little wheat bran and some sliced 

but one service. Then the cow should | ots, where he can get to it; he soon 
be tied up, or put in a box stall, and|Jearns to eat it. If in winter, you should 

kept by herself for at least twelve hours | keep hay where he can get to it all the 
after breeding. If cows are in good time. After they are three months old, 

flesh and on grass, I would give no/| 1 never have seen calves do better than 

rations or grain until, perhaps, two | they will on shelled corn and oats, wheat 

months before calving, when I would|bran and sliced roots, always feeding 
feed a small ration of ground oats and | two-thirds oats and one-third corn. 

wheat bran. Ten days before calving I| There is nothing more essential insuc- 

would give alittle oat meal, and, if in| cessful feeding than regularity. If 

winter, I would adda little corn meal | Shorthorn calves are fed regularly, and 

and roots, with hay, always being care-|as I have described, you will haveno 

ful to allow plenty of exercise. After|troublein putting one hundred pounds 
calving, I would feed very carefully, be-|a monthon them. After they arrive at 

ing particular to keep udder well milk-| the age of 12 months, I believe all grain 

ed out; after ten days I would increase | rations should be ground andfed. In -~ 

her feed, always feeding plenty of roots | summer I do not believe in feeding much 

in winter, as there isnothing our cows| grain. Calves should, of course be fed, 

seem so anxious to get as their feed of|as they must be kept growing from 

Swede turnips once a day. birth, and never allowed to lose their 

A cow, if in good flesh and health, will! calf fat. Taking the whole ‘year, I 

ieee
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would, perhaps, feed stronger than some | when properly ‘handled. I have i 

men, asI thoroughly believe there have heard that there are Shorthorn cows H 

een hundreds of Shorthorn cattle|that will not give milk enough to . 

spoiled by not feeding enough to every raise their own calves, but in an ex- 4 

one that has been hurt by feeding too| perience of over twenty years I have H 

much. never séen one of that kind. We have % 

Shorthorns as Improvers.—The| at present a pure bred cow only 3 years 4 

Shorthorn sire as an improver of all! old, and weighing over 1900 ecwt., and t 

other beef breeds, as well as the native has had her second calf, that is giving : t 

or scrub, has no equal. Someof theoth- twenty quarts of milk a day. She is 4 

er beef breeds make a remarkably good | not fed high, or ina way to makeher ~ t 

first cross, but afterwards the im- | give much milk. She was one of our i 

provement is less marked than in dias allow heifers for two years. In fact, I 4 

Shorthorn. Takea Hereford sire and have seen hundreds of Shorthorn cows, i 

cross onthe native or scrub cow, = pure bred ones, too, that would 4 

your first produce will, most likely, be a| give two 12-quart pailfulsa day when 

white-faced calf. Then take the cow | in full flow of milk. If a farmer can 

calf and, when at the proper age, breed | raise that kind ofa cow, one thatis a 5 

her to a pure bred Hereford, and the pro- | good milker,and when he is through 

duce is more likely to be a speckled or| breedinz her he can turn her off for 

roan that it is to fave a white face. | beef, at a great weight, what more does f 

For several years of my life I was con-| he want? I think he should feel satis- 

nected with aranchman who was the) fied with her. 

owner of ten thousand cattle, and I} Why Use Scrub Sires?— Does it i 

thoroughly believe one of the best in-| not seem strange that there are not IL 

formed men on breeding I have ever met | more pure bred sires used? They are 

—a man who had experimented and | certainly cheap and plentiful enough. 

carefully studied, and amassed a fortune It is either ignorance or indifference 

of nearly one million dollars and has it | that makes men use a scrub sire of any | 

yet. He tried nearly all the beef breeds | kind or breed of stock. They will not 

and finally discarded all but the Short-| pay the small amount asked by the pub- i 

horn. I have known him to take bulls|lishers of agricultural and live stock fl 

worth to sell four hundred dollars each | papers to read and inform themselves, f 

and turn them out on the ranch to breed | and have no ambition to learn, believing 

his cows to, but he was careful to take} in their own narrow minds that they \ 

them up when breeding season was over | know it all now. So they coptinue in the 1 

and feed and care for them until time] old ruts. Scrubs are good enough for t 

to turn out again. Ho always claimed | them; they are serub men. 4 

that where his cattle were located| Buy Some Good Cattle.— A short fj 

(Wyoming), they were better rustlers time ago we conciuded to have more } 

and made more improvement than any | stock to eat up our surplus feed, rather k 

other breed, not only in the first cross | than sell it off the farm, as we need all 4 

but in each cross afterwards. the manure we can get. Not knowing ; 

As Mothers.—The Shorthorn cow] where we could get three or four car- 3 

makes one of the finest of mothers, always | loads of high-grade steers in Wisconsin, k 

ready io protect her calf, although] we concluded to go to Chicago. We y 

so mild and apparently intelligent | went into the Exchange building, to the 
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office of our commission man, and made | what better investment any farmer can 
our wants known, “Well,” he said,| make than to buy a Shorthorn cow or 

“of course you want well bred ones? | two, give a growing up son, and then ad- 

You will see very few coming from | vise with him as to the proper manner 

Wisconsin.” It was really surprising to|of breeding for improvement. Buy 

see the small number of good cattle | books to read about pure bred stock; take 

there were among the twelve thous-! all the agricultural and live stock papers 

and on sale that day. Any farm-| within reach, for him to read. How 

er who will go to Chicago and see the | much better he would be employed 

difference in price between well bred|than in reading a novel, or hanging 

steers and scrubs or natives and not go| around the village store, and how much 

home and sell the scrubs and buy some | better you would feel to see the mind 
good cattle, does not deserve to ever be | of your boy trained in that direction. 

able toown any. I would like to know 

.
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. 
} 

——-— i 
. 

; 

1 
ADVANCES OF THE PAST TWO YEARS, 

| Tn onr first Butterin attention was directed to the fact that the University of Wis- f consin had grown faster than the people’s knowledge of it, and that a true university f of the higher order was developing in our midst more rapidly than had been realized. ¢ The growth of the past year has given added truth to this since it has been excep- } tional not only in the increase of students and in the enlargement of the facilities for | instruction, but also in the introduction of new and important features. 
The increase in the number of students was fully twenty per cent., and these were distributed through the several departments in such a way as to show a well-balanced growth, and not an exaggerated development in some special line. 

a The completion of Science Hall— probably the finest building of its kind im this country —has added very greatly to the accommodations afforded for scientific work, and, by relieving the crowded condition of other buildings, has benefited nearly all depart- 3 ments. The purchase of large quantities of the very best modern apparatus and the ad- dition of choice collections in the departments of metallurgy, mineralogy, geology, zoology, etc., together with a careful selection of laboratory manuals, of technical and scientific treatises, and of documents adapted to the work of the newly established seminars, have greatly in- creased the facilities for advanced instruction according to the best modern methods. 
There have been added to the ten regular courses of study previously offered, three additional ones, namely, a special course in science antecedent to the study of medicine; a civic-historical course — or rather group of courses — antecedent to the study of law and journalism, and a group of special courses for Normal School graduates. 
There has been introduced the German seminar system of work, which is intended to vitalize and extend the range of study, and to develop the spirit of original investigation in the historical, linguistic, literary, mathematical and other departments. This system has proved its superior efficiency in Germany, and has been introduced in a few of the fore- most institutions in this country. It is believed that it will greatly stimulate and broaden the work in the literary departments, very much as laboratory methods and original research have done in the scientific departments, 

There have been established eight University fe'lowships, and a ninth has been en- dowed by the liberality of the Hon. John Johnston, of Milwaukee. These fellowships are not to be mistaken for the ordinary under-graduate scholarships, as they are liable to be, since this is the first institution in the interior to establish them, They are open only to 
(192) 
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graduates from th> regular courses, and provide for an extension of work at the University ; 
for two additional years. They will have the practical effect of elevating the range of the 

University courses to that extent. It is putting an added story on the intellectual edifice. 

The work will be of a higher order in kind as well as in subject, and will embrace orig- 

inal independent research. 

There has been an enlargement of the facilities for independent and original inquiry 
in various lines, and this important phase of modern education has been industriously fos- ‘ 

tered. Notable additions to the equipment for such work have been made in astronomy and 

bacteriology, but the most important have been in the line of agricultural investigation. 

The equipment of the Experiment Station has been greatly increased. South Hall, which 
had been previously occupied in part by the agricultural department, has been wholly as- 
signed to it, and has been, in large part, overhauled and refitted, and now furnishes very 

commodious apartments for it. ‘The laboratory facilities have been fully doubled. New 

é apparatus and a large invoice of important foreign works have been purchased. 

A chair of agricultural physics, the first of its kind in this country, has been established, 

and work in this important department has been inaugurated. The professor occupying this 
chair will not only engage in original investigation, but will devote special attention to the 
development of the educational functions of the department, and will give instruction to ag- 
ricultural students in the physical principles involved in farming operations. 

That the growth of the institution is not tending unduly toward the professions and 

sciences is shown by the development during the year of courses in four additional lan- . 
guages as well as by the introduction of the seminar system and the post-graduate courses’ 

above alluded to. 

Of like import is the establishment of a chair of experimental and comparative psychol- 
ogy —one of the very few in existence — through which an effort will be made to place the 
supremely important department of mental science in the foremost rank, and to introduce 
into this field, which has heretofore been so largely occupied with philosophy and specula- ! 
tion, the solid elements of experimentally determined science. | 

Some important changes have been made in the previously established courses, giving 

them greater elasticity and affording facilities for consecutive thoroughgoing study in se- 
lected lines. There has also been anenlargement of the number of elective studies, so that 5 

it is now possible for a student to modify any of the courses to suit his own mental charac- 

teristics and preferences to a very important extent. By taking advantage of elective studies 
there are really open to students an almost indefinite number of courses. 

There has been an extension of the system of degrees corresponding to the extension of 
the University work, and the instructional force has been strengthened. 

Some new regulations have been adopted regarding admission to the University, in- 
cluding a system of special local examinations. The standard of admission to the regular 
college classes, while not changed nominally, has in reality been raised, 

13 (198) 
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THE PROFESSIONAL GOURSES. 
err 

i 
4 THE LONG COURSE IN AGRICULTURE.—For some years past the University i has offered an extended course in agricultural science, embracing, also, long courses in the i closely related sciences. If the opportunities thus afforded had been embraced and indus- j triously followed up, it would have proved a most wise choice to a score or more of talented i young farmers’ sons. There is just now, probably, a greater demand for thoroughly edu- i cated talent in agricultural science than in any other branch of learning. The rapid de- | velopment of agricultural experiment stations throughout the country creates an exceptional call for ability and skill in that line, and if a few dozen Wisconsin boys who had the native talent had embraced the opportunity, they might now be putting shekels in their pockets i. and doing the world good and their State honor, at the same time. This course has been 8 } reconstructed during the past year, and is now offered with increased and constantly increas- | ing facilities. How long shall it wait for due appreciation ? | 

j THE SHORT COURSE IN AGRICULTURE.— To meet an entirely different edu- j cational need, a Short Course in Agriculture is offered, designed to give, in the briefest time 1 and at the smallest expense, the most available agricultural information. A special state- | ment respecting the course may be found elsewhere in this bulletin, 

POPULAR EDUCATION.— But the University is not content to simply rehearse old agricultural doctrines. Sis chief effort is to develop new agricultural science and to disseminate it. This it endeavors to do in the most direct and practical way; first, by care- ful experiments and exact analyses to determine the precise truth, and secondly, by convey- ing this directly to the farmers by publications and by Farmers’ Institutes, so that the farmers themselves ave coming into direct relationship to the University. It might be too much to say that they are becoming non-resident students of the University, but it may at least be said that they receive information and instruction directly from it. The work of the Experiment Station is best shown by its fruits, and the most of those who read this will, doubt- less, also read its reports and know for themselves. As to the work ofthe Farmers’ Institutes this BULLETIN is a witness. In many respects the Farmers’ Institutes constitute the most im- portant educational movement of the past decade. That which is taught in them is practi- cal, stimulating, vitalizing, and is probably productive of more thought, observation, in- quiry, experimentation and reflection than an equal amount of instruction in any regular educational institution; and, while the amount is limited, the very large numbers in attend- ance make the total result very great. An institution which directly reaches 50,000 inter- ested truth-seekers is something phenomenal. 

LAW COURSE.— The location of the Law Department gives it exceptional advan- tages. Provided with rooms in the capitol, it is right in the midst of courts, legislative halls and executive offices, right among law-makers, lawyers and judges. Besides its own library the state law library (20,000 vols.), and the great historical library (116,000 vols.), are immediately at hand. Under these conditions the Law Department has had a rapid growth and is attaining a wide reputation. 

(194)
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THE CIVIL ENGINEERING COURSE. A full four years’ course, embracing 4 

practical field-work, is offered and’shorter special courses are permitted. The facilities are 

of the first order and are continually being improved. t 

THE MECHANICAL ENGINEERING COURSE.—The University endeavors to 2 

meet the growing demand for mechanical knowledge and skill of the higher order, both 

theoretical and practical, by furnishing a full four years’ course in mechanical science, em- i 

bracing extended courses in drawing, shop practice and practical testing. It has been 4 
found difficult to enlarge the facilities for shop practice fast enough to meet the demand for 1 
this popular element of modern education coming, as it does, from students in all the 

courses, i 
i 

THE MINING ENGINEERING AND THE METALLURGY COURSES.— A four 
years’ course is offered in mining engineering and also in metallurgy and assaying. These 

courses have suffered for want of facilities since the burning of old Science Hall, but the 
new buildings more than compensate for this, and a growth in these departments commen- Y 

surate with the recent development of mining interests is anticipated. 

THE PHARMACY COURSE.— An excellent course in Pharmacy, embracing practi- i 
cal laboratory work, is presented and is well patronized. ; 

' 
{ 
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CUIGURE COURSES. 

————— a 

THE ANCIENT CLASSICAL COURSE.—This course has demonstrated its merits f 
through the experience of the ages and has so many warm friends and stalwart advocates t 
that it needs no commendation here. It is a course in which Greek, Latin and mathematics i 

form the chief agents of culture. 

THE MODERN CLASSICAL COURSE.—In this, German, French and other mod- i 

ern languages are substituted for Greek, and thereby the gates are open to the intellectual i 
treasures stored in the European languages, and the means of intercourse with the great " 

‘peoples of the Continent afforded. i 

THE ENGLISH COURSE.—This is a comparatively new course, in which, while for- 

eign and ancient languages are offered, the chief emphasis is laid upon our own tongue, the 

richness and disciplinary powers of which are often overlooked in our admiration of other 
great languages. { 

In all these courses mathematics holds a high place, and considerable attention is given { 
to the various physical sciences. Through the electives offered the ratio of these may be i 
largely increased. j 

THEGENERAL SCIENCE COURSE.—In this the leading place is taken by the | 

natural sciences, embracing chemistry, natural philosophy, physiology, biology, zoology, 
botany, astronomy, mineralogy, geology and kindred branches, the value of which needs no i 

advocacy in these days of extraordinary utilization of science. With these are also offered { 

extended courses in higher mathematics and the modern languages, especially German and fi 
French. iy 
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| 
| The foregoing are general culture courses intended to give a broad and liberal educa. A | tion while differing somewhat in their chief tendencies. All afford a wide range of study, | t rich in knowledge and discipline. The three following courses have been introduced dur- i ing the past year with a view to adapting this general culture to professional courses in | medicine, law, journalism and teaching: _ 

| THC PRE-MEDICAL COURSE.—In response to a request from the Wisconsin i State Medical Society, the University offers a special course in science adapted to those { comtemplating the study of medicine and surgery. It embraces long thorough courses in | chemistry, physics. anatomy, histology, zoology, botany and kindred branches, which are 
is intended to give a broad and solid foundation for the professional medical course, while at it the same time they give a due measure of collegiate culture. 

| THE PRE-LEGAL AND PRE-JOURNALISTIC COURSES.— For the ac- 
commodation of those contemplating the study of law or journalism, extended courses in 
civil polity, economics and historical science, together with literary and philosophical branch- 
€s, have been arranged so as to constitute the work of the Junior and Senior years of the i collegiate course. Students are thus enabled to profit by an adaptation of their college 

| course to their future work without essential deviation from the general purposes of col- ) legiate training. 

} SPECIAL COURSES FOR NORMAL SCHOOL GRADUATES.—To atford gradu- 
ates of the State Normal Schools facilities for extending their studies advantageously, and & at the same time to attain a recognized standing leading to a degree, without loss of time 
or inconvenience arising from the want of adjustment of their previous studies to the stand- 

as ard college courses, special courses have been adopted by the University by which two ad- 
ditional years of successful study will enable graduates from the advanced Normal courses 
to graduate from the University with a degree. 

GENERAL FACILITIES.— The Faculty embraces upwards of fifty instructors. The 
laboratories are new, extensive and well equipped, embracing the chemical, physical, metal- 
lurgical, mineralogical, geological, zoological, botanical, civil and mechanical engineering, 
agricultural and pharmaceutical laboratories. Seminars for advanced study in history, lan- 
guage, literature, mathematics, and other branches are being developed. 

The libraries accessible to students embrace that of the University, 16,000 volumes; of the State Historical Society, 123,000 volumes; of the State Law Department, 20,000 volumes; of the City, 9,000 volumes, besides special professional and technical libraries, thus afford. 
in g very exceptional opportunities for reading and special research, 
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ms. a— LAKE, DR. S. M.— 
aoe GALESVILLE, WIS. B LODI, WIS. 
Shorthorn Cattle and Berkshire Pigs. eer ak Masehletoninn at Neem 

SHTON, ROBERT— 1 =:zr — A : ARCADIA, WIS. | RUTTLES, E. T- paneer 
Poland China Swine. Breeder of Merino Sheep and Poland 

ADAMS, H. C— Sirsa sia ee eee ay 
MADISON, WIS. | 1) RADLEY BROS.— Sersey Cattle. B HUDSON. WIS. 

3S ANDALE BIOGE SOLD | Breeders of Jersey Cattle and Poland NNANDALE STOCK CO.— 
A RIPON, wis. | China Pigs, 
Hereford Cattle, English Draft Horses, | Ph ORLAND, JOHN — { 

Chester White and Poland China Swine. RUSK, WIS. | 
do f Chester White Swine. BARKER, J.B. & SON— _ Sepeeee ot merien Wate Seiten ee 

MILLARD, WIS. | \ARTER, E. D— 
Improved Chester White Swine. C HUMBIRD, WIS. 

Shit ent Fs BAB" ers, w. »— Breeder of Thoroughbred Holstein Cattle, ; 
EAGLE POINT, WIS.| gs, JAMESD— a . 

Shorthorn and Jersey Cattle and Poland | ©) BELOIT, WIS. 
China Pigs. Shropshire Sheep, Suffolk Swine and 
Beare, wu DROSS tens 

SEATON, VE: (CLARK, C. M. & SQN Breeder of Clydesdale Horses. WHITEWATER, WIS. 
| rt torn istered American IRKETT, WM. W.— a B > DARLINGTON, WIS. —— Sheep and Seandard bred Trotting 

Hereford Catile. —————— eee 
SoWLES HADDEN BOO | GEAR ISAAC 
Bowles, HADDEN & Co— GALESVILLE, WIS. 

JANESVILLE, WIS.| Clydesdale Horses, Durham Cattle and 
Percheron, French Draft and Coach and | Poland China Pigs. 

English Shire Horses. oo ——___| QLapp, 1. 3.— 
BRGGs, HA KENOSHA, WIS. 

ELKHORN, WIS.| Guernsey Cattle and Merino Sheep. 
ee ores. QEZLAND, C8 ie we ee a ND, C. 8.— ae T JANESVILLE, WIS. ; et r- BRANDON, wis,| American Merino Sheep. 
Shorthorns, Cai Horses, Merino RCH, C.— 

Sheep and Berkshire Pigs. : eer at WALWORTH, WIS, I 
B®oxs, SEYMOUR an | Breeder of and Dealer in Jersey Cattle. } 

suenes 5S THOS.— . Standard-bred Trotting Horses and Span- | ()O% V¥¥> THOS: RIDGEWAY, WIS 
ish Merino Sheep. Poland China Hogs and Plymouth Rock 
BUEBXELS 6. P— we eee } RIVER FALLS, WIS. | (1RANE, W. W.— : Shorthorn Cattle, English Shire and Road WEYAUWEGA, WIS, | 
Horses. High Grade Norman Horses. | 
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RAWFORD, J. D.— ELLOWS BROS.— 
C i ‘MENomones, uacu. | F FOSCORO, WIS. 
Jersey Cattle. Shropshire and Oxford-Down Sheep. 

RAWFORD, J. N.— ? ‘TE, M. H.— 
C ’ MUKWANaGo, wis. | F 53 SPRING PRAIRIE, WIS. 
g Spanish Merino Sheep and Poland China| Guernsey Cattle. 

Le. aS 

UPPEL, C FrP08t; ELLERY D— voND, WIS. 
C ? “NORTH GREENFIELD, WIS. |” srojstein-Friesian Cattle. , 
Jersey Cattle. eccentricities 
TURTS Lien @ OO | GALBRAITH BROS.— 
QUBTIS, LL. & CO— JANESVILLE, WIS. 

POYNETTE, WIS.| Cjydesdale, English Shire, Suffolk Punch 
Holstein-Friesian Cattle, Victoria Swine | and Cleveland Bay Horses. 

and Plymouth Rock Fowls. ——————— 
= ene Coe 
DArcr- MINERAL POINT, WIS. 

HUDSON, WIS.| Poland China Hogs. 
Cotswold Sheep and Poland China Swine. | "> ___________ 

ae Wo ee | oe 
DUNHAM, MW. KOSHKONONG, WIS. 

WAYNE, ILL.| Guernsey Cattle. 
Percheron and French Coach Horses. ce ee ASO 

OHRMAN, AUG Go FENNIMORE, WIS. MAN, AUG.— E ; 
D MAYVILLE, WIS. | jrolstein-Friesian Cattle. 
Breeder of Percheron-Norman Horses. —— eee 
ae ee | 
DURAND, H. S.— z WHITEWATER, WIS. 

RACINE, WIS.| Jerseys, 
Jersey Cattle. peace ae SE oe 

NN REE Gea eee 
¥ PDWIESSELL, J.B PRAIRIE DU SAC, WIS. 

LODI, WIS.| poland China Hogs. 
Carriage Horses and Poland China Swine, | 

ee I, 2 Peron, MR EE SS G - AMHERST, WIS. 
ISON, WIS.| Jersey Cattle, Poland China Swine and 

Jersey Cattle. Southdown Sheep. 

DWARDS, BENJ.— ACKER, T. L.— E 2 risk, wis. | H : MADISON, WIS. 
Hereford Cattle and Draft Horses. Jersey Cattle. 

INS, WILLIAM — AMILTON, W. I.— 
eo fe patuyra, wis. | H 2 1 “FoND DU LAG, WIS. 
Devon Cattle, Poland China Hogs and| Guernsey Cattle. 

Choice Fowls. eres eee 
| JANSEN, M. B.— r 

BLus, soun— HANSEN, WIS. 
MOUNDVILLE, WIS.| Holstein Cattle and Horses. 

Shorthorns, Berkshire Pigs and White |W _____ 
Leghorn Fowls. FLARDING, GrorcE — 
peer WAUKESHA, WIS. 
Fox: A. O— OREGON, wis, |_Ste?thorn Cattle and Cotswold Sheep. 

Standard-bred, Trotting Horses, French | [TARRIS, DR. C. C.— 
Coach Horses, Shorthorn Cattle, Shetland DOUSMAN, WIS. 
Ponies, Poland China Swine, Berkshire | }foistein-Friesian Cattle. 
Swine and Shropshire-Down Sheep. = nN ee ncn 
=e DE PELLIP. | Bee 
FOX: DR. PHILIP — BRANDON, WIS. 

MADISON, WIS.| standard-bred Trotting Horses, Ayer- 
Standard-bred Trotting Horses and Shrop- | shire and Shorthorn Cattle. 

shire-Down Sheep. ected ici ate 
SANK. NL ee ee 
PAIRBANK, N. K-> Address W. HL. Law SYLVAN, WIS. 

RENCE— LAKE GENEVA, WIS. | _Shorthorns, South-Dewn Sheep and Draft 
Guernseys. Horses. 
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ICKLIN, JAMES— = ACOBS, W. H.— ; 
F{CEL™: TAMES | 10H GROVE, wis.| 0 é MADISON, WIS. 
si and Shorthorn Cattle and €ar-| Shorthorn Cattle and Berkshire Swine. J 

riage orses. SS 

ee ee AS, Wy. 2 
FEEE®, J. E. & sons— J . RICHLAND CENTER, WIS. 

ii ciebeta wrieklan Cnitic, Cacringe Morene | ne ee 
and Poland China Pigs. KESEx, W. TH 

F™» Geo. c. & son— aaa EAMES DO Ee 
ROSENDALE, WIS. | Shropshi — j 

Guernsey Cattle and Yorkshire Swine. KER sc 

Hs CHAS. T.— horthy ere ; 
BROOKFIELD, WI8.| Shorthorn Cattle. 

Registered South-Down Sheep and Vic- EYES, E. W.— 
toria dogs. K rite MADISON, WIS. 
yqu™ (AN, D. H.— ee Red Polled Cattle. 

Shorthorn Cattle, Poland China Swine os = SPARTA, WIS. 
and Choice Fowls---Partridge Cochins,| ” 5 .s0y Cattle 

avas, etc. 2 S 

ay IRKPATRICK, J. C.— 
ee Te Ee stOUGHTON, WIS. K : ee 
Breeder of Holstein Cattle. oe Cattle, Driving and Trotting 

IRSCHINGER, CHAS.— ee 
H % CHAS 24800, WIs.| |] AWRENCE, CHARLES— { 

; DANVILLE, WIS. . Registered Devon Cattle, and Grower of } 
General Assortment of Nursery Stock. Shorthorn Cattle and Poland China Hogs, | 

FED & D- LAWRENCE, W. 1 
OAKFIELD, WIS. LAKE GENEVA, WIS. 

Breeder of Jersey Cattie. Guernesey Cattle. 

FOARe: Ww. D.— EE, GEORGE W.— 
FT. ATKINSON, WIS. 5 

Jersey and Guernsey Cattle. a oe at ——— ’ 
= Pec sseasr e E 

aie 2: 2 DANVILLE, wis, | [ ESUIE & BURWELL — 
Shorthorns, Horses, Sheep and Hogs. ea on GROVE, WB. 
ee jeen-Angus Cattle. | 

OLT, C. D.— ———— ee ‘ 
Ho RANNEY, WIS.| ] ILBURN, ROBERT — 
‘Percheron Horses. EMERALD GROVE, WIS. i 
FOP ENS, SAMES & SON Polled Angus Cattle and Shetland Ponies. 

Shire Horses and Shorthorn Cattle. _ yes aaa AUGUSTA, WB. ‘ 
roover. LL. | Red Polled and Guernsey Cattle and 
HONS ts CLINTON, Wis. | Berkshire Pigs. i 
Percheron and Trotting-bred Horses, [ous Topore— 

FOUSTON: B. S.— LOUISVILLE, WIS. ; 
RANNEY, WIS. Poland China Pigs. } 

lesdale Horses woe SS ‘ 
nema ipa cater LoOV® JC & 80N—. oxesna, wis, ~ 

YATT, A. X.— : | 
H 7 SHEBOYGAN FALLS, wis.| Foland China Swine. | 
Breeder of the fittest of all Dairy Cows. Love VICTOR— { 

ee PALMYRA, WIS. i POs, @ B— Breeder of Jersey Cattle. | 
HANOVER, WIS. | ——————________ } 

Registered Brown Swiss Cattle. LYAtn JAS.— f 
Sa VERONA, WIS. f 

‘ACKSON, JOHN— Im I porter and Breeder of Clydesdale 
J (Box 30.) MINERAL POINT, WIS. | rorses, Shropshire-Down Sheep and Pol- t 
Poland China Swine. and China Hogs. ‘ 
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Mceetevra, A. D— O@LVIE, ROBERT— 
BARABOO, WIS. MADISON, WB. 

Thoroughbred Poland China Hogs. Clydesdale Horses. 

ceKAY, D. G.— WEN, me 
M = CHIPPEWA FALLS, wis. |) i; DAVID & GON PORTAGE, WIS. 
Percheron Horses and Shorthorn Cattle. Shorthorn Cattle, Oxford-Down Sheep ————________________| ana Poland China Hogs. 

Mc##2250w, GEORGE— SUSSEX, HS 
— WENS, J. E.— 

Oxford, Shropshire and South-Down O Space dete BROOKLYN, WIS. 
Sheep, Cheshire Hogs and Bronze Turkeys. Snorthorns, Berkshire Pigs and Shrop- 

MACOMBER, S: De wy LISBON, WIS. eee +: | TAB eo 
High-bred Trotting and Carriage Horses. P a> =e MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

MABE, J. W. & MACK Beehares Horses. 
RICHLAND CITY, WIS. qsAt MER aw. aeons eee a a saw 

Red Polled Cattle. P ee SRODHEAD, WIS. 
MERRILL, HL Jersey Cattle and Berkshire Pigs. 

Pens ALMER & NOBLET Pensey Cattle. EF SPRINGFIELD, WIS. 
MEXER: PETER— Recorded Chester White Swine and Poul- 

APPLETON, WIS. | try. 
Holstein Cattle. PARDEE, A. 5— acu 

ER, C. B. — Wis. Mees Cs 400 MADISON, WIS.| Breeder of Jersey Cattle. ; en ee a Jersey Cattle. PARK, H. a : i Mex wM— DODGE'S CORNERS, WIS. 
RUSK, WIS. Sweepstake Herd of Victoria Swine. 

Clydesdale Horses, Hereford Cattle and| ay, JAMES HLL 
Poland China Hogs. e a PLATTEVILLE, WIS. 
MoP=y, . w— Choice Poultry---Plymouth Rocks and BARABOO, WIS. | Leghorns a Specialty. 

Pe ‘ SS a Pee ee a pommmmmeren Maree ad PEFFER, GEORGE P.— 
Mors J w. & son— PEWAUKEE, WIS. 

VERONA, Wi. | Jersey Cattle and Essex Pigs. 
Devon Cattle and Chester White Swine, | 2 ___ 

———_| PERKINS, A. E.— 
MOSER, 5. R— MUKWONAGO, WIS. 

(Box 112.) RACINE, WIS. | Improved American Merino Sheep. 
Holsteins and Chester White Pigs. P=2,eu- 

MurRoy, Pp. WAUPUN, WIS. 
HORTONVILLE, WIS. | English Shire, Hambletonian and Suffolk 

Holstein Cattle, Lincoln Sheep and Pol- | Punch Horses. 
and China Swine. —_ 
a,XERS, A.&80N- | PRO MYXER: 4. & Son— pe EAGLE, WIS. 

WIS. | pure-bred Spanish or Ameri ‘erino 
Holstein-Friesian Cattle. ace si ery 

NASH: 2. M. & Co.— PHELPS, C. K— 
CENTRALIA, WIS. SPRINGFIELD, WIS. 

Shorthorns, Victoria Swine, Cotswold| Large American Merino Sheep. 
Sheep and Plymouth Rock Fowls, OT 
A] UZUM, GEO. WT | POLLOCK & GRanaM— 
NUZU™: GEO. w.— JANESVILLE, WIS. 

VIROQUA, WIS.| Clydesdale and English Shire Horses. Breeder of Choice Jersey Cattle. ——$<———$$———— 
"NEILL, JAMES Rae HUSTISFORD, WIS. = = a y O NEILLSVILLE, WIS. | olstein-Friesian Cattle and Carriage Shorthorn and Jersey Cattle. Horses a Specialty, 
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RED BRos.— P TONE, L. D.— 
JANESVILLE, WIS. MADISON, WIS. 

English Shire, Clydesdale and Cleveland| Poland China Hogs, Shorthorn Cattle and 
y Hk Bay Horses. Cotswold Sheep. 

ICHARDS, GRIFFITH — (EB & :ONN 205.— 3 R 9 Gampara, wis. | STONE & MeCONNELL BROS— 

“sorthorns, Clydesdales and Trotting| Galloway Cattle and Merino Sheep—all a 
‘wcnieyermeall Registered Stock. : 

PCUARwsON, W. PR og (PAINTER, ANDREW,— 

Shorthorn Cattle and Poland China Hogs. eanouon ee perthers ccipe rey ariados na Hogs-| Percheron and Trotting Horses and 
ROBERTS, MARK Wee rinacsttassassnaes j 

SELL ReOUNTA, Ws | rr . 
Cotswold Sheep and Chester White Swine. Ss H. C.— ORFORDVILLE, WIR) 

Rove A L— oe ee Jersey Cattle. 

Holstein and Jersey Cattle and Poland | (}HOMPSON, GEORGE F.— 
China Swine. OSHKOSH, WIS. 

RUS H. & BROTHERS — Hereford Cattle and Poland China Hogs. 
NORTH GREENFIELD, WIS. een a a 

Thoroughbred Holstein-Friesian Cattle. |/PORMEY, THOMAS on wis, 

NDERSON, 1 a Shorthorn Cattle, Carriage and Draft 
Ss* = a LEEDS, WIS. | Horses and Poland China Pigs. 
Shorthorns and Poland China Pigs. PRUAS PETER eee eo 

SN eel AX, ies zs ; EAU CLAIRE, WIS. ANGER, C. M. & SON — > S © OF AUxESHA, WIS.|_ Full Blood and High Grade Percheron 
Shorthorn Cattle. ae, 

GArRE DAVID F. & SONS. is Pace ns SEED oanok ae 

Merino Sheep and Good Road Horses. | Ayreshire Cattle, Chester White Swine 
een | A OL | 

OEeER, F. W. & SON— Se = 

Holstein-Friesian Geeta oe ; aepenene BARABOO, ee : 
White Hogs. High Grade Perchcrons, Jersey Cattle 
ee lend Chinn Pigs. Z 

SCHROEDER, GUSTAVE yTON, WIS RATT, F. W 
eatin Gwtael ee 2 WHITEWATER, WIS. , 
— aieesa. a> Sea Breeder of Guernsey Cattle. 

RS BROS.— ee ee 
Ss VIOLA, WIS. | (PUBBS, PETER — 

Hereford Cattle. SEYMOUR, WES. 
—_____________________|_ Jersey Cattle, Merino Sheep and Poland 
GUTH BRos.— seat China and Berkshire Pigs. 

ASTER, WB. | — 
THLEIN BROS.— Hereford Cattle and Berkshire Pigs. U MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

" GMITH, JOHN — sere Trotting Stallions. 
wis, |§ A 

Shorthorn Cattle. eee A aver DAM, 
egy a en AM, WIS. 

G™TH, JOHN Ww. & SON Jersey Cattle, Poland China Hogs, Mam- 
SPARTA, WIs. | moth Bronze Turkeys, Toulouse Geese and 

Devon Cattle and Houdan Fowls. Plymouth Rock Fow!ls. 

MITH, L. C.— UHART, JOHN— q 
Ss (Box) wrrewaTer, wis.| U*® RIO, WIS. 

Jersey Cattie. Holstein-Friesian Cattle. 

QUIRE, DR. L. A— YV7oRKs, 0.— 
S . PoYNETTs, wis. | W i AUGUSTA, WIS. 

Clay and Black Hawk Morgan Horses. American Holderness Cattle. 
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WARREN, GEORGE & sons WruaMs, c.5- WIs. ERLIN, WIS. 
Importers of Cleveland Bays and Trot-| Badger State Herd of Hereford Cattle. ting-bred Roadsters — Matched Pairs and 
eee re rears WX2EPMUTE, BROS, — MUSKEGON, Perea eae ey tO Eee 2 ss ; 

MICH., and WHITEWATER, WIS. 
' WALBRIDGE, G.I copy, wis,| Holstein-Friesian Cattle. 

Clydesdale Horses — Grade Colts for Sale.| "Te Geonge 

oH, JAS. E params WELCH: TASF—  wauKESHA, WIs.| Shorthorn Cattle and Poland China Pigs. 
Poland China Swine, Merino Sheep and | ———_——— 

Choice Fowls. YOUNGMAN, J. J.— ai 

EGGE, J. F.— Hi ford Cattle. W ‘ BURLINGTON, WIS.|_ ee 
Poland China Swine, ee 

ia aa > RL | ee Geer — Wire, D. a. RITES Bee FT. ATKINSON, WIS. 
ce " f Choi Percheron Horses and Shropshire Sheep. | _B*¢¢der of Choice Jerseys. 

COX, BR. J— NILLETT _— Wi00%, BF vee varzs, wis, | GELLETT & 80% — seaman wie 

Poland China Hogs. | Breeder of Holstein-Friesian Cattle, 
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* WOODSIDE FARM.” 

Ce 
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EP UA \ . ‘ 
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i aa i f Ms 
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5 es a Loe + 

Fee cay ule esc a te Bea 
HAVEL MA Ali ae eo ae ” 

Ning | aie mane IRF oa 
wat A! LO ll PAPE Me POINT Nc) 

WOODSIDE FLOCK is composed of individuals and their descendants from the | 
flocks of the most noted breeders of Europe. No expense spared to get the very | 
best. All sheep carefully crated, euppiedl with feed, registered in the American 
Shropshire Record, and delivered at Oregon Station free of expense to the pur- 
chasers. 

Special Express Rates. Send for Catalogue. 

ae : 
‘ 

SHORT HORN CATTLE. 
‘ 
{ 

Of the blocky, short-legged sort. Form and abiilty to suckle two good calves i 
without extra feed for the calves is our criterion, pedigree next. At the head of 
our herd stands DeGRAFF’S SURMISE, a son of the celebrated imported f 
BARON SURMISE, bred by A. Cruickshank, of Scotland. | 

Our stock is not pampered up for show, nor kept in expensive barns, and we 
can therefore sell for half the money asked by other breeders. 

GOOD, PURE BRED BULLS, $50. 

Correspondence Solicited. Send for Catalogue. { 

A. O. FOX, Oregon, Dane County, Wis. 
eee 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
(203) |
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Woodside Stu 
or — 

Will always be found to contain a choice selection of young stallions from 
the best breeding establishments of France. : 

er 

HIGH QUALITY, Fathers than. Num- OUR MOTTO. 
rs 

WWOODSIDG STUD 42 TH 
First Prize and Second Prize Winners in the Four-Year old Stallion Clsss at the 

Great Horse Show of 1888. 

At the Minnesota State Fair, held at St. Paul, September, 1889, WOODSIDE 
STUD won 1st and 2d prizes on stallions 4 ycars ade ist and 2d on stallions 3 
years old; 1st on stallion 2 years old; 1st on stallion 1 year old; also grand sweep- 
stakes for the best Coach Horse, any age. 

At the Wisconsin State Fair, WOODSIDE STUD also won 1st and 2d prizes 
on 4-year old stallions; Ist prize on stallions 3 years old; 1st prize on stallions 2 
years old; 1st prize on stallions 1 year old. 

WOODSIDE COACHERS ARE OF LARGE SIZE, 
Weighing 1300 to 1500 Ibs. at 4 Years Old, 

WiTH PLENTY OF CLUAN, FLAT BONE, SOLID COLORS, AND THE 
BEST OF STYLE AND ACTION. 

PRICES LOW, TERMS EASY. 

Every Animal Guaranteed a Breeder. 

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 

A. O. FOX, Oregon, Dane Co., Wis. 

ta" Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’ when writing to Advertisers. 
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Large, Stylish, Standard-Bred 

ARN 

*HORSES 
a 

Comprising the choicest families of 

HAMBLETONIAN, MAMBRINO, 

And other strains of blood, notably, 

GEO. WILKES, ALMONT, PILOT, JR, MAMBRINO PATCHEN, AND 
CLAY PILOT AND HILL'S VT. BLACK HAWKE. 

Our great aim is size and style, backed by rich, standard inheritance. 
Size ranging from 15 1-2 to:16 1-4 hands; weight from 1,200 

to 1,300 pounds. 

PRINCIPALLY SOLID COLORS. 

Stallions, Stud olts, Fillies, Brood flares, 

FOR SALE AT VERY POPULAR LOW RATES. 

All stock guaranteed and registered free of charge to purchaser. Elegant tab- 
ulated pedigrees, suitably framed, furnished with every stallion. Special 
inducements to parties buying for track work. Seventy-five head on 
hand. Come and get your pick at our popular low prices and easy terms. 
Correspondence solicited. Send for Catalogue. 

A. O. FOX, 
- Oregon, Dane Co., Wis. 
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“WOODSIDE FARM.” 
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Ll. Standard Trotting-Bred Stallion WILCAN 67E5. Bay: 1th, hands; weight, 1200 pounds, 

PROPERTY OF A. O. Fox, OREGON, Dane Co., WIS. 
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Devoted to the Improvement of the Farm, the Dairy, Live Stock, ete. 

Eighth Year. Madison, Wis., Nov. 2, 1889. Vol. VIII--No. 409. 

sees WEEKLY BY Ably Edited.—“The Wesrern Far- 

The Western Farmer Co. MER is a most interesting and ably edited 

eae agricultural paper. It is one of the best 

hanes keen. 1 ‘No. 8, Democrat Block, | S0urces of information and instruction 
W. H. Morrison. Manison, Wis. within the reach of the farmers of Wis- 

Subscription Price, - - $1.00. | consin.”—River Falls Journal. 
Advertising Rates 15c. per agate line. oa 
 _—COCOCO|_ ithe Front Rank.—“The WESTERN 

The Western Farmer. FarMER Is rapidly taking rank as one of 
— the leading agricultural papers of the 

‘What Yarmers Think of Et, country. Some of the foremost farmers 
A Success.—“Send the WESTERN | of the Northwest contribute to its col- 

Farmer as usual. You have made asuc-|umns each week.”—Lake Mills Leader. 
cess never before attain- =a be: 

: 5 es at Advertisers Say. 
ed in Wisconsin oe an ‘ Brings Buyers._“A 

agricultural paper. anit a 
D.S.sMiTH. _ “a S card in the WESTERN 

Palmyra, Wis. oad gener Farmer brings buyers.” 
B in ‘Wisconsin. ' = ~ E Oregon, Wis. J.C. KISER. 

—“I consider the Wxst- Sg === Howto MakeSales. 

ERN Farmer, at present, === : ===. —“We make more sales 

the best agricultural ; it == from our advertise- 

paper we have ever had) Seng EE Riis ~=6ments in the WESTERN 
in Wisconsin, and one BRILLIANT 1271 (755). Farmer than from any 

of the best in the Union.” other paper.” P. Wakem, 
Fond du Lac, Wis. CHAS. L. HOYT. Madison, Wis. Manager W. H. Jacobs’ 

— ‘erd of Shorthorns. 

A Welcome Visitor.—‘Your valua- How to i pavers, “Our ad. 

ble journal has become see welcome vertisement in the Western Farmer has 
visitor at my office, The information far- | brought us more answers than any other 
mers can glean from its pages is worth acre = have, and it brings i 

i ; sntion.” | the best class of customers—men who 
ae ee ares wes Senne | want first-class stock and are willing to 

wig ma oa | pay a fair price for it.” Srrson Bros. 
What the Press Thinks of It. Oshkosh, Wis. 

=~ pa abe WEst- | — SAKE NOTICE.The WESTERN FAR- 
ERN Farmer is a first-class agricultural MER is the official organ of the WISCON- 

paper—one which is of great value to|SSarnal of its class in the State; the best 
the farmers of this State.”—<Arcadia Re- | advertising medium. Sample copies free. 
publican-Leader. Address Western Farmer Co. = Madison Wis,
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Clocks gam» Dia- 
oo hase 

; (Me ee monds 
Silver- ea 

NO zie eet Ware, egy’ Jewelry 

Dueber and Hampden Watches. 

The Greatest Variety of Honest Goods at Reasonable Prices 
Kept in Wisconsin. 

Send to Us for Prices on Anything You Want 

at either Wholesale or Retail. 

fl\anufacturing .¢ Repairing 
A SPECIALTY WITH US. 

0. L. Rosenkranz & Thatcher Co, 
MILWAUKBB, - cabin | 
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A Great Railway. | ‘ti | 

, ; The Chicago, Milwaukee & St, Paul Railway Company now owns and operates fifty-six hundred and seventy-five miles of thoroughly | ¢quipped road in Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Towa, Missouri and : Dakota. Each recurring year its lines are extended in all directions to meet the necessities of the rapidly populating sections of country : west, northwest and southwest of Chicago, and to furnish a market for the products of the greatest agricultural and stock raising dis- tricts of the world. In Illinois it Operates 316 miles of track, in | Wisconsin 1,309 miles; in Iowa 1,572 miles; in Minnesota 1,122 miles ; in Dakota 1,216 miles ; in Missouri 140 miles, and the end is mot yet. It has terminals in such large cities as Chicago, Milwau- kee, La Crosse, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Fargo, Sioux City, Council Bluffs, Omaha and Kansas City and St. Joseph, Mo., and along its lines are hundreds of large and small thriving cities, towns and vil- lages. Manufacturing interests are cultivated, and all branches of trade find encouragement. The Railway Company has a just appre- Ciation of the value of its patrons,.and its magnificent earnings are the result of the good business tact which characterizes the manage- ment of its affairs, 

The popularity of the line is attested by the fact that notwithstand- ing the strongest kind of competition of old and new lines, the Chi- cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway continues to carry the greater portion of all the business between Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Minneapolis. It is the best patronized route between Chicago, Council Bluffs and Omaha and to and from all points in Wisconsin, Minnesota, Dakota and Iowa, and its Kansas City and St. Joseph line will undoubtedly take equal rank with the older lines leading to and from the Southwest, 
On all its through lines of travel the Chicago, Milwaukee & St: Paul Railway runs the most perfectly equipped trains of Sleeping, Parlor and Dining Cars and Coaches. The through trains on all its lines are systematically heated by steam. No effort is spared to fur- nish the best accommodations for the least money, and, in addition, patrons of the road are sure of courteous treatment from its employes, ; 
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‘The follo is a list of to classified Cheap Homes = wae” es 
WISCONSIN. ' 

Along the Extensions of the C., M. & St. Courtland (Irma), Tomahawk, Minocqua, 
P. R’y, on Easy Terms. 

The, Chicago, ‘ awakes & St. Paul Rail MINNESOTA. ; 

way a recent jundreds of les ‘ 

of new road in lowa, Missouri, Wisconsin and ee es ee 
Along these new extensions numerous ‘ 

towns are springing up which promise to be- DAKOTA. 
See rroeeeros inland cities within a few Ramona, lat in, t, 

hel in Juno, 1688; a. Fesolution was adopted “'Gakden City," Butler, Burton, @ resol m was ado) 0 ee 

directing that, “hereafter, when towns an to Langford, Britton, 

Company’ through its land department, shall Mate tes los le} ‘ment, Te - 
purchase and plat the town sites and sl the Orieat, Millard, “Hostier, 
lots.” Hillsview, Eureka, Eden, 

In pursuance of this, the Land Department 
| sey and is now offering lots for sale in 

ese towns at low prices and on sony See IOWA. 
As will be readily understood, the Company 
is thus enabled to sell them at less than one- Covington, Atkins, Newhall, 
half of what they would cost if in the hands ‘Van Horne, oe Vining, 
= private speculators. All — towns are Gladsone, ‘erguson, Haverhill, 

.e centers of prosperous farming commu- ss 
nities, and are sure to grow rapidly. In all — =, ——— 
of them merchants find profitable invest- ar. eavatt, jamaica, 
ments, while mechanics and all classes of 2 eel = ae Dedham, 

labor obtain ready employment. ‘emplet in E fanilla. 
The Company owns lead adjoining most of ee Earling’ Pana 

these town sites, and also has land grants in Portsmouth, Persia, Buck Grove, 

lands are ales for sale on reasonable terms. Bell, Kenwood, Charter Oak, 
For plats, descriptions, prices and other ite, Rodney, Charles City, 

information, address, . Peru, Cedar Rapids, Highland Center. 

Cc. A. PADLEY, MISSOURL 
or General Land Agent, Po a 2 a 

cerne, H. G. HAUGAN, "Gaia! Ciaeon tation. 
Land Commissioner, eae, Cowgill, Elmira, 

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN. josby. 

——————————————————— _—_—_——————————————————— 
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MILWAUKEE) 
20 Stra / 
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Fast Mail Line with Vestibuled Trains 
between Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and 5 Minneapolis. 

Trans-Continental Route between 
Chicago, Council Bluffs, Omaha, St. Paul 
and the Pacific Coast. 

Creat National Route between Chi- 
cago, Kansas City and St. Joseph, Mo. 

5700 Miles of Road reaching all prin- 
cipal pe in Illinois, Wisconsin, Minne. 
sota, Iowa, Missouri and Dakota. 

: For maps, time tables, rates of passage and 
freight, etc., apply to the nearest station agent 
of the Cuicago, Mawes & Sr. Paun Raln- 
Way, or to any Railroad Agent anywhere in 
the World. 

ROSWELL MILLER, A. ¥. H. CARPENTER, 
General Manager. Gen’ Pass. and Tkt. Agt, 

&"For information in reference to Lands ana 
Towns owned by the CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE & 
Sr. Pau RaiLway Company, write to H. G. 
Havaan, Land Commissioner, Milwaukee, Wis- 
consin. 

——— eee —————SaasSSSSs=| 
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W. K. STAFFORD & CO., 
. 414, 416 Milwaukee St., ; 

MILWAUKEE, + WISCONSIN, 
i IMPORTER OF 

. CHINA, POTTERY, GLASS AND LAMPS, 
HAN > <a Jit ARS - P STE 

eae = gs REA Sho 
0: a are 

| cCs By ual 
8 OE Ree ath 

NS Bok ee aw 

co eae ro fv 2 ee Jar 
Ze See Say 
BO eee ' eee 
<5 ee 

re & ye” 
iB wm IMPERIAL, 

dk DINNER SETS 32% | 
y it “ Our Great Specialty. 
:¢ ob Latest productions in TEA. SETS, TOILET SETS. COURSE 
SS a we, 4 TAMPS ROCHESTER LAMPS in great 

a Ni ai p “variety, at lowest ae 

a AAS pS PIANO, or FLOOR LAMPS, 
a = Over 40 beautiful patterns in stock, from $10 upwards. 

OP All KINDS. 

CALL AND SEE US gece eee: 
a a ee a ie 

WHEN IN MIL- ee acc eee creme 

WAUKE. (eS Sh (lie 
Site eee ear i} 

Prices Guaranteed See elles iy 
THE LOWEST SS” 

in the City. * ‘ ES ee 
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My herd consists of sixty-five peeieeree ae! which have been care- 
fully selected from the best milk and butter strains on the Island of Guernsey 
and in America. 

At the head of my herd stands the noted bull, 

“THE PRINCE 2D” il A 
755, A. G. C. C., 

Out of Imp. Coraline 1790, A. G. C. C., that made eighteen pounds of butter in 
seven days on grass, and TRICK, 1656, A. G. C. C., out of 

Imp. Tricksey, 1760, A. G. C. C. 

Among the cows are descendants of the noted Island Prize Winners, 

SQUIRE OF LES VAUXBELETS, FAIR LAD, THE BILLEY’S HERALD, 

AND JESSIE OF LESTER MANOR. 

YOUNG STOCK OF BOTH SEXES FOR SALE, 
From Imported and Home-Bred Stock, at Reasonable Prices. 

All questions cheerfully answered. Visitors carried to the farm free of charge, 

BREEDER OF REGISTERED POLAND-CHINA SWINE. 

A Few Half-Blood Guernsey Calves, from Good Grade Cows, for Sale. 

W. I. HAMILTON, Fond dy Lac, Wis. 

t& Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin'’ when Writing to Advertisers. 
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The Hoover Digger. 
The HOOVER has Made of the Very Best 
Dirt-Proof Reversi- ; Material. : 
ble Brass Boxes. 
Digs any Depth. 

Vines and Weeds o K</ { 
carried to one side. P = Be ot ae 

CUP f Le & ar A .~ 
_ ss i oa ar a | es ‘ 

ne Pg : an a { 
eee ar Ge 5 FA a 

iy 4 oy 7): = / : = _= 
q r~ a a ee “~ SA Up 

CW Ty = _ as oO Peas 

hx) ee SN a Ce — Lae 
T. B. Terry’s Tribute to the Hoover Digger. 

I want to say to my friends who read this that I have used an elevator digger for five years, 
and that the Hoover, whicn I consiaei tne pest, the past season, und that it is just as necessary @ { 
tool on my farm, and almost as perfect, as the mower or binder. My son ond myself and three 
pickers dug he in the barn as high as 400 bushels in a day this year. 

Hudson, O., Oct. 9, 1889. T. B. TERRY. 

From Hon. Matt. Anderson—A Good Word for the Sorter, 
Messrs. Hoover & Prout: Purse Buurr, Wis., Dec. 27, 1888. 

Gents—I have used your Digger in digging 30 acres of potatoes. It does its work well, where 
the ground is level and in proper condition. The Sorter is a great labor-saving machine. 

_. Yours truly, MATT. ANDERSON. 
(Mr. Anderson should have used our Side-Hill Spurs for his hilly ground.—H. & P.) 

140 Plus 200=340 Acres for One Machine, 
Hooyer & Provr: __ - Oct. 1st, 1889. 

Gents—Our oe ge has turned off 100 acres this season (it dug 140 acres last — and it 
has 100 acres more before it, if weather holds good. I ang to say in 534 hours, 1,066 bushels, and 
I would have given = bill if Ihad had crew ore to have picked up as fast as I dug, and I 
would have dug 2,000 bushels in 10 hours. Will dig 3,000 bushels this year. 

River Falls, Wis. E. H. CURRIER. 

‘ 
No Trouble From the Start. 

G The Digger is perfectly satisfactory i respect wThave ug over 80 scree this | ENTS—The r satisfa in every _ ve over 30 acres \ 
season. My potatoes ae eee fully fst thor Bam deep. e Digger paced them all on top of 
the ground, and in a row not exceeding 12 inches wide, save a stray one here and there. "rhe \ 
capacity of the Digger is only limited by the distance a team can walk. My team weighed less { 

than 7,000 each. e had no trouble m operating the machine from the start. | 
Very truly yours, Cc. G. BOALT. t 

Messrs. Hoover & Brout: Racine, Wis., Oct. 10th, 1889. 
Gents—We have given the Hoover Potato Digger, sourht of your agent, C. T. Williams, a full 

trial; it did its work well in both —< and weedy eS ; have ———- 4,000 bushels with it: 
can aed recommend it above the McCallum for both its 5 jae work and strength, as we have 
tried both kinds. ‘ours, 

PIPER BROS. 

PERRYVILLE, WIs., Oct. 10, 1889. 
The Hoover Digger I purchased of C. T. Williams, of Racine, has po the best of satisfaction. 

It is what I have been ocking for for years. Have tried a number of others, but the Hoover has 
no equal. Have used it in weeds and all kinds of soils, having dug 20 acres for my neighbors, and 
they all say “bless the inventor.” It is a complete machine in every respect. q 

A. L. CURTIS. 
ee 
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KEYSTONE MACHINES. 
“KEYSTONE” DISC HARROW, 

With or without Seeder Attachment, is the most popular, and has 
. important features possessed by no other. 

“KEYSTONE” Corn Planters, Check Rowers, 
and Ensilage Drills 

Are made in several styles. Can suit anyone. 

“KEYSTONE” HAY LOADER 
ee cnatset a ton of hay on a wagon in five mifutes; also, green clover 

“KEYSTONE” HAY RAKES. 
Our ‘Side Delivery” is new. Makes a continuous windrow around 

the field. Our “ Easy oes ” has steel or wood wheels, pole or thills. 

“KEYSTONE” CORN HUSKER AND FOD- 
DER CUTTER, 

A wonderful machine, and a success. 

“KEYSTONE” CORN SHELLERS, 
ALL SIZES. 

“KEYSTONE” HORSE POWERS, 
OVERHEAD AND DOWN. 

: “KEYSTONE” CIDER MILLS, 
TWO SIZES. 

SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE, 
AND MENTION THIS BOOK. 

KEYSTONE MANUF’G CO,, 

STRRLING, ILL. 
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You know what hard work it is to pitch onto the wagon by hand the green 

clover, and maybe you are tempted to give up siloing clover on account of this 

killing work. This hard work is ended for those who use the 

«“Keyst ”” Hay Load eystone ay Loader, 
Which proves itself a great success at this work, as it has for many years in the | 

hay field. 

RBAD THIS: 
ELKHORN, Wis., July 23, 1889. 

Keystone Manufacturing Co.: 
GENTLEMEN.—I have just completed the filling of my silo with green clover, 

and desire to acknowledge to you the great help we have had in the use of your 

invaluable Loader. In fact we should have been obliged to abandon it but for 

the Loader. No matter how eae the clover, the Loader handles it equally well 

either in swath or windrow. I shall not attempt another haying without the use 

of your great labor saver. I am more than pleased with the Loader, and would 

not take double the cost if another could not be purchased. 
Very respectfully, 

Isaac MOORHOUSE. 

In the Hay Field too, you will find tne Loader just as valuable. 

KEYSTON Este hy 7000 
ge Ay 

Ay [Oh a OLD. 7°. 
jae’ Bf 

Tue ONLY SUCCESSFUL | F 4 e a7" . GUARANTEED. 

ONE EVER MADE. | ar Fp — = 
OULU 7 Maw . <a 

MINUTES OR LESS. Ky oi Ss Ne) Gren I, y = | 
RS ee a Bl Ks 
Pasqney x pear aee | 5 ANG e 
: a a ADDRESS “ Z 5 

Often Pavs FOR Ts ELF “Nha (A 
IN ONE SEASON.” wexnionmts pares, TW) 2 ONE MFG, ©, STERLING ILLS 

It will pay you well to send for our Catalogue, which is sent free on applica- 

tion, and shows our large line of first-class machines. Address ; 
zg 

KEYSTONE WFG CO., d 
STERLING, ILL, ) 
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W. H. JACOBS, MADISON, WIS., 

a ae : ee ma eS, 0 rs 

, y +e wy” 
kee See 

IMPORTER AND SERROEE oF 
‘ 

Nhorthorn Cattle and Berkshire Hos 
Animals of Each Breed and Both Sexes for Sale at Reas- 

onable Prices at All Times. 
eit ee itn own hae Minnesota State Fair, Wisconsin State 

FORTY-FOUR PRIZES, 
Nine of them being SWEEPSTAKES, four of them being for herd bred and owned by 
exhibitor. I bred all females shown by me this year. I have now Thirty-flve Young Bulls, 
most of them ready for service and many of them prize winners. 

"SEND FOR CATALOCUE OF BULLS. 

NM ji 

—I HAVE ALSO— 

A FEW CHOICE YOUNG RECISTERED BOARS READY TO SHIP, 
And will be Sold Cheap, Quality Considered. Address 

Ww. H. JACOBS, MADISON, WIS., 
Or apply to P. WAKEM, MANAGER, at Farm, Burke Station, 5 miles from Madison 
on Watertown Division of C., M. & St. P. R. R. 
Ample Time Civen to Responsible Parties Wanting Time. 
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OBJECT LESSONS IN PRACTICAL HUSBANDRY. 
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CORNISH, CURTIS & GREENE, Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin, 
usniecarere aa a everything pertaining to Butter and Cheese Making. Send for j 
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SILVER SPRINGS HERD 

were admitted. No color foolishness was allowed to prejudice us in mating selections, Tho five 
cows purchased were good for an annual average of 500 pounds of butter each. The herd is 
hendon by the two 

PRIZE AND SWEEPSTAKES BULLS, 

JUMBO OF RIVERSIDE, . 
SINED BY PEDRO, A SON OF THE GREAT 

é a equ - Vy 

EUROTAS, 
AND OUT OF A GRAND-DAUGHTER OF JERSEY BELLE OF SCITUATE; AND 

; CE POGIS FAITH’S PRINCE IS, 
Sired by the only son of the famous MARY ANNE of St. Lambert, and out of 

FAITH OF OAKLANDS, 

——SWEEPSTAKES COW OVER ALL CANADA.—— 
The aggregate weekly butter record of the dam and sire’s dam of FAITH’S PRINCE 

PgciS is over 54 pounds. : 
ese two bulls individually have no superiors and but few, if any, equals. eee ee ree, 

eee ee: muscular and strong in constitution. Their breeding eombines the bl 

bitter in a year; MARY ANNE OF ST. LAMBBMT, 816 pounds of Gutter in & years AIT OF 
OAKLANDS, 17 pounds, 4 ounces of butter in a week, 9,265 pounds of milk in 365 days. 
Stock is the very best; not overfed or “doctored,” and always gives satisfaction. 

T. L. HACKER, Madison, Wis. 
a 
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T. L. KELLY & CO., 
89 & 91 Wisconsin St., and 385 Broadway, Milwaukee. 

The greatest variety of useful goods, the best arranged departments, and 

Dress Goods, Silks, Velvets, Cloaks, Shawls, Flannels, Blankets, Merino and 
All Wool Underwear, Ladies’ and Children’s Muslin Underwear, Hosiery, : 

Gloves, Corsets, Laces, Ribbons, Trimmings, Dress Buttons, 
Handkerchiefs, Prints, Ginghams, Gents’ Furnishing 

Goods, House Furnishing Goods, Etc., Etc. 

Goods ordered and left to our j i to select, may be returned by express 
at our expense if not po dre yg “gered “Giediately and in oe order, 
and other goods will be sent in exchange or the money refunded, as the customer 
may desire. 

Every Lady Visiting our Store Should go through and Examine our 

House Furnishing Department. 
She will there find hundreds of useful things for the 

_ KITCHEN AND DINING-Room, 
That she had never thought of, or had neglected to purchase, 

znd which she will not be without when she sees them 
and realizes their usefulness and ascertains the 

Low Prices at which we are selling them. 

A VISIT TO OUR ESTABLISHMENT WILL BE INTERESTING 
AND PROFITABLE TO YOu. 

T, L, KELLY & CO, | 
("Mention ‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin,” when Writing to Advertisers. 
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Better made, stronger, more durable, and will cut faster with less power than 
any other Cutter manufactured. Liberal inducements to agents and dealers, 
Send for our large Illustrated Catatogue, and 10 cents in sone for our 160-page 
book of Practical Information on Ensilage, and Building of Silos. Address 

E. W. ROSS & CO., 
Manufacturers, SPRINGFIELD, O., U. 8. A. 
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Te: pe Os cee | THE Best. 
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© @ © Pee CHINERY. 
MANUFACTURED BY Se Ww 

AAivance Thresher Co, Me ) 
Be ee nee ae eater e 2 

- = = BATTLE CREEK, MICH: eae re = 

CaEe es pee ee 7 
for Pamphlets and full particulars, address JAQY/ 8 ea Sa 

BH. HEATH; |\@ieeeSR7¥ 
Madison, Wis. | “ f 
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| 
EVERY FARMERcwaMILLER Sun" |g Winp Mitts — 
Bhelling and Grinding st home, saving tolls and teaming to and THE HALLADAY PUMP- 

% ¢ Qytom the Grist Mill. ‘This work ean be done rainy, <= ING MILL is acknowledged the 
5 $ S windy days when out-door work is suspend- Standard Wind Mill of the World and 
EBs ed edonthe farm. The same Mill willcutcorn sé is made in 18 sizes, 8 to 60 ft. diameter, 
a ” ‘stalks, saw wood, run churn, grind- ‘man to 40 horse power. It is adapted. 

a ENG prea aeees 
=. LADAY | Gear- ‘Water Supply and Fire Protee 

2 m ed ‘Wind Mill in tion, Railway Water Stations, 
. = ll 11 sizes, 134 to 40 Irrigation, Drainage, etc. 

L li BREAN ree madi tee eee ie ee they have no equal teed THE MOST POWEE- 
Pj for Power Dura- reer DURABLE and, 

Br bility and Storm REGULATED, 
Defying qualities. STORM DEFYING 

z IXL 2-HOLE ‘Waeet Wap . ‘i. oe U.S. Soin WHeEt Wind MILL 
od DT ¢ 7 sizes, 10 to 2 
tae orn 8 er feet diameter. Not 

fede 
i a Adapted to run by hand, horse, construction. These Mills 
— steam or wind power. Not cheaply are taking the lead of all 
pa mado but strong, durable and effect- Solid Wheels on the mar, 

Gi heros ive in its working yet light ket, and are = 
J x running. Itis constructed the Best of their class. 

Ss SS 
= = Hole Sheller.on the market. P U M PS 1 

Sa Wise of WIND MILL 
POWERS HAND AND POWER 

and JACKS, both single PUMPS. IRON, BRASS 
Jand double Geared, made AND BRASS LINED CY- 
heavy and strong. LINDERS. Our8 Way Force 

3 THE IXL reaps hive no equal. 

STALK CUTTER TANKS Fo wow oan aaeeeibncee : ing of Hl 
Wheel Bafecy’ Levers aud al Tonks, Milk” Coo! 
late improvements. ing Tanks, Storage 

THE IXL ae oe 

IRON FEED MILL STANDARD 
oe Belt and ——— ae 

run by any power andespecially 

ens HAY TOOLS 
~ SF": effective Feed Grinder made. Forstackingoutin fleldsand mow. 

SAW TABLES sot By Ceres mt Se 
Both Swinging and Sliding Tables, eer mak ee 
We makes baw Table especially a tine 
adapted to sawing long poles, Spec- race teinge mcetghaese fal Care is taken to make these ma- ‘Harse Hay Toolson thomar- 
chines strong and durable. Swivel, Reversible and Rod Hay 

IXL TANK HEATER 272% |su Som. Stieber ng water | Hay F 8, Floor by ete. 

in Stock Tanks. Made of the best qual- 
ity of iron cast in one piece, nosheet iron All goods guaranteed. Send for Cata- 

Witbusn any kind of fuel, Ir ie very |Jgue and Prices. RELIABLE AGENTS 
effective and takes less care to operate | }WANTED in all unassigned Territory. 
than any other Heater made. 

U. S. WIND ENGINE & PUMP CO., Batavia, Illinois, U. S. A. 
BRANCH HOUSES:—Kansas City, Mo., Omaha, Neb., Fort Worth, Tex., Boston, Mass, 

—_——— 
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RAGINE, WIS., 

MANUFACTURERS OF y 

THE RACING =: 
FARM AND WAREHOUSE 

ements at Will do more 
The Mill is Guar . ee 7 al ty i work thoroughly 

anteed to do or, | weap and has greater 
Nt oe yi @| capacity than more and better a eal ; 

<a Ls bal) any other Mill. 

work than any ___| ad (a i. Warranted to 

ipiar. (eee 2 give satisfaction 

5 Sage Soe sj Agents wanted. 

— <a 

The Best, Cheap- _ Send for 

est and MU . 
es m7 Price List and 

Strongest Land : 

Rollers in the pee aa sti ad ' 

Market. ae a before you buy. 

Land Rollers. 
| 
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_ SEEDS, BULBS, 

, Farm ee Garden 
WEy - a 4 C Seeds, 

As SUPT. RA 

> ey MORRISON $0\ Ee 
ZO SAYS: % 

4S “The Plants I received from se 

oS you were First-Class.” E 

ee va OS e 

Home Xt ss. Tested, 

Grown, . Pure. 

SM-Y + P-R-L-C-E-Sk 
Packets, 2 to 5 Cts. Quarts and Pounds at 

Wholesale. 
All indorsed by the leading Agriculturists of the State. Send for Catalogue. 

A. R. AMES, 
Madison, Wis. 
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@ s 

ommon Sense Dairy Apparatus 
For Setting Milk, Excels in Simplicity, Convenience and 

Durability. 
a a Only. ONE CAN and ONE FAUCET. The Milk Pan is con- 

structed one new and practical system. A large skimming glass 
Sat Pema extends the entire depth of the can, showing the cream dis- 

one mess } . tinctly all the way down. Having fewer parts, there is less 
Gime —_liability to get out of order. | Tt is ah obvious fact that one large 2 

en J © Sod Yeux taboy than Soveral small once’ "Water cicralces te. 
| tween the apartments, beneath, around and over the top of can, 

| } <— a the milk is practically submerged, yet has proper venti- 

‘ ime Sa nwo NEARS’ TEST has proven these pans to be the best 
a a verve ever ; oe in all sizes, for the smallest 

} Send for Special Introductory Offer. 

[| fae | CIRCULARS FREE BY MAIL. 
=| eel +AGENTS. WANTED. 

o>: a Appress— SS ~ —— 

i - = a 
: lh 

A, J. ORR, : | eb C ame 

i Mie = 
307 8. Clinton 8t., Le! ane 

SYRAGUSB, N. Y. ” 

~ PRACTICAL BOOKS 
FOR FARMERS. 

Flint’s Milch Cows and Dairy Farming, - - - &00 
Willard’s Practical Butter Book, - - - - 1 00 
Willard’s Practical Dairy Husbandry, - - - °8'e 
Storer’s Agriculture, 2 vols., - - - - 4 00 
Stewart’s Feeding Animals, - - - : - 200 
Beal’s Grasses of North America, - - - - 2 50 
American Farm and Game Laws, - : - - 200 
Science in Farming, - - - - - . 100 
Artistic Horse Shoeing, - - - - - 1 00 ‘ 
Practical Blacksmithing, - - - 6 
How to be Your Own Lawyer, - - - ee 
Mrs. Parker's Complete Housekeeper, - - - - 150 
How to Tell the Age of a Horse, - - - - 30 

Any of the above books sent postpaid on receipt of price. 

Address THE WESTERN FARMER CoO., 
MADISON, WIS. 
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Th | e Chicago & 
Northwestern 

Rail 
PENETRATES THE CENTERS OF POPULATION, AND REACHES ALL POINTS OF 

INTEREST IN 

ILLINOIS, lOWA, WISCONSIN, MICHICAN and 
MINNESOTA, DAKOTA, NEBRASKA, WYOMING. 

——ITS TRAIN SERVICE COMPRISING——— 

Solid Vestibuled Trains 
BETWEEN CHICAGO anv 

St. Paul, Minneapolis, Council Bluffs, Omaha 
and Denver, 

——WITH UNEQUALLED SERVICE FOR—— 

California and Pacific Coast Paints, 
——AND A THOROUGH EQUIPMENT OF —— 

Superb Day Coaches, Dining and Sleeping Cars, 
IS CAREFULLY ARRANGED TO MEET THE REQUIREMENTS OF THROUGH AND LOCAL TRAVEL. THE NORTHWESTERN IS 

e TheFavorite Route 
For the Commercial Traveler, the Tourist and the Seekers after New Homes in the Golden Northwest. 

Detailed information cheerfully furnished on application to any Agent of the C. & N. W. Ry, or to the General Passenger Agent at Chicago. 

J. M. WHITMAN, H. C. WICKER, E. P. WILSON, General Manager. Trafic Manager. General Pass. Agent. 

t&™ Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’’ when writing to Advertisers. 
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RAILROAD LANDS! 

MINNESOTA, DAKOTA, NORTHERN 

WISCONSIN AND MICHIGAN, 

—FOR SALE BY THE— i 

Chicago & Northwestern 
Railway. 

Some of the Finest Agricultural, Timber and Cleared Lands in the 

Northwest are Now for Sale by this Company at 

Exceedingly Low Prices! 
‘And on the Most Liberal Terms. 

TITLE PERFECT, PLENTY OF GOOD WATER. 

Farm Lands adapted to all kinds of farming. Tirst class 

market facilties and everything necessary to make 

Farming Easy and Profitable. 
g@> Maps, prices, terms and all information furnished on appli- 

cation to 

©. E. SIMMONS, 
Land Commissioner C. & N. W. R’y. - Chicago, Ill. 

@ Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers. 
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Ns OS eg aoe [ES : Premier, Splendid Farm Seeds. 
CN > IOs A ENS EZ IRASSONG We crow and carry in stock larger quantities of aS Roe oe ee Farm Seeds than all Western Seedsmen 
rennet 's ee ave mee m1 Cc m bined, and hence can always supply you Recent ta ee ean mL aL) and at the Same time save you money. We hope 
SR) CC EMM You will send for our catalogue and see the large Re SSS Ge Sw eMage array of New Wheat, Oats, Barley, Buckwheat, Pe Peake Corn, Flax, Rye, Potatoes, etc., that we have to eae wee ieee offer. It will pay you in more ways than one. eee NR A eet a i! It is always well to Change your Sead grains—it 

Sao NE GE | EIA YA ed Pays. 
eC ee —. : 

Sas SSE NN eee 87 OS Sy . Sac a ate Timothy & Clover a Specialty 
< ss I RN AN Ore eee 

“Rete eh ee FAN ul Malye Mca ame Salzer’s Extra Grass 
ees ieee OL Be ea ee iA . Pete ea Re Mixture. 

OX SE NUON VEY 
FARRAR rN Ei Oe AUST in Just think of cutting Three Rousing WPL SEUNG Cpt hl 7 NAZAR OS Year! apes NN vA BSP Abed Crops a Year! 
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ee The Way to Dolt Bib GET y})) if 

, ea i os Is to Plant Salzer’s Seeds. 
fg wet Vi 

Saas x I NshZ2eZh ae c | 
Pi = Lan , a Catalogue Free! ps iin Ete saint fo ii ny Wholesale Grass List Free! 
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i 
f 1856. THE 1889, S. L. SHELDON Co.,, i MADISON, wis. 

THE LARGEST GENERAL STOCK OF 

| dard ; Standard Farm, [Maehinery ! 

IN THE NORTHWEST. 
| A SPECIALTY OF EVERY DEPARTMENT. 

es we a te “te 

ee Se * ie de GAP aR Rn eee oie Pht RS As aM TK c ale ieee | ' 1h a bf ea | ii ee tn BS $ vd tee ce ae r pee Ke an oe A n me ieee es A Pepe as ay a Seyret Ee oa ar saa seer eS HE LD ON 1S Cee Spe ag PAR to ey SR pre Pier 9) Cees int Pe Se oh) Rs RRB: mr eed pe peas SNH iat os PA 5 3 

pe aa a RE eS ieee ea eae Saag Soe a SASS OFFICES ano WAREHOUSES, MADISON, WISCONSIN sn 
Lawn Mowers, Garden Seed Drills and Hand Cultivators. Plows and Soil preparing Tools of every kind. Drills, Seeders and Planters. Double and Single Row Drills for Encilage 

> Corn Planting. ' Cultivators for Field, Garden and Tobacco Culture. Latest Im- Proved and Best Harvesting Machinery. Large variety of Feed Mills, Hay, Fodder and Ensilage Cutters, also Tread and Lever Horse Powers or Engines to operate them. oe 8 Superior Levei TheAg Powers ana Tr Beseddes Cutters with Crush: 
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF FEED PREPARING MACHINERY. Write for catalogue and copy of “ Facts for Farmers.” 

BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, FARM & SPRING WAGONS, Farm Trucks, Carts, Road Machines and Road Scrapers, 
DITCHING MACHINES AND TILE MAKING MACHINERY. Come and see us, or write for Catalogue, Circulars and Prices for anything in our line. 

——-ADDRESS——_ 

The S. L. SHELDON CO., Madison, Wis. 
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Vaeuum Pan Dairy Salt — 

In Flavor and Evenness of Grain. 
i i a Wc RCO nS SS 
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READ ITS RECORD. 
At the late State Fair in Milwaukee, Butter and Cheese were judged by three expert judges 

from Chicago, and butter salted with VACUUM PAN SALT was awarded TWELVE 

PREMIUMS out of SIXTEEN. No butter or cheese exhibited scored higher than that 

salted with Vacuum Pan Salt. Vacuum Pan Dairy Salt has been awarded the FIRST PREM- 
1UM (diploma) wherever exhibited. 
This salt is absolutely free from pan scale and all other gritty substances, 

is not ground, does not cake, and contains no insoluable matter which is so annoying to the 

consumer and detrimental to the sale of butter. 

There is no butter, grease, chemicals, or any other foreign substances used 

in its manufacture either to purify, bleach or granulate it, and we guarantee it to make 
a 

sigs CLEAR AS CRYSTAL 
quicker than any other salt, without any milky appearance, or dirty suds, thus showing its free- 

dom from Jjime and dirt, and it will not cake up hard, thus showing its freedom from 

Gypsum. 

Dairy salt is put up in 280 Ib. barrels, the staves of which are selected and planed on both sides, 

‘and in 28, 56, 112 and 2% BD. sacks. Table salt in 3, 5, 10 and 14 1. pookets packed in barrels. 

second quality 204 agricultural salt in car load lots. 
Ask your salt dealers and grocers for Vacuum Pan Dairy and Table Salt, and take 

no other. It is the cheapest, purest, strongest 4nd best salt in the world. 
REFERENCES. / 

A. R. Hoard, Fort Atkinson, Wis.; Marr & Kachel Bros., Whitewater, Wis.; C. B. McCunna: f 
Burlington, Harris & West, Spring Prairie, Wis.; J. C. Flack, Elkhorn, Wis. Hon. Hiram Smith, 

Sheboygan Falls; H. K. Loomis, Asst. Dairy Commissioner. 

Butters & Peters Salt and Lumber Co. 

R. M. BOYD, Agent, Racine, Wis. | 
Oe ne 
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ax ae THE THROUGH ROUTE 

[sere \ Se 

ay , aly Great Northwest. 
PULLMAN VESTIBULED AND FREE COLONIST SLEEPERS, 

FROM CHICAGO 

TACOMA, W., PORTLAND, ORE,, 

[PAGIFIG + COAST, | 

Wisconsin Central, 

NORTHERN PACIFIC LINES, 

Without Change of Cars. 

CHICAGO AND MILWAUKEE 

Waukesha, cm Chinges4 Falls, 
Oshkosh, au Claire, 

Fond du Lac, Ashland, 
Neenah, Duluth, 

ST. PAUL and MINNEAPOLIS. 

PULLMAN SLEEPERS ON ALL THROUGH TRAINS, 

Siiiin "Fora Inde Bulge? wah lig maka 
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Tees TT COORD ee re Mer SA" eee eee 

y licalt fandard Works, Publications 
—AND— 

A SPECIALTY. 

PMG eg binding with Colored PAD... .eseeseveenvevnesnsn ah $8.50 
eee kis ae ie 

& Eine add Prince, Jesus Christ, The Brings of the kings of the Barth. “By Rev. * 
BM es osce eee teeeshee % taneees eveteeese SR 

4. The Crown Book, or The Beautiful, The Wonderful, The Wise ..........-.-+++++ 2.% to 5.00 7 

5. Stanley's Wonderful Adventures .................0eececeeceeeeeeeeeeeeeeneeensess 2.75 t 

6. The Temperance Movement. By H. W. Blair..............0-seceeeee-seeeeeenene 2.7% to 4.50 

7 Gliny of Fifty Years. By Frances FE. Willard.............---0-.sseeeeeeeeee 2.75 to 10,00 

8 Hard Tack and Coffee. ee ee Se 2.%5 
9. The Old Northwest. By @. Hinadale, Ph. D..........ccccccccccsessccccccccce 2.50 to 3.00 

10. Labberton’s New Historical Atlas and General History............... ..see--00+ 1.25 to 5.00 

IL. Mievels of he West (@ most excellant bOOK). = ------e-rse-s--rs207007700" 02 3.75 to 5.75 
12. Path of Life, by Rev. Be 2 ee Ecccamusiiaeecced esivaaiaceess 5 Sean 

124%. Which? Protection or Free Trade....... bea shlbbran wt inet hens om ee hee 2.50 
13. The Life, Letters and Great Speeches of Roscoe Conkling, Orator, Statesman, 

Advocate, by Alfred R. Conkling, Ph. B., LL. B.......... «.---2+------2+000+ 3.00 to 5.50 

14. Library of American Literature, by E. C. Stedman and Miss Hutchinson....... 
15. Family and Pictorial Bibles from.............--.seeseeseeecseececceeceereeeeeeeeee 5.00 to 20.00 

I am also — for Dictionary and Book 
Holders and e Marks Adjustable Folding 
Chairs, etc. 

All orders prom y filled per express when | 
ordered outside of the city. 

I KINDLY SOLICIT YOUR ORDERS. 

PETER FAGG, | 
GENERAL AND STATE AGENT, BOX 1266, MADISON, WIS. i 

P. S.--- I want Agents in every school dis- 
trict, village and city of our state. 
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Horse-Importing & Breeding Farm 
‘ se ———- a ee eee As I do my own sel M; lity is bet- (=e eee : eetmete gual tt, (SISA ont btvinc in Derson and 

now on hand and for sale, 2s | | <7 oie c—< age | , 
choice a lot of youns | iq) Gaye &| Visitors always welcome, 
Stallions and Mares | @S@es gums eo | and intending buyers are re: 
as can be found in th ee tal ee 4 Me ttoas betes poiaaeet 
Northwest, breeding, sir. [>a & 28 r Also a choice lot of grade 
style, and size and quality i , MW ~obiieeit vi 
bone’ considered, that 1s) |/RAMge eS es ene ares andsome grade 
prepared to seli on as cc:y Ae est er #| Stallions for sale. 
terms and as cheap asany like [P= Ss = =a eee 
establishment in Amicrica, —SSS— ae = Send for catalogue. 

H. A. BRIGGS, 
: Elkhorn, Walworth Co., Wis. 

Breeding Farm 24 miles west. 

Extra Good Victoria Swine and Jersey Cattle. 
Eig AZZ, 

Eg See ee Z 

a Dean ct, a nN e “eS 
Zz BEA SY Wass SAGAR ‘ SS 

' BMA Waa Mh COA 
Be QR QA QQ es A et Si AAR RA . I ONE 

= Bia SD WR SEES 

Sz i ee Aree == 

ee 
First-class Pigs shipped and satisfaction guaranteed. Visit my .herd and make 

your own selection. All stock recorded. Correspondence solicited. 

GUSTAV SCHROETER, 
Grafton, Ozaukee Co., Wis. 
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“4 NF SO? 

“The Northwestern Line” 
IS THE 

e 

Great Short Line. 
BETWEEN PRINCIPAL POINTS AS SHOWN ON MAP. 

AND ITS MOTTO IS: 

“ALWAYS ON TIME.” 

Solid Trains, or through Sleeping Gar Service is as follows: 

VESTIBULED LIMITED TRAINS between i 
Minneapolis, St. Paul and Chicago, 

and Duluth, ain and Chicago. 
PULLMAN PALACE SLEEPING CARS between 

St. Paul, ——— and Omaha. 
St. Paul, ao and Kansas City, 

St. Paul, Minneapolis and Sioux Falls, 
and St. Paul, Minneapolis and Tracy. 

PULLMAN PALACE SLEEPING CARS between 
Minneapolis, St. Paul and Duluth, 

: and St. Paul and Ashland. 

Also PARLOR CARS ON DAY TRAINS between 
Minneapolis, St. Paul and Ashland 

and Eau Claire and Duluth. 
PRINCIPAL TICKET OFFICES: 

ST. PAUL, 159 East Third St. DULUTH, 332 Hotel St. Louis Block. 
MINNEAPOLIS, 13 Nicollett House Block. CHICAGO, 208 South Clark St. 

For rates or any desired information, address 

E. W. WINTER, F. B. CLARKE, T. W. TEASDALE, 
General Manager. Gen’l Traffic Manager. Gen’l Pass. Ag’t, ST. PAUL. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers, 
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A. J. G. C. 

Standard Lines of Breeding. Stock Selected for Strength of 
Constitution and Butter Production. 

The service bull for this season has been 

FAITH’S PRINGE POGIS, 
A Grandson of Mary Anne of St. Lambert, and Sweepstake Bull at the 

Wisconsin State Fair in 1888, Against Strong Competition. 

Calves of Both Sexes for Sale. 

——aALso——. 

13 WELL-DEVELOPED COWS. 

Freight Prepaid Upon. Single Cows to any 
oint in Wisconsin. 

Send for descriptive circular to 

H. C. ADAMS, 
MADISON, WIs. 

Mention “Farmers Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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JOHN URQUHART, 

Milk and Butter 4 Specialty. 

I have in my herd some of the best butter families in the world. 

Satisfaction guaranteed. A choice lot of 

Bull and Heifer Calves for Sale, 

COME AND SEE THE HERD. 

Correspondence solicited. 

JOHN URQUHART, Rio, Wis. 

4@7-Mention “ Farmers’ —— when writing to Advertisers.



tate +THE+ 

NORTHERN 
RAILROAD 

BETWEEN 

CHICAGO «ic. masers 
AND 

AND 

Marquette, Mich» Negaunes, Mich. 
Ishpeming, Houghton, , 
Hancock,  “ L'Anse, i 
Red Jacket,“ Calumet, : 
Republic, Champion, : 
Tron Mountain, ‘“ Gladstone, u 
Menominee, Sault Ste. Marie, ” me 
Green Bay, Wis. Ft. Howard, Wis, 
Marinette, ” Depere, " 
Menasha, ” Neenah, * 
Appleton, =” Plymouth, 
New London, ” Grand Rapids, ” 

Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 
on all Night Trains. 

C.F. DUTTON, W.B. SHEARDOWN, 
Gen’l Manager. Gen’! Pass. and Tkt. Agt. 

MILWAUKEE. 
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OF MILWAUKEE. ; 
Popular Headquarters for all that is new, novel and desirable in imported and 

domestic Silk, wool and cotton Dress Fabrics, Cloaks, Shoes, Millinery, Novelty Art: 
Wares, Gents’ Furnishing Goods, etc., at prices unequalled in but-very few instances: _ 
and surpassed by none. i 

Thirty-seven Departments complete in every detail. ' 

Four Immense Floors filled to their utmost capacity, and connected’ by tyo! 
safety elevators and broad stairways. : 

Over $300,000 Worth of Merchandise of every name and nature. 

51,000 Square Feet of floor service, one mile of counter room. 

Visit Our Store for special and exclusive features of both pleasure and profit. 

We Show Goods to Visitors with the same degree of courtesy as to purchasers, 

It Will Pay You to make comparisons before buying anything in our line. 

The Street Car Center of Milwaukee. Ask the driver of Any street car in Mil- 
waukee to let you off at “‘Rich’s Dry Goods Store,” and you will alight at or. within 
a few yards of our doors, 

ake the White House your headquarters when in Milwaukee. Meet 
a friends here, CE your walle and pce check ere eof charge Comore . 

perintendents wi ceeterelly answer jioms or execute any commissions 
calcaated to Geet. Goods Lecred fe WG Ape ot a siven ane, ox to oe5 DR 
Milwaukee without charge. 

hopping by Mail.—Through our well organized Mail Order Department persons 
& pe Fa doce can purchase goods as favorably as aver the counter. All orders, 

hangs large or small, receive prompt and careful attention. Satisfaction guaran 
teed. Samples mailed, and any mformation cheerfully given. 

Honest goods at honest prices, honestly represented, has made the White House the popu- { 
lar trading resort of Wisconsin, { 

oo 

A.W.RICH & CO 
411 to 417 Broadway, Milwaukee. _. 

(Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’ when writing to Advertisers. 
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Bonanza Force Drop Corn Planter and Check ower. 
SPECIAL POINTS: 

Force Drop, Iron Joints, Metal Wheels, \ 

Iron Seed Boxes, Center Lock Lever. .) | 

Runnors can either be locked in the ground or depth 
regulated by the Driver's feet. It foreivly THROWS the 
corn so that it drops to the ground INSTANTLY when the 
lever is thrown, so that it makes no difference whether = =P 
team is driven fast or slow, or by jerks, | _Matee, 7 

AG [ 

_ a «= — ” 

fie. \ 
a 6 ae ssiaebirelis ts - eee Y 

Speed ea SO Mia | = 
__<am eS eT ea = 

= 1 — Se. es M J i 

. — —) 2 M F 
“aa > —{__| Va | 

SU ware tee 
——— EE — ea 

OO tarsi 

The above cut shows our Bonanza Force Drop Corn Planter with our Improved Check Rower. 

Will plant corn in straight rows both ways, whether team goes fast or slow. This alone will save the 

price of Bianter for every 100 acres planted, by not having corn destroyed by cultivating. 
The operating slides rest on ‘anti-friction rollers, so that the slide bur is much more easily operated,— 

8 great saving of weir on the Check Rower,—which will therefore last much longer. 

When raised out of the ground it is self-locking; thus avoiding the use of latches. 

It has glass ut the heel of the drop so that the driver can at all times see the corn dropping. 
The lock being in the center, the Sagres A a uniform depth. Planters that lock at the side ran 

deeper on one side than the other, when the Planter is locked in the ground. 

CHECK ROWER. [{/ } i. ° 1 & Oe 

Made entirely of Iron and Steel. No wood frame Hail] Fe Siegen» 
across Plauter, Great strength, easy movement. fie i > PR: 
Only three working parts in center of Check Rower. fig o @ eS 
Made ‘adjustable for either our 3ft. Gor 8ft.8Pianter. fy | Gi eee 
Driver ean throw off the wire at end of field without (UW) . | Ae } 
leaving his seat, by pulling the string attached to Eig i = ees 
latch and hand lever. [See cut above,] i a ee } 

This Check Rower is of the very Iatest improve- F Rt ah icy ios 
ment, is adapted especially to our Force Drop Plant- Bld im ee ed ' 

er, and the two together make the very best outfit i ea) ae i 

for planting corn to be found in the market. We de- \ sat fe ge ' 
fy any one to produce its equal. | ae be Se 1 

eet i 5 eee 9 

The accompanying cuts show the working parts of b p/ eS 
the Force Drop. |The one at the left shows the man- QBs) - Caer, 
ner in which the lever causes the seed cup to revolve ae Ce) ee a 
and throw the corn to place, The center cut shows [ag@@a, ie eae 
the seed cup in position with corn in cup. ‘and also age ae ey’ 
hill of corn that has just been dropped. ‘The cut at : 
the right shows the whole seed cup and lever, and 2%, 

also hill of corn just dropped. - ae 

DRILL ATTACHMENT.—An attachment is used for planting the corn in drills, and 
when it is to be planted for Lnsilage, making it a perfect drill for this kind of work, Manufac- 
tured by 

FULLER & JOHNSON MFG CO., Madison, Wis. 

re a eS 
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Steel or Wood Beams, High Arch, Steel Azle, 
Long Drag Bars. 

Can be Used with Four, Six or Eight Shovels. 
GSS 

ADVANTAGES. 
‘he le is de adjustable for culti eee ii array Tieie very high © that it will =o pea eon ‘The drat ig direct from axle, and is so aiiapeee that it can be raised up or down and whiffletrees fixed at any point that may be de- 

"eae bars are attached to standards so as to swing with the least possible friction, Beams and shovels are provided both with friction slip and break pin, to prevent possible wee breaking shovels. Shovels are extra hardened and will scour equal to anytning that can Shovels are attached so as to be adjustable in every way; cam be:given more curve or ee hreight: set_to throw dirt to or from corn. 
We furnish either foot lifts or springs. The hand levers are very convenient to the driver, and drag bars can be raixed very easily. seat is adjustable high or low, also forward and Tacks sa as to balance the pole perfectly. Wheels are high, and are made with iron hubs and ran Go axles, The tires on wheels are bolted to felloes. 

SURFACG CULTIVATING. 
“siti vided with shovels plated nd sharpened end so that when corn fs well grown agi Brave ts dnemene aes ees, ond by ning Dole end of shovel and working deep in ground, the shovel may be reversed and the broad of same oe in ground, which will destroy all weeds and grass, but will not g0 geep enough to destroy roots ef corn. farmers fully realize the damage done to corn by dese cultivating after it is well grown and roots = ae eee Deep cultivating should be done while corn is small anid before roots have spead. 

FULLER & JOHNSON MFG. CO, 
MADISON, Wis. 
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The Modern Hero. | 

ie a ae By jetted 
= | Ss ion | 
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Griuu Your Grain, ree Cut Your Fodder, ( 
Saw Your Wood, 4 

‘ WITH THE CELEBRATED : Hh 

Modern Hero Horse Power & Grinding Mill, He 
Hero Fodder Cutter, and Common by 

Sense Wood Saw, i 
=< ee 

a 
SAVE TIME AND MONEY. th 

You will find them economical, profitable and satisfactory Machines. i i 

We Make the Best Goods and always sell them ial 
. on their Merits. y i 

We are the Largest Manufacturers of Our Line in the World ca 
Send for our handsome Illustrated ee giving full description of our i il 

twenty-six sizes American Mills, Hero Fodder Cutters, Badger Seeders, Horse wa 
Powers, Corn Shellers, Peck’s Husking and Shelling Attachment for Fodder a 
Cutters. §ag~All goods fully warranted and sent on trial. piled 

Appleton Manufacturing Co., i | 
APPLETON, wis. ia} 

"Goon Ste eae Mine a 
Mention “Farmers Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. a 
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Money on the Farm. 

DOUBLE YOUR STOCK. 

Smalley's Ensilage Cutters 
STILL TAKR THR LBRAD. 

td SMALLEY 90922 ares. cernatsar BR arernsce terre ony nasczia ites ota aes Bota ane Days’ ti and return eur ex) se if not pro’ just as warranted. The 

| ee 
We SMHLLET MEG 60 gee a hat 

Ss nl ie 
s' | oe —— ce THE SMALLEY CUTTER, WITH IMPROVED BUCKET CARRIER. SMALLEY TREAD POWER WITH GOVERNOR. 

“=©-SEND FOR OUR 1888 BOOK-o=- 

WHY IT PAY Se 
Ensilage and Fodder Cutting. 

Practical views by such men as Hiram Smith, A. A. Arnold, F, C, Curtis, and D. F. Sayre & Sons, 

: See Next Page. __.4 

The Smalley Manufacturing Co., 
MANITOWOC, wis, 

& Mention “Farmers’ Institute ane ” when writing to Advertisers. 
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Smalley Ensilage Cutters | y Bnsilag 4 
Het 

STILL AHEAD. | 
Oe —______——_- 

| { 

Never Feeds any Uncut Fodder. ; : 
SureoyGaNn Fabs, SHEBOYGAN Co., W1s., March 18, 1888. j 

SMALLEY MANUFACTURING Co. Ht 

Gentlemen:—I built a Silo in the summer of 1886, size forty by twenty-ei a 

and sixteen feet high, divided into three pits, capacity 270 tons, cost about i 

stands on stone foundation, the walls made of matched flooring and tar board 

paper. The building is used for grain barn, and threshin E is done just before the : / 

corn is sufficiently matured for Hosilage, say large enough to make roasting ears, , 

cost of cutting corn in field and cutting into Silo about fifty aig ey ton. ay ae 

success has been entirely satisfactory, and I shall build an addition thi Eiesd it i | 

eeeer 125 tons more; it is the cheapest cow feed I ever raised. I feed one it 

feed a day of dry corn fodder and hee straw mixed, run the dry fodder through | 

the cutter, and on sight pounds of dry feed put four pounds of wheat middlings. A 

Never feed uncut fodder. I have for the past two years used a No. 14 Cutterand 1 

twenty-four foot Carrier, manufactured by the Smalley Manufacturing Company, ey 

of Manitowoc, Wis., and like it very well. Yours truly, : 
HIRAM SMITH. 1 

Ex-President Arnold tells his Experience with Ensilage and Cutters. i 

GALESVILLE, TREMPEALEAU Co., Wis., March 12, 1888. 1 

SMALLEY MANUFACTURING Co. i 

Gentlemen:—I built a Silo in 1887 in my barn; it is twelve by sear i 

and twenty-eight feet deep, eight feet in the basement, and cost $130; hi 125 a 

tons, and cost about $1 per ton for cutting and filling. Corn Eee the H 

best, corn well matured the best. When heated to 120 see: i is sweet A} 

and better than when filled too fast and not allowed to heat up. I consider a rf 

ration of from twenty to twenty-three pounds, twice a day, with dry fodder, the j 

best ration in cold weather for the health of the cattle and the quality of the milk rit 

and butter. Fully matured corn from the field makes a good ration for fattening a 

steers. I do not cut dry fodder at all. I use a Smalley No. 12 Cutter, and cut | 

one ton in from fifteen to twenty minutes, one-half inch long, with an elevator. i i 

The elevator is like most of the machines, but I think it should be improved by i 

use of rubber belts instead of chain. i 
ALEX. A, ARNOLD, We 

Ex-President Wisconsin State Agricultural Society. ! 
— | H 

Nover Done Better at Butter-Making. | 

Rocky Run, Cotumpta Co., Wis., March 10, 1888. Se 

SmaLLEY MANUFACTURING Co. daa 

Renton Hare » large stone barn . used a part of it for a Silo, and to Epil 

ive cost of same would be no criterion, having used it two seasons. I was the Shai 

Butt of ridicule the first season, but it proved so valuable that four of these ridi- 18 

culing neighbors built Silos the last season, and all are pleased with the result. Ha 

Six men and six horses, with two wagon trucks, a Soe ee power and a 

Smalley No. 12 caer, Set in about twenty tons a day. e used their Carriers, i 

too, all of which worked complete. I have fed forty-five head of cattle on Ensilage 

once a day, and good straw twice a day, with about eight quart of wheat mixed fi 

with bran, oats and corn meal, each with warmed water. e stock so fed looks ia 

better than it has for two years, and the cows never done better at butter-making. a 

Shall increase my Silo capacity the coming seasom F. C. CURTIS. if 

: The Smalley Manufacturing Company, Manitowoc, Wis. 7 

ee 
ii 
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GENESEE SALT COMPANY. 

MERCANTILE Bae PRODUCE 

S 
EXCHANGE, 2 EXCHANGE, 

6 4 

NEW YORK. KOH CHICAGO. 

WORKS AT PIFFARD, N. Y. 

Manufacturers of the Justly Celebrated 

Genesee Factory Filled Dairy Salt, 
IN SPECIAL GRAINS FOR 

BUTTER, CHEESE AND TABLE USE, 
‘The only Dairy Salt that does not lump, harden or gather moisture, 

THE BEST, because it is 

THE PUREST, 
THE DRYEST, 

THE WHITEST, 
THE STRONGEST, i 

And Most Uniform Salt in the World. 
FREE FROM PAN SCALES. } 

For season of 1888 and 188, butter and cheese salted with Genesee Factory Filled Salt were ; 

awarded First Premiums at the i 

WISCONSIN, IOWA, MINNESOTA AND NEBRASKA STATE FAIRS. 
Eight First and Four Second Premiums at the 

AMERICAN FAT STOCK AND DAIRY SHOW. 

First Premium at the Iowa State Dairymen’s Association. Second Premium at 

the Wisconsin. Grand Sweepstakes at the Illinois. First 
Premium at the Michigan. 

An Unprecedented Record by any salt in the history of Dairying. 

This salt is made from a natural flow of clear, fully saturated Brine; is in 

its natural crystal, and is not ground. It is now used by the 

Largest Creameries and Cheese Factories in the Country. 

Samples, Price Lists and Testimonials Furnished on Application. 
th tt a SR SSSI IE ERIE 
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*#STOWELL’S*  - | 

bl k Sank Mat t it emovable Stock Gank Water Heater. 1 
Used and Endorsed by the Leading Dairymen of the Country. ; 

| i 

x, bar | 

wy) . | ; | AUN isis S88 ert aN 

: : Sa N | 

N PTS 

spares Sener se ee or amount low of mi , aD ee 
fentinued. ° Thus, SIMPLY WARMING. THE WATER was equiralont sada 
food to produce twenty quarts of a day, which at the rate milk was sold—5 cents per : 

was equal to $7 per week for 25 cows, or about $300 per year, while the results with fattening and Ht 
stock cattle are even more satisfactory than with dairy cows. 

This Heater will take 50 per cent. less fuel to warm the water than any other Heater in the 
market. The furnace being longer, fire can be built farther back from the door, consequently } 

less a of fire. It can also be removed during summer, when not in use. Testimonials of i 
thousands of farmers throughout the northwest. Sage seems it the best Heater made. All Heaters 3 
warranted to do as represented. They are built of cast iron, proper shape and thickness, and 
warranted not to crack or break, as other cast iron Heaters do. yt 

&é a3 * 7] The “U.S. STAR, R 
Storm-Defying Wind Mills. el 

i ‘The Best Mill in. the. Market. Has been. in constants a 
years, r none. 

Y i} abet regulated solid ar aa well as best i} 
| made mill ever offered to the public. 

ae (e —MANUFACTURE— r 

y TH) BN SILO, STOCK AND RESERVOIR TANKS, f 

; COOLEY Bs | 

Combination Creamery anks. 3, 
i F Tanks of all sizes made, to order, with Heaters ad- al 

. A PS j py grees con 4 
ae Ha 

N i Good Reliable Agents Wanted in All ¢ 
it A I Unassigned Territory. : 

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS TO 

O. G. STOWELL, e 
DBLAVAN, WIS. | i 

nT 
i 
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Jo. SWAB, 
——GENERAL WESTERN AGENT—— 

De Laval Separator Co., 

——-MANUFACTURER AND DEALER IN i 

( & Dairy Suppli reamery & Dairy Supplies, 
ENGINES AND BOILERS, CREAM AND 

MILK VATS, WEIGH CANS. 

Teet’s Chicago and New York Steel and Iron Clad Cans. J. F. Swab “‘Jacketed 
aga ne ae See ane chores’ oe in the ee j J. =ouee 

lehhiig ieoootion. ob Sart eae the beat of nae 

Revolving Box Churns, Butter Workers, But- 
ter-Milk, Cream and Milk Birainers Butter 

Cloth Circles, Tin and Aste b Clasps, 
De Laval Turbine Belt and 

Hand Separators. 

Complete outfits a specialty. Estimates furnished on short notice. 

Factories, 8 & 10 North Ist St, Office, 3 Chicago St, 
Cedar Rapids, la. Elgin, Ill. 

ta Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’’ when writing te Advertisers. 
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TIMOTHY, CLOVERS, FLAX, HUNGARIAN, MILLETs, ’ 
RED TOP, BLUE GRASS, LAWN GRASS, ORCHARD 

GRASS, BIRD SEEDS, ETC. 

We make a specialty of all kinds in large or small quantities. 

ALL STANDARD VARIETIES, in car load lots or less. 

} PLEASE CORRESPOND BEFORE BUYING. 

FLAX SEED. 

REFERENCES: First National Bank, Marcantilo Agencies and Merchants generally ¥ 

Permanent or Alternate Husbandry 

PRICES ON APPLICATION, 

THE ALBERT Dickinson Co, 
SEED MERCHANTS, 

WAREHOUSES: OFFICES, 115 KINZIE ST., 

to Saat io Mies oe 
1600 to 1614 Clark st. CHICAGO, ILL: 

“tx Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’” when Writing to Advertisers, 
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| Creamery, Cheese Factory 
AND DAIRY 

a 

D. H. ROE & CO.,, 
CHICAGO, ILL.., 

CARRY A FULL LINE OF 

ALL KINDS OF SUPPLIES, 
— SUCH As—— 

' Butter Cloth, Cheese Cloth, Cloth Circles, Rennets, Rennet Extract, Rennet Tab- — lets, Cheese Color, Butter Golor, 
Cheese Grease, Salt, Butter 

Tubs, Cheese Boxes, 
Cheese Box Stock, 

Etc., Etc. 
ALSO, A FULL LINE OF 

CREAM VATS, MILK VATS, SELF-HEATING VATS, CHURNS, STEAM BOILERS, STEAM ENGINES, SEPARA- TORS, CHEESE PRESSES, BUTTER PRINTERS, ETC. 

Send for Price List, and Mention the Bulletin. 
(Mention ‘’ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin,” when Writing to Advertisers, 
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Save Mongy sy Burixe FROM { 

FARMERS! H. R. EAGLE & CO., q 
7: 68 Wabash Ave., Chicago. i 

: if 

John Clarke, Jr.'s, cotton thread, per spool $ 03 : i i 

Everything J xingsford’s Silver Gloss Starch, per .. 03 fALL GOODS] ONE 4 

ou Eat, Price's Baking Powder, per b........... 82 

” 7 chureh's “Arm and Hammer" soda, pr.b 08 = Beye | 

lear or Use,d 25 ms. Prunes for ........... ---------+-- 1 Guaranteedf will 

ee 4 ths, very fine Uncolored Japan Tea .... 1 00 : | 4 

4 ths. good Plug Tobacco for.........+-.- 1.00 wo BE Satisfy i 

Wholesale Jf 30 ns. Rice for .............ee00eeeeeeeees 10 ¥ Re 

‘All grades of Teas 25 to 40 per cent. lower First Class) oo 4 
Prices. = i 

than the cheapest retail dealers. 
\ 

| 
Send for price list at once to 5 

H. R. EAGLE & CO., SAVE MONEY! 4 i 

68 Wabash Ave., Chicago. * i i 

1 | | 
a 

: - a 
ae 
a 

ae 

Mention “Farmers Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 7 
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7 
“a 7 VIR RT YL eRe ORY 3 eee ER PRB OeORE 

| 
9 | H. He YDS 

Department Store, 
. ' e 103-109 Wisconsin St.,Milwaukea 
eee 

——THE MOST COMPLETE sTOCK or 

DRY G-O-O0:D:S 9 

Dress and Cloak Trimmings, Laces, White Goods, Embroideries, Notions, Hosiery, U nderwear, Gloves, Corsets, Jewelry, Fans, Leather Goods, Black and Colored Dress Goods, Black 
Silks, Hand-Knit Goods of our own Manufacture, Yarns. 

The Largest M illinery Depart- 
ment in the State! 

The Finest Art Embroidery Department in the Northwest, 
A Beautiful New Department Sor Cloaks, Shawls and Suits, 

An Immense New Department for Toys and Fancy Goods. 

Especial Attention Paid to Mail Orders. 
("Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin,’’ when Writing to Advertisers, 
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Eee ee See roe Ae a a ren ar ean er ee ee ag 

_ AChance to Make $25.00 

j Fi Mi ! + in Five Minutes: | 
——A GRAND OFFER TO OUR READERS BY — oi 

e b 

e } *9 hi 
—— IMPORTERS AND BREEDERS OF —— | 

. . 

Clydesdale, English Shire and 
ah 

Percheron Norman Horses. 
Please write in the blank below the names of aa ee men that you know of, and especially Ih 

anybody that you think wants to buy, cut the bl so filled up out of the Bulletin and mail it to | 

us, after writing your name and ad ress at the bottom, in the space provided for Shas pares ; 

‘We will then write to the parties whose names you send, and try to them a horse. we sell 

one horse to any one of them we will pay you twenty-five dollars for oe trouble as soon as the 4 j 

sale is made. And for additional horses sold to the same party, or others on the blank you send, Wel 

we will pay you sorenty tee dollars more for each horse sold. ea 

Your name will not meienns wie re request it. Ifyou are not satisfied that we will do Wea | 

as we say, you can write to the Wisconsin ational Bank, of Watertown, Wis., for information, | 

If it should so happen that the ‘same name be received from more than one person, and a sale is ae | 

made, then the prize will go to the one whose blank is received first. It is therefore best to fill ea | 

‘up your blank and mail it promptly. H 

Our ee ‘sometimes wonder how we can make this liberal offer and yet sell better 4 

horses and cheaper than our competitors. Our answer is that we simply spend the money this i 

way instead of paying tens of thousands of dollars every year for newspaper advertising. } 

aero: i * i 

DR. VALERIUS & CO., Watertown, Wis. tf 

| 
Name. Post OFFICE. | County. Srare. i 

ee ee ' i 

-. 
Ht 

i 
ia 
I} 

: ia 

i 

| 
eee oS i 

Sent by..-....ceces+.cesessseosecececoeceseeee+-POGb QMNOD,.---aenecsenesnsensernscnsces j 

a a” alee Wille  Adilage 
t=Mention ‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin,” when Writing to Advertisers. a 
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Pe Scary Sa Le et ae seh Pe ee oes! 

| ALEX. A. ARNOLD. - i : 
> Eastville Farm, Galesville Wis., 

Se. Ss Se h 

sie” Tecan oa : ia Gp lO A 

+BREEDER OF + 

—— AND— 

+ BERKSHIRE HOGS. « 
RECORDED CATTLE=>— 

—AND—— 

= REGISTERED HOGS 
OF ALL AGES AND SEX, CONSTANTLY ON HAND. 

Stock Kept Constantly Th riving, 
BUT NEVER PAMPERED. 

MILKING QUALITIES MADE A SPECIALTY 
IN BREEDING SHORT-HORNS. 

‘The Short-horn is standard for beauty and utility and the most valuable breed for the average farmer. 
The Berkshire is also the standard hog, and weighs when mature, about 500 pounds, it furnishing, when oy ae market, the best pork of all breeds, for the reason that the skin is thin, the bones firm and comparatively small, with more muscle or lean meat than any other breed. They mature early, are good mothers, prolific breeders, and when crossed on the large breeds produce best results, 

COME AND SEE THE STOCK. 
Correspondence Solicited. A. A. ARNOLD, 

GALESVILLE, WIS. 

&" Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin" when Writing to Advertisers, 
(258) 
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EE EN eee Te nage am 

GEORGE WYLIE, | 
“BREEDER OF RECORDED« : 

N p | 
=e ere i 

POLAND CHINA SWINE. | 
e 

—SPECIALLY BRED FOR— i 

MUSCLE, BONE, CONSTITUTION AND i 
EXEMPTION FROM DISEASE. . F 

——aiso—— BI 

5 Hl 

SHORT HORN CATTLE. i 

STOCK AS GOOD AS THE BEST, AND a 
PRICES ALWAYS REASONABLE. i 

i 
COE AND SEB THE STOCK. a 

. | 

GEO. WYLIE, . 
Columbia County. LEEDS, WIS. a 
Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers, i 
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Sar) MILWAUKEE, 
[MLSEW.RY, : Soe LAKE SHORE 

: & WESTERN. 

Through Palace Sleeping 
—anp— 

e Parlor Car Line, 
——BETWEEN—— 

CHICAGO AND MILWAUKEE, 
——aAND—— 

APPLETON, WAUSAU AND ASHLAND. 

The Gogebic, Penokee and Montreal Iron and Mineral Ranges, Hurley, Iron- wood, Bessemer and Wakefield, Superior and Duluth, and the manufacturing centers and lumbering districts of Central and Northern Wisconsin. 

Sheboygan, Manitowoc, Kaukauna, 
Appleton and Wausau. 

petal Inducements and Facilities offered for the location of Manufacturing Establishments. Close connections at New London Jc. with the G. B., W. & St. P. R’y for Winona, La Crosse, St. Paul and Minneapolis and the Northwest. At Ashland and Duluth for Northern Pacific and Pacific Coast Points. 

TO SPORTSMEN. 
The most celebrated Fishing Resorts for Bass and Muskallonge in the North- west are all reached by this Line— 

GOGEBIC LAKE, THE EAGLE WATERS, PELICAN LAKE, THE ONTON- 
AGON, BRULE AND OTHER TROUT STREAMS. 

Guide Books, Maps, Time Cards, and full information furnished on application to the Gen’l Passenger and Ticket Agent. 
Cuas, L, Ryper, Gen’l Agt. A. W. RussELL, City P. & T. Agt. 

197 Clark Street, Chicago. 

Milwaukee City Office, 95 Wisconsin St. 

H. F, WITCOMB, ERNEST VLIET, z 
Gen’l Manager, Act’g Gen’l Pass. Agt. 

MILWAUKEE, Wis. So Lan 
Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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| | 

No Dairy or General i 

Farm is complete 

=A without the 
See 4 ENSIGN" ea Nee i 

=e f 
wy ho | 

S/o Orn ee = pear | vs 

Ce i 
I 5 | 

ECLIPSE WIND MILL, STOCK TANK, a 
*—_————_ AN D—————————_ ¥* | 

J i 
4 ie 

, 
: k 

4 \ 
r [ 
ue § 

DECATUR TANK HEATER. a 
FOR PARTICULARS, ADDRESS WW 

FAIRBANKS, MORSE & CO., i 
Corner of Lake and LaSalle Sts., Chicago. 4 

—DEALERS IN— ; f 

Fairbank’s Scales and Agricultural Specialties. a 
Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. i 
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POLLED ABERDEEN 

ANGUS CATTLE. 
BS WP if pac ee es Pen i ae ua aS #| 
> a bs 4 = : S =, 2 ie Snag, alae s eee . ne | 

OL i on sate asa rca a 

>| 7 Bi? ss ee er Ne pw ha - 

I Se ete 5 | 

We have the Largest Herd of Pure-Bred Angus Cattle in this 
County. We will not be Undersold by anyone. Come and see our 
Stock, or write for Catalogue. 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED, 
We also have a large herd of $ and j grades. All Black. No Horns, 

Beautiful in Form, 

WILL SELL VERY CHEAP. 
——_ Ware 5o—— 

LESLIE & BURWELL, 
Cottage Grove, Dane Co., Wis. 

tS Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers. 
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The Profit is in the Dairy. 

Let us suppose that the gpg yoreee cow 
when it is time to sell her to the butcher 
weighs 200 lbs. more than the Jersey, and sup- 
— the Jersey during her life has yielded 500 
bs. more butter than the other, which is a con- 
servative estimate, 200 lbs. old cow beefat 2 
cts, $4; 500 Ibs. butter at 20 cts., $100. Quite 
a margin in the Jersey’s favor,eh? You have ; 
been supporting this extra in carcass all these Hi 
years. 
Texas men say now that they can put beef 

on Chicago market with a profit, at 2 1-2 cts. 
per pound. This mustgovern prices. Yousee 

our “general purpose cow” man works against 
great odds, while the Jersey man who relies 
on his cream that comes every day is reaping 
a steady harvest. 
Ask a farmer the price for which he will keep 

a steer for you a year, and he will probably 
figure very carefully, and tell you that, take it 
the year around he will have to charge you 
about a dollar a week, or say, $50 per year, 
and he will claim that he cannot make any- 
thing at that. ' 
The beef business is discouraging. } 

“The Maples” farm, the home of “ The Maples Herd of Jersey ‘ 

Cattle,” is situated at the eastern city limits of Madison, Wisconsin, : 

It is easily accessible from the city, as any street car going east will 

take you within a few moments’ walk. We would be glad to have 

you come out, whether you wish to purchase or not; you will feel 

repaid if you enjoy looking at fine Jersey cattle. The choicest 

strains of Jersey blood are represented in this herd, and the cattle 

have individual merit. 
We trust your visit will be something pleasant to remember; it 

may result in your thinking of our herd should you ever want 

anything in Jerseys. Very truly yours, 

C. B. MILLER & CO. 
a 
Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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—is THE— 

—FROM— : 

r es GCGREEN+?+BAY e 

And all points in EASTERN WISCONSIN to ‘ 
NEW LONDON, MERRILL, STILLWATER, 

STEVENS POINT, WINONA, HUDSON, 
GRAND RAPIDS, LA CROSSE, EAU CLAIRE, 

WAUSAU, CHIPPEWA FALLS, 

St. Paul, Minneapolis, Sioux City, Omaha 
AND COUNCIL BLUFFS, 

And all points in Minnesota, Dakota, and all pone on the NORTHERN 
PACIFIC RAILROAD and ST. PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS & 

MANITOBA RAILROAD; is the 

From WINONA, LA CROSSE, and all points on the CHICAGO, BURLINGTON 
& NORTHERN RAILROAD, WINONA & ST. PETER RAILROAD 

and SOUTHERN MINNESOTA RAILROAD, to 

MERRILLAN, STEVENS POINT, FOND DU LAC, 
NEILLSVILLE, APPLETON, SHEBOYGAN, 

GRAND RAPIDS, OSHKOSH, GREEN BAY, 

—AND ALL POINTS IN— 

Eastern Wisconsin, Northern Michigan and Lake Superior Regions. 
Passengers from all points—West, Northwest and Southwest—will find the 

G. B., W. & St. P. R. R. 
The DIRECT LINE to all the above points. 

THE PASSENGER EQUIPMENT of this Road embraces all the mod- 
ern improvements and conveniences that tend to make traveling by 
rail safe and comfortable. 

("Be sure your ti-kets read via the 

GREEN BAY, WINONA & ST. PAUL RAILROAD. 
S. W. CHAMPION, Superintendent. J. B. LAST, Asst. Gen. Pass, Agt. 

ss 
Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’ when writing to Advertisers. 
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KOSHKONONG HERD } 

aulggelee | 
: 
/ 

: 
) 

. | 

Special Offer of Guernseys. : 

I offer to those who will porsonsty ines 
them, about 60 REGISTERED GUERNSEYS, 
comprising: : 

A few of ay own breeding. 1 
Choice selections from the DUNCANNON ; 
HERD. k 

Representatives from the herd of Mr. EZRA 
MICHENER. | 

Fine animals bred by J. M. CODMAN. ; 
The cream of the increase of the FERNWOOD | 

and PAULSDALE herds. 4 
And the herd owned and bred by the late i 

CHAS. B. WOOD, one of the oldest and most fy 
careful of breeders. | 

 leeamaiaee ale iets al mare tacit 
cenaeet Snserved hele willallow, daring the next thes months the we i 
MVinitors Till be met ot Ft. AtKicaon or Koshkonong, Wis., on the Wisconsin i 
Div. C. & N. W. Ry. after two days’ notice by mail. La 

F. E. DRAKE, G. E. GORDON, J 
Secretary. Owner. ie 

Koshkonong, Wisconsin. 4 

& Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’’ when writing to Advertisers. {| 
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TrottingStallion 

Gobebic 8556 - - Red Wilkes. 
Allencon 9342 by - - Lord Russell. 
Brighton me - - - Electioneer. 
Wertheim 7462 by - -  Allandorf. 
Manipulator 9341 by -_ - - Nutwood. 
Increase 9405 by - Mambrino Patchen. 
King Piedmont by - - - Piedmont. 
Electrification by - - - Electricity. 

inlein Bros,’ Stock F Uihlein Bros. Stoc ar, 
TRUESDELL, WIS. 

Located on Main Line of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, 82 miles 
from Milwaukee, and 55 miles from Chicago. Send for Catalogue giving descrip- 
tion and pedigree of over 

100 Fine Bred Stallions, 
BROOD MARES AND COLTS. 

ALSO, PURE-BRED NORMAN-PERCHERONS AND CLYDESDALES. 

Young Stock, by our own and other Stallions, out of great mares, for sale. 

UIHLEIN BROS., Milwaukee, Wis. 
HENRY LAUGHLIN, Supt., 

Truesdell, Wis. 

Mention “Farmers Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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GUERNSEYS | i 

1 HAVE ON MY FARM, 

CC 4 99 4 The Butternuts, i 
—AT— 4 : 

LAKE GENEMG, wis., | 
A FINE HERD OF WELL BRED Mf 

a ti | 

Registered Guernseys = 
THE INCREASE OF THE HERD i 

For Sale at Moderate Prices. | 
Address, y 

N. K. FAIRBANK, Chicago, Ill., ; ! 

Or on the farm, W.H. LAWRENCE, Lake Geneva, Wis. 
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| ‘ 
Jo Montana, Oregon and Washington. 

ae 
If you are going west bear in mind the following facts: The Northern Pacific Railroad owns and operates 987 miles, or 57 per cent. of the entire railroad mileage of Montana; spans the Territory with its main line from east to west ; is the short line to Helena ; the only Pullman and dining car line to Butte, and is the only line that reaches Miles City, Billings, Bozeman, Missoula, the Yellowstone National Park and, in fact, nine-tenths of the cities and points of interest in the Territory. 
The Northern Pacific owns and operates 621 miles, or 56 per cent. of the railroad mileage of Washington, its main line extending from the Idaho line via Spokane Falls, Cheney, Sprague, Yakima and Ellensburg, through the center of the Territory to Tacoma and Seattle, and from Tacoma to Portland. No other trans-continental through rail line reaches any portion of Washington Territory. Ten days’ stop over privileges are given on- Northern Pacific second class tickets at Spokane Falls and all points west, thus affording intending settlers an excellent Opportunity to see the entire Territory without incurring the expense of paying local fares from point to point. 

The Northern Pacific is the shortest route from St. Paul to Tacoma by 207 miles; to Seattle by 177 miles, and to Portland by 324 miles —time correspondingly shorter varying from one to two days, according to destination. No other line from St. Paul or Minne- apolis runs through passenger cars of any kind into Idaho, Oregon or Washington. 
In addition to being the only rail line to Spokane Falls, Tacoma and Seattle, the Northern Pacific reaches all the principal points in Northern Minnesota and Dakota, Montana, Idaho, Oregon and Washington. Bear in mind that the Northern Pacific and Shasta line is the famous scenic route to all points in California. Send for illustrated pamphlets, maps and books giving you valuable information in reference to the country traversed by this great line from St. Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth and Ashland to Portland, Oregon, and Tacoma and Seattle, Washington Territory, and enclose stamps for the new 1889 Rand McNally County Map of Washington Terri- tory, printed in colors, 
Address your nearest ticket agent, or CHAS. S. FEE, General Passenger and Ticket Agent, St. Paul, Minn. 

Mention “Farmers Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. : : (268) 
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Superb Train Service, é a 
Good Connections, | 

Fast Time and No Delays 

Can all be secured by taking the 

Pacific R.R. | acliic nh. mh. | 
BETWEEN THE EAST AND : 

Dakota, Manitoba, Montana, — F 
Idaho, Washington Territory, 

British Columbia, : ; 
Oregon and California. 

THIS IS THE 

Yellowstone Park * Dining Gar Reute. | 
The NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD is the SHORT LINE to HELENA, I 

TACOMA, SEATTLE, and PORTLAND, ORE.; is the ONLY LINE running ( 

PULLMAN SLEEPING CARS to FERGUS FALLS, GRAND FORKS, GRAF- | 

TON, WINNIPEG, FARGO, HELENA and BUTTE CITY, and is the ONLY i 

LINE reaching JAMESTOWN, BISMARCK, MILES CITY, BILLINGS, BOZE- i 

MAN, MISSOULA, SPOKANE FALLS, TACOMA and SEATTLE. 4 

Pullman Sleepers, Dining Cars, 
AND 

| 

FRBR GOLONIST SLAKRPRRS a 

ON EXPRESS TRAINS DAILY. Wl 

This Line Offers Special Attractions to Cal- ! 
ifornia Tourists. ; i i 

For full information concerning rates, time, etc., call on or address your near- | 

est ticket agent, any traveling passenger agent of this company, or ) 

CHAS. S. FEE, A 
Gen, Pass. and Ticket Agt..N. P. RR. 

ST. PAUL, MINN. y 

(= Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’’ when Writing to Advertisers. ig 
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FIRST PREMIUM HERD, 
WISCONSIN STATE FAIR, 1888. 

—AT THE HEAD— 

Imported Squire of les Vauxbelets 4th, 771, 
*++-AND—4+— 

*LADY EMILY FOLEY 2D,« 
Dam of Squire of Les Vauxbelets 4th, 771. e 

\ 

_ 

} eas 

ila ea. - 

= i o SS ee 

First Prize, Bath ant West of Englan id. Society, 223 at Exeter, asheifer : pvedaaiigg 2 years old. 
2879. First Prize, Bath and West of England Society, at Worcester, 1880, as heifer above 2 years 
old, Second Prize, Bath and West of England Society, at Tunbridge Wells, 1881, as cow exceed- 
ing 3 years old. First Prize, Royal Agricultural Society of England, at Derby, as cow in milk 
First Prize, Bath and West of England Society, at Cardiff, 1832, as cow in milk. First Prize, 
Royal Agricultural Society of England, at Reading, 1882. First Prize, London Dairy Show, 1882. 
First Prize, 1884, — State Fair. Sold at Philadelphia, 884, at auction, for $1900. The 
largest price that any Guernsey has ever brought. 

i Sire of Squire of Les Vauxbelets No. 771, A. G. C. C. 

Squire of Les Vauxbelets won the first prize, G. H. B. 8., second prize at the R. A. 8. E. Show, 
Kilburn, and first prize at the B. W. E. Show, Exeter, 1879; first prize at the R. A. 8. E. Show, 
Carlisle, second prize at the B. W. E. Show, Worcester, and second prize, R. G. A. 8. 1880; first 
— at the B. W. E. Show, ie Wells, and second prize at the R. A. 8. E. Show, Derby. 
(881; meee eee at the R. A. S. E. Show, Reading. 1882. 

Squire of Les Vauxbelets 4th, No. 771, A. G. C.C., born June 17, 1883. First Special Prize 
Pennsylvania State Fair, 1884; frst prize on bull 3 vears old and over, Wisconsin State Fair, 1888; 
ee on bull of any age, Wisconsin State Fair, 1888; first prize on herd, Wisconsin State 

First on breeders’ herd, 1888; first on two year old heifer, 1888; first on bull calf, 1888; first on 
heifer, 1888; first on heifer over six months, 1888; second on yearling bull, 1888; second on cow, 
1888; second on yearling heifer, 1888; second on bull six months, 1888; second on over six 

mont . 
My herd is one of the largest in the country, containing quite a number of imported animals. 

; I. J. CLAPP, Kenosha, Wis. 

t@ Mention ‘Farmers’ Institute. Bulletin,” when Writing to Advertisers. 
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FRED. PABST, 

IMPORTER AND BREEDER OF 4 

i” 

Horses, — 
INVITES THE ATTENTION OF FARMERS AND OTHERS INTERESTED IN | 

HEAVY DRAFT HORSES, TO HIS 4 

i 

Medel Percheron Horse Stock Farm, ; 
Situated in the town of WAUWATOSA, three miles west of the city of Milwau- i | 

kee, Wisconsin, where some of the most carefully selected famous i 

. ' j 

Percheron Prize Stallions Mares | 
Two to three years old and over, all of my own Importation, I 

ALSO A LARGE NUMBER OF i 

Pure Native Bred Percheron Horses 4 
and Colts | | 

ee ee thee re Sie, Vis j 
FREAD. PABST, | 

Office of Phillip Best Brewing Co., a 
MILWAUKEE, wis. i 

& Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers, 
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CHORPGEH 

FOR THE “TABLE. 

PURE + NATIVE + WINES, 
+ALSOe ; 

SELECTED VARIETIES OF 

GRAPE VINES 
Best Adapted to Wisconsin. 

CATALOGUE SENT ON APPLICATION. 

CHOICE JERSEYS, 

Alphea and St. Lambert Families, 

For sale at reasonable prices. Correspondence solicited. 

WILLIAM FOX, Baraboo, Wis., 
Proprietor Mt. Airy Vineyard. 

"Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’’ when writing to Advertisers. 
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Hickory Park Herd 

Short Horn Cattle 

PURE BRED. 

Individual Merit the Standard. 

en re sine 1 a Prince 

PURE BRED CRUICKSHANKS, 

At the head of our herd. ee hog! ne A Pept = reasonable prices, stock 

Pure Bred Short Horn Cows 
Of other strains at a bargain. Correspondence solicited. 

C. M. SANGER & SON, 
Waukesha, Wisconsin. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. 
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R. B. OGILVIE e rs 9 

BREEDER AND IMPORTER OF 

CLYDESDALES. 
The Largest Edy Establishment in Wis- 

consin, and one of the most important 
on this side of the Atlantic. 

THE MATCHLESS 

“McQUEEN” 
——AND——_ 

z M l oung marmion, 
AT THE HEAD OF MY STUD. 

YOUNG STOCK 
Representing the best bo and most fash- 
ionable breeding, of both sexes, constantly 

on hand for sale. Correspondence so- 
licited, and a personal inspection 

of my animals invited. 

R. B. OGILVIE, Madison, Wis. 

(Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’’ when Writing to Advertisers, 
(274)
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UN ee 
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: PP Ya. Ne ay he 

Lots of Them @igAiaa oN eee 
aS ay ; ra ay eres / 

CAN BE GROWN ey eee eS 
one: = ee : 

By procuring plants at . . 

. e 

Ripon Small Fruit Farm, 
C. H. HAMILTON, Prop., Ripon, Wis., 

BH Who cultivates and has for sale plants of the 
wi ‘ollowing varieties: 

‘iw q a Britton and Snyder Blackberries. 

( E AY'S a at re Grease, “Ohio, Souhegan, Tyler, 
£4 eae > Nemaha, Carman, Johnston’s 

Per Caan) CANCEL Ss Sweet, Earhart, Everbearing, 

A 5 ASS . 2 manice pertains: Cuthbert, 
ota (G3 ee a i. an . 

¥j TEIN BS <e—ASAAY) ct Maolden Queen, Rancocas, Red 
le ih , SSNS) = Raspberries. 

Zp NS Ch = Downing, Industry, Triumph, 

{a = Houghton, Gooseberries. 
be ? Fay’s Prolific, Victoria, Cherry, 

Mt White Grape. La Versellare, 

eee: i Red Dutch, and Lee’s Prolific, 
oy x oN Pa Black Currants, 1 and 2yrs.old. 
# ve YESS 5 Grapes-All the leading varieties. 

1 = ee ‘ a 

Large Stock of First-Class Plants, and at reasonable prices. Correspond with 

me if you wish to plant and get prices. Yours truly, 

Cc. H. HAMILTON, Ripon, Wis. 
a 

t= Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’ when writing to Advertisers. 
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RBID BROS, 

JANGSWILLE, WISCONSIN, 

English Shire, 

Clydesdale, and 

Cleveland Bay 

SIXTY HORSES ON HAND. 

First-class Horses at Moderate Pric2s. Seven First Premiums at Wisconsin State 
Fair, 1888. A fine herd of 

POLLED ANGUS CATTLE 

Shetland Ponies. 
Come and see the stock. Correspondence solicited. 

(Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin,’’ when Writing to Advertisers. 
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POLLOCK & GRAHAM, 

JANESVILLE, WIS., 

s 

Ware 

Breeders and Importers 

CLYDESDALE 

English Shire Horses. 

»@hoice Stock at Reasonable Prices.< 

COME AND SEE US. 
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A. D. BARNES, 
—PROPRIETOR OF — 

Waupaca Aretic Nursery 
—AND— 

FRUIT FARM. 
Thirty years’ experience in Wisconsin orcharding, and member of State Horti- 

cultural Society. 

Patronize Home Industry and Get Acclimated Stoek. 

i MY MOTTO: 

LIVE AND LET LIVE, 

PLANT A TREE AND MAKE IT LIVE. 

A FINE STOCK OF 

WAUPACA COUNTY SEEDLINGS, 

Give me your patronage, oval ree to Plant, Cultivate, 

All Mail Orders Will Receive Prompt Atten- 
tion, and Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

WAUPACA, I - WISCONSIN. 

"Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’ when writing to Advertisers. 
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Crowers, Importers, Wholesale and Retail Dealers of 

Farm and Garden Seeds, Plants and Bulbs. 
Farm and Garden Implements. | Cut Flowers and Floral Designs. 

CURRIE BROS., 
Seed Store, 312 Broadway, econ 10th St & Grand 
Flower Store. 108 Wisconsin St. Ave., and cor. State & 27th Sts., 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. : 
2" Llustrated Catalogue mailed free on application. 
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THOMAS GONVEY 
—— BREEDER OF——— 

High Class Poland Chinas. 
Only First-Class Pigs Shipped on Order, and 

Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

Visit My Herd and Make Your Own Selection. 

Correspondence Solicited. Also 

Plymouth Rock Fowls. 

COME AND SEE ME. 

THOMAS CONVEY, 
lowa County. Ridgeway, Wisconsin. 
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Over 400 Prizes in Three Years.< — 
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Oxford Down, Shropshire, 
—#A N De— 

SOUTHDOWN SHEEP. 
‘ 

Cheshire Hogsand Bronze Turkeys 
BRED AND IMPORTED BY 

GEO. McKERROW, Susser, Waukesha Co., Wis. 

Our Motto: The Best are None Too Good. 
R. R. STATIONS—Templeton, on Wisconsin Central, and Pewaukee, on 

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. 

COME AND SEE US, OR WRITE 
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Have sold over 15,000 of these Cutters the past season, which is the best recom- 
mend that can be offered regarding them. They are now used at most of the 
State Farms, also at the Government Experimental Stations. The above cut 
shows the self feeding attachment which they are putting on most of the larger 
sizes, and which is becoming so popular among the stockmen and aainge 
feeders. These are the lightest running machines on the market, and have 
greatest capacity of any machine now known and are all guaranteed torun at great 
speed with perfect ae The capacity of these cutters is almost unlimited, 
taking fodder of all kinds more rapidly than operators can get it to the machine. 
The Belle City Cutters are made in twelve different sizes for both A eos and 
hand use, and most of the power machines can be easily turned by hand. 
Carriers of any length can be attached to these machines and run at any angle. 
The knives of the very best cast-steel, which this company are now oe direct 
from Sheffield, England, is used for these cutters. Send for Illustrated 
Catalogue and Price List. ADDRESS 

x 

BELLE CITY MANUFACTURING CO. 
: Racine, Wis. 

See opposite page. 
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1 
Our Red Jacket Horse Hay Fork aig if 

= j It is Strong, Durable, Simple, and king fork; Seer eae ae tarred cries ae f 
is so constructed that there is nothing to prevent it from if y a 
going over beams or through pitch holes; does not catch or fd ] ’ 

| ee eee: Ug iretghs only ten pounds), and therefore f | 
0 mulled back ‘to the load, It is easily’ tri . i mtg Re ea en fae i 
Short Hay, it | re - 

SURPASSES ANY FORK KNOWN, Ws ’ ja 
And having a Cutting Edge Point, it enters the hay easil; ‘s 
wen when damp. 4 boy ten years old can operate it. Ail 
bings considered, it is the very best Horse Hay Fork in use. 

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY COUNTY. y) 

PRICE $4.00. i” ‘ | 
ta Ky - 2 

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FAMOUS At ah | 
Pay A § 1 , i 

Belle City Fodder Cutters, es Le 
Horse Powers (both tread and sweep). A Bah | 
Horse Hay Forks, Root Catters, Barrel S “4 Gai H 

Carts, Cultivators, Harrows, and other © ep fi I 1} 
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Wg We show on this page a cut of our i} 

iy i j Power Feed Cutter, 
May 

4 y V With Chain Feed Attachment. ji 

A Also, with long 1 f Carrier driven by instead 
4 belting. This is eee ina good many ways, as ts } 

Va easily tightened and very seldom runs off the pulleys, which fi 
y sometimes causes a great deal of trouble. e Carrier, ag | 

4 ¢/ seen in this cut, represents one long length of 35 feet, and | 
ba one short length under the Cutter. This Carrier can be H 

QB swung at either angle. : | 

a is 
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IN THR WORLD. 

Have imported during the present season over 250 Stallions, including 

Clydesdale, English Shire, Suffolk 
Punch and Hackney Horses. 

More Prize-Winning High-Class Stock imported by us than any other three 
firms in America. Superior horses, fashionable pedigrees, and all guaranteed 
good breeders. Visitors cordially invited. Send for catalogue. 

More Premiums Won by Us at the American Stock Shows of 1887 
and 1888 than by any other Exhibitor. 

Calbraith Bros., 
JANESVILLE, WIS. 

eee 
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BOWLES, HADDEN & C0, 
JANESVILLE, WIS., 

\ 

—— IMPORTERS AND BREEDERS OF —— 

: | 
HIGH CLASS «© 

| 

PERGHERAON, . | Fm 
| 

mf French Draft, | 
Te | 

; 
fegle, French Coach | 

dle Ui | 
Hy 

English Shire Horses, 
“ We offer as fine a lot of 

STALLIONS and MARES 
In breeding, size, draft conformation and quality, as can be found in the stables i 
of any importer in America. Our prices have been put at the lowest notch con- i 

Ge rex tae eee eee 
‘Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to advertisers. : 
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* $6 f; 3 J . >? © Joursington. 
THE VESTIBULED LINE TO 

ALL POINTS NORTH, FAST, SOUTH AND WEST, —THE— 
£ Chicego, Burlington & Northern Railroad, ; AND CONNECTING LINES OF THE 

“ GREAT BURLINGTON ROUTE,” Offer to the traveling public the most expeditious and comfortable means of reaching Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis, St. Louis, Peoria, Kansas City, St. Joseph, Omaha, Lincoln, Denver and Cheyenne, From all the Principal Places in Wisconsin and Minnesota, Its road bed is unexcelled, the grades are light, enabling fast time to be made, and the equipment is of the very best, 
Starting from Minneapolis and St, Paul, its line runs alang the east bank of the Mississippi to Savanna, Ills., whence one branch diverges east to Chi , the other south to Fulton, Ills., connecting with the Chicago, Burlington, & Quince R. R. Pullman sleeping cars to Chicago and St. Louis without change. Peerless dining cars on Limited trains, furnishing an unapproachable cuisine at moderate 

a For tickets, information, etc., apply to any railroad ticket agent, or 
GEO. B. HARRIS, 

Ww. J. C. KENYON, Vice President. St. Paul, Minnesota. Gen. Pass. Agent, 2 Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers. (286) 
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Theodore Louis, 

tHIGH CLASS* 

[POLAND ( ‘HINAS 

Only First-Class Pigs Shipped. 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. 

Visit My Herd, and Make Your | 

Own Selection. 

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. | 

THEODORE LOUIS, 

ention “ Farmers’ Institute — when Writing to Advertisers.
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T.A.Chapman & Co. 

DRY GOODS. 

Established in 1857, being in business over thirty-two years, 

have gained a reputation for keeping the best of goods; also 

of fair, honest dealing. Those wishing goods or samples can 

order by mail and be served just as well as if they were at the 

store in person. It will be their especial care to fill any orders 

which they may receive with all possible dispatch. Below they 

give directions for ordering: 

1st—Write name and address distinctly. 2d—State quality and measure- 

ments clearly. 3d—Say how you want goods shipped. 4th—Put in samples 

when possible. 5th-—Enclose Bank Draft, Express Order, P. O. Order, or send 

currency by Express or in a Registered Letter. 6th—Goods will be sent C. O. D. 

when desired, but by remitting with order Collection Charges will be saved. 

Small parcels weighing 4 Pounds or less can be sent by mail at the rate of 

16 cents per pound—the purchaser taking the risk of loss, 

In ordering from samples, please make a second choice, in case the first 

choice should in the meantime be sold. 

When ordering samples of Silks, Dress Goods, etc., state prices and colors 

wanted, and also what kind of goods. 5 

If you wish any goods in their line—send them your 

order, no matter whether large or small. They desire to make 

this department an accommodation to all parties living out of 

town, and a small order will receive as prompt and careful 

attention as a large one. 

T. A. CHAPMAN & CoO., 
Milwaukee, Wis, 
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